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Preface
Lesbians apply a revolutionary way of thinking that can be beneficial to all actors
within our society fighting for equal rights and justice.
Patricia Curzi (ILGA1 2013)
We live in turbulent times where the Internet indicates shifts towards more interactivity
and participation, although often acted out from behind some sort of technical device.
Despite swarm intelligence and masses of content available at our feet, the real
connection from human to human needs to happen beyond computer screens. When
talking about Lesbian Web Series, online communities and real face-to-face interaction
mingle as fans organize fan meetings with their web series creators. In this sense,
transnational community building of web series and other online shows reflects typical
aspects of new ways of storytelling on the Internet. What makes LesbianWeb Series
unique, however, is the female-centred focus, not only regarding the protagonists but also
in terms of community building. As the film industry until today still obeys a great variety
of patriarchcal structures, web series operate independently within digital space, giving
women the opportunity to reclaim space for their own storytelling. Before discussing
further details on female identities, it has to be stated that Lucille Cairns’ position on
avoiding the term ‘lesbian’ too frequently cannot be shared, as she argues that
[t]hroughout this study every effort will be made to avoid logico-linguistic
solecisms like ‘lesbian film’ or, indeed, ‘French/ francophone lesbian
film’. To anthropomorphise a cultural artefact by ascribing it a human and
nationalised sexual identity is patently absurd. However, these solecisms
do serve as a useful form of shorthand, and I will occasionally have
recourse to them in order to avoid a hypertrophe of admittedly clumsy
circumlocutions such as ‘lesbianthemed [sic] text’ or ‘lesbian-connoted
text’. (Cairns 2006: 3).
Given the erasure of and ignorance towards the history of lesbian women, not just any
women, who faced the lack of significant denominations and concepts of identity
construction, it is far from what Cairns calls ‘absurd’. Naturally, the film (or web series)
itself cannot be ‘lesbian’ in the truthful sense of a human but when speaking of web
series, the term could be misunderstood for a generalization, comprising all web series

1

ILGA, the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (former International
Lesbian and Gay Association).
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when the author only refers to Lesbian Web Series and their specifics. Far from Netflix or
Hulu streamed online shows that resemble TV series in quality, budgets, length of
duration, etc., Lesbian Web Series represent more LGBT community involvement, closer
interaction with fans, and a much smaller but dedicated audience 2.

Censorship does not only affect print media or the film and television industry but also
plays a role in the new media economy. Regarding certain areas of research, even in
academia we are far from having an all access pass to information. Information is power.
The exchange of information therefore is the gateway to creating powerful new ideas and
building new communities. Since in Austria we do not have access to a great a variety of
internationally published information, one has to step out of his or her comfort zone and
collect it. LGBT archives3 contain pieces of history (and herstory) which over hundreds
of years have been eliminated, banned or remained unpublished and hidden.
Lesbian Web Series break free from storytelling between the lines because theses female
identities are represented as a given fact, not an elliptic space that leaves room for
interpretation, for ‘lesbian reading’, even though there is no doubt about different
receptions depending on (sub)cultural knowledge and resonance in oneself. Yes, the
coming out narrative emerges in a web series every now and then, mostly depending on
the age of the characters. Web series about teenagers show what most teenagers do: they
are trying to figure out their identity, develop a sense of belonging, and discover their
sexuality. However, the coming out narrative plays a more crucial role in actual
community building processes when women come together and share their stories as an
integral part of lesbian subcultures.

Since as an Austrian researcher with only a small amount of budget (despite the fundings)
to travel, collect data, and visit libraries that offer LGBT content, I am aware of the fact
that I am denied access to many articles that do exist on lesbian images in media and
popular culture in general. Lesbian Studies, let alone LGBT Studies in a broader sense,
2

The lack of and hunger for lesbian images makes lesbian communities to dedicated viewers. This
phenomenon also applies to lesbian themed books (published by small LGBT presses) which “sell for
decades” (Innes 1995: 33).
3

Protecting and conserving lesbian sources poses a variety of difficulties. Biographers and family members
frequently omitted traces of lesbian history based on social pressure, shame, and legal consequences.
Additionally, some female authors such as Virgina Woolf self-censored their work out of fear of being
incarcerated like fellow author Radcliffe Hall (cf. Simonis 2009: 41).
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have not been institutionalized in Austria so far and still operate among Gender Studies
(often disguised as a Queer Studies section) or a variety of other Interdisciplinary Studies.
Particularly, the Romance Language departments seem to lack research and classes
focusing on LGBT or Queer Studies in Hispano- and Francophone contexts, compared to
the American Studies departments where Queer Studies 4 have at least been somewhat
included into the academic discourse. Lesbian Web Series do not only evoke social
advancement in cultural and identity-related aspects but also a more central positioning of
transmedia texts in popular culture. Patriarchal structures in academia facilitating the
devaluation of female cultural production in all its multitude have to be questioned and
challenged.
To sum it up, Lesbian Web Series introduce a great variety of strong in-depth female
characters, and offer a diverse perspective on subcultural identity constructions across
national borders. This is mostly due to the second interesting factor this corpus has to
offer: the medium itself. It is rather new, still searching for rules and definitions while at
the same time exploring creative freedom far from censorship standards TV- series have
to face. New web series festivals started to emerge worldwide within the last years and
are already about to direct the whole film industry into a different direction. Interestingly,

4

“Lesbian and Gay Studies is a system of inquiry that examines the roles of same-sex desire across and
among cultures and histories. Queer Studies views sexuality not as a stable category of identification or as
merely a series of physical acts, but sees desire itself as a cultural construction that is central to the
institutionalization and normalization of certain practices and discourses that organize social relations and
hierarchies. Together, the two constitute a field whose best work often weaves together both types of
analysis. Lesbian/ Gay/ Queer Studies insists on a pluralistic, multicultural, and comparative approach in its
negotiation within national, racial, ethnic, religious, economic, gender, and age-defined communities. More
than a response to this demographic imperative, this field actively seeks to collapse fields of inquiry, to
reveal contradictions and confrontations within and among disciplines, and to suggest a new model for
academic study within the university. Its development has paralleled the fields of women’s studies and race
studies, emerging as a separate area of inquiry in the 1980s, although much work was being done by
individual scholars prior to that time. The various names of already institutionalized programs in the field –
‘Sexuality Studies’, ‘Queer Studies’, and ‘Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgendered Studies’ – reflect the
plurality of the field’s methodological approaches. The field traverses the arts, humanities, and the social
sciences, including literary theory, film theory, cultural and social history, psychology, sociology,
anthropology, political science, theater, economics – as well as the natural sciences – biology,
epidemiology, immunology, genetics. Its antecedents can be traced back to the emergence of ‘sexology’ as
a legitimate field of academic investigation and scholarship in the nineteenth century. Sexology coincided
with the institution of many now-traditional scientific and humanistic disciplines within the academy. The
rationalization of knowledge into discrete disciplines corresponded with the construction of ‘the
homosexual’ within these newly emerging discourses as a crime, an illness, a person, and a problem to be
solved. In Lesbian/ Gay/ Queer Studies, heterosexuality and homosexuality are viewed as identities and
social statuses, as categories of knowledge, and as languages that frame what we understand as bodies; as
such, the domain of inquiry transcends traditional disciplinary constructs and demands new forms of
scholastic endeavors.“ (CLAGS 2015).
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the economic crisis led to cultural cutbacks in media industries; thus influenced the
migration from television shows towards the web.
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Introduction
I think, the way forward with women is with women. I think that’s how we do it.
(Wayne Callies at Comic Con 2012, [07:25 min.])
Admittedly, this introduction was a constant rewriting process as LGBT politics keep
changing frequently on an international scale, especially within the last decades. When
looking at the economic and also artistic power of the film industry in the US, it becomes
clear that also in terms of LGBT history and representation in the media, their influence
functions not only on a national level but reaches out to numerous LGBT people across
the globe.

It has only been a few decades from the Lesbian and Gay Movement to marriage equality
– and back in some places. No right can be taken for granted, in particular not as women,
and certainly not as lesbian women, as dependence on patriarchal structures still prevails.
When conducting research on Lesbian Web Series, it became very obvious that the
‘personal is political’. The discourse on lesbian identities and narratives is still not fully
considered self-evident within the main academic fields and has provoked numerous
scholars to oppose this project in dubious and homophobic ways. It was a conscious
decision on my part to leave the term ‘lesbian’ in the thesis title and not eliminate it only
for the purpose of easier access to research funding. Contributing to lesbian erasure whilst
wanting to promote lesbian visibility was not a compromise one should be willing to
make. To operate from within this field of discourse, from within this hierarchy where
women’s matters, particularly with additional axes of difference that deviate from the
norm, still have not reached equal amount of academic attention, means to be fully aware
that, even if not intended, political and social norms play an essential role in the
preparation and funding process before even being able to start the actual work.
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‘Lesbian’ vs. ‘Queer’ Approach
López Penedos (cf. 2008: 13) book El laberinto queer. La identidad en tiempos de
neoliberalismo 5 sums up best the different angles of Queer Theory as well as queer
activism and queer reading in academia. She points out how the term ‘queer6’ used in a
self-descriptive way as an identity mainly relies on sexual practices7 to deviate from the
norm (not only the heterosexual norm but also non-fetish sexuality, etc.) and how
queerness focuses on the individual rather than the collective. This makes queer 8 activism
even more complex as activism works better in groups, uniting for similar causes. Queer
activism is seen as working together momentarily for a common cause each individual
participating has interest in, as they harshly criticise the lesbian and gay movement for not
recognizing the differences of e.g. race, class, and ethnical backgrounds among lesbians
enough. Omission through generalization happens as a result of invisibility (cf. López
Penedo 2008: 141, cf. Simonis 2009: 66). However, visibility can be created more
effectively in groups.
Queer Theory proposes hybridization (cf. López Penedo 2008: 19) as an approach
towards (individual) identity, looking at the differences of each individual respectfully
which at the same time makes it harder to form a collective necessary at times to establish
e.g. equal rights among a mostly heteronormative society. Moreover, queer theorists
renounce the category of identity as they understand it as an exclusionary because it
supposedly only focuses on one identity variable of an individual (neglecting other
intersectional components). Queer Theory, as explained by López Penedo (cf. 2008),
therefore is not suitable for a closer analysis of lesbian identity in Lesbian Web Series.
Certain aspects, however, can be read through the lens of queerness in terms of e.g. power
relations and hierarchies of certain characters. To analyze identity itself, a queer lens is
not favourable due to its individualistic identity approach. Moreover, as the queer focus
lies on actual sexual practices, the aspect of identity formation based on feelings and a

5

Engl. The Queer Labyrinth. Identity in Times of Neoliberalism.

6

Originally, the term ‘queer’ was used as an insult against members of the LGBT community but reclaimed
to self-identify and give it a positive meaning of pride against homophobia (cf. López Penedo 2008: 18).
7

These sexual practices however are the product of socio-historical processes (cf. López Penedo 2008: 13).

8

The term ‘queer’ was once on the list of “derogatory and hateful terms” similar to “nigger” (GLAAD
2012: additional page x, no number) and has drastically changed over the course of the last 20 to 30 years.
‘Lesbian’ remains the most constant, accepted term.
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sense of belonging (and collective identity) without any sexual experience is not
acknowledged.

Sociohistorical Proveniences of Lesbian Identities
The development of a positive identity for lesbian women is closely linked to images that
started off as almost invisible aspects of cultural life of the heterosexual mainstream.
Examining historical details of the emergence of these images and how they have
changed after important incidents such as the Christopher Street Day (CSD), also called
Rainbow Parade or Pride events today, was required. Today the CSD is celebrated
worldwide to remember the riots that took place in the bar Stonewall Inn in New York’s
Christopher Street in June 1969. The extremely violent police action against homosexuals
in this gay bar marked the beginning of Gay Prides 9 in the US. As a starting point of the
Gay Movement, the CSD has also become an important date to be preserved in the
collective memory of lesbians, supporting a positive identity compared to the mainly
negative psychological approaches which labelled lesbianism as “illness” in the past.
In the 1970s and 1980s the Feminist Movement strengthened the position and claims of
women in general and therefore also contributed to the emerging Lesbian Movement
seeking visibility in society. But it was only in the year 2005 that Canada and Spain
legalized same-sex marriage in contrast to the US where the federal government has only
recognized it recently under the Obama administration. Such governmental decisions
strongly influence the construction of identity of lesbian women living in those countries,
and deeply affect their private lives.

Field Research in the US, Canada, and Spain
Due to the transnational and transcultural nature of this research field and due to the fact
that lesbian memory spaces such as LGBT archives and museums mainly exist outside the
Austrian borders, it was essential to collect the necessary sociohistorical and cultural data
in each of the initially main Lesbian Web Series’ production countries: the US, Canada,
and Spain. Moreover, understanding in what ways attending LGBT social events 10

9

Political motivated parades where people demonstrate for equal rights beyond the heteronormative
discourse and discriminating laws.
10

“[H]aving gay friends and attending gay social events appeared to reinforce positive gay identity, which
in turn predicted self-esteem, psychological well-being and adjustment. Similarly, Miranda and Storms
(1989) found that self-labeling as lesbian/ gay was related to satisfaction with lesbian/ gay identity which in
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positively affects shaping lesbian identity, it was crucial to take part in LGBT film
festivals, screenings, panel discussions, and Pride 11 events to study symbolic acts, the
subcultural practices of subtexting, and the application of lesbian symbols.
For these purposes, writing a field journal was primarily used when attending Pride
events (in Montreal and Toronto), visiting gay villages (in San Francisco, Montreal,
Toronto, Madrid, and Barcelona), LGBT/ Queer film festivals (the Inside Out LGBT Film
Festival in Toronto, the LesGaiCineMad in Madrid, and the Festival Internacional de
Cinema Gai i Lèsbic in Barcelona) and an open-air screening (in Montreal’s gay village,
organized by the Archives gaies du Québec), the lesbian social event The Dinah
(including the Battle of the Lesbian Web Series and Dinah Film Night including the
screening of Second Shot, in Palm Springs), and LGBT-related archives, exhibitions, and
bookstores (the Historical Society in Long Beach offered an exhibition on local LGBT
history, the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives in Los Angeles had no available
exhibition during the archives consultation, the CLGA – Canadian Lesbian and Gay
Archives including an LGBT exhibition in Toronto, the Casal Lambda Centre de
Documentació including lesbian film screenings and the Librería Cómplices in Barcelona,
as well as the A Different Life Librería in Madrid’s gay village Chueca).

The Significance of Representation
Without a doubt, web series are increasingly ‘coming out’ right now. Due to the strong
media representation of gay teenagers’ suicide attempts in North America in 2010, not
only lesbian gay bisexual transgender (LGBT) related organizations have recognized the
importance of public representation. A single video by the US-American author Dan
Savage and his partner released in 2010 initiated campaigns such as the It Gets Better
Project to encourage young people to come out and to build a strong identity. By 2011 the
campaign had already managed to gain international attention. The Canadian social
democratic Jack Layton e.g. contributed a bilingual video message, or Canadian LGBT
turn was associated with psychological adjustment. It is noteworthy that achieving a positive minority
identity is not only important for LGBs: having a positive ethnic identity has also been shown to predict
psychological well-being in ethnic minorities (Martinez & Dukes, 1997)” (Luhtanen 2002: 88).
11

Pride events worldwide reflect the political situation of each country concerning rights for LGBT people.
While in Croatia people attending pride were hit by rocks and yelled at in 2011, Russia totally eliminated
Pride in 2012 after numerous violent incidents over the last years. Spain on the other hand has shown a
great amount of support for their LGBT community in recent years, e.g. a priest hissed the rainbow flag on
top of his church during Pride events and the media constantly stimulated the current discourse on Pride
events in Madrid.
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organizations12 such as Ontario Rainbow Alliance of the Deaf that submitted its video in
Sign Language, cooperate in the movement against homophobia. The invisibility of
lesbian life, which is deeply rooted in its history, is finally starting to change into an
international visibility of lesbian women because of, among other things, the web and its
social network options to unite, exchange, and grow into a transnational community.

This dissertation aims to prove that Lesbian Web Series reflect and employ common
symbols which transnationally represent lesbian cultures through their characters. These
symbols support and represent their ‘collective memory’ (‘cultural’ and ‘communicative
memory’; cf. Halbwachs 1935/ 1950, Assmann 1988, 2005) and are therefore imperative
for the lesbian community which comprises and produces essential cultural artefacts. The
technical quality of the Lesbian Web Series corpus might vary but at their core they
contribute to visibility regardless of storyline or artistic talent. These female centred
online series tell their stories of identity processes, inclusion, belonging, and love –
deeply human emotions.
This doctoral thesis opts for an interdisciplinary perspective on the recent phenomenon of
Lesbian Web Series, investigating how this new format facilitates the construction of
lesbian identity and its representations through immediate transmedia storytelling and the
visibility of lesbian life in a positive light. While opposing the lesbian death trope by
replacing it with a variety of complex, strong, and independent female characters, web
series shift the common image of lesbian women from the margins into the centre of
society. Formerly depicted as the mentally ill, or more recently as side characters that
only last a few episodes, lesbian women are now portrayed as protagonists driving their
own main storylines.
Female identity construction is considered as a fluid process, rather than separated linear
stages, and while identity is oscillating in and out of lesbian communities, expanding
online, web series strengthen coming out narratives which finally bring both, characters
and audience alike, into a stage of identity stabilization. Transnational communities build
temporally around Lesbian Web Series due to the high agency of their audiences.

12

López Penedo (cf. 2008: 90) recognizes the significant role the first gay and lesbian organizations have
played and still play in creating and shaping LGBT communities.
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Interaction is crucial within this participatory culture, provoking engagement, nourishing
subcultural production, stimulating identity formation, and vice versa.
Lesbian Web Series’ key aspects comprise audiovisuality, authenticity, fictionality,
narrativity, seriality, transnationality, and transmediality. Furthermore, they originate in
the video platform YouTube due to the emergence of the first web series in 2007 which
already presented a female protagonist (although not specifically lesbian). The Spanish
web series Chica Busca Chica (2007) and the American inventions Girl Trash! (2007),
and Apples (2007) quickly followed suit, while almost simultaneously, other parts of
Europe, Latin and North America also started their productions for Anyone But Me
(2008), B.J. Flecher Private Eye (2008), Seeking Simone (2009), Venice The Series
(2009), Plan V (2009), Girl/Girl Scene (2010), Out With Dad (2010), Féminin/Féminin
(2014), Notas Aparte (2016), and many more. Lesbian Web Series, have now turned into
a transnational phenomenon with series emerging in Italy (LSB The Series, 2013), in
Australia (The Newtown Girls, 2012), and recently even in France (Les Goudous, 2016),
New Zealand (Pot Luck, 2016), India (The Other Love Story, 2016), Belgium (La théorie
du Y, 2016), and Great Britain (Different For Girls, 2017).

The Spanish Chica Busca Chica and its follow up movie De Chica En Chica, Notas
Aparte, the US-American Venice The Series and its soap opera ‘backstory’ Otalia (edited
from Guiding Light), the Anglocanadian Out With Dad, Seeking Simone, and the
Francocanadian Féminin/Féminin form the main corpus in terms of encoding strategies of
lesbianism in their opening scenes. Furthermore, to demonstrate that lesbian mirror scenes
have already existed plentiful on television before the emergence of web series, we will
also take a look at respective scenes on the US-American show Fringe, the British drama
Lip Service, the Canadian fantasy drama Lost Girl, and the German soap opera GZSZ.
To give a summary of the effects Lesbian Web Series have on their audiences, we will
further broach the lesbian gaze, community building mechanisms, and audience migration
from the television towards the web on the example of the musical memory motif on the
US-American soap opera Guiding Light and the Lesbian Web Series Venice The Series.

Lesbian Web Series narrate identities in a digital transmedia online space, connecting all
of the mentioned countries (and more) through their ways of streaming, distribution,

18

audience engagement, and their efforts to increase accessibility (often free of charge).
Some fans even claim they have saved their lives.
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I.

Questions of Methodology and Theoretical Framework
Love demands expression. It will not stay still, stay silent, be good, be
modest, be seen and not heard, no. It will break out in tongues of praise,
the high note that smashes the glass and spills the liquid.
(Winterson 1992/ 1996: 9f.)

[T]he concept of ‘lesbian’ increasingly has been theorized, debated, and studied
since the 1960s, until even those of us who have identified as lesbian for decades
begin to question ourselves about what the word ‘truly’ means and to whom does
it ‘really’ apply. Images marked as ‘lesbian’ create desire in men and women
alike, sell commercial products and services, and stir up controversy on many
levels. Images of lesbian faces, bodies, kisses, marriages, and divorces proliferate
on the television screen, the pages of popular magazines, and innumerable
Internet sites. Increasingly, lesbians worldwide have access to depictions of
women with whom they assumedly can relate, and the viewing population in
general finds images that purportedly demonstrate the reality and variety of
lesbian lives.
Despite enormous international interest in the idea and image of lesbian,
however, I believe that most people have only a limited understanding of what it is
to be lesbian in a global context. In part, this limited perspective is due to the
unavailability of images of the broad diversity of real women-centered women.
For instance, in United States mainstream popular culture, which provides the
great majority of images through mass media and Internet, we most often see
‘lipstick lesbians’ – middle to upper class, thin, fashionable women – as is the
case on the television series The L Word and the predominantly gay male series
Queer as Folk. Even many first-rate films such as Fire (India 1996) and Aimée
and Jaguar (Germany 1999) show lesbian images that conform to this same
contemporary Western concept of beauty, although they complicate the paradigm
of what is ‘normative’ by showing lesbian life and community in other places and
eras. Exceptions tend to be limited to portrayals of the extremely mannish lesbian,
who is characterized as marginal, uninteresting, and too often pathological.
(Cooper 2009: 1f.)
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1

Questions of Methodology
Cultural analysis is intrinsically incomplete.
And, worse than that, the more deeply it goes the less complete it is. (Geertz 1973: 29)

The main focus of this analysis concentrates on female identity constructions and their
representations in the recent format of Lesbian Web Series which brings forward lesbian
storylines, using the new technological possibilities to create diverse, complex female
characters claiming space within the transnational identity discourse, provoking a sense of
self-identification and belonging in the audiences, and igniting processes of community
building beyond the existing narratives on the Internet. The aim was to find encoding and
decoding strategies of lesbianism in lesbian communities and the film and media
landscape, specifically targeting Lesbian Web Series and their transmedia in Anglo-,
Hispano-, and Francophone contexts.
The investigations on lesbian identities primarily took place within their subcultural
communities in the US, Canada, and Spain, and required a broad variety of
methodological approaches. Not only does this research project take a look at women
facing a diverse historical and socio-political background but also tackles the question of
(in-)visibility and censorship. Lesbian minorities and anti-discrimination laws are treated
very differently in each country, constantly changing depending on the political forces in
power. The large spectrum of methodological approaches therefore tries to shed light onto
the construction of lesbian identities from various perspectives while most importantly
including sociohistorical and cultural information consulted and obtained (by
photographing or scanning) at various LGBT archives, museums, and affiliated events.
Field research was conducted by participant observation (taking field notes, collecting
relevant material such as flyers and LGBT magazines, conduct informal interviews or
discussions with people in the field, etc., as well as observing situations without particular
interaction, and reflecting upon the taken field notes later on), by structuring recurring
themes or narratives in the collected data, and by analyzing the female protagonists of the
selected web series’ sequences from a technical and narrative point of view according to
film studies’ techniques. Hereby, data on applied lesbian codes within the local
US-American, Canadian, and Spanish LGBT communities of the following areas was
collected: Palm Springs, Los Angeles, Long Beach, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal,
Madrid, and Barcelona.
21

A Multi-Perspective Approach
According to Ansgar Nünning and Jan Rupp (cf. 2012: 4), a multi-perspective (Literary,
Linguistic, Media and Cultural Studies) approach is necessary when analyzing narrative
genres on the Internet. However, it can be argued to extend (or modify) these perspectives
by numerous aspects such as psychological and/ or sociological views when specifically
focussing on Lesbian Web Series. We do not look at the format of web series exclusively
from a technical and narratological perspective but also at its interconnectedness with its
content, content distribution platforms and movement. Lesbian Web Series, operating in
different genres from drama to comedy, make female characters the centre of all main
storylines, representing an often overlooked and historically underrepresented minority
(including additional axes of difference e.g. race, class, etc.). Web series generally show
an enormous variety of genres, storylines, production quality and budget, as well as
duration

and

streaming

platforms.

Their

digital

online

nature

offers

(also

semi-professional) filmmakers and amateurs the possibility to create content beyond what
usually circulates in the film industry directed at a mainstream audience, hence technical
quality hereby varies greatly.
Panofsky’s (cf. 1932: 103-109) historically, socially, and culturally relevant methodology
of iconology shows similarities to Geertz’ (cf. 1973) concept of ‘thick description 13’ in
terms of decoding and understanding cultural meaning. A close reading of lesbian images
in web series, however, does not only require one overall visual model to unlock its
hidden truths but also to recognize the importance of the lesbian gaze, of questioning
what kind of images are significant to whom and why. The awareness about the existence
of a lesbian gaze has to build the foundation for approaching this analysis in the first
place. While Geertz (ibid.) was mainly used directly in the field to note, structure, and
decode lesbian symbols on location, the gained insights evidently influenced the way of
clustering images within the opening and mirror scenes of the corpus. Yet, for an in-depth

13

“A repertoire of very general, made-in-the-academy concepts and systems of concepts – ‘integration’,
‘rationalization’, ‘symbol’, ‘ideology’, ‘ethos’, ‘revolution’, ‘identity’, ‘metaphor’, ‘structure’, ‘ritual’,
‘world view’, ‘actor’, ‘function’, ‘sacred’, and, of course, ‘culture’ itself – is woven into the body of
thick-description ethnography in the hope of rendering mere occurrences scientifically eloquent. The aim is
to draw large conclusions from small, but very densely textured facts; to support broad assertions about the
role of culture in the construction of collective life by engaging them exactly with complex specifics. Thus
it is not only interpretation that goes all the way down to the most immediate observational level: the theory
upon which such interpretation conceptually depends does so also.“ (Geertz 1973: 28).
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observation a specific set of methods used for character analysis is also essential. For this
purpose, Eder’s, Faulstich’s, Gauderault’s and Jost’s complementary perspectives have
been applied. Additionally, Gillian Rose’s (cf. 2001: 58, 16) methodological approach of
clustering 14 has to be mentioned, as she proposes to focus on the following three
categories also significant for understanding web series: production, image, and
‘audiencing’. Furthermore, Rose (cf. 2001: 16-17) suggests taking into account three
modalities within these levels: a technological (e.g. the Internet), a compositional (e.g.
content, design through space, colours, etc.), and a social (economic, political, social
relations, institutions, and a set of practices regarding production) component. For the
analysis of lesbian identities, in the field and on-screen, we have to keep in mind the
mentioned categories and modalities that are particularly useful when wanting to
understand how factors play together to fabricate the final product of Lesbian Web Series
in the end.
Nowadays lesbian images can be found in a great variety of media, comprising
representations in narratives, TV series, movies, as well as in web series and other forms
of visual arts. The ever-increasing visibility of lesbian storylines in media incites to
question the link between literary descriptions, appearances on TV, and web imageries.
Therefore this thesis will point out important aspects concerning the construction and
narration of characters, focusing on visual aspects and the female body, subcultural
symbols in selected scenes, and the language (terminology) used.

Methodological Triangulation
Qualitative research is particularly relevant when analyzing sociopolitical issues (cf. Flick
2002: 383), social cohesion, the dissolving of social inequalities, and the formation of
subcultures in situatively, locally, and temporally restricted narrations (cf. Flick 2002:
12). Different perspectives are taken into consideration, analyzed and reflected upon by
the researcher as part of the findings (cf. Flick 2002: 16). Additionally, qualitative
research allows for complex subject matters such as identity to be investigated at large

14

Clustering is a methodological strategy to identify and structure key themes and images, the typical
representation as well as the significant exception both have to be taken into account (cf. Leimgruber et al.
2013: 255).
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and acted out in an everyday context rather than an artificially set up environment (cf.
Flick 2002: 17). For this purpose, the method of triangulation 15 was used to in two ways:
a) Data triangulation: in terms of different locations (numerous locations in three
countries).
b) Theoretical triangulation: Lesbian/ LGBT Studies, Cultural Studies, Film Studies.
In order to explore the field of lesbian identity construction and representation in web
series, the methodological approach has to be relatively open, combining the necessary
techniques of different disciplines to not only obtain factual data but more importantly put
it in the transnational context of transmedia. Different cultures, subcultures, languages,
legal and sociohistorical backgrounds, otherwise complicate the analysis. Flick (cf. 2002:
398) distinguishes between the methods of obtaining data (e.g. participant observation)
versus the interpretation of obtained data (structuring and analyzing the data from the
field and bringing it into the context of narrative and audiovisual analysis of the series’
corpus).

Tendencies towards Participant Observation
López Penedo (cf. 2008: 84) detects three main postpositive tendencies that are
significant for creating a shift in lesbian rights: identity politics, social ethics, and
participant observation. As a minority group lesbian women seek recognition, justice, and
equality within the legal system. To provide a scholarly perspective on female topics
often requires to shift the male dominated view first since academia is still structured in a
patriarchal manner and consequently research about women is not always first priority in
scientific discourse, particularly not if the field

16

consists of a female minority.

Postpositivism helped to strengthen the practices of field research within the lesbian
community from within because the applied method establishes intimacy between
researchers and the lesbian community. Field research and autoethnographical approaches
are widespread among LGBT and Queer Studies, particularly in North America.
15

The methods used in the field are all qualitative whereas a more traditional triangulation model combines
qualitative and quantitative research methods.
16

“Anthropologists have not always been as aware as they might be of this fact: that although culture exists
in the trading post, the hill fort, or the sheep run, anthropology exists in the book, the article, the lecture, the
museum display, or, sometimes nowadays, the film. To become aware of it is to realize that the line
between mode of representation and substantive content is as undrawable in cultural analysis as it is in
painting; and that fact in turn seems to threaten the objective status of anthropological knowledge by
suggesting that its source is not social reality but scholarly artifice.” (Geertz 1973: 16).
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From Patricia White (1999: x) speaking of Cynthia as her “love and counsel” to Susana
López Penedo mentioning her wife “mi mujer, Effie Delphinius”, these typical tendencies
within lesbian research indicate the unspoken need to declare belonging to the very
community investigated. Thus, the researchers hereby automatically imply a certain
acceptance towards lesbianism. It is arguable if it is necessary for scholars to out
themselves for the advantages of visibility. However, it is argued that it should not be
among the required criteria to conduct research on lesbian identities.

1.1 Field Research in the US, Canada, and Spain
The ethnographer ‘inscribes’ social discourse; he writes it down. In so doing, he turns it
from a passing event, which exists only in its own moment of occurrence, into an account,
which exists in its inscriptions and can be reconsulted. (Geertz 1973: 19)
The empirical field research (cf. Geertz 1973, cf. Girtler 2001: 61f.) took place within
US-American, Canadian, and Spanish LGBT contexts.
a) Participant observation17 at LGBT film festivals (or screenings) as well as in
gay villages, at exhibitions, and in museums by keeping a daily field journal,
conducting informal interviews and/ or discussions with web series creators
and audiences of all countries.
b) Non-participatory (and passive) observation regarding the representation of
lesbian women in local print and online media, and collecting data on LGBT
symbols on buildings, art in public, etc. throughout e.g. Pride events.
The aim was to unlock each local lesbian subculture and its broader contexts within the
mainstream to gain knowledge of the ‘participatory culture’ (cf. Jenkins 2009: xi) Lesbian
Web Series operate in. The used procedural method was to document all observations in
the field by writing a field journal (in the field and shortly after) and taking relevant
17

“What the ethnographer is in fact faced with except when (as, of course, he must do) he is pursuing the
more automatized routines of data collection – is a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures, many of
them superimposed upon or knotted into one another, which are at once strange, irregular, and inexplicit,
and which he must contrive somehow first to grasp and then to render. And this is true at the most
down-to-earth, jungle field work levels of his activity: interviewing informants, observing rituals, eliciting
kin terms, tracing property lines, censusing households... writing his journal. Doing ethnography is like
trying to read (in the sense of ‘construct a reading of’) a manuscript – foreign, faded, full of ellipses,
incoherencies, suspicious emendations, and tendentious commentaries, but written not in conventionalized
graphs of sound but in transient examples of shaped behavior.“ (Geertz 1973: 10).
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pictures (e.g. of subcultural symbols found in public places or specific LGBT locations)
that could indicate LGBT references.
Field Research Locations18 April 2012 – February 2014
The following locations visited 2012-2014 19 are known to comprise unique data on
lesbian history that otherwise cannot be accessed: field research within the communities,
especially in visited memory spaces for LGBT cultures in Palm Springs (one week in
April 2013), Los Angeles (including Long Beach, two weeks in April 2013), San
Francisco (two weeks in April 2013), Toronto (one week each in May and July 2013),
Montreal (stay throughout May 2012, May-August 2013, October 2014), Madrid (one
week 2013), and Barcelona (stay from the end of September 2013 until the end of
February 2014) has also provided useful insight into symbolic acts, subcultural20 codes,
and the difficulties and struggles of the past tied to lesbian identity.

The first week of work in the field started off in April 2013 in Palm Springs by attending
relevant events during the The Dinah, one of the two biggest lesbian festivals worldwide
(besides the Girlie Circuit in Barcelona), e.g. the Battle of the Lesbian Web Series and a
web series screening of Second Shot (including a Q&A with web series creator and
actress Jill Bennett).
It continued in April of 2013 by collecting cultural and historical data at the One National
Lesbian & Gay Archives in Los Angeles during a period of two weeks. Visiting LGBT
exhibitions has also proven to provide an extensive insight into the historical
proveniences of symbols used among members of the communities and clearly
demonstrated transnational similarities it their usage. For this purpose, field notes were
taken at the following exhibitions: at the Historical Society in Long Beach in April 2013,
at the GLBT History Museum in San Francisco in April 2013, at the CLGA – Canadian

18

“Anthropologists don’t study villages (tribes, towns, neighborhoods...); they study in villages.“ (Geertz
1973: 22).
19

The first conducted field research started in 2012 (in Montreal only) and ended in 2014 (returning to
Montreal for a conference and conducting further research) but mainly focuses on the results of the research
period from 2013 to 2014 (at all of the above mentioned locations).
20

“[I]n the study of culture, analysis penetrates into the very body of the object – that is, we begin with our
own interpretations of what our informants are up to, or think they are up to, and then systematize those –
the line between [...] culture as a natural fact and [...] culture as a theoretical entity tends to get blurred.“
(Geertz 1973: 15).
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Lesbian & Gay Archives in Toronto in May and July 2013 (a week each), and at the
África LGBT exhibition and documentary screening (including a discussion with three
present LGBT refugees from Sierra Leone21 at Universidad Complutense de Madrid) in
November 2013 in Madrid (staying a week).
Furthermore, international LGBT related documentaries, long and short films were shown
at the following locations to investigate currently circulating lesbian representations
transnationally: at the Inside Out LGBT Film Festival in Toronto in May 2013, at the
Festival Internacional de Cinema Gai i Lèsbic in Barcelona (in October 2013), at the 18o
Festival Internacional de cine lésbico gai y transsexual in Madrid, at the open-air
Image+Nation screenings from the Archives gaies du Québec in the gay village of
Montreal (during summer months in 2013), at screenings held by and at the Casal
Lambda Centre de Documentació in Barcelona (throughout my stay from the end of
September 2013 until the end of February 2014).
In addition to the mentioned screenings, attending Pride events (e.g. LGBT Immigration
Canada22) in the cities of Toronto in July 2013 and Montreal in August 2013 not only

21

At the 18o Festival Internacional de cine lésbico gai y transsexual de Madrid in november 2013 a
screening of an African documentary took place at the Sala Naranja at the Universidad Complutense de
Madrid (UCM), called Kuchus of Uganda. Afterwards a discussion with three LGBT activists/ refugees
from Sierra Leone offered insight into dangerous places for LGBT people.This is another documentary on
LGBT people in Uganda (the first one took place at the Inside Out LGBT Film Festival in Toronto and was
called God Loves Uganda). It demonstrated the parallels to what the refugees from Sierra Leone have
experienced in their home country. In Africa about 70 countries criminalize homosexuality. Not even in an
academic context at a medical school, medics can reason on this topic in a serious way. They instead often
cite parts from the Bible or start shouting and comparing homosexuals to animals as the ‘issue’ is highly
emotionally charged. Many African LGBT activists have already died because there is no protection in any
law, therefore the police cannot provide any help, rather helps to ‘turn them in’. They have difficulties
getting access to health care due to their sexual orientation because anyone who gets involved with LGBT
people risks to be accused of being gay themselves and therefore will be kicked out of the university or their
jobs. A lesbian woman working for the only LGBT organization in Uganda, cannot let her landlady know
that she has this kind of office there, so she lives there in order to have a place to be for the organization.
People from this LGBT organization feel that their brick wall is still not big and high enough to feel safe.
All of the three present refugees have experienced similar situations: beatings, getting kicked out of the
house, being exposed publicly in the media (e.g. denounced in the newspaper, etc.), have received death
threats, and know friends who have been killed. No one really feels safe unless they have a fake
heterosexual relationship for protection purposes.
The organization Triángulo in Spain helped the three refugees to get out of their country and flee to Kenya
and then to Spain. When it became extremely dangerous, they had to change their sleeping place every day
as their life was in danger. They came to Spain in August 2013 and continue their LGBT activism in
Madrid. Due to the dangerous situation of possible persecution in Sierra Leone all three refugees declined
any photos.
22

LGBT immigration faces constant legal difficulties, especially in terms of recognizing marriage-like
unions of lesbian women coming from countries without marriage equality. Married hetereosexual couples
immigrating simply receive their Canadian equivalent for their marriage licence.
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exemplified on-going issues within each very diverse communities but also demonstrated
a corporate side to them that is still relatively uncommon in Austria: a multitude of
companies sent their LGBT employees and allies to Pride, waving corporate signs, and
advertising their ‘gayfriendlyness’.
Cities like San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal, Madrid, and Barcelona are famous for
embracing their local gay villages (called ‘le village’ in Montreal and ‘el ambiente’ in
both Spanish cities, the Chueca district in Madrid and the ‘Gaixample’ [actually
Eixample] quarter in Barcelona) and offer (relatively) safe spaces for LGBT communities
and to exercise participant observation.
Field Journal: Participant23 Observation24
Clifford Geertz (1973) suggests that we treat culture as a symbolic system that does not
require a high degree of coherence. Thus, a valid description of lesbian subcultures is not
based on coherence or trying to force unified patters but to observe events:
Culture is most effectively treated [...] purely as a symbolic system [...] by
isolating its elements, specifying the internal relationships among those
elements, and then characterizing the whole system in some general way –
according to the core symbols around which it is organized, the underlying
structures of which it is a surface expression, or the ideological principles
upon which it is based.
[...]
Whatever, or wherever, symbol [sic] systems ‘in their own terms’ may be,
we gain empirical access to them by inspecting events, not by arranging
abstracted entities into unified patterns. A further implication of this is that
coherence cannot be the major test of validity for a cultural description.
Cultural systems must have a minimal degree of coherence, else we would
not call them systems […]. (Geertz 1973: 17).
Using Geertz’ method of ‘thick description’ allows observing lesbian images and their
encoded symbols in the field when approaching identity representations in Lesbian Web
Series. To observe the environment and take notes (both descriptive and reflective) when
directly working in the field is an essential ethnological and anthropological method. The
23

“So far as it has reinforced the anthropologist’s impulse to engage himself with his informants as persons
rather than as objects, the notion of ‘participant observation’ has been a valuable one.” (Geertz 1973: 20).
24

Discrete qualitative observations (cf. Bortz/ Döring 2006: 262) without the observed knowing was
applied e.g. in gay villages and at pride parades because the results are more realistic, and qualitative
observation techniques are particularly suitable to gain information and first impressions on a new research
field, develop usful hypotheses, and obtain knowledge of transcultural similarities in different LGBT
communities. The definition of ‘observing’ a situation and/ or interaction in this context is active,
target-oriented and selective (cf. Bortz/ Döring 2006: 263).
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field journal itself allows the researcher to take part in planned – and most of all
unplanned – situations that emerge spontaneously. It is of great importance to write down
experiences and observations while directly on location and/ or shortly thereafter, as the
selections, categorizations and making sense of individual parts of information by linking
them, comes during another step of the empirical practice later on. Data that may seem
irrelevant at a certain moment may turn out to be significant in the end.

Informal Interviews on Production Backgrounds
Three informal, non-standardized, qualitative interviews for explorative studies (cf.
Bortz/ Döring 2006: 239) were conducted (per Skype and in person) with web series
creators25 at the beginning of the field research period in spring 2013 and mainly played
an important role for understanding the background of web series production processes
and statistics on (female/ male) audiences to verify that the assumption of a higher female
demographic was to be true. Another function of the interviews conducted was to obtain
descriptive data (cf. Bortz/ Döring 2006: 244) about the creative, financial, and interactive
processes of making a Lesbian Web Series. Due to the restrictive resources and the short
amount of time, one interview was held per Skype and two others on location (in a café)
in person. The interviews offered useful insight into the mentioned procedures of
production, and monitoring audiences but, moreover, into reported difficulties within the
web series community due to discriminatory behaviour against certain producers. As
evidently faking an answer – which has to be expected according to Bortz/ Döring (cf.
2006: 249f.) but tampers with the results – also occurred, the conduct of more interviews
has not been pursued further.

1.2 Film Analysis of Lesbian Characters
The collective as well as the cultural memory (cf. Halbwachs 1935/ 1950; cf. Assmann
1988) of a community operate on numerous narrative forms that preserve cultural
symbols building the basis for our social norms and traditions. Even if a rarely known
format among the heteronormative mainstream culture, Lesbian Web Series become a
more and more attractive source for lesbian audiences and offer an abundance of lesbian
25

Due to anonymity reasons, names will not be mentioned.
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symbols and subcultural artefacts that are crucial for the process of identity construction
within a series character (but also within the audience).
The analysis (of relevant narratives, editing, sound, characters, etc.) of fictional, lesbian
characters from the selected corpus considered socio-political and cultural background of
each production country, common symbols within the lesbian communities, and
terminology used in reference to lesbian identity. The focus of analysis was on the most
pivotal scenes: opening and mirror scenes.
The selected opening scenes give insight into the ways web series creators choose to
introduce lesbianism. Although the denomination itself or advertising a series in
LGBT-related social media, already suggests that the protagonists will be lesbian women.
The first traces are to be found in bed scenes, displays of affection or even sex scenes
(e.g. Venice The Series, Chica Busca Chica), thus form a counterculture of lesbian
representations in the past where censorship prohibited a more accurate portrayal of
affection between a couple.
The selected mirror scenes tackle the issue of female bodies, identity transformation,
coming out or being otherwise truthful to oneself. Although the mirror (as a reflecting
object) has a long history of self-revelatory metaphor in film, its frequency in association
with lesbian imagery is significant. While breaking with other audiovisual ‘traditions’ of
narratives, the question emerged if Lesbian Web Series continued the usage of mirror
scenes as a tool to indicate a shift in identity representation within a series and if yes, in
what ways they would integrate it into the overall narrative.

Charaterizations and Focalizations
The series’ protagonists have been analyzed keeping in mind a set of categories
developed by Jens Eder (cf. 2008: 711), Werner Faulstich (cf. 2002: 97ff), and
supplemented by a list of questions by Lothar Mikos (cf. 2003: 176f.) regarding social
hierarchies between characters.
Eder (cf. 2008: 141, 148, 711) created a model called ‘the clock of charaters’, deviding
his circular representation into the following four categories:
-

Symptom: socio-cultural causes in production and reception processes

-

Artefact: audiovisual information, conception, and esthetics

-

Fictional being: construction of bodily, mental, behavioural, and social aspects

-

Symbol: overall meaning on a meta-level (through social roles, metaphors, etc.)
30

For decoding purposes concerning the reading of symbolic acts and subcultural
artefacts, the opening and mirror scenes within the Lesbian Web Series corpus are
analyzed according to Clifford Geertz’ (cf. 1973: 6) interpretative approach towards
cultures and social acts called ‘thick description26’:
[D]oing ethnography is establishing rapport, selecting informants,
transcribing texts, taking genealogies, mapping fields, keeping a diary, and
so on. But it is not these things, techniques and received procedures, [sic]
that define the enterprise. What defines it is the kind of intellectual effort it
is: an elaborate venture in, to borrow a notion from Gilbert Ryle, ‘thick
description’.
What makes his ethnological methods not only particularly applicable for the exploration
of lesbian identity as such but also for its representations and subcultures in the Romance
cultures 27 and Americas 28 , is the close reading of symbolic acts and filtering of their
details to guarantee understanding of the cultural 29 meaning behind it. Despite some
obvious cultural differences30 in the web series industry of each country investigated, this
analysis aims to find and focus on similarities in lesbian identity representations also on a
microscopic level. Since thick description demands a deep observation of the mentioned
sequences, this type of microscopic look draws upon the help of film semiotic approaches
considering the film’s narrative analysis of the female protagonists shown in e.g. the
mirror frames. The depicted body, according to Gräf (cf. 2011: 179) and his colleagues,
functions as a point of merging cultural taboos where different categories of perception
such as male vs. female, the self vs. others, natural vs. artificial, individual vs. collective,
admitted vs. prohibited, public vs. private meet. Therefore, as the body plays such a
crucial role in film semiotics, it can be assumed that in web series its role is equally
important.

26

“So, there are three characteristics of ethnographic description: it is interpretive; what it is interpretive of
is the flow of social discourse, and the interpreting involved consists in trying to rescue the ‘said’ of such
discourse from its perishing occasions and fix it in perusable terms. […] But there is, in addition a fourth
characteristic of such description, at least as I practice it: it is microscopic.” (Geertz1973: 20f).
27

Latin/ Romance Europe

28

North, Central, and South America

29

“Culture is not a power, something to which social events, behaviors, institutions, or processes can be
causally attributed; it is a context, something within which they can be intelligibly – that is,
thickly-described.“ (Geertz 1973: 14).
30

E.g. while Anglophone web series in the US and Canada enjoy a vivid fan culture, Lesbian Web Series in
languages other than English have a harder time building the same amount of viewership, probably due to
linguistic reasons. This question needs to be addressed in more detail in further investigations in the future.
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In addition to Geertz (1973), Werner Faulstich’s (cf. 2002: 97ff.) parameters are a useful
tool to take a detailed look at female characters in opening and mirror scenes and to set
necessary boundaries for thick description31: “Selbstcharakterisierung 32” (through mimic,
acting, voice, language, clothes, etc.), “Fremdcharakterisierung” (through another
character), and “Erzählercharakterisierung 33” (through focus, frame, music, lighting, etc.).
His characterizations mainly fall in Eder’s (cf. 2008: 711) two categories of the
protagonist as a fictional being (looking at aspects of physicality, inner psyche, behaviour,
and social roles) and as an artefact (considering technical aspects from the camera angle
to choice of actor). Furthermore, the protagonists (dramaturgic function 34) needed to be
investigated in their constellation with other characters, and in the context of their
storyline, taking into account subcultural symbols, the female body, as well as the identity
and the representational models mentioned earlier (see Chapters 2 and 4). Procedural
methods comprised protocols and relevant transcriptions of the selected sequences.
For a better understanding of the situated context of each scene, Lothar Mikos (cf. 2003:
176f.) developed the following list of questions which is additionally helpful to take into
account if there is any kind of detectable social hierarchy35 between the protagonists and
side characters:







What kind of human qualities help create the individual character?
Do the camera/ the lighting/ the music put the character in the spotlight?
In what social roles does the character act (depending on the setting)?
Can a hierarchy be detected between these roles?
Does the protagonist act contradictive?
How realistic is the image of the presented character?
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As the method of thick description tries to consider all possible parameters in an observational process
without predefined categories, it might seem contradictory to combine both Geertz’ and Faulstich’s
approach. Yet, in order to respect the scope of this research, it can be argued that it is justifiable to
concentrate on particular filmic or bodily aspects and within this frame, note everything freely according to
thick description.
32

Engl. “Characterization of the self”
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Engl. “Characterization through a narrator”

34

The analysis mainly concentrates on the female protagonists in Lesbian Web Series. Other dramaturgic
functions according to Eder (cf. 2008: 711) would be: antagonist, narrator, etc.
35

Hierachical structures are significant when analyzing lesbian charaters. Throughout history, lesbian
women, firstly because of their womanhood and secondly because of their sexual identity, long have been
the target of objectification, oversexualization, ridicule, or portrayed in negative, derogative ways that
positioned them as ‘mentally ill’ on one of the lowest levels in society.
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As characters can influence the positioning of the self in an audience, it is also important
to consider Gauderault’s and Jost’s (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43) three different
types of focalization 36 : intern, extern, and spectator-oriented. These focalizations also
function without an explicit narrator, relying on an implicit narrator.
From a more film narratological and technical perspective, the story arc, the use of
camera angles and frames, lighting, music, set décor or clothes used in opening and
mirror scenes can be as much of help to decode them as actresses’ hairstyles, body
language/ movements, the line of sight, voice, and (in-)existing dialog. Gräf (cf. 2011:
180) rightfully points out that the semiotics of the body are not only inscribed on the body
itself but also in relation to where this body moves in time and space. The format of web
series itself can contribute to more visibility of specific body representations, thus enforce
certain body politics and challenge otherwise compulsory heteronormative depictions.

36

‘Focalisation interne’: shows the spectator the story, what is happening, only from (within) the
perspective of the character itself, not beyond.
‘Focalisation externe’: the spectator does not get to know any thoughts or emotions of a character from
within but can draw conclusions due to their behaviour and receives information about what is going on
beyond the knowledge of the character.
‘Focalisation spectatorielle’: the spectators are allowed a cognitive advantage about the characters in order
to prepare them for certain situations or to avoid unwanted moments of suprise.
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2

Lesbian Identities
[L]esbianism is both a social identity and a psychosexual investment
in loving women. (White 1999: 30)

First of all, when discussing lesbian identities, we have to understand the different
approaches towards a definition due to personal and/ or collective, mostly culturally or
religiously rooted, beliefs. Historically, in the Western world lesbian identity was either
not taken seriously since women socially and economically depended on a husband or
considered a mental illness. Even in today’s TV series where lesbian characters finally
reach mainstream audiences, the death trope37 rate is considerably high. The lens we look
through in order to perceive our surroundings is diverse and uniquely formed. The
common norms, rules, and regulations we agree upon as a society, as a nation, or even as
a transnational community, digitally or in person, prove our human ability of consent and
understanding despite our different perspectives and experiences of the world around us.
However, it is crucial to mention that this project solely focuses on research that considers
lesbian identities as such, neither as ‘sickness’ nor ‘demonic possession’, nor as an act of
personal choice that qualifies for religious concepts such as ‘sin’. Moreover, one can
argue that the expression ‘gay/ lesbian lifestyle’, even though also commonly used in
LGBT magazines, adds to the impression of choice, not a given fact and therefore has to
be seen critically. In a cultural sense, LGBT communities indeed have their own
subcultures and as a result their own way of living but when used in homophobic
contexts, this expression strongly implies the concept of identity choice. In order to
achieve the supposedly ‘right’ choice, it furthermore implies the option of conversion
therapy38 if ‘necessary’. These highly controversial methods will not be further discussed
in this research. “[W]hether we use the word ‘lesbian’ or not, women-centred desire is an
essential truth of human existence.” (Cooper 2009: 1). The lens we use when looking at
female identities in Lesbian Web Series therefore acknowledges and respects this truth,
distancing itself from theories which classified homosexuality as mental illness until
37

The lesbian death trope is common on TV shows. The website LGBT Fans Deserve Better even dedicated
an article on this topic, listing 26 dead lesbian characters during the 2015-16 season (cf. LGBT Fans
Deserve Better 2016/ 2017).
38

This form of ‘therapy’ has the aim to change a person’s (emotional and) sexual behaviour (and identity).
It is designed to convince the client or ‘patient’ to treat his/ her homosexuality, decide against homosexual
‘acts’ and return to a heterosexual and heteronormative ‘lifestyle’ despite having different emotional and/ or
sexual attraction towards the same sex.
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1990, when the World Health Organization (WHO) finally removed it from its ICD, the
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (cf. ILGA
2009: 10; Cochran et al. 2014/ 2016).

2.1 Construction of Lesbian Identities
In modernen westlichen Gesellschaften gilt die sexuelle Identität als ein wesentlicher
Bestandteil der persönlichen Identität.39 (Münder 2004: 33)
Identity construction is a complex process that is constantly changing, not quite as stable
(after adolescence) as the early personal identity research40 might suggest but locating it
within the interaction of an individual with its surrounding society (cf. Münder 2004: 38).
However specific, common theories and models on identity development lack the focus
on how personal and collective identities develop within a minority such as lesbian
women. It is this idea of lesbian identity construction and representation that this thesis
aims

to

explore.

Taking

into

consideration

‘hegemonial

masculinity’

(cf.

Connell/ Messerschmidt 2005), the power hierarchy between men and women provokes
the question of applicability, especially when referring to a female subculture. This very
hierarchy classifies women already as ‘the Other’ in relation to men, society’s dominant
absolute norm41. When looking at Lesbian Web Series, female creation out of her own
strength is a crucial plot theme and quality of most lesbian characters in general.
Throughout life the human psyche constantly experiences situations that require decisionmaking. These action-based decisions also form part of our identity. This aspect is
essential when discussing lesbian identities because sexual orientation identity 42 (see
Chapter 2.2.2) does not automatically concur with sexual behaviour since “there is
39

Engl. In modern Western societies sexual identity is considered an essential element of personal identity.

40

For further reading on identity: essentialist model (Erik Erikson) vs. constructivist model (Erving
Goffman and Anselm Strauss) of identity construction (cf. Münder 2004: 38); personal vs. collective
identity and identity politics by Jürgen Straub (cf. 2004: 277-303).
41

When discussing the depiction of women as dependent on a male reference, one cannot ignore the
common bible narrative of Eve being made out of Adams ribs, thus depending on him for her own creation.
42

“Sexual orientation refers to a persistent tendency to experience sexual attractions, fantasies and desires
and to engage in sexual behaviours with partners of a preferred sex. When individuals categorize
themselves on the basis of their own sexual attractions, desires and behaviours, they are described as
adopting a sexual orientation identity: for example, gay, lesbian or heterosexual. The causes of sexual
orientation are unknown but are likely to reflect some mixture of genetics, prenatal hormonal exposure, life
experience and social contextual factors.” (Cochran 2014/ 2014).
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evidence that inconsistent sexual orientation expression is associated with social and
economic factors rather than psychopathology.” (Cochran 2014/ 2017). The term ‘sexual
preference’ also emerges in consulted archive materials as one that should be avoided
(and instead replaced by ‘sexual orientation’) in general because “this term implies that
homosexuality, bisexuality, and heterosexuality are casually chosen rather than a crucial
aspect of one’s identity.” (GLAAD 2012: 38). Furthermore, identity constructs itself in
opposition to ‘the Other’ in order to create a self as an individual but no individual exists
outside the continuum of some sort of group or community, whether this group or
community is hidden within the context of a nation, a linguistic community, a certain
subculture or minority of some sort, or if it is someone trying to define him or herself as
queer individual in the sense of being outside of any kind of norm which would form
another group (and norm) in itself. To identify with something (a concept) or someone (a
person) contributes to the process of identity construction, therefore Lesbian Web Series
and other genres or formats of lesbian based content operate as a catalyst particularly for
women. Nevertheless, watching the representation of sexual identity minorities does not
provoke more LGBT identities due to possible identification but rather supports them to
surface into more self-knowledge and social visibility. According to the WHO, “sexual
orientation can be associated with substantial social stress” because “[s]ame-sex
orientation is linked to violence, stigma, exclusion and discrimination around the world.
Violence against people perceived to be lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender has been
documented as especially vicious and often involves a high degree of brutality” (Cochran
2014/ 2017) which is a crucial reason why visibility of sexual identity codes and obvious
sexual behaviour is significant in two regards: firstly, lesbian visibility means recognition
and acceptance of lesbian identities, offering a sense of security, a safe space 43 , and
belonging to an extended subcultural, national but also transnational community.
Margaret Mead (cf. 1928/ 2001), a cultural anthropologist who started questioning gender
roles during her research on tribes e.g. in New Guinea in the 1930s, contributed to the
way social interaction became crucial for the formation of a woman’s personal identity.
Secondly, lesbian visibility (until today) means to step out of the closet of privacy, of a

43

Safe spaces for lesbian women offer an often female-centred space among community members and free
from discrimination and violence. Publications such as Sapphosguide– your international lesbian guide
(2008) offer more than 6000 lesbian-friendly addresses which can be considered safe spaces, mainly when
travelling.
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safe home or like-minded community, into public space. Even though this puts lesbian
women in a vulnerable position, the Women’s Liberation Movement’s second-wave
feminists made very clear why the “personal is political 44 ” (cf. Garbacik 2013: 58).
Women were aware of the power a more directly addressed public discourse on women’s
issues can hold when raising topics such as rape, domestic abuse or abortion. This is also
true for lesbians. Their sexual (orientation) identity is often confused with sexuality itself.
In most Western cultures, personal sexual identity45 per se is considered a private matter
not to be openly addressed in public unless within certain accepted social rituals to find a
mate. Admittedly, the term homo-‘sexuality’ in itself can be misleading here. The
sexualization46 and objectification of female identities in general but in particular when it
comes to lesbian women is indeed very public. López Penedo (2008: 224) however
highlights a different notion of public visibility as follows:
Esencial en cuanto que es necesario para las comunidades lesbianas tanto
el ser visibles para ellas mismas, como el ser reconocidas por la opinión
pública, de la que forman parte. Pero es una idea restrictiva también porque
las lesbianas, como grupo marginado, tienen muy pocas imágenes
históricas a partir de las cuales moldear su ‘yo’ tanto psicológico como
social. 47
As she points out the necessity of visibility, López Penedo (cf. 2008: 224) continues by
explaining the idea of how the lesbian (or queer) community becomes a ‘family’: by
occupying the space created through cultural productions. Lesbian Web Series, as the
cultural product they are, fully embody this concept by shaping female oriented
communities through the emergence of their shows and social media context.

44

Although, archive material shows that GLAAD aims to eliminate the belief that lesbianism is not a
political statement, it was once used by the Feminist movement: “With gays and lesbians in every society,
country, race, creed and color, fair and accurate portrayals are not ‘messages’. They are merely reflections
of the world today. Being gay is not a political statement.” (Innes 1995: 70). Until today however, the
personal still is political as long as no full societal and legal equality has been established and maintained.
45

Mostly based on the assumption that as such it is heterosexual and therefore there is no particular need to
address any orientation further.
46

For further reading on sex, erotic charge, and pornographic postures of women in dehumanizing
advertising see Jean Kilbourne (2000).
47

Engl. “It is essential as well as necessary for lesbian communities to be equally visible for themselves and
to be recognized by the public, which they are a part of. But it is also a restrictive idea because lesbians, as a
marginalized group, have very little historic images to draw the psychological and social ‘I/ me’ from.”
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2.2 Terminology and Models of Identity
If we want to understand the cultural production and representation of lesbian identities in
Lesbian Web Series, we have to understand identity constructions in general and,
furthermore, take both terms equally into consideration: ‘lesbian48’ and ‘web series’. The
first term ‘lesbian’ constitutes the identity aspect while the second ‘web series’ represents
the medium or tool which expresses this very same identity. Furthermore, the web series
themselves can be seen as a point of reference and identification when it comes to
transmedia formats and their female audiences.
Lesbian identity is not a stable entity but shifting or moving like a frequency, oscillating,
if you will. It would be a mistake to claim that we are able to grasp it fully, with all its
complexity and changeable vectors. As Sara Cooper (2009: 2) puts it,
[o]f course, no one book could capture the entirety of lesbian reality, given
the endless possible combinations of identity elements such as
socioeconomic class, race and ethnicity, the continuum of gender
expression, nationality, geographic specificity, rural versus urban
placement, political affiliation, and personal sexuality.
Yet, in order to form a culture, to perform symbolic acts within a culture, certain vectors
have to create semiotic stability and readable, common behaviour or otherwise they
would be semiotically empty, meaningless performances without any message. Culture is
therefore nothing that happens to one individual without a meaningful reference to
another human being, thus “[c]ulture is public because meaning is.” (Geertz 1973: 12).
Considering lesbian history and the need 49 for lesbians to often attribute meaning into the
elliptic (cf. White 1999), the invisible, the in-between, it is a different – and maybe less
obvious – kind of “public” we are looking at. The subculture of this minority group
blossoms out of the – to the mainstream culture often invisible – crack into a more

48

Monique Wittig (cf. 1992) claims that a lesbian is not a woman because women supposedly define
themselves by their relationships depending on men. Therefore, according to her, lesbians escape this
relationship of domination. The thesis presented however aims to include different notions of women,
generally viewing all female identity formation as a process happening independently, regardless of
personal gender identifications and sexual identity. “To avoid any misunderstandings or omissions, in the
words of ILGA (International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association) Women’s Project
Coordinator Patricia Curzi, the term ‘lesbian’ ‘refers to any person who identifies herself as a lesbian,
bisexual, butch, femme, androgyn, dyke, trans, queer or does not wish to be identified at all with any of the
existing terms’” (Careaga/ Curzi 2013: 5 in Obermayr 2016: 104).
49

Cooper (cf. 2009: 3) describes it as a kind of hunger for lesbian images, regardless of nationality.
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traditional cultural canon of literature, film 50, TV shows, and recently web series online.
Lesbian identities are more and more demanding their respective place within mainstream
cultures. In order to reach a larger public and to approach mainstream popular culture,
media of popular culture production are being used to introduce the long-existing crack
beneath the norms to a broader audience. By doing so, often times traditional values, e.g.
a strong and supportive family bond, are being portrayed to connect with the viewers
because
[l]ooking at the ordinary in places where it takes unaccustomed forms brings
out not, as has so often been claimed, the arbitrariness of human behavior
[…], but the degree to which its meaning varies according to the pattern of
life by which it is informed. Understanding a people’s culture exposes their
normalness without reducing their particularity. […] It renders them
accessible: setting them in the frame of their own banalities, it dissolves
their opacity. (Geertz 1973: 14).
The mystical aura that sometimes is inherent in an ‘unknown’ subculture quickly
dissolves by exposing their “normalness”, as Clifford Geertz called it. And by
“normalness” I mean symbolic acts, which cannot only be read by members of the lesbian
subcultural group but also by a mainstream audience that, by no means, is any more or
less ‘normal’ than the subculture itself but simply uses different symbolic acts, or
performances, as Judith Butler (1990/ 1999) would probably call them. In that sense,
Lesbian Web Series are a digital format to represent and an archive of such identity
performances, even if only for a short time. While Geertz talks about the importance of
“normalness” in the ordinary of each culture, Assmann (2005: 151f.) claims that “[i]ndem
die Kultur nach innen Identität erzeugt, stiftet sie nach außen Fremdheit. 51”, similar to
Hall’s (cf. 1994: 236) thoughts on identity as difference.
When looking at the collective identity of lesbian women, even when solely taking into
consideration one nation, their identity is a hybrid construction since the heteronormative
mainstream culture, including all its identity representations, sets the cultural basis for the
norms around gender expression, couples and their social behaviour around desire,
sexuality, and expressions of love 52 . Within this culturally dominant context, lesbian
identities form subcultures, creating their own identity representations which frequently
50

E.g. Barbara Hammer was one of the first US-American experimental lesbian filmmakers to portray the
lesbian body in the 1960s (cf. Foster 1995: 168f.).
51

Engl. “culture generates identity on the inside, thus constitutes foreignness on the outside.“

52

Marriage equality and other legal differences vary greatly depending on each country and therefore add to
(sub)cultural differences, the greater the legal gap.
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challenge the norms set at this cultural basis. Lesbian Web Series offer a format that
particularly reflects these aspects as they are just as hybrid in the way they operate (see
Chapter 3). However, to see female identity in this transmedia context as a process of
identification with lesbian subcultures, but in parts also with mainstream cultures, seems
more appropriate than to consider it as foreignness or difference. The undeniable
similarities among humans do not depend so much upon sexual identity orientation nor
gender expression but the simple ability to feel and express love and sexual attraction,
using these narratives to creatively generate cultural production such as web series. The
former ways of portraying lesbian women were either elliptic, had them diagnosed as
mentally ill, die tragically or set in a narrative as a vampire or another science fiction
being to justify homosexuality as something out of the ordinary. While these portrayals
do still exist in movies or on TV shows, they can also be found in Lesbian Web Series of
each of these genres, honoring this subcultural tradition, yet only in addition to various
other depictions and meant as an entertaining satire.

The German term ‘Identität’ (cf. Duden 2014) as well as the English ‘identity’ (cf. Oxford
English Dictionary Online 2016), and the French term ‘identité’ as described in the Petit
Robert (cf. Robert 1993: 1258), similarly are understood as ‘the same’ coming from the
Latin ‘idem’ and make a person a subject with an inner entity, regardless of the language
used. Two objects or persons identify as identical, also in the sense of being authentic to
oneself, forming a unity with oneself. As antonym, the French dictionary mentions
‘différence‘, meaning that the unity of identity is lost as soon as differences disturb the
concept of One. Derrida however disagrees with this instable concept as he “emphasizes
the instability of the notion of ‘identity’, that no so-called identity is, or should take itself
to be, ‘homogenous’ or ‘self-identical’ […].” (Caputo 2003: 113). Consequently, “[a]ll
cultures are in fact mixed and hybrid […].”, as Edward Said (1996: 94) suggests. This is
also true for lesbian subcultures on a national - but even more so - on a transnational
scale. Moreover, the identity of a person does not simply vanish when being with people
from other cultures because of their differences. Hybrid identities continue to exist, yet
not as the stable and known form but as a unity taking in new elements, e.g. new values or
behaviours. According to Caputo (2003: 108) “[…] deconstruction is the preparation for
the incoming of the other, ‘open’ and ‘porous’ to the other […]”. Despite their differences
and ‘otherness’, lesbian women neglected diverse axes of difference when it came to
40

identity politics in the past. In order to collectively unite and strengthen the female
identity and womanhood as a whole within the Women’s Liberation Movement and the
fight for equality (mainly in opposition to men).

2.2.1 Lesbiana vs. Lésbico/ a
[H]omophobia didn’t disappear simply because
women were feminists. (Knegt 2011: 110)
This research is by no means a comparative one when pointing out the linguistic and/ or
narrative differences of the US, Canada, and Spain but merely the opposite: web series
narrate identities in a digital transmedia space online, connecting all three of these
countries (and more) through their ways of streaming, distribution, and their efforts to
increase accessibility (free of charge53, at least for some time) use subtitles54 or accept
semiprofessional ones from the audience themselves. The transnational as well as
transcultural nature of ‘transmedia story telling’ (cf. Jenkins 2007/ 2012) in Lesbian Web
Series is the very core of how they operate as a rather new digital online format.
Nevertheless, it has to be considered that we are looking at Lesbian Web Series from
different Western countries, thus different cultures and languages. Today, other languages
are strongly influenced by the English language as a lingua franca, especially on the web,
and therefore borrow terms and expressions; they are not always implemented in their
discursive practices with the same semantics.
The denomination of the LGBT community is crucial to the identity formation as such
due to its historical provenience. Many lesbians working in LGBT organizations such as
ACT UP 55 or Queer Nation were frustrated by the fact that male needs for the gay
53

The Lesbian Web Series taken into consideration in this research project all offered access to viewers free
of charge, at least for some time or due to semi-legal uploads of the audiences sharing content. Platforms
such as Onemorelesbian (cf. OML 2017) in the meantime have started to offer lesbian content either for
free through YouTube links or through a subscription model in cooperation with the formerly independent
platform Tello Films.
54

In order to attract international audiences, web series often provide subtitles in various languages or look
for translators among fans. The language aspect is essential to foster the transnational aspect and
accessibility. From a translator’s point of view, incorrect or unprofessional translations of subtitles are not
recommended since they might distribute an inexact (or even false) image of lesbian characters. However,
due to financial reasons funding for professional subtitle translators often cannot be afforded.
55

During the 18o Festival Internacional de cine lésbico gai y transsexual de Madrid the documentary United
in Anger (2012) took place at the Cineteca (Matadero). It gave an insight into the ACT UP movement in the
US (and Canada) in its early beginnings. The movement roots deeply in the frustration about the health care
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members dominated while lesbians felt left out (cf. López Penedo 2008: 55, cf. Knegt
2011: 109f.). At the same time the feminist movement had a particular vision of how
lesbian women had to be to fit the feminist image: strong and independent. Today,
especially these characteristics can be attributed to the majority of female characters in
Lesbian Web Series.
In Spain, e.g. ‘los gais/ gays’ is used in opposition to ‘las lesbianas’, hence the term
‘gays’ is only used for male homosexuals, excluding women, while it can mean both in
English, all homosexuals, just gay men or just gay women. Similarly, it can be used for
the oppositional Spanish version (gays and lesbians). The English language additionally
offers a combination of terms that would seem confusing when having a different
linguistic background: the term ‘gay women’. Although nowadays observations in the
US-American and Canadian field have shown that local LGBT communities exercise a
frequent use of this term – used by men and women alike to denominate lesbian women –
Peter Knegt (2011: 109) challenges this notion by explaining the historical significance of
the term ‘lesbian’ in About Canada: Queer Rights, as follows:
[T]he story of lesbian marginalization is quite significant, particularly in
the early days of organizing when lesbians quickly realized that the initial
model of the ‘gay movement’ excluded them in many ways. Even its initial
vocabulary focused on words like ‘gay’ and homosexual’, which are both
predominantly male-identified (the term ‘lesbian’ became promoted and
eventually accepted as the preferred term over ‘gay women’ in the 1970s).
Furthermore, ‘lesbian and gay’ organizations were largely controlled by
men and their definitions of the issues and solutions. (Knegt 2011: 109).
The term ‘Lesbian Web Series’ thus seems more appropriate, underlining the historical
provenience of ‘lesbian.’

system in the US and the fact that thousands of people died of Aids because of a lacking health care system,
because the Federal Drug Administration took years in regulating and giving permission to certain drugs
(faster in Europe) and because most of the affected people seemed to be gay men. The political leaders (and
also the church) were willing to let the “unpleasant gay population” die. The first definition of HIV/ AIDS
as an illness did not even include women. It was denied that women did die after being infected. Due to the
false definition of the illness and due to the fact that you needed to be recognized as infected in order to get
treatment or drugs, numerous women died.
Ashes of dead Aids “victims”, and dead bodies were brought to the White House to hold funerals and to
show and demonstrate how many people it actually affected. Many affiliated groups started to join the
movement but the core source was the Lesbian and Gay Center in Los Angeles where meetings were held
each Monday. The movement became much more than just a group of people who demonstrated against the
administration but they also tried to include other minorities and draw attention to them (women, people on
the streets, poor, etc.).
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The Spanish language offers an additional linguistic particularity: the contextual
difference between ‘lesbiana’ and ‘lésbico/ a’ (Engl. ‘lesbian’) when both used as an
adjective, not a noun. What attracts the readers’ attention when looking at Olga
Viñuales’(cf. 1999/ 2006: 15) text in Spanish is also the fact that these two different terms
are being used as what seem to be synonyms but are socio-politically charged differently:
‘lésbico/ a’ vs. ‘lesbiana’, as an adjective in English both translate into ‘lesbian’. The
distinction dates back to Adrienne Rich’s (cf. 2000) ‘lesbian continuum’ (Span: ‘el
continuo lesbiano’) when the Spanish lesbian feminist movement started to distinguish
‘identidad lésbica’ and ‘identidad lesbiana’ in the discourse on lesbian identities. The
‘identidad lesbiana’ points out the affinity towards and social solidarity between women,
regardless of sexual orientation or desire. The focus on exclusively sexual matters (and
‘compulsory heterosexuality’, cf. Rich 2000), ignoring subcultural and social components
in the process of identity construction, has its origins in medical history where mostly
male scholars reduced lesbianism to sexual acts and erotic fantasies. In public everyday
life the semantic differentiation is not always actively used but rather neglected, e.g. in
the city centre of Barcelona, artists left graffiti art in the streets (depicting two women
kissing, photographed in 2005) saying ‘amor lésbico’. Lesbian Web Series creators now
face the difficult task of deciding what to call their series in Spanish. Videos in both
versions can be found on YouTube under ‘web series lesbianas’ or ‘webseries lésbicas’.
In the Francophone world, according to Stéphanie Arc (2015) the French term ‘lesbienne’
is used if a woman feels attracted to the female body and “vive des amours saphiques 56”.
Québec, for example, refers to Féminin/ Féminin (Engl. Feminine/ Feminine) as its first
‘websérie lesbienne’, similarly France and its Les Goudous – La websérie. (Engl. The
Dykes) do not seem to face the challenges their Spanish colleagues do.
When dealing with characters of a minority group one will consistently encounter a broad
variety of stereotypes, also in web series. Yet, in the case of lesbian women, lesbian
representations do not comprise the traditional images ranging from dangerous to crazy or
lacking more accurate portrayals the audience can identify with. Today, stereotypes
comprise stock characters ranging from the extremely feminine lipstick lesbian and
femme characterizations to more masculine depictions of (soft or stone) butch, stud,
chapstick lesbians, etc. The in-depth analysis of the Lesbian Web Series corpus therefore

56

Engl. “lives Sapphic love”.
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seeks to identify the most prominent characteristics and how they represent and form
lesbian identity.

2.2.2 Models of Identity
Dass die sexuelle Identität eine zentrale Kategorie im Selbstverständnis nicht
heterosexueller Individuen ist, liegt darin begründet, dass es sich hier um eine
abweichende, also stigmatisierte Identität handelt. 57 (Münder 2004: 35)
Admittedly, this present research project is neither a psychological nor sociological study
on lesbian identity per se, but rather seeks to understand on an interdisciplinary level how
cultural production (in this case embodied by lesbian protagonists in Lesbian Web Series)
and lesbian identity formation are both interconnected.
Stuart Hall’s (cf. López Penedo 2008: 97f.) influence on Gay and Lesbian Studies is
noticeable in the sociological analyses of receptions and audiences, and in the way
minorities e.g. the lesbian community use their cultural texts. López Penedo (ibid.)
explains the difference between the ‘experiential’ (descriptive) and the ‘critical’
(explicative) approach within Cultural Studies which focus on ‘subjects’ even though
their analyses shift more towards the ‘collective’. The experiential perspective wants to
give lesbian women a voice and make their own experiences heard, whereas the Critical
Cultural Studies go beyond personal experiences of individuals but understand cultural
‘material’ to involve historical conditions and socioeconomic structures which produce
these very experiences. Similarly, my understanding of identity formation falls within the
critical line of Cultural Studies. Therefore, the socio-historical background of each main
Lesbian Web Series production country is taken into consideration by also looking at the
transformation of representation and visibility of lesbian images in media found in LGBT
archives; e.g. the material found in Los Angeles demonstrates that in the 1990s, thanks to
media coverage and a growing societal acceptance towards LGBT people, “lesbian
images were used in mainstream advertising” (Innes 1995: 29) as the US-American
business community began to discover the new niche market. These shifts in public
appearance of lesbian issues and visuals have contributed to more visibility overall.

57

Engl. The reason why sexual identity is a central category in self-conception of non-heterosexual
individuals originates in the fact that it is a question of deviant, therefore stigmatized identity.
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In Stuart Hall’s (1997:1) figure of ‘The Circuit of Culture’, he mentions five essential
concepts that build a closed cultural circuit of interaction: identity, production,
consumption, regulation, and representation, which all apply to Lesbian Web Series
operating as a cultural circuit as well. As language functions as a ‘representational
system’, it is able to construct meaning e.g. as signs or symbols communicating our
“concepts, ideas and feelings” (Hall 1997: 1) in diverse forms. In the case of Lesbian Web
Series, the form is not a written text but digitally produced audiovisual images operating
in a transmedia context (see Chapter 3), transmitting concepts, ideas and feelings that
differ from the heterocentristic mainstream in cultural productions. The hereby emerging
‘shared meanings’ with lesbian cultures from other nations or mainstream cultures help to
reconstruct culture in itself. The prevailing binary division in high culture and popular
culture in certain academic disciplines is still widespread, particularly in Romance
languages and philology where discussing film instead of the written words of canon
literature is already considered progressive. This relationship of certain academic fields of
study indicates the existing hierarchies regarding the investigated format. Paired with the
chronically neglected female subjects throughout history, Lesbian Web Series are far
from being considered high culture. Yet, Hall’s notion of culture tries to dissolve this
dichotomy as he sees culture as ‘a way of life’ and a set of ‘shared values’ of a group of
people (cf. Hall 1997: 2).
Since the cultural turn, the constant cultural changes have manifested in the belief that
culture has to be understood as a process, acted out as and experienced through a set of
cultural practices. Hall, furthermore, points out why “[t]he emphasis on cultural meaning
is important. It is participants in a culture who give meaning to people, objects and
events. [...] Meaning is constantly being produced and exchanged in every personal and
social interaction in which we take part.” (Hall 1997: 3). Taking the Circuit of Culture
into consideration, meaning affects all parts of it. When looking at Lesbian Web Series,
questions of how identity is represented constantly arise since models are rare due to
former invisibility and elliptic storytelling. Regulation is (still) not as restrictive as on
television, therefore web series enjoy a new freedom of production, especially on content
and storytelling. Last but not least, consumption is a significant factor in shaping the very
existence and persistence of Lesbian Web Series.
As Lesbian Web Series coming from different cultures represent a, on the one hand,
divers cultural context, they – on the other hand – also show cultural similarities with
other subcultural minority groups (exchange facilitated or even enforced by e.g. regional,
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national, and international organizations). This cultural context plays an essential role in
how an individual internalizes heteronormative structures and as a consequence has to
overcome them later on in the process of finding oneself attracted to the same sex, having
to ‘rebuild’ or transform identity as a lesbian woman. It also affects group identity
strongly, as the emerging new feelings bring along the awareness of difference. Hence,
Sartre’s (1999: 52) definition of existentialism in L’existentialisme est un humanisme
partially also applies to lesbian identity development when he argues that “L’homme se
fait; il n’est pas fait tout d’abord, il se fait en choisissant sa morale […]58“. Similarly,
Beauvoir (cf. 2006: 334) claims that women are not born as such but become one. It can
be agreed upon the fact that identity development does not only depend on the body
(biological sex) we are born with but is closely connected to our situational context and
personal relationships in our social environment. What can be dangerous for lesbian
women about Satre’s statement is the fact that ‘choosing one’s morality’ cannot take
place in an objective cultural and social vacuum. Heteronormative standards and
patriarchal structures still dominate the Western world and its perception of what rules,
norms, and even laws qualify for a good morality – also among women. Therefore, what
is decent and moral for lesbian women may not be in the eyes of heteronormative society.
Resisting oppression and discrimination requires women to look beyond the existing
social and cultural standards in order to being able to start their own process of identity
formation.
Numerous studies have been conducted on lesbian identity in the last two to three
decades, each concentrating on other essential aspects. Before introducing their own
lesbian identity formation model, McCarn and Fassinger (cf. 1996/ 2014: 520-532) give
an extensive overlook on different existing models in their article “Revisioning Sexual
Minority Identity Formation: A New Model of Lesbian Identity and its Implications for
Counseling and Research” published in The Counseling Psychologist in 1996. Each
model offers a complex set of intersectional aspects of race, different cultural and social
backgrounds or what kind of conflict models rooting in the (male) gay movement bring to
the table when transferred to focus on lesbian women. What they all have in common is a
natural reflection of general developments in academia, what aspects to take into
consideration, but at the same time to feel the need to try and step out of these
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perspectives in order to make room for new ideas. Identity, as a field of study, carries too
many complex aspects that one model could do them all justice. Thus, when speaking of
lesbian identity, it can only be in parts, taking into account as many aspects as possible
but consciously accepting the fact that it is impossible to tackle them all. Unsurprisingly,
in the process of studying lesbian identity, generalizations happen (and often times have
to happen) on a regular basis to show certain tendencies of what happens on a more
abstract level.

Cass (cf. 1979: 143-167, cf. McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 509f.) was one of the first
scholars to introduce a model of six stages including the following cognitive, affective,
and behavioural components on gay and lesbian identity formation at the end of the
1970s: identity confusion, identity comparison (with feelings of isolation), identity
tolerance (reaching out to other gay people), identity acceptance (selective outing to
others), identity pride (interest and participation in lesbian/ gay culture as well as
rejection of heterosexual values), and identity synthesis, as the last stage in which
lesbian/ gay identity transforms into one aspect of the self. The fact that Cass’ studies
were embedded in a cultural context from Australia was often overlooked by scholars
from other countries. Although the process of identity constructions shows similarities
across national borders, the dominant socio-political situation and laws regarding equality
for LGBT identities stay a significant factor since social acceptance or rejection plays an
essential role in how openly one can immerse into the LGBT culture to strengthen one’s
lesbian identity. Coleman (cf. 1982: 469-482, cf. McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 510)
limited his model to five stages that are similar to Cass’ model but with different
denominations. The precoming out precedes the actual main coming out period, followed
by explorations and first relationship phases comparable to the identity pride stage in
Cass’ model. The last stage of integration also resembles her identity synthesis.
According to Coleman (cf. ibid.), social pressure, however, can lead to the need to return
to earlier stages of the identity model repeatedly (after adolescence) and to work with
counselling.
For Troiden (cf. 1989: 43-73, cf. McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 510f.) even four stages
suffice, categorizing them in sensitization, identity confusion, identity assumption, and
identity commitment. The models all resemble each other primarily in the realization
period in the beginning as well as their last period of active identity engagement and
reassurance. Although the models seem plausible, especially in the circularity of the
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coming out process and possible rejection, Troiden and Coleman both have produced no
empirical validation (cf. ibid.).
Sophie (1985-1986: 39-51, cf. McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 511) transferred the
existing gay identity theory into the “first known model specifically for women”. The
identity formation stages proposed (first awareness, testing and exploration, identity
acceptance, and identity integration) did not fit all women from the sample group, and
many also showed a mixed order. It has to be mentioned, however, that according to
McCarn and Fassinger (cf. 1996/ 2014: 512), Sophie’s sample group, consisted mainly of
feminist women having less trouble outing themselves in an already very female
dominated social environment.
Another model explicitly created for women by Chapman and Brannock (cf. 1987: 69-80,
cf. McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 512-513) embraces the following five stages of
identity construction: same-sex orientation, incongruence, self-questioning/ exploration,
identification, and choice of lifestyle 59. Hereby interesting to point out is the fact that in
contrast to the preceding models where awareness seems to dominate the initial period,
Chapman and Brannock (cf. ibid.) questioned self-labelled lesbians only where strong
emotional bonds and/ or sexual attraction to other women came before any other
conscious phase of awareness or outing. Therefore, as the previously mentioned models
show, not even the primary phase of slowly becoming aware of one’s ‘otherness’ can be
taken for granted. A fix and stable order of processes when it comes to identity
construction is of no or at least less significance than each developmental period in itself.
Regardless of their order, these periods can also be seen as a fluid process throughout life
without the necessity to separate them into four, five, or six stages. Similar to the fluid
model of sexuality, the Kinsey-scale60, the fluidity of identity in itself is indisputable.
According to Peck’s (1986: 274-284, McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 516-517) model,
“women’s self-definition in adulthood” is exposed to “external and internal forces” when
59

‘Choice of lifestyle’, as mentioned before, is a debatable denomination oftentimes rooting in religious
beliefs (not scientific evidence) underlining the highly controversial concept of choice, of having an option
in sexual orientation.
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Alfred Kinsey (cf. Fiedler 2004: 41), after questioning more than 18.000 white (cf. Wishik/ Pierce 1995:
221) Americans until 1953 about their sexual practices, developed a scale from 0-6 (0 meaning 100%
heterosexual behaviour, 6 meaning 100% homosexual behaviour and 1-5 being bisexual variations of sexual
behaviour) to demonstrate the existing variety of sexual experiences. “[I]n the 1950s most of the Kinsey
Institute’s funding was withdrawn in reaction to its findings about the high incidence of-same-sex
behavior.” (Wishik/ Pierce 1995: 210).
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it comes to identity development. “Sociohistorical time [...] defines the context for
establishment of an oppressed identity, and flexibility or rigidity in family relationships is
likely to determine whether a developing lesbian identity will be released or strangled.”
The following forces or “elements of female socialization”, as McCarn and Fassinger
(1996/ 2014: 518) call them, influence the ways lesbian identities shape: “the repression
of sexual desire, the interrelationship of intimacy and autonomy, and the recent
availability of reinforcement for non-traditional role behavior.” It can be argued that
particularly the last mentioned element strongly shows in numerous Lesbian Web Series.
The characters in these female oriented web series primarily portray strong, independent
women with creative jobs in commonly male positions. They are the decision makers,
despite their mainly very feminine appearance which otherwise would classify them for a
traditional, more passive, female role in general. Depending on the age of the characters,
the representations understandably vary but the overall tone dominating Lesbian Web
Series speaks a clear language: self-sufficient, smart, and strong women (mentally,
emotionally but also physically) take matters into their own hands while at the same time
staying relatable for the viewers through their vulnerability and in-depth depiction. Strong
emotions and sexual desire between women are not devalued but serve as a catalyst for
success or a crucial life change for the better instead of depicting them as weak women
and victims to their feelings.

The diversity of identity models confirms the complexity of the subject itself. Many
aspects such as class, religion, and ethnical aspects, for example, cannot be taken into
consideration since a more detailed analysis would require opening up another complex
field of research, having to intersect the different elements. This remains to be
investigated in the future. Therefore, Lesbian Web Series with e.g. primarily
African-Americans among the cast (e.g. Studworld, If I was Your Girl), which emerged
mostly in the US after the first period of production was still restricted to only three main
production countries begin the US, Canada, and Spain, will not be discussed in the
analysis results.
McCarn and Fassinger (1996/ 2014: 519) moreover correctly criticize the existing
literature on lesbian identity construction, arguing that the
confounding of two different developmental trajectories also may be one
reason why the lesbian/ gay models tend to be less reliable descriptors in
the later stages and why they do not overlap more with other minority
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group identity models; the individual sexual identification process falls
into the first two or three stages of existing lesbian/ gay models, whereas
the group identification process tends to fall in later, more sociopolitical
stages. First there is a process that involves individual sexual awareness
and identification (Am I lesbian/ gay?); then there is a process involving
reference group identification (What does it mean to be lesbian/ gay in
society?) that is similar to other minority identity development.
While there is much attention given to group membership, to belonging to the LGBT
community, homoerotic intimacy between women is hardly discussed. This comes as no
surprise since female sexuality, in particular for lesbian women, was not taken seriously
until only a few decades ago. This is still noticeable until this day when internationally
looking at legal rights for same-sex couples. In numerous countries the law only took
male sexuality into account, resulting in penalties and negative legal consequences for
men. As a consequence, when legal gender equality is discussed in various African
countries nowadays, it can even decrease lesbian women’s safety and lead to persecution
and (death) penalties as the focus shifts. Hence, the mentioned models lack significant
facts of location and social environment such as family support when coming out. I
strongly agree with McCarn and Fassinger (cf. 1996/ 2014: 520) that lesbian women can
simultaneously go through several stages of identity formation and/ or not have the need
to experience a certain stage at all. Thus, to view lesbian identity development even more
as a fluid process, rather than separated linear stages, as mentioned before, is crucial to
understand the lens we are looking through when analyzing female protagonists in
Lesbian Web Series.
McCarn’s and Fassinger’s (cf. 1996/ 2014:521) own dual identity model not only takes
into account several internal processes (in four phases, as they prefer to call them:
awareness of feelings and desires, the exploration of the same, a deepening and
commitment to oneself and the group despite the awareness of possible negative
consequences, internalization/ synthesis for a fulfilled lesbian identity) an individual will
most likely go through while coming to terms with their emotional and sexual identity,
but it also takes a look at what social group an individual belongs to and in what ways this
group membership influences lesbian identity formation: “[McCarn’s and Fassinger’s
model] is intended be [sic?] inclusive of the diverse experiences of self-identification in
lesbian identity as an individual sexual identity [orig. in italic] that results in membership
in an oppressed minority group [ibid.].” (McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 509). Their
model considers minority and women’s identity formation models, as well as lesbian and
gay ones, proposing their four phases in these two branches of development: the
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individual sexual identity and as a result of each of these phases, the reciprocal group
membership identity phase. “Intimacy and identity become meshed as the woman
recognizes that her forms of intimacy imply certain things about her identity and then
moves

toward

accepting

and

further

examining

those

aspects

of

herself.”

(McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 523).
Barbara Gissrau (cf. 20052: 76-93) is, as her book cover of Die Sehnsucht der Frau nach
der Frau61 claims, the first female psychoanalyst among German-speaking countries who
offers a healthy 62 approach towards love between women. Amongst numerous other
authors working in the field of lesbian identity and sexuality, she tries to decode Joyce
McDougall’s subconscious message behind the text on lesbian women and puts it into a
broader context. One aspect is particularly interesting about her opinion on McDougall’s
portrayals of women in general: they supposedly never grow out of the father-daughter
relationship (cf. Gissrau 20052: 78-81). Instead, in heterosexual couples, women repeat it
with their husbands, only being able to attribute meaning to their own identity in
co-dependence of a man because he has the supposedly desired Freudian phallus which
completes her. Gissrau critiques McDougall for her approach on lesbian women being
supposedly mentally ill. From a more recent academic perspective, McDougall’s
classifications reflect a rather disturbing position published in the 1980s which represents
the opposite of self-sufficient strong women63 being portrayed nowadays in the media,
regardless of their sexual orientation and personal identification. Furthermore, Gissrau
(cf. 20052: 42; 142f.) offers a different perspective on lesbianism when criticizing Freud’s
theories because for her the “natural way” to learn love is through the usually first
common bond, the mother-daughter bond, pre-existing before any other.
Gissrau misses mentioning the continuum diagram regarding sexual orientation and
identity developed by Heather Wishik and Carol Pierce (cf. 1995: 270) which depicts the
different stages of development (similar to a sine wave ending in a circle), acknowledging
the ‘dominance and subordinance of compulsory heterosexuality’ but moving towards the
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Engl. The desire of a Woman for Another Woman
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“Healthy” meaning not deviating from a social norm but questioning it and proposing another norm of
identity development as natural.
63

It hast to be mentioned that the depiction of heterosexual women in media as weak beings in servant job
positions in many ways still prevails even though the female heroines are being more and more portrayed.
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phase of ‘transition’ until finally arriving at the stage of ‘diversity of relationships and
sexualities’. Admittedly, as mentioned concerning other identity models, an individual
can find herself in more than one stage at the same time or skip some, always depending
on the personal situation and social surroundings.
However divers the models of lesbian identity, the crucial common agreement underneath
all developments – no matter if as stages, phases, or a continuum – is the fact that sexual
identity is socially constructed (based on internal individual desire and emotional
attachment) and therefore forms itself over time. You are not born with it, although you
are born with your sexual orientation. The essentialist vs. constructivist discourse around
lesbianism often misses to explain the difference between orientation and identity and
instead mixing them constantly. Sexual orientation is rather discussed in medical studies
on e.g. hormonal differences in the mother’s womb whereas sexual identity rather forms
part of sociological or psychological studies.
What makes this subject so complex is the interconnection between sexual orientation,
lesbian identity, and invisibility, particularly for femmes, that oftentimes accompanies the
process of identity construction. In this research, same-sex sexual orientation is taken as a
given fact. Consequently, sexual behaviour, as mentioned before, happens as a way to live
the inherent orientation. The web series investigated show their characters in different
periods of their life and coming out process, including the process of lesbian identity
formation.

2.2.3 Emotions vs. Sexuality
[F]eminism is the theory, lesbianism the practice.
(Hutchins 1996: 247)
Lesbian identity not only revolves around sexual orientation and identity construction but
rather around whom we love and develop a sense of belonging to as humans. While many
women identify as heterosexuals, they have been physically intimate with women from
kissing to different sexual practices, depending on individual preferences, social and
cultural contexts. Still, there has never been a coming out process or doubt about their
identity as heterosexuals or the strong sense of not fitting in (emotionally/ sexual
attraction-wise) when it comes to personal identity. This behaviour in sexual intimacy and
same-sex attraction functions as a variety of sexual pleasure and erotic play, rather than
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any particular phase of identity development. Lesbian women, however, experience not
only the sexual attraction and erotic desire but most importantly an emotional longing and
strong bond towards other women. According to Elain Aron (2001: 104) “[l]ove is a set
of attitudes, feelings, and behaviors, associated with the desire to enter and maintain an
intimate relationship with a particular other person.” Her husband Arthur Aron (cf.
Zimbardo/ Gerrig 2004: 787) and his colleagues further argue that love as a concept can
be restricted to the following three components: passion, intimacy, and commitment. The
ways in which we perceive this world as individuals is closely linked to our experiences
of love and attachment in early childhood, as Gissrau also mentioned earlier. Emotion is
defined as a “komplexes Muster körperlicher und mentaler Veränderungen, darunter
physiologische Erregung, Gefühle, kognitive Prozesse und Reaktionen im Verhalten als
Antwort auf eine Situation, die als persönlich bedeutsam wahrgenommen wird.“ 64
(Zimbardo/ Gerrig 2004: 547). How society perceives the depiction of lesbian love,
however, socio-historically differs from the way heterosexual love and attraction is seen.
In movies and on TV shows this type of strong emotional bond between two women has
often been portrayed as a very close friendship while at the same time ignoring or
downplaying the hidden sexual attraction or subtle references to erotic desire and the
given commitment to one another. Patricia White (1999: xxii) questions this practice to
“defuse lesbianism by using it as a metaphor for female bonding” but correctly puts it into
the context of representability since between 1930 and 1968 the Motion Picture
Production Code restricted any lesbian representation or even connotation (cf. ibid.: 1) in
Hollywood film production.
In an excerpt from The Second Sex Beauvoir theorizes that the lesbian woman often longs
to be ‘normal’ and complete (cf. Beauvoir 2006: 501). For her, turning to women (and
away from men) represented a certain social liberation: on the one hand of existing
clichés about female passivity and, on the other hand, of the consequently ‘female’
obligations that, according to Beauvoir, took away too much energy for work. Thus for
her, the lesbian woman, disinterested in fighting men for a more dominant position or
wasting time and efforts on pretending to fulfill the obedient female stereotype, was able
to free herself from the ‘chains of womanhood’, including sexual aspects (cf. Beauvoir
2006: 500). To sum it up, in Beauvoir’s and other feminists’ mindset female sexuality
64

Engl. “complex pattern of bodily and mental changes, including physiological arousal, feelings, cognitive
processes, and reactions in behaviour to a situation which is perceived as personally significant. “
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was not only about physical intimacy alone but rather also, and more importantly, a social
practice to escape traditional expectations of patriarchy. Yet, to define who is truly
homosexual is closely connected to personal sexual identity and desire, not sexual
behaviour 65 as such.
Reiter (1989: 140), for example, points out the fact that “behaviour is of secondary
importance to these enduring and basic inner realities” of identity development, arguing
that also
[Richard Isay] emphasizes that erotic preference as it is expressed in
fantasy life holds more significance than actual behavior in defining who is
and who is not homosexual, since behavior often comes under the sway of
society’s prohibitions. Isay notes that defining as homosexual a person
whose fantasy is predominantly homoerotic, no matter what his overt
behavior is like, has significance for the way clinicians assess, understand
and treat their patients. (Reiter 1989: 139)
Due to theses social practices of women exploring lesbianism later in life, they were
sometimes considered “political lesbians 66 ”, similar to Beauvoir’s thoughts on this
subject. Feminists considered lesbian women as ‘lavender menace’ that could harm the
feminist reputation. Extreme lesbian feminists, however, saw lesbianism as a political
identity, especially for bi women who could (at least theoretically) ‘choose’ and should
choose women over men to set a political example, although this once again supported the
opposition of the categories homo vs. hetero (cf. Münder 2004: 24f.). According to Reiter
(1989: 140)
a homosexual [is] an adult whose fantasies, attachments and longings are
predominantly for persons of the same gender, who may or may not
express those longings in overt behavior, and whose orientation may or
may not be accompanied by a homosexual identity. Defining
homosexuality in this way implies a basic difference between orientation
and identity (which Marmor’s definition does not do), and puts behavior in
a less significant place. Orientation [...] is essential, or basic, and through
the interaction of inborn predispositions and very early experience,
differentiates out and remains fixed. This early psychosexual
65

“Like Isay, Marmor believes that a definition of homosexuality that is based on overt behavior does not
distinguish between those who have intense and persistent homoerotic attraction and those who engage in
homosexual behavior out of other motivations. Marmor (1980) defines a homosexual as an adult who has
definite same-sex erotic preference, which usually – but not always – is expressed behaviorally.” (Reiter
1989: 139).
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“[..] who later in life adopt a homosexual lifestyle, form a group that is not authentically homosexual
from a psychological viewpoint, despite its professed alliance with homosexuality. Agreeing with Saghir
and Robins, Kirkpatrick and Morgan (1980) note that a woman’s exploration of lesbianism may reflect
political beliefs or serve to enhance a positive identification with women.” (Reiter 1989: 140).
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differentiation as heterosexual, homosexual, or bisexual does not preclude
the capacity for a range of psychologic responsiveness. It is the
predominance of erotic responses that holds significance for
understanding a person's true sexual orientation.
It can be argued that orientation does not ‘remain fixed’ as Reiter claims but rather forms
part of identity development as a whole. Sexual orientation, when seen as inclusive part
of identity formation, cannot be seen as a separate aspect of it. Orientation, emotions, and
behaviour are closely linked to each other within the process of identity development
even though not always congruent in each period of life. Moreover, Reiter misses to
highlight a clear distinction between the biological sex and social gender role when
addressing homosexuality. It can be agreed that the behavioural aspect is less significant
than the actual longing and desire for people of the same sex. However, lesbian women
do not necessarily have to feel that attraction towards someone who performs the same
gender (even though she has the same sex) which would exclude all lesbian 67 women who
identify more with masculine aspects regarding their body and/ or behaviour. While it is
true that femininity dominates lesbian representations – from porn videos, to LGBT
movies, and Lesbian Web Series – masculinity and more androgynous representations
still exist. While feminine lesbians (femme/ lipstick) often times remain invisible due to
their femininity and (often unwillingly) blend in with heteronormative appearances, more
masculine women (butch/ stud) embody the socially assumed stereotype of a lesbian
woman in Western cultures: short hair, manly clothes, masculine gestures and body
movement, deeper voice, the more active/ aggressive part in interactions with femmes.
Terms such as ‘homosexuality’ tend to give the impression that lesbian identity is only
based on sexuality. Additionally, the term ‘lesbian’ is often associated with sexual images
thanks to the porn industry. Bustle, an online magazine about lifestyle, entertainment,
fashion, beauty, and books mostly addresses women, when explaining that in 2015 the
most popular porn search term worldwide was ‘lesbian’. To be a bit more specific, the
author of the article, Mariella Mosthof (cf. 2016), is referring to Pornhub’s data indicating
who watches their videos, pointing out the different preferences when it comes to men
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Furthermore, trans and intersex people are missing in Reiter’s thoughts on homosexuality who
particularly queer any sex and gender issue, including sexual orientation. Admittedly, the complexity of
trans and intersex representations partially overlaps with lesbian representations but needs further
investigation since identity formation, among other factors, is strongly influenced by the tension between
body and mind, biological sex at birth and gender performance. Sexual orientation hereby is ‘only’ an
additional axe of difference when discussing identity.
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and women using the Pornhub search engine (trans identities are not mentioned).
Although they are not the only porn website with a wide range of worldwide users –
according to their own website they have an average of 78.9 billion video views per year,
24% of them being women (cf. Pornhub 2016a) – their statistics show a tendency towards
the term ‘lesbian’. At the same time in the comment section the most commonly featured
one was ‘love’.
In 2015 ‘lesbian’ was the most searched term on the site [Pornhub].
Lady-on-lady loving is also the type of content that happens to be the most
popular among our female viewers and as we’ll see a little later on in our
coverage, our female viewership has also grown over the course of the past
year. This may be what finally pushed ‘lesbian’ into the number one spot.
“Research by Dr. Meredith Chivers of Queens University has shown that
women are aroused by all kinds of sexual activity/ imagery, whether they are
gay or straight, while straight men are usually not aroused by gay porn and
gay men generally not aroused by straight porn,” notes Dr. Laurie. “It could
be that the sexual acts they see on lesbian porn is what they favor (mostly
cunnilingus), or simply that they get aroused to such a variety of imagery
that it is difficult to pinpoint true desires versus what their bodies respond
to.” [...] Family favorite ‘step mom and son’ jumped an astonishing 71
places, making it the 15th most searched term on Pornhub, in the world. Dr.
Laurie suggests that “taboo acts will always rank high simply because it’s
taboo. It’s also only in fantasy and it usually stays there, as compared to
threesomes which are often desired in real life for example.” (Pornhub
2016b).
Consequently, lesbian representation in 2016 still forms part of a sexual ‘taboo act’ as
described by Dr. Laurie and is therefore mainly watched in videos with explicit sexual
content. The social discrimination in most countries worldwide lead to hypocrisy, when
accepting lesbian women more as an object in porn rather than as real people such as
family members, friends, neighbours and coworkers. Pornhub’s statistics show that
“‘Lesbian’ [was not only] 2015’s top searched term on Pornhub, it also happens to be the
category with the highest number of views.”(Pornhub 2016 b). While sexually the term
‘lesbian’ is widely used and accepted (at least for private use when searching for porn
videos), in more public areas of representation it is often still controversial. Thus, lesbian
identities operate in a social field of double standards, meaning that it seems socially
acceptable (although mainly in private space or fantasy) to objectify the images of female
same-sex identity and reduce them to certain (feminine) body types68 and sexual content
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“’[T]he mythic mannish lesbian’ […] is a figure who allows the lesbian to become visual as a sexual
agent” (Newton in White1999: 14) in her active role of pursuing her interest and desires compared to the
feminine figure who appears less ‘dangerous’ to viewers because patriarchal structures remain intact.
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for the viewers pleasure, while subjects in public space or outside of any sexual context
are hardly represented compared to the dominating heteronormative mainstream. These
observations suggest acceptance mainly within a sexual context and as a variety of sexual
fantasies and desires rather than as a serious emotional matter, including social and/ or
legal

consequences/ discrimination/ persecution

(depending

on

each

country).

Understandably, strong independent female characters oppose patriarchal structures when
queering a woman’s passive, submissive role and shifting it towards a more powerful
self-sufficient female depiction. Since the common porn narrative of lesbian sexuality
being portrayed as a soft foreplay until the ‘real man’ enters the scenery still feeds (male)
porn fantasies, the existing patriarchal structures are not shaken. The portrayal of
emotional longing for another sexually active woman, however, provokes to rethink the
concept of couples and family and therefore shakes the prevailing social norms to their
core.
Media representations of lesbian women, after the invisible period of censorship, used to
oscillate between images of either restricted physical depictions as a couple or rather
over-sexualized portrayals within pornographic material. Nowadays, the media industry is
trying to fill that large gap in-between, producing shows on TV and on the web that put
lesbian characters in the spot light, showing them in everyday situations with their
children among other family members (e.g. The Fosters) or among friends, struggling
with relationship issues like any other depiction of heterosexual couples (e.g. Chica
Busca Chica, Féminin/ Féminin). In particular, coming out themes focus on the discovery
and revelation of the protagonists’ feelings, often times presenting them in a vulnerable
and insecure way while they try to figure out who they really are (e.g. Out With Dad).
However, observing and accompanying this process of identity formation due to affective
attraction between female characters as a spectator is unique for LGBT representations
since the coming out is only necessary because of their deviation from the existing sociocultural norm. According to the Spanish researcher Olga Viñuales (1999/ 2006: 85) “[l]a
importancia que se concede a los sentimientos en la adquisición de la identidad sexual es
lo que, en opinón de varias participantes, las define y diferencia del mundo gay. 69”, e.g.
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Engl. “The importance given to feelings when it comes to sexual identity acquisition according to various
participants is what defines and differentiates them from the gay (male) world.”
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one of the Spanish women she interviewed emphasized: “’me sentí enamorada de ella y
fue entonces cuando me pregunté sobre mi identitdad sexual70’” (ibid.).
Emotions and feelings, however, are not solely essential when developing a lesbian
identity but are equally necessary for the affective memory (cf. White 1999: xiii) in order
to remember lesbian content. Your affective memory lets you experience a character in a
movie, TV or web series you identify with and later on come to remember it when you
experience a similar situation. This is the moment you have started to decode what you
saw: the presented lesbian codes.
The prevailing discourse on female sexuality and emotions also highlights the
transnational aspect within lesbian communities, since similar statements can be observed
in different cultural contexts. German psychologist Kerstin Münder (2004: 33f.) e.g.
points out that sexuality is not limited to private life (“Pray away the gay”fundamentalists might disagree however) but penetrates different areas of individual and
social life, constructs parts of personality, is intertwined with emotions, and shapes
notions of life and goals in general. As sexuality plays an important role in determining
interpersonal relationships, deviating from the sexual and therefore social and cultural
norms has an effect on various aspects of life for lesbian women.
During the 19th century women were considered asexual beings and the marriage to a man
was, for most, economically necessary. The fact that they were considered as asexual,
gave them the opportunity to explore love and sexuality with other women freely. Men
did not consider other women as a threat to their marriage. This freedom, however, was
only tolerated as long as women fulfilled their traditional female role. Cross-dressing or
demanding more autonomy was rarely tolerated, yet still happened. The becoming of
sexology and the significance of the individual as such changed the way sexuality and sex
were perceived. It was no longer only an action but part of personality and held
significance to the essence of a person. Sexuality turned into a category of being instead
of a category of action. This change in perspective opened the doors for classifications
like what kind of sexuality could be considered as ‘normal’ or ‘perverted’. Karl-Heinrich
Ulrichs tried to schematize sexual orientations. He therefore initially divided humans in
four categories (“Urninge”, “Urninginnen”, “Dioninge”, “Dioninginnen”) depending on
attraction and constantly added categories up to thirteen. He had a great influence on the
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partly still prevailing beliefs about lesbians being mannish and gay men being feminine.
(cf. Münder 2004: 16-17).
In 1869 the (Austrian-Hungarian) writer Karl Maria Benkert (later on called Karoly Maria
Kertbeny) gave distinction to the term ‘homosexuality’. Shortly after the term
‘heterosexuality’ was introduced. This dichotomy regarding the construction of sexual
orientation and identity lead to an even greater gap between the concepts coming attached
to it: ‘perverted’ and ‘normal’. Alfred Kinsey, as mentioned earlier, started his studies
1941 and about a decade later invented the Kinsey Scale suggesting that sexual desire was
not to be divided into homosexual vs. heterosexual but was to be seen as a continuum.
Kinsey used behaviour and psychological reactions to determine his investigations but
according to Münder (cf. 2004: 21f.), he also failed to detach from the dual hetero-homo
model due to clear categories within his linear orientation spectrum of sexual desires.
Today, the emphasis lies even more on sexual fluidity, moving away from any categories.
(cf. Münder 2004: 18-22). Despite his influence on sex education (cf. Kinsey 1953/ 1998:
17) and the sexual revolution, Kinsey’s persona and research stay controversial until
today not only due to his interest in homosexuality but even more so due to his
cooperation with pedophiles. I have to stress that Kinsey’s critics often fail to distinguish
between criticizing his approach regarding homosexuality in adults compared to his data
obtained through pedophiles abusing young children and even babies (cf. Kinsey
1948/ 1975: 177-178, 180). As much as I agree with Judith Reisman (cf. 2017) on the fact
that molesting and raping children cannot in any way be excused or even justified as
serious research, neither for scientific purposes nor otherwise, her lurid comparisons to
consensual sexual behaviour (and loving relationships) of homosexual adults is to be seen
critical. It is crucial to understand that her mixing both issues into one argument, trying to
point out the aspect of ‘perversion’ in both cases, completely ignores the power relation
between a child/ baby and an adult trying to trick, force, manipulate, or simply overpower
children into sexual acts. Psychological consequences inflicted upon those children have
not been followed up or at least have not been published to prove Kinsey’s theory of
children as sexual beings. Furthermore, Kinsey himself, when using his data, seemed to
make no difference between the observations of sexual behaviour that occurs naturally in
children when discovering their own body without adult stimulation or manipulation of
some sort compared to the many young individuals experiencing molestation and abuse
by his collaborators.
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The facts to why pedophiles involved in Kinsey’s research never faced trial remains a
mystery. Regarding the sexual revolution and research on homosexuality, together with
his team he contributed to the well-known Kinsey Scale of fluid sexuality mentioned
earlier (cf. Kinsey et al. 1948/ 2017). Admittedly, his research has greatly helped to
support LGBT people and consequently their rights by recognizing that there exists much
more – far beyond the commonly assumed heterosexual norm. Yet, the Kinsey Reports
(Sexual Behaviour in the Human Male 1948 and Sexual Behaviour in the Human Female
1953) leave a bitter aftertaste when looking at the details of obtained data and children
harmed, provoking to question Kinsey’s research methods in general. Due to the impact
of the Kinsey Scale regarding the perception of a more fluid human sexuality, Kinsey’s
research cannot be neglected to mention here yet remains to be seen critical under an
ethical lens.

While most medical research on homosexuality focuses mainly on sexual behaviour,
Cultural Studies allow a more ‘emotional’ approach towards lesbianism and its visual
representations. It is crucial to understand the sexualized background of lesbian on-screen
images as a temptress, no matter if depicted as a ‘sex-crazed’ woman with a
psychological illness, as a seductive vampire sucking other women’s blood, or as a
pornographic performer. Besides Lesbian Web Series and Lesbian Film, an authentic and
more emotional discourse can be nowadays observed in e.g. documentaries such as the
French Les invisibles 71 (2012/ 13) where homosexual men and women born between
World War I and World War II narrate their experiences to fall in love, have sex, and hide
their desires while growing up in a Catholic environment. Interestingly, the way the male
interviewees answer questions on their love life differs from those of the female
interviewees. Arguably, this could be a stereotypical way of presenting gender (by the
filmmaker or by the interviewees themselves due to socio-cultural codes): men as sexfixated beings and women as the emotional romantic. However, in the documentary men
often describe their sexual desires, or more specifically mention their first masturbation
experiences besides other guys which sometimes led to more intimacy with other guys.
Women seem to remember (or value?) their emotions more specifically and put the focus
on narrating their first experiences when falling in love with another girl or female
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teacher. The male interviewees do talk about how they fell in love with their partners but
specifically when mentioning the discovery of their homosexuality, sexuality in itself
seems more significant for them than for the lesbian interviewees. Arguably, culturally
acceptable gender roles also influence narrations of gay men and women. Stéphanie Arc
(2015) even goes as far as to claim that the deviant sexuality of lesbian women builds the
‘socle of identity’ as the following excerpt suggests:
Sa sexualité devient alors ce qui la définit: le socle de son identité. Une
identité taillée dans le bois des idées reçues, qui portent tant sur son
apparence physique que sur les causes de son lesbianisme. Selon l’opinion
commune, les femmes qui ont des rapports homosexuels s’avèrent donc
fondamentalement différentes des autres femmes.72
It becomes clear that her definition of identity is determined by the perception of sexual
orientation from the ‘outside’, the common public opinion taking part in shaping lesbian
identity for the individual. Arc (cf. 2015) corrects her statement by pointing out that
lesbian women really only differ in one way from heterosexual women: the fact that their
love is a minority on the verge of society.

2.3 Socio-Political Aspects of Lesbianism
Equality, when it refers to opportunity and access to resources, in other words, treating
everyone’s needs and feelings with respect, is a good thing. But the constant effort to
prove one’s self equal to all others brings only short-lived relief from the pain of
discrimination – and, ultimately, creates more suffering because it perpetuates our
incorrect belief in a separate self. (Nhat Hanh 2014: 49)

Socio-political as well as historical developments are crucial to understanding lesbian
history and as a consequence, cultural production of Lesbian Web Series. In this regard, I
disagree with Olga Viñuales (cf.1999/ 2006: 47f.) who in her book Identidades lésbicas73
claims that looking at the significance of lesbianism in other cultures, its past and how it
is experienced now is irrelevant. When talking about the construction of lesbian identity,
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Engl. “Her deviant sexuality is what defines her and builds the socle of her identity. An identity ‘carved
into the wood of received ideas’ which focus so much on their appearance as well as the causes for her
lesbianism. According to public opinion, women who have homosexual relationships turn out to be
fundamentally different than other women“.
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she rather proposes to primarily focus on how society’s reactions add to this process in
women and what characteristics could possibly be deducted from it. Undoubtedly,
psychological mechanisms in the process of establishing an affectionate and a sexual
identity may vary due to experienced social pressure, exclusion, or even isolation,
punishment and life-threatening situations. Additionally, how these mechanisms of
exclusion and discrimination have developed and have been fought against over time is
deeply rooted in socio-political movements74 of historical significance. Even though the
author rightfully points out how emphasizing on the sexual aspect provokes neglecting
the transcultural aspects in processes of identity construction, it cannot be completely
neglected as it was and still is the distinguishing factor used against LGBT communities
around the world. As she believes in the cultural value of personal identity in itself, for
Viñuales (1999/ 2006: 48) there is “la existencia de un desarrollo paralelo entre la
aparaición de una identidad lesbiana, o sentimiento de pertenencia a un grupo socialmente
diferenciado, y los cambios occuridos en la sociedad y, a mayor escala, en la cultura 75”.
Cultural production of LGBT content, primarily on the web and on TV shows, hereby
plays a crucial role in paving the road to lesbian representability.
According to Giddens (cf. 1998: 49, 12; Viñuales 1999/ 2006: 50), sexual identity plays
an essential role in the “narrativa del ego 76 ” because it connects “el cuerpo con
autoidentidad y con las normas sociales”. This would not have been possible without
certain developments throughout history, especially during the Enlightenment, a period
which supported the idea of reason, an individual identity and the focus on oneself.
Additionally, the bathroom as a private room to take care of one’s body, the invention of
photography and also the augmenting importance and easier accessibility to mirrors are
significant when looking at concepts of identity construction and as a result can be
frequently found in Lesbian Web Series, as will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. The
tendencies to assume identities were stable entities were slowly replaced by the awareness
of, as Viñuales (cf. 1999/ 2006: 50) puts it, variables such as social status, age, gender,
level of education, and life experiences. We form identity through constant negotiation,
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Engl. “a parallel development happening between the appearance of lesbian identity or the sense of
belonging to a socially differentiated group, and the occurring changes in society and on a greater scale in
culture”.
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Engl. “narrative of the ego […] because it connects the body with auto-identity and with social norms”.
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and therefore, personal and social identities establish a link. What Viñuales calls ‘social
identity’, the terms to describe an individual by collective social categories, roots in fact
in the concepts of ‘collective identity’ (cf. Halbwachs 1939/ 1950) and ‘cultural memory’
(cf. Assmann 2005: 21; 52). Lisa Duggan (cf. 1993: 793) understands collective identities
not only as a link between individuals but also between past and present, therefore
building a basis for cultural representation and political action.

Although within the last chapter, the difference between sexuality and identity has already
been established, Münder (2004: 34) sheds light onto how deep-rooted sexuality and
sexual preferences are in social structures which again affect power relations, by claiming
that
[d]as geht so weit, dass Persönlichkeitskonstruktionen auf der Grundlage
von Sexualität und sexuellen Präferenzen vorgenommen werden. Indem
Sexualität eine Gesellschaft derart strukturiert und ordnet, ist sie mit
gesellschaftlichen Machtverhältnissen verwoben. Sexualität wird von Staat
und Kultur in Form von religiösen, kulturellen und ästhetischen
Inszenierungen kanalisiert und ritualisiert. Es entstehen Diskurse, die die
Normierung von Sexualität zur Folge haben. In diesem Sinne wirken selbst
die Erkenntnisse der Sexualwissenschaften oftmals eher vor- als
beschreibend, obwohl sie vorgeben deskriptiv zu arbeiten. 77
One of the cruelest examples in gay and lesbian history regarding the execution of sexual
norms and punishment of non-normative sexual identities is Hitler’s genocide on LGBT
people during World War II. While collective identities seen through a ‘lesbian lens’
nowadays offer a positive connotation, social support, political actions bringing more
equality, and producing cultural artefacts, for many Europeans the gay or lesbian label 78
used to have devastating consequences79 at the time.
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Engl. “It goes as far as constructing character on the basis of sexuality and sexual preferences. As
sexuality strongly shapes and structures a society, it is closely connected to power relations. The state and
culture canalise and ritualise sexuality through religious, cultural, and aesthetic productions. Discourses
develop which as a consequence standardize [hetero]sexuality. In that sense even the results of Sexual
Sciences often operate prescriptive rather than descriptive, even though they pretend to work descriptively.”
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Labelling mainly refers to the visible aspects of identity representations. For further reading on labels
regading characters on the The L Word: Reading the L-Word: Outing Contemporary Television
(Akass/ McCabe (2006/ 2009).
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Further reading of the true story of Lilly Wust (married to a Nazi) falling in love with Felice
Schragenheim (a Jewish lesbian) who was killed: Aimée und Jaguar (Fischer 2005).
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2.3.1 The Dangers of Labeling Identity
Germany and Austria take on a particularly difficult legacy from the Nazi’s aftermath
during the Second World War. Although there is more information available on gay men
than lesbian women80 of that time, Hitler’s ethnic cleansing and politics discriminating
against every ‘deviation’ of his target norm of a ‘Master Race’ had devastating
consequences for all of them.
The way homosexuals were persecuted during the Second World War, has a massive
impact on how LGBT minorities are perceived today. While Germany, especially Berlin,
was known as a liberal and relatively safe zone for gay men and women at the beginning
of 1900 (despite Paragraph 17581 which was not acted upon often), this quickly changed
after Hitler was named Chancellor of Germany in 1933. Only one month after taking
power, LGBT rights organizations and publications were banned, gay and lesbian bars or
nightclubs such as the Eldorado were closed down, and within the first five months of
Hitler’s takeover, Nazis stormed and smashed Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld’s Institute for
Sexual Research (cf. Setterington 2013: 17f.). As a consequence, no more publications
within this research field came from Germany anymore. Nowadays, the US (cf. Münder
2004: 21) mostly took over that academic area.
Although Paragraph 175 (introduced in 1871) prohibited ‘homosexual behaviour’ before
World War II, homosexuals were not harshly persecuted the way the Nazis enforced it
from 1933 onward (cf. Setterington 2013: 10, 39). While gay men were sent to
concentration camps in high numbers and marked with the pink triangle symbol, lesbian
women “were most often labeled as anti-social members of society” (Setterington 2013:
31) when sent there. To save and protect themselves and gay friends, they often got
married amongst each other. To understand why discussing former Nazi ideas regarding
lesbian identity construction is still important, the crucial reproductive role of women has
to be taken into consideration. Women played a fundamental role in building the so-called
‘Master Race’ Hitler intended to create because in their role of giving birth, of being
mothers, they were responsible for reproduction. Homosexual men and women
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Lesbian women did not get the pink triangle in Nazi concentration camps. They were listed under
‘Asoziale’ (Engl. anti-socials) (cf. Münder 2004: 21).
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Due to Paragraph 175 men could legally be punished for ‘gay behaviour’ by imprisonment and abolishing
their civil rights (cf. Setterington 2013: 10, 39).
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represented a threat to this plan. Moreover, the Nazis were concerned homosexuality was
hereditary in case of reproduction and additionally, that they would ‘recruit’ others to
their so-called ‘homosexual lifestyle’.
Today, the same vocabulary is still used in various countries (by mostly conservative
politicians, radical priests, etc.) when discriminating against gay people, e.g. talking about
‘recruiting’ someone to a sexual orientation or even considering that sexuality would
supposedly be hereditary. Archive materials from the ONE National Gay & Lesbian
Archives in Los Angeles confirm that, according to GLAAD 82’s suggestion how to use a
more inclusive language, the use of ‘the gay lifestyle’ in this context is to be avoided,
while ‘lesbian’ or ‘gay’ are preferred terms because
[t]here is no such thing as ‘the gay lifestyle’ since the word ‘lifestyle’
means a ‘mode of living’ and refers to chosen habits such as being
vegetarian, running every morning, or not drinking caffeine. Such choices
are part of lifestyle. But being gay is not a lifestyle choice. It is part of our
physical makeup, like being left-handed. (Innes 1995: 73)
Furthermore, a list of “society’s problems, like ‘drug addicts, prostitutes and
homosexuals’” is not recommended “because it suggests that to be gay is wrong.” (Innes
1995: 74). Research regarding lesbianism, no matter if rooted in biology or
psychoanalysis, constantly questions its origin. On the one hand, it is considered to be
innate and linked to hormonal variations (‘masculinizising’ cerebral structures responsible
for sexual orientation) such as high levels of androgens during prenatal life (cf.Williams
et al. 2000, Savic/ Lindström 2008) which themselves are associated with epigenetic
factors (cf. Rice/ Friberg 2012: 343-368). Psychosexual and other explanations offer less
factual information on lesbianism by contributing its emergence to either sexual
aggression by men, feminist convictions, or a series of deceptions regarding love with
men (cf. Arc 2015). Arc correctly criticizes the dichotomy of man and woman. The exact
‘causes’ for homosexuality are not proven yet. Regarding the hormone theory (cf. Vidal
2005: 127-133) it is very unlikely that they have an influence on sexual orientation and
the ‘gay gene’ theory (cf. Hamer/ Copeland 1994) was demented in 1999 and the epimarks hypothesis could not be verified (cf. Arc 2015). Despite the existing research and
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“GLAAD was founded in 1985 in New York by a group of writers, including Vito Russo, who were
outraged by the defamatory headlines about AIDS appearing in the New York Post. The Los Angeles
GLAAD chapter was founded in 1988 by a group of lawyers and their allies who were despairing of making
much progress in gay rights through litigation. Some thought they might have more impact through
educating the media. In January 1989, a San Francisco chapter formed.” (Innes 1995: 53).
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cultural changes bringing more visibility, lesbophobia still prevails in numerous Western
countries in many day-to-day contexts, primarily in public space (e.g. about 47%
according to the SOS Homophobie study in France, cf. Arc 2015). Therefore, the dangers
of labeling oneself as ‘lesbian’ emerge with growing visibility within Western societies.
GLAAD’s archive material in Los Angeles confirms that the increase in violence and
discrimination against LGBT people, also in the US, is due to an increase in visibility
itself but also due to keeping records of such reports (cf. GLAAD 2012: 21).
The recurring theme of LGBT visibility is not only an Anglophone or Francophone
phenomenon in the Americas or France but can also be observed on the Spanish
Peninsula. In Alejandro Melero Salvador’s Placeres Ocultos - Gays y lesbianas en el cine
español de la transición 83 (2010) he starts off with the “Cuestión de visibilidad.
Inmediatamente tras la muerte de Franco, empezaron a aparecer las primeras películas
que, con tintes documentales más o menos morbosos, dejaban asomar las primeras
representaciones de gays.”84 (Melero Salvador 2010: 10). Visibility is not only a matter of
showing your true self but closely connected to socio-historical shifts in society allowing
LGBT people to live their lives openly without negative consequences. Therefore,
visibility is always a matter of the legal status of homosexuality or ‘the homosexual act’.
The ‘transición’, the Spanish transition period after Franco’s death towards a democratic
system in the mid 1970s, was historically highly significant, also for the cinematographic
development in Spain, as according to Melero Salvador (cf. 2010) the first representations
of homosexual characters emerged. About thirty years later, the media industry has
managed to include various representations of lesbian women on Spanish TV. Moreover,
lesbians have developed from invisible or secondary characters to relatable protagonists
with significant storylines. Taking into consideration the particularly cruel legislation in
the Spanish 1970s which was primarily based on scientific research conducted by doctors
and psychiatrists, it comes as no surprise that homosexuals were believed to be ‘sick 85’,
acting ‘against nature’ (“impudicia contra la natura”; Sabater 1962: 175 in Melero
83
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“Se trata de sujetos celosos, sádicos, brutales, con mania persecutoria, que castigan, van armados,
amenazan de muerte y a veces matan, todo ello producto de su posición homosexual.” (Sabater 1962: 183 in
Melero Salvador 2010: 25).
Engl. “They are jealous, sadistic, violent subjects with persecuting mania who punish others, run around
armed, threathen to kill and sometimes kill people. All of it due to their homosexual positon.”
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Salvador 2010: 24). Moreover, Melero Salvador describes how certain studies encouraged
the beliefs amongst Spanish society that homosexuals, if it was considered an illness,
were supposedly ‘contagious’ and responsible for ‘spreading their disease’. Another
crucial role in the scientific department played doctor Pérez Argilés who strongly focused
on the factor of ‘risk of infection’ regarding homosexuality. The ‘legislación
tardofranquista’ appreciated his results, as they found “la base científica perfecta para
considerar la homosexualidad como un peligro social. 86 ” (Melero Salvador 2010: 25).
‘Risk of infection’, he believed, was the most dangerous factor when discussing
homosexuality, and had to be strictly punished (cf. Pérez Argilés 1955: 26 in Melero
Salvador 2010: 25). What he furthermore tried to achieve, was finding certain
characteristics for the identification of homosexuals. Not only as an Austrian researcher
do Pérez Argilés ideas strongly recall Hitler’s mindset. Interestingly, women have been
widely ignored in these studies, concentrating on gay men and the possible causes for
their ‘sickness’.
Lesbian Trauma87
A different, more subtle, kind of danger coming with the historical roots of the ‘sickness’
discourse is often ignored when discussing lesbian identities and narratives: the parallels
to trauma88 lying beneath. Cvetkovich (2003: 44-45) is
especially wary of the pathologization of trauma because of its similarity to
the pathologization of sexual perversity and sexual identities in the name
of constructing normative identities. The shared origins of [45] trauma and
sexual identity in discourses of psychoanalysis suggest the links between
the two. The history of gay and lesbian identity formations has shown that
medical diagnoses have wide-ranging social and political consequences, in
addition to their immediate practical effects; a landmark in gay and lesbian
history was its removal from classification as a disease by the American
Psychiatric Association in 1973. Although it can be argued that sexology
produced modern homosexuality as much as it problematically labeled it
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“For in order to survive in the social system, the lesbian must remain invisible. If she does not, she risks
losing her job, her community’s goodwill, her friends’ respect, and – sometimes – her family’s love. [...] To
do so, however, requires the lesbian to deny her real self [...]. The denial of self eventually exacts a
psychological toll: the lesbian feels fragmented, imprisoned in a rigidly compartmentalized life.” (Gruth
1978: 6).
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While masculine trauma of war used to represent the public trauma, female trauma linked to sexuality and
abuse (discoursed of power etc.) was perceived as private trauma. For further reading on lesbianism and
trauma: An Archive of Feelings – Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public Cultures (cf. Cvetkovich 2003).
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deviant or perverse, it has been nonetheless important to wrest it from the
hands of the doctors and scientists who first ‘invented’ it.
Cvetkovich (cf. 2003: 47) discusses Sedgwick’s idea of how traumatic experiences can
occur through shame which, when looked at as a category in this context, connects
sexuality and emotions. Thus, the importance of celebrating Pride 89 as a parade, as a
political manifestation but also as a sociocultural statement of celebrating sexuality and
emotions outside the heteronormative range, of rejecting ‘compulsory’ shame in this
LGBT context, becomes significant when looking at Lesbian Web Series. Even if a
coming out as such is rarely an issue within a storyline, the narrative almost always
includes a significant past memory or a specific character new to the community closely
connected to this significant process in lesbian life and therefore narrating it. Although
Lesbian Web Series are far from any depictions of victimization, their socially vulnerable
position stays a subtle, rarely overtly mentioned, background to their strength and pride.
To acknowledge trauma in identity formation processes throughout lesbian history is a
step towards expressing it, strengthening women’s positions. Cvetkovich (cf. 2003: 8)
points out the resemblance of trauma (in general) with gay and lesbian cultures because it
creates new ways of cultural expression, e.g. in performance arts which are closely
connected to lesbian cultures which lacks institutionalized documentation. This is also the
reason why personal objects (photos, event flyers, etc.) and memories are more important
for preservation (cf. ibid.). To visit LGBT archives, libraries, and/ or museums in the US,
Canada, and Spain to collect information on these rather rare preserved cultural artefacts
was therefore essential to understand where lesbian representations in web series and
other media are rooted. The GLBT 90 History Museum in San Francisco, located in the
heart of the gay village 91 ‘The Castro’, as well as the CLGA 92 in Toronto with an
exhibition room on the upper floor, both demonstrate this tradition of collecting personal
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According to López Penedo (2008: 11), in Chueca, a part of Madrid known as centre of the LGBT
community (which did not exist before 1995), less than 100 people attended early Pride manifestations
which has changed drastically over the years, due to the influence of new members of the LGBT
community having experienced lesbian life in other cities, e.g. London or New York.
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GLBT is another abbreviation for LGBT, meaning ‘gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender’.
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A gay village, meaning the designated area in a city focusing on LGBT-related needs and interests
(mainly including bars and clubs, book stores, cafés, LGBT organizations etc.) all in one place, on one
street or between two intersections. Toronto’s gay village is marked with street signs saying
Church-Wellesley Village with a background in rainbow colours at its beginning and end. Montreal’s gay
village (‘le village gai’) provides pink balls hanging down from above in the main village street during
summer, forming a pink outside ‘roof’ for the area.
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objects that survived every censorship, hostile law or forceful attempt to destroy records
of lesbian history.
Also, the fact of “who’s in the audience creating community” (Cvetkovich 2003: 9) while
doing performance art on stage, is as important when looking at Lesbian Web Series
online. Their stage is the World Wide Web and their audience is a transnational
community of LGBT but also non-LGBT people, in any case mainly women. However,
the interaction of performing artists (on stage or in a web series) and the audience reacting
to it in a certain way is crucial to identity formation. Cvetkovich (cf 2003: 46-47) also
mentions Butler and Sedgwick who agree on the fact that trauma matters concerning
subject/ identity formation. Rejection or humiliation can function as traumatic
experiences while building an identity. Especially within lesbian subcultures the coming
out process for many repeatedly results in loss of family, friends or even the work place.
Even if this is not or nowadays less the case, trauma preserved in cultural memory across
nations arguably can also begin by being denied the crucial human experience of
belonging, of not fitting into society’s ‘normalcy’. One example of trauma is the
controversy surrounding the multicultural curriculum for public schools in the US named
‘Rainbow Curriculum93’. It did not cause turmoil apart from a short section referring to
lesbian and gay parents in the context of education, emphasizing cultural discourse and its
importance in schools:
The controversy over the Rainbow curriculum is of academic interest [...]
because of the complicated theoretical concerns it raises about culture,
identity, and sexuality. [...] The growing recognition in the discipline of the
importance of culture is significant because changing demographics and
political factors unceasingly place cultural concerns in the foreground as
central to social life. (Irvine 1994: 1).
Denying LGBT content in public schools feeds as much into the lesbian trauma as the
depiction of inaccurate, violent, and oversexualized stereotypes. Luhtanen (2002: 88)
explains that it is essential to “[r]ejec[t] the idea that homosexuality or bisexuality is an
illness or is immoral [...] in the development of positive LGB identity and psychological
adjustment.” Lesbian Web Series oppose negative images per se by instead encouraging
positive female representations and by at the same time challenging the prevailing
structural heteronormativity in media.
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“The ensuing controversy [about the Rainbow Curriculum] generated national publicity and ultimately
contributed to the firing of Schools Chancellor Joseph Fernandez.” (Irvine 1994: 1).
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2.3.2 The Importance of Labeling Identity
In the case of lesbians [...] many stereotyped images exist. It is the media’s responsibility
in such instances to give the public an accurate and representative image of the
participants. In covering an event such as gay and lesbian pride march, it is tempting to
focus on the participants who are dressed in the most unusual costumes. Nonetheless, the
media has an obligation to its audience to provide balanced, unbiased coverage.
(GLAAD 2012: n.n.)
Lesbians are finally visible94 – at least partially due to labeling as a process of coming out
and claiming identity – and through representations that form part of pop cultures today.
To provide visibility alone, however, does not suffice because it is the representation
itself that holds value. Luhtanen (2002: 88) suggests considering the idea of positivity
dating back to Troiden 1989, since “LGB positivity means that being lesbian, gay, or
bisexual is perceived as valid, positive, natural and normal, and an ‘essential identity’ – a
state of being or a way of life rather than simply a behavior or particular sexual
orientation (Troiden 1989).“ In this sense, due to their positive identity approach, Lesbian
Web Series have started to play an essential role in shaping lesbian images onscreen
within the last decade. The ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives 95 in Los Angeles e.g.
display, apart from their exhibitions, magazine covers throughout the years with (iconic)
lesbians on the covers. It is called ‘The Lesbian Legacy Wall 96 – from the underground, to
activism, to the internet...” (N.N. 2013 [photo]) which fits the transformation of lesbian
portrayals perfectly, making the way out of invisibility through political activism and
finally inscribing lesbian narratives in stories online. Below this fitting title of the
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For further details on lesbian visibility: see Empar Peneda’s (in Herrero Brasas 2007: 316-327) discussion
on lesbian visibility in Spain.
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“ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives is the oldest active LGBTQ organization in the United States
and the largest repository of LGBTQ materials in the world. Founded in 1952, ONE Archives currently
houses over two million archival items, including periodicals, books, film, video and audio recordings,
photographs, artworks, organizational records and personal papers. The collections at ONE Archives are
part of the University of Southern California Libraries. The non-profit ONE Archives provides support for
the collections at ONE by organizing programs and exhibitions on LGBTQ art and culture.” (Hawkins
2013[photo]).
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“This wall illustrates over sixty years of culture and history as reflected in these lesbian and feminist
newspapers and magazines, from 1948 to 2008. Beginning with the carbon-copied pages of Vice Versa [...],
the Lesbian Legacy Wall continues through the flowering of Lesbian Feminism [...] and the gay civil rights
movements of the 1970s. See Lesbian Tide & The Furies. The wall enters the lesbian chic generation of the
1980s, and then the queer evolution of the 1990s. See Curve Magazine and Anything That Moves. The piece
ends with the digital media publishing of this century. See Afterellen.com website [...]. This is our story.”
(N.N. 2013 [photo]).
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archives’ wall, a quote by Joan Nestle (ibid.) sums it up in the following words: “We need
to know that we are not accidental, that out culture has grown and changed with the
currents of time... that we have the story of a people to tell.”
Additionally, when taking a look around, LGBT codes can be found everywhere in the
archives, using a more subtle way to point towards LGBT history: by pink triangles to
indicate rooms or by the order of give away books by colour to form a ‘rainbow shelf’.

Lesbians as an Ethnic Community
In the 1980s gays and lesbians started to identify as an ethnic community with their own
subculture. Heterosexual society’s oppression was based on one factor: homosexuality –
regardless of class, nationality, or race. As a consequence, this was also the common
factor forming the LGBT’s sense of community and minority culture (cf. López Penedo
2008: 41). “Para mantener un sentido de unidad dentro de esta comunidad gay y lesbiana,
sus intengrantes fundaron medios de comunicación propios como las revistas The
Advocate 97 ” (López Penedo 2008: 42), and additionally bookstores and editorials
specifically for gays and lesbians emerged. Until today, cities such as Madrid (A
Different Life Librería near Chueca metro station in the gay village area), Barcelona
(Librería Cómplices in the Barrio gótico 98, outside of the gay village area of the Eixample
quarter) or even in less numerous cities like Vienna (Buchhandlung Löwenherz next to
the LGBT related Café Berg in the 9th district) provide lesbian centred literature and
DVDs in LGBT related safe spaces.
A culture depends on who participates in it, abiding more or less to its traditions and
common symbols, and who creates visible cultural products such as Lesbian Web Series,
a product of popular (lesbian) culture. Since the literary, film, and media canon of high
culture is mainly heteronormative, it is not surprising that popular culture offers the new
format of web series as a useful tool for lesbian communities to keep lesbian history alive
by narrating stories.
Queer Theory functions for the analysis of cultural productions or history but fails to offer
useful tools for the definition of concrete identity concepts. When looking at female
representations in Lesbian Web Series it is necessary to find conceptual mechanisms,
97

Engl. “To maintain a sense of unity within the gay and lesbian community, its members founded proper
media of communication such as the magazine The Advocate.”
98

Engl. Gothic quarter.
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common symbols, and/ or performances of lesbian identity that build a collective force, a
community, a culture of participation. According to Henry Jenkins (2009: xi),
[a] participatory culture is a culture with relatively low barriers to artistic
expression and civic engagement, strong support for creating and sharing
creations, and some type of informal mentorship […]. In a participatory
culture, members also believe their contributions matter and feel some
degree of social connection with one another […].
Lesbian Web Series (and web series in general) only thrive when a strong sense of
community happens, as fans embody the participatory culture surrounding and nurturing
the shows by their social media agency. Moreover, lesbian culture is closely connected to
the fight for equality and acceptance of homosexuality, to visibility, to more civil rights,
to the media landscape, and to the process of coming out as a ‘rito de paso99’ (cf. López
Penedo 2008: 41-43) which is key within LGBT culture. This does not mean that you
cannot take part if you are not publicly outspoken about your identity, yet your own
internal outing in terms of understanding your own needs and desires is crucial to the
individual process of identity formation and to the feeling of belonging to the LGBT
community as a whole. When it comes to axes of difference, it is therefore a paradox
somehow that the ethnic movement roots in the fight for racial 100 equality since subjects
of this ethnic gay and lesbian model are predominantly Caucasian101 (cf. López Penedo
2008: 44). Intersections have a destabilizing effect on the sense of community and
collective, transnational lesbian identity. Regarding Lesbian Web Series, this is a delicate
subject to tackle because particularly race and ethnicity deserve attention, yet in this
thesis has to be mostly disregarded in the analysis of representations to balance scope and
resources. This is not meant to be the result of ignorance or devaluation of essential
intersectional aspects but respects the need for a deeper analysis of theses web series to
value their full potential in the future. Moreover, they are particularly a US-American
phenomenon, neither emerging in Canada nor Spain with the same intensity.
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Engl. Rite of passage.
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“The National Black Justice Coalition is a civil rights organization of black LGBT people and our allies
dedicated to fostering equality by fighting racism and homophobia. The Coalition advocates for social
justice by educating and mobilizing opinion leaders, including elected officials, clergy, and media, with a
focus on black community.” (NBJC & GLAAD 2006: 5).
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“Admittedly, the corpus selection of Lesbian Web Series is dominated by Caucasian protagonists,
neglecting series depicting other ethnic minorities. However, the mentioned series are well-known and
received webfest and other awards. Since, according to intersectionality theories, other series would require
us to take at least one additional axis of difference (ethnicity) into consideration, they need further
investigation.” (Obermayr 2016: 103).
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This research aims to rather look for common factors within representational strategies
and narrative mechanisms of lesbian characters than differences. Similarly, web series
exclusively accessible through subscription payment are equally excluded from the
corpus102.
López Penedo (cf. 2008: 54) believes that queer activists have criticized the classification
‘gay’ for pure product advertising. However, within the last decade numerous changes in
denominating former LGBT or gay and lesbian products have occurred and rather use the
term ‘queer’ now (not always consciously referring to Queer Theory but mainly used as a
supposedly more political correct synonym for ‘LGBT’).
Lesbian feminism (cf. López Penedo 2008: 57) rejected a feminine lesbian appearance
and perceived butch-femme couples as the repetition of a heterosexist imbalance. Instead,
it spread the image of just one type of lesbian – the androgynous‘, ignoring the many
different forms of expression in physical appearance and behaviour. To this day, feminine
lesbians (unwillingly) become invisible unless they encode lesbianism somewhere into
their appearance and are constantly mistaken for heterosexuals. It is particularly
interesting that the positive image of lesbian characters on TV shows and online now
prefers mainly the feminine stereotype of lesbians, seemingly less aggressive and easier to
sell to mainstream (non-LGBT) audiences.
According to López Penedo’s (cf. 2008: 75-77) view on social constructivism, the
modern categories of sexuality (heterosexuality and homosexuality) are socio-historical
constructs where identity is perceived as a) a complex product constantly evolving and b)
the result of an interactive process of social and self labelling. Furthermore,
constructivism (in the 1980s and 1990s) acknowledges that homosexuality as a concept
(and construct if you will) is not homogenous but rather varies throughout history,
influencing the sociopolitical formation of homosexuals as a minority group. It is
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Websites collecting Lesbian Web Series’ material and videos from sites with an obligatory subscription
fee model sometimes share files on Google Drive, constantly move their websites to different hosts or
translate the series’ titles into another language to make it harder to prosecute them. Legally of course
questionable, lesbian communities admittedly benefit from these websites as they keep track of and
preserve lesbian cultural production. At the very beginning of this research project the video platform
megaupload.com was removed by the US-government due to copyright infringement. Many of the web
series provided there by individual users, moved their content to other websites. Comparable to memory
spaces like the LGBT archives, the lack of more institutionalized Lesbian Web Series’ collections evokes
this very ambiguous situation with fans. At the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives, when searching for
evidence, a staff member claimed that it was too early (in 2013, years after the first Lesbian Web Series was
streamed) to be expecting records of online series. This presents an overall problem of power hierarchies to
be solved in the future.
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significant to understand that from a constructivist’s perspective the LGBT community is
not a minority defined by prejudices from the outside but constructing its own ethnic
minority identity from the inside based on tracing the very social factors that create it.
This has also helped to institutionalize study programs in the 1990s, tackling female
identities from a different angle. How lesbian subculture and LGBT subculture in general
– including cultural products such as web series, TV shows, and movies focusing on
related content – function today is mainly due to this constructivist point of view on the
subject. A Queer Theory approach criticizes this dichotomy of homosexuality and
heterosexuality as well as the division into only two categories of gay and lesbian.
Identity, as seen by queer theorists, presents itself more fluidly and individually, ignoring
strict existing social categories. While acknowledging the fact that identity matters can be
indeed very fluid, intersections in research are often ignored, and agreeing that binary
representations of sexual identities are often over simplified, a completely subjective
queer approach does not offer the necessary methods yet to investigate lesbian
communities on a transnational scale. Moreover, a certain implicit dichotomy always
emerges, including when working with Queer Theory which implies that queer and nonqueer identities do exist.
The stronger a collective identity is formed by its community members, the more
visibility and therefore also political power 103 is obtainable. At the same time, it offers
homophobes an easier way to attract or discriminate against a specific group of people.
Queer theorists, as mentioned by López Penedo (cf. 2008: 82), transform homosexuality
into a ‘lifestyle’ which, as mentioned before, is not a recommendable term as it suggests
the freedom of choice. Subculture, instead of lifestyle, on the other hand, offers a cultural
approach to the discourse on LGBT identities.

The Lesbian Niche
At the end of the 1980s and throughout the 1990s, but even more so within the last 15
years, lesbianism has changed from an alternative niche topic into an ‘in’ subject to
discuss in women’s magazines (López Penedo 2008: 210f.). As a result, lesbian images
became more frequent but less encoded with lesbian symbols e.g. style of clothing as it
was common in the 1970s and 1980s still. Despite the overall augmentation of
103

Consumers have the power to boycott a product based on the LGBT policy articulated from a certain
company. (cf. López Penedo 2008: 292).
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representations, however, sexual pleasures are still far from being frequently shown on
TV. Web series, Netflix and other private TV channels include more and more physical
intimacy nowadays but this is a recent phenomenon López Penedo (cf. 2008: 211) still
was not able to observe as much in 2008. One of the exceptions was The L-Word as the
lesbian pendant to Sex and the City, where lesbian sex scenes are shown very explicitly
and extensively. This TV series gained international fandom and since at the time it was
the only available series with lesbian protagonists and storylines carried out within the
lesbian subculture, it was and still continues to be an important tool of identification for
many lesbian women worldwide (cf. López Penedo 2008: 215).

Luce Irigaray (cf. 1985, cf. López Penedo 2008: 100) considers female pleasure to be
based on the body’s genitalia. She mentions the female sexual imaginary as a concept
primarily associated with fluids or something ongoing e.g. in her concept of ‘Two Lips’
as the continuity of female sexuality. Indeed, when we look at lesbian-themed movies,
TV shows or web series, fluidity in emotions, sexuality, and expressed through the setting
embrace this concept. Water in particular plays an essential role, either as private space
like a bathroom or a public space like at the beach close to the ocean or a lake, often
dominating lesbian scenes.
López Penedo (cf. 2008: 105) rightfully states that the feminists investigating lesbianism
at the beginning of the 1990s (e.g. Gloria Anzaldúa, Judith Butler, Teresa de Lauretis)
concentrate on the differences between women who further point to the fact that being a
lesbian is the basis of mutual recognition but it does not always grant identification.
Working on the representational aspects of female characters in Lesbian Web Series, it is
important to mention that looking deeply into series of different countries and cultural
backgrounds, does not mean a comparatistic view is applied. On the contrary, the focus
lies on common (transnational) aspects and symbols despite the different settings,
knowledge, and budget involved.

Queer Theory rejects homosexual theory and minority studies as well as politics based on
their concepts while at the same time including other (heterosexual) marginalized groups
that do not fit within the dominant norms of society (cf. López Penedo 2008: 132-134).
Butler’s emphasis on gender representation and performance ignores the socioeconomic
and political context when it comes to identity construction, López Penedo (cf. 2008:
criticizes.
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Labeling as Visibility Strategy
There is a misunderstanding that one way to show one’s acceptance of
LGBTQ folks is to claim that sexual identity really does not matter.
Historically in nursing there has been a strong tendency to deny lesbian
existence. Today, queer identity is equally denied, but in the context of a
group of women, the label ‘lesbian’ remains at the forefront. We believe that
lesbian and queer identity do matter [...].
(Shattell / Chinn 2013/ 2014)
Shatell is a nurse, an Associate Dean for Research at the College of Science and Health,
and Associate Professor of Nursing at DePaul University104 in Chicago. She points out
how imbalanced the situation is when it comes to ‘announcing’ one’s sexual identity.
Coming from a medical background, she understands the significance for patients to feel
free to speak openly and get the right medical treatments, if needed. Shattell calls out the
‘double standard’, by underlining that
[h]eterosexuality is announced in a host of public ways: wedding rings;
free references to one’s spouse; and displays of photographs in public
places that announce one’s personal, affectional and intimate relationships.
If these heterosexual relationships did not matter, then these public
‘signals’ would not be commonly accepted as the norm.
Therefore, it is important to demonstrate that both identities are of value. Lesbian Web
Series neither hide lesbian identity, nor the difficulties that sometimes still come with it
(e.g. in Venice The Series, Gina’s father is extremely homophobic in the beginning of the
series but the issues get resolved and ensure a positive audience experience).

The ongoing controversy regarding LGBT-related topics shows the necessity of a serious
discourse on LGBT media representation and the importance of terms being used in this
context. When discussing lesbian identity, the issue of (in)visibility inevitably emerges as
it equally does for other minorities. To put it in Sara Cooper’s words,
[w]omen the world over are hungry for these images, and the infinite
gallery of images that show the diversity of lesbian experience. Let this be
a call to action for those of us with images to share, that we may reach our
sisters in the furthest corners of the globe. Let this equally be a clarion call
for those of us who wish to understand lesbian reality beyond our limited
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A private catholic university!
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and myopic vision; may we begin to search out those who by sharing their
own truths, allow us to more fully comprehend our own. (Cooper 2009: 3)
As Cooper remarks, lesbian images are about reaching out and connecting with other
women, about supporting, understanding, and truthfully representing diverse identities.
Media representations of lesbian women have never been as vivid as in the last few years
within the selective corpus’ countries (the US, Canada, and Spain) and also in Austria 105.
Even though, Hollywood’s film industry produces much more lesbian characters now
than 10 to 15 years ago, “[o]nly 10% of LGBT-inclusive films feature lesbian characters.”
(ATTN 2016) as claimed in a recent ATTN106 video. Hence, the type of representation
itself is not the only issue when it comes to lesbian identities in the media. As women,
like all other female characters, they lack numbers in representation (except for the porn
industry) as well compared to male heroes and anti-heroes. The film industry is extremely
male dominated, especially when it comes to production. This is why Lesbian Web Series
represent a different approach towards not only lesbian representations but also their ways
of getting funding, building an audience, using lesbian or other female created music, etc.
Even though not all exclusively female, their teams are often female-centred work
environments giving women the opportunity for decision making in the process of
creating a series.
As the same ATTN video shows, lesbian characters are often portrayed as tomboys, butch
types, or feminine sex-crazed women serving primarily as objects for the male gaze.
Therefore, Allison Tate, filmmaker and LGBT advocate, points out that “[h]aving a
diverse representation in the media is crucial for [the] formation of self. That people can
say, maybe for the first time in their lives, ‘That’s me’, that’s life- changing.” (ATTN
2016). Furthermore, she explains that the status quo regarding lesbian representations will
make viewers think that those are the only (accepted, allowed, appropriate?) types of
representation (cf. ibid.).
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Due to Austrian drag queen Conchita Wurst with her winning performance at the Eurovision Song
Contest 2014 and additionally due to the discussions on Vienna’s Life Ball poster depicturing a nude
transsexual with both breasts and penis, homosexuality and non-normative life and family concepts became
a central topic of discussion.
106

ATTN is a new media company with the aim of making a social impact. The video was posted on its
Facebook page, promoting visibility of diverse lesbian/ queer women in the media.
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Excursus on (Anti-) LGBT Politics
Internationally the political climate differs greatly. It is oscillating between a more and
more accepting and integrative stance towards LGBT politics of most of the European
and (North) American countries and a dismissive, hostile, sentencing or even lifethreatening approach of the majority of African countries. Although, when taking into
account recent political changes, the constant progress in LGBT rights over the last
decades seems to come to a halt or even regress. There is no stability, no reassurance of
LGBT rights and protections. Political shift towards the right, e.g. nationalist parties from
the right in European countries, constantly proclaim to remove any rights regarding
LGBT equality, e.g. the current (2017) Vice President Mike Pence who still believes in,
and wants to reinforce conversion ‘theraphy’. US-President Donald Trump’s homophobic
approach towards the LGBT community and the more than symbolic removal of all
LGBT content on the official website of the White House (despite ‘friendly’ opportunistic
behaviour during the election in 2016) demonstrate that future progress in LGBT matters
is never guaranteed.
Further, Non-African anti-LGBT examples are e.g. Russia. Putin was in the media
spotlight due to the Winter Olympics during February 2014 and highly criticized by
significant political figures such as the former US-President Barack Obama. Nonetheless,
Russia maintained its recently introduced anti-propaganda law107, discriminating against
its own people. Also, the immediate and mostly predictable social consequences for
LGBT people are highly alarming. In order not to ‘expose’ children to homosexuals,
lesbians108 are forced back into invisibility to avoid any suddenly as illegally classified
behaviour.
As the collected materials from the One National Gay & Lesbian Archives in Los
Angeles show, “[p]art of this attitude [that the discussion of homosexuality is unsuitable
for children] derives from the misconception that talk about homosexuality is talk of sex
per se.” (GLAAD 2012: 16). One could argue that “acting homosexual” is nothing more
than performing the very same identity they were performing before the existence of the
anti-propaganda law. The change in Russia’s political climate, however, leads to an
unfree identity performance.
107

It is prohibited to publicly speak about homosexuality under the premises of child protection.
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Although it seems that gay men are targeted more often than gay women when it comes to
discriminatory or harmful acts.
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It is crucial to understand the diverse and extremely charged socio-political discourse
regarding lesbian identities before negotiating their constructions and media
representations in the field. The emergence of a growing cultural production of lesbian
identities is not only the result of less discriminatory nations, but can also be seen as a
counter-discourse to a more restrictive climate in others. Representation in media is never
neutral but always socially and/ or politically charged because, even if not intended,
invisible people, objects or places might only strike by their elliptic appearance in an
ongoing discussion. Therefore, what is represented and in particular how, was relevant for
observations in the field and holds significant cultural value for lesbian communities.
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3

Lesbian Web Series: The Medium
The web as an ordinary and everyday medium (or set of media) thus becomes effective,
operational, and convenient only through the interfaces of a few predominant search
engines and social networking, video sharing, and (micro)blogging websites – the web’s
‘citadels’ (cf. Warnke 2012: 122-136, Maeder/ Wentz 2014)

Contrary to the belief that we enter websites randomly from anywhere on the Internet,
only a few widespread interfaces (e.g. Google, YouTube, etc.) and search engines
structure the users’ access roads, or as Warnke (cf. 2012: 122-136) calls them –‘citadels’
of the web. These ‘citadels’ function as a filter, also censoring – or at least prioritizing –
information. In terms of lesbian identities, search engine algorithms do not always concur
with the user’s intention, often directing them to pornographic content or
disproportionately censoring results (e.g. especially regarding online settings targeting
children’s content).
The following chapter aims to propose a definition of Lesbian Web Series as a recent
format that has developed over the course of the last decade and has contributed to a
migration of narrative genres from television towards the web.
In June 2007, only a year after the first non-lesbian Web series reached
international media attention (both online and offline) (Kuhn 51), the first
Spanish Lesbian Web Series, Chica Busca Chica 109 , and the first US
Lesbian Web Series, Girltrash!, both emerged. The medium is vivid and
unsteady, meaning the availability of videos may shift daily because of
content bans, possible copyright issues, or financial reasons. This
ephemeral nature of Web series paradoxically encourages the audience to
engage in their stories even more because, unsurprisingly, they want to
watch their favourite show before it might be taken off the Internet.
Moreover, the audience constantly has to keep track of when and where a
new Lesbian Web Series streams its episodes online. Since this
development requires a strong viewer commitment to researching the
desired websites on time, an online community quickly starts to build,
organizing itself through quick media by passing on information regarding
the shows through social media such as Facebook or Twitter. (Obermayr
2016: 102).
Its key aspects comprise audiovisuality, authenticity, fictionality, narrativity, seriality,
transnationality, and transmediality which will be explained in the following chapter.
Furthermore, the respective corpus will be briefly introduced, followed by a discussion on
YouTube’s role in the emergence of web series in general.
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Engl. Girl Seeks Girl.
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Storylines from Lesbian Web Series such as Girltrash!, Venice The Series, We Have to
Stop Now, Seeking Simone, Anyone But Me or B.J. Fletcher: Private Eye, amongst others,
also became attention by print media, e.g. in the The Advocate magazine (N.N. 2012: 66)
which claims that “[l]esbian and bi women skipped TV networks and took programming
straight to the Internet, where tons of original queer-girl series top what’s on must-see
TV.” Hence, magazines with lesbian-related popular culture content confirm the
migration tendencies taking place.

3.1 A Subculturally Sensitive Approach towards Definition
Cinema is public fantasy that engages spectators’ particular,
private scripts of desire and identification. (White 1999: xv)
Lesbian Web Series 110 are a subcultural fantasy that engages lesbian spectators’
‘particular private scripts of desire and identification’. More so, through the medium they
become an extension of the body, according to Bociurkiw (2011: 53) reflecting on
McLuhan’s idea as follows: “[E]lectronic media have a more intimate connection with the
body than print media and are in some ways extensions of our bodies.” It is true that
today, we consume media content through a variety of devices, holding smartphones in
our hand or balancing a laptop on our knees. In that sense, electronic media more
frequently stay physically connected to our bodies, giving the user the impression of
almost entering the frame, e.g. when watching
Lesbian Web Series [that are] a serial of scripted lesbian-focused shows
which are primarily released on the Internet as opposed to through
television. As they negotiate a diverse range of non-normative identities as
well as reinforce a strong audience engagement and interaction through
quick media, Lesbian Web Series111 function as a new community-building
110

“’Web series’ (sometimes also called Web shows) is mainly used by the online community, journalists,
and filmmakers and therefore kept as a term in this article. The term ‘series’, however, is not always correct
when applied to Web series. A ‘series’ is usually divided into episodes, telling a different self-contained
story, while a ‘serial’ has a plot that continues through the episodes, gradually revealing more details (cf.
Cardini 115). Web series tend to mix forms and are of short duration. Furthermore, Web series, like regular
TV series, consist of seasons that are structured in episodes. Additionally, the genre varies as well. While
drama is the most common, crime, comedy, and the relatively new genre of reality shows are all subsumed
under the term ‘Lesbian Web Series’.” (Obermayr 2016: 97).

“Lesbian Web Series, as I suggest calling them since it has already become a common term particularly
among the audience of the same, are not always entitled as such by their creators. The term ‘lesbian’ as such
often indicates a niche product which (unwillingly) targets a smaller group of viewers. The recent trend
111
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and community-altering technology, claiming virtual space for their
imagined families. Streaming their series online, Web series creators
frequently use video platforms or embed their shows in websites that offer
a comment section or guest book for viewers to leave feedback or other
thoughts. There is no doubt that quick media influence the production and
dissemination of Lesbian Web Series since they mainly operate within
social media, rarely investing in TV ads. (Obermayr 2016: 98).
The closeness of the screen facilitates identification processes with characters on Lesbian
Web Series. Furthermore, the series represent a strong relation between the processes of
female identity construction and web series as an emerging format operating within a
transmedia context. Both, identity and format, deploy less regimented structures in the
formation and operation than series produced for and by the heteronormative mainstream
that uses more common ways of distribution such as television or video platforms such as
Netflix with an extensive access to an international mass audience. The main functions of
Lesbian Web Series go “beyond simple entertainment: they ensure a diverse lesbian
visibility with high dissemination/ accessibility worldwide, nurture a participatory
(sub)culture by using quick media, and offer a virtual safe space for female-centred
community building, identity formation, and kinship.” (Obermayr 2016: 99).

Markus Kuhn (cf. 2012: 59), professor at the University of Hamburg (Germany),
concedes web series their own ‘Gattung’ (engl. genre, but in a broader sense) instead of
‘Genre’ (engl. also genre) along with defining them as audiovisual formats primarily
produced for the Internet. Since the German differentiation of the terms mentioned above
does not apply in English, he offers a sub-classification for what is usually known as
‘genre’: horror, mystery, comedy, sitcoms, etc. In any case, typical web series
conventions and patters still have to be further established as the creative freedom of form
also offers more freedom of content. Moreover, web series constitute in serial production,
towards the denomination or addition of ‘queer’ instead of ‘lesbian’ or ‘LGBT’ which can be detected not
only in headlines of scholarly papers but also in the renaming of LGBT organizations, does occur in
Lesbian Web Series as well, although less frequently due to the fact that Lesbian Web Series according to
my definition need lesbian protagonists whereas Queer Web Series do not.” (Obermayr 2016: 98).
The term “queer” does not apply for various reasons. Firstly, one could argue that a claim is being made in
the support of the idea that “queer” can be used regardless of sex and gender – consequently also includes
men – and therefore cannot entitle specifically female-centred web series but secondly and more
importantly, according to the bulletin “Lesbian Movements” of the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Intersex Association (cf. ILGA 2009), lesbians still lack visibility in societies worldwide.
Thus, implementing the term “lesbian” in Lesbian Web Series is aimed to strengthen and bring to light what
still tends to be invisible, even though Julianne Pidduck (cf. 2003 2, 265-294) and her argument of
‘hypervisibility’ of lesbian content, might disagree.
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fictionality, and narrativity (cf. Kuhn 2012: 54, 58). To amplify the identification process
between a fictional character and the audience, Kuhn further suggests authenticity as a
typical web series related tool, thus leading to “interaction between the fluid groups of
makers and consumers. Regarding the Lesbian Web Series’ production, this process of
identification plays a key element in order to build up and keep an audience.” (Obermayr
2016: 105, cf. Kuhn 2012: 53).

Numerous formats have been called ‘web series’ when the format first emerged, ranging
from TV show spin-offs112 and TV shows simply put online streaming autobiographical
content by YouTubers and any other self-proclaimed web series makers. A web series is
usually either streamed per season (releasing all episodes all at once) or per consecutive
episodes (also called webisode, combining ‘web’ and ‘episode’; cf. Kuhn 2012: 57f.).
What is considered a web series within the realms of this research, by definition only
includes content exclusively (or at list primarily) created for the web. The content has to
be serial as well as (auto)fictional and its genre may vary, contradicting Marco Knies’
definition who limits a web series’ genre to drama and comedy (cf. Miehe/ Knies 2010:
229), although they are admittedly the most common among web series. The
representation of lesbian women has a long tradition in other genres (apart from drama
and comedy) such as science fiction because lesbianism was more ‘justifiable’ in
science-fictional characters, therefore
Lesbian Web Series are serial online entertainment of any broadcasting
format or genre where the leading part is primarily dedicated to one or
more lesbian characters, even though the representation of those characters
can differ regarding their lesbianism. Some, for example, mainly
concentrate on the struggles and difficulties of the coming out process of
their teenage characters (e.g., Out With Dad), while others take their
protagonists’ lesbianism as a given (e.g., Venice the Series), targeting other
topics besides homosexuality or consciously playing with sexual fluidity
(e.g., Chica Busca Chica). They strategically employ a particular set of
cultural markers that is mainly recognized by gay women, such as specific
music with lesbian lyrics or references to movies with lesbian content.
Therefore, Lesbian Web Series provide not only visible representations of
lesbian identities but also a means of identification for those viewers who
are able to anticipate and/ or decode these cultural markers. (Obermayr
2016: 99).
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Paramedia (web series produced in addition to TV series) are not included in Kuhn’s (cf. 2012: 55)
definition.
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One of the most obvious shifts taking place in Lesbian Web Series is the positioning of
lesbian characters as protagonists, not side characters with minor storylines who either die
in the end (lesbian death trope) or otherwise disappear after serving a lesbian storyline. As
a consequence, in the counterculture of Lesbian Web Series no lead character dies unless
it really serves the story as such113. It cannot be agreed with Kuhn who claims (cf. 2012:
56) that web series do not generate complex in-depth114 characters due to the generally
short duration115 which usually varies, depending on the series, from three to ten minutes.
However, a development towards 15 to 30 minutes or even a 45 minutes length is
possible and even equals common duration for a show on TV (in Canada or the US
without the commercial breaks). Miehe (cf. Miehe/ Knies 2010: 236) states that due to the
short duration of most web series, the traditional introduction of a character does not
always take place and instead they start in medias res. Furthermore, he points out that the
arc of the story cannot take long to evolve since the audience has to be kept interested.
This is why at the end of each episode, many web series work with cliff-hangers,
similarly (or even more so) than on TV.

On the one hand, Lesbian Web Series hold nuermous advantages compared to TV series.
As a new format, they offer more freedom of expression116 (regarding content no or less
obligatory censorship), no regulations in terms of broadcasting time (crucial regarding
censorship of lesbian identities since broadcasting on TV often places lesbian content late
at night), duration, or artistic form of expression. According to Kies (cf. Miehe/ Knies
2010: 237f.), the devices we watch content on as an audience do not matter as much as
113

In e.g. Venice The Series, the creators even went as far to let a heterosexual male lead character die while
all lesbian protagonists stayed alive.
114

Since lesbian storytelling has a history of subtexting, this strategy helps to additionally ‘flesh out’ a web
series character. It can also be argued that women have long been neglected in the film industry which used
to focus primarily on male heros and their male antagonists. Since Lesbian Web Series easily pass the
Bechdel Test (see Chapter 4) by, amongst other things, letting women conducte most of the dialog, their
characters are created with more depth than the majority of female characters in the film and television
industry. The rather short duration of web series does limit the time span to introduce a character to the
audience and consequently many shows start in medias res. In any case, female characters have most
interactions amongst each other, therefore occupying most of the screen time.
115

The short duration is possibly due to the also short attention span users demonstrate when using devices
such as smartphones to watch the series on the go, e.g. when waiting at a bus stop. Additionaly, there have
been former 10 minute restrictions on YouTube for uploaded videos.
116

Admittetly, smaller budgets do not allow all forms of expression regarding technical aspects or
expensive locations but at the same time it can lead to creative solutions, e.g. integrating free locations
outside or shooting every episode in one-shot style without cuts using one single location (e.g. in ‘Til Lease
Do Us Part the entire episode is made from one take in one location – an appartment).
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the structural changes of our everyday lives. Flexibility of the point in time when to watch
content is of greater importance. The social function of sitting in front of a TV together
and discussing a series afterwards has not completely disappeared with the consumption
of web series but shifted into a more time-flexible digital space where content is
preferably discussed online (in chats, in commentary functions of posted videos, through
social media, etc.). Thus, Lesbian Web Series open up spaces to show new content in a
different form and that can be enjoyed in different ways. The audience may choose
between the sole act of watching online (which already involves engagement of actively
researching the correct website), or opt for a deeper investment in the show by reading or
producing fan fiction and fan art, following additional information/ storylines through
other web sites, blogs, Twitter posts, etc. Additionally, Lesbian Web Series frequently
embrace social activism, e.g. giving back to the LGBT community, cooperating with
LGBT organizations (e.g. Out With Dad with PFLAG117), questioning the status quo of
LGBT youth/ adults and equality of rights. In short, they raise socio-political issues for a
broader audience that have been largely ignored on TV so far (with few exceptions).
On the other hand, Lesbian Web Series face disadvantages and difficulties linked to
budgetary questions in comparison to television. Especially in the beginning of creating a
new show and building an audience, promoting the show demands more initial
time-consuming investment from the makers. Moreover, if the persons involved
(producers, directors, actresses, etc.) are not well-known yet, more efforts have to go into
introducing the creative team behind the series to augment their merchandise sales or
crowdfunding during the preproduction period.
It can be agreed with Miehe and Kies (cf. 2010: 232f., 235) in terms of the changing
freedom of creativity when producing a web series today. It has decreased over the last
decade, since the new media landscape attracts more advertisers now and their product
placement influences the series as such. Depending on each country’s policy and laws,
product placement functions differently, e.g. Germany has too strict regulations that have
been indicated for the viewers whereas in the US it is integrated into the creative process
in a more or less subtle manner. Therefore, not every budgetary model works equally well
in every country. Overall, the more money investors put into production, the smaller the
freedom to be creative outside of their concept. A web series’ success is usually measured

117

PFLAG: Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays.
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by the number of clicks hit by the users and can therefore give more detailed insight into
the consuming habits and/ or interests of its audiences than any TV ratings.

In literature, similar to movies, lesbian identities have faced negative representations
through lesbian bodies that were hardly visible, elliptic or did not feel at all (desire, etc.)
(cf. López Penedo 2008: 217f.). Therefore, it comes as no surprise that in lesbian
narratives today, - equally in literature, on the web, and across other media-, desire and
physical, bodily expression play and essential role in constructing lesbian characters and
rise above the long-lasting repression. Lesbians even invent new creations within the
existing media landscape, experimenting with the tools available. Even though the first
web series was not a lesbian invention per se, the protagonist was female. Thus, femalecentred subcultural artistic input helped to shape the web series landscape of today. Some
web series function “dramaturgisch völlig anders […] als TV-Serien. So zum Beispiel,
wenn das Netz nicht als Distributions-, sondern als Erzählplattform genutzt wird. Dann
gibt es keinen durchgehenden Clip, sondern verschiedene Geschichtsbausteine auf ganz
unterschiedlichen Plattformen. 118 “ (Miehe/ Knies 2010: 229). Due to this type of
narration, the audience needs to be increasingly engaged into the web series to grasp the
entire complexity of the storyline. Although, the stories are mostly still comprehensible
without a great amount of active viewer involvement, participating in the process is
crucial to a deeper level of understanding and entertainment. However, the storyline does
not necessarily have to be spread out across multiple platforms, yet websites still require a
certain amount of participatory behaviour from its spectators, e.g. polls regarding future
content of the series or which characters should become a couple.
Furthermore, Knies mentions less interactive web series with a rather traditional TV
series concept (regarding the storyline and narration), except for shorter duration of four
to five minutes (cf. ibid). On average, Lesbian Web Series follow this more TV-like
concept and range somewhere around ten minutes, since some offer content of only one to
five, others 15 to 25 minutes. Yet, they are still not to be confused with regular TV series,
since their budgetary situation and advertising, etc. is not comparable to well sponsored
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Engl. “dramaturgically completely different than TV series, e.g. when using the web as a storytelling
platform, not a platform for distribution. In that case, there is no consecutive clip but different parts of the
story distributed across different platforms.”
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shows produced for TV-screens. Lesbian content, regardless of format or genre, tends to
be still seen as a niche product aside the mainstream audiences.
Miehe and Knies (cf. Miehe/ Knies 2010: 230f.) confirm the importance of the platform
where a web series is streamed because it attracts a more specific audience than TV does.
Kies (cf. ibid.) further states that a useful way to produce the series online is to create one
that the spectators can just receive but can at the same time interactively participate in if
they want to. This is a model which also served Lesbian Web Series very well.

3.1.1 Performative and Political Audiovisuality
Der Drehbuchautor ist gezwungen, Bindungen szenisch, also im Austausch mit anderen
Menschen zu visualisieren.119 (Zag 20102: 62)
Web series function as a fictional, serial, audiovisual form of narratives on the Internet,
intended to be primarily produced for online distribution throughout the web (cf. Kuhn
2012: 54, 58). Similarly to TV shows, web series stream their main online content via
videos, even though their overall content also comprises websites, blogs, social media
sites (primarily Twitter and Facebook) fan agencies and interaction, and information
regarding the series in additional videos. When defining audiovisuality for film, Kuhn
(2014) remarks that
He[w]ether one follows the notion of film narrator or not, and whether or
not one emphasizes the role of the spectator in the process of making
meaning, the act of audiovisual narration is to be described as an interplay
of different visual, auditive and language-based sign systems or codes. Not
only the moving picture within one shot (i.e. the process of selection,
perspective and accentuation by the camera, or cinematography), but also
the combination of shots into sequences (through the process of editing) is
of crucial importance for the act of audiovisual narration. When cinematic
narration is realized through showing, there is no categorical separation
between what the camera shows within a shot and what the editing reveals
through the combination of various shots.
The ‘interplay’ of different systems and codes equally applies to web series. Nevertheless,
the webisodes are produced to be consumed on a variety of devices (from smartphone
screens to WiFi capable TV sets) with differently sized screens, and therefore are aimed
to function on small and big screens alike. The audiovisual nature of the webisodes
119

“The screenplay writer is forced to visualize bonds scenically, thus in exchange with other people.”
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deploy different film techniques in terms of framing, shots, set design, etc. but greatly
vary in quality. While e.g. Venice The Series and Out With Dad are produced in a
professional manner, Seeking Simone and B.J. Fletcher – Private Eye lack quality in the
visual presentation (ranging from bad lighting to continuity issues) as well as in the
recorded audio. Lesbian Web Series originating in the lesbian community rather than a
professional film crew, face technical and often also financial difficulties that pose
obstacles to professional high quality production. The corpus has been chosen regardless
of audiovisual or overall technical quality because even though the recent web series
industry offers more creative freedom and more diversity in content choice, power
structures regarding funding possibilities are still very male dominated (with the
exception of crowdfunding).
Furthermore, interpreting Butler’s performativity, Ilaria Vanni (2007: 165) argues “that a
visual text or object is performative and political when it becomes socialized: it reflects
its social context, but at the same time it exceeds it, generating social effects, social
relations and subjectivities.” Lesbian audiovisual texts therefore operate within a certain
‘cultural grammar’ (cf. ibid.), representing while at the same time creating social codes.
Hence, Lesbian Web Series hold two political forces within: on the one hand, the identity
performance within the story itself and, on the other hand, the format as a vehicle for this
performance.

3.1.2 Authenticity
Identität und Authentizität sind hohe Güter [für das Publikum; author’s note]120.
(Zag 20102: 112)
Authenticity increases the identification process between a fictional character and its
audience. This aspect is crucial to the way web series function, as they are often located
in a participatory, collaborative surrounding that creates high levels of interaction (cf.
Kuhn 2012: 53). For Zag (cf. 20102: 111f.) truth and justice always have to prevail in the
end; thus, lies should always be explained and clarified. To create an authentic, believable
character for an audience (which in itself is very diverse, especially of Lesbian Web
Series watched transnationally) is very subjective, yet seems to follow three factors,
120

Engl. “Identity and authenticity are high value assets [for the audience; author’s note].”
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according to Karen Frost (2016), writer for Afterellen.com: “plot, writing (dialogue and
characters) and acting”. Frost (2016), further remarks that
the credibility of a character’s sexuality seems to be correlated only weakly
with that character’s popularity. This suggests viewers prefer their
characters to be ‘convincing’, but will settle for an ‘unconvincing’ one if
two of the three key inputs121 are engaging enough – or if no other queer
female characters are on TV.
Frost’s three key inputs can be extended by an additional factor: the audiovisual (and
overall technical) quality. As mentioned earlier, the audiences of Lesbian Web Series
frequently disregard technical quality aspects (if required) if two other ‘key inputs’ are
capturing enough to follow the story arc.
Kuhn (2012: 60) furthermore suggests that authenticity can also be faked intentionally by
the

web

series

creators

when

integrating

unprofessional

methods

of

cutting/ editing/ recording, etc. and through language directly addressed at the audience
by characters in the video. Regarding lesbian characters or “queer female characters” as
Frost (ibid.) calls them,
[t]he queer female community seems, at times, indulgent of efforts by
films and television shows to create queer female characters. We embrace
almost all queer female characters because even if they are given terrible
storylines, are poorly written, or are poorly acted, some viewers still
manage to find some quality within the characters that enable them to feel
a connection. Possibly even more importantly, queer female visibility is so
limited that every character counts in raising our numbers on screen. A
queer female character, even a “bad” one, is better than no characters.
The lesbian spectators seem to have a higher acceptance for non-authentic or not well
written and acted lesbian characters, since they augment lesbian visibility in media in
general. This is especially true for web series which often start on a small budget or with
poor professional skills that diminish their overall quality. Frost (ibid.) argues “that
skepticism over a character’s sexuality probably results from a breakdown in at least one
of the three basic inputs – plot, writing, or acting” due to their significant impact on the
authenticity aspect. If the audience detects that the intention behind lesbian content is to
attract more male viewers or to add a ‘diversity factor’ to the show, the character’s
credibility is quickly undermined. In other words, “a formerly heterosexual character
suddenly becomes attracted to someone of the same sex with whom she has little

121

Key inputs: “plot, writing (dialogue and characters) and acting” (Frost 2016).
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chemistry – especially if it appears to be a ratings ploy or an effort to bring more
‘diversity’ to the show.” (ibid.). However, the opposite is also true: “A queer character
may feel inauthentic if given too many negative 122, stereotypically lesbian traits.” (ibid.).
Frost (cf. 2016) hereby describes such a character as being brash and overly aggressive
(attitude), while wearing leather jackets and suspenders (clothes), and as a ‘U-Haul
lesbian’ (term) which made, according to her, the portrayal more of a caricature than a
serious and authentic representation. Consequently, the three elements that make up
authenticity regarding lesbianism are not only the plot, writing, and acting but particularly
factors that go hand in hand with them. Realistic use of terminology relates to dialogs
(part of writing); the same applies to specific clothes and attitude. Additionally, how
attitude is being transmitted, all depends on the acting. Authenticity also becomes less
credible or at least questionable for the viewer, if there are sudden changes in sexual
orientation and identity matters when falling in love with another character. This is
certainly a question of how the story is plotted out, and if the audience is able to follow
the character’s developments and changes in an appropriate pace.

3.1.3 Fictionality
Markus Kuhn (2012) tackles the problem of a first categorization of web series in 2012 in
his essay on the structural and narrative nature of web series in Nünning’s collection
Narrative Genre im Internet: Theoretische Bezugsrahmen, Mediengattungstypologie und
Funktionen. According to Kuhn (cf. 2012: 51ff., 53), the YouTube video series
lonelygirl15 (USA 2006-2008) is to be considered the first series of video clips that had
an international impact on media also beyond the Internet, even though he mentions other
web series of some sort which have existed even before YouTube’s invention but stayed
without any significant media response. What seemed to be the 16- year- old teenager
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Lesbian characters do not only feel ‘inauthentic’ as Frost suggested above, when respresented by a
prevailing negative stereotype, but mostly negatively affect identity construction in lesbian audiences. As
Luhtanen (2002: 96) states, her study suggests “that visibility, rejection of negative stereotypes, acceptance
from family, involvement with other LGBs, and positivity of LGB identity were all significantly related to
higher self-esteem and life satisfaction, and lower depression scores in both women and men. [...] For both
women and men in the study, having a positive LGB identity was the most robust predictor of
psychological well-being. In addition, rejection of negative stereotypes predicted positive LGB identity for
both women and men – thus reinforcing the importance of rejecting negative stereotypes of LGBs to the
development of a positive sexual identity and in fostering the psychological well-being of lesbians, gay
men, and bisexual women and men. “.
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Bree (cf. Schmickl 2010: 225f.) talking into a webcam and posting her videos on
YouTube, was soon to be found one of three staged characters invented by a group of
non-professional filmmakers. This web series was then continued officially as a fictional
format, while having reached enough viewers by having played with the authenticity and
fictionality aspects before. As Kuhn (cf. 2012: 53) points out, the initial identification
processes between the spectators and the protagonist Bree helped to build a core audience
for further streaming of this series.
Looking at Lesbian Web Series, one recognizes that the bond between the audience and
the web series happens through an essential identification process as well, not only
through the characters of the show but, moreover, with the whole web series itself as a
concept of community source. Even though statistics (according to an informal interview
with a web series creator) have shown that not only women but also men watch Lesbian
Web Series, it is a significant part of the female-dominated viewership that often
demonstrates strong involvement in fan activities and networking due to higher levels of
identification with the fictional characters and their stories.
In what kind of fictional setting lesbian women move in depends on their
sub-classification, mostly falling into one of the common genres such as drama, horror,
mystery, comedy, sitcom etc. but it can be agreed with Kuhn (cf. 2012: 59) that
convention patterns which are typical for web series still need to be established as they
operate on prototypical varieties of structure at the moment.
Destabilizing factors cannot only be detected in structural aspects of web series but also
in its content. Portraying lesbian protagonists imports some of the particularities of
lesbian women from the real into the fiction world, or as Simonis (2009: 67) calls it: “el
poder desestabilizador del lesbianismo 123 ”. In other words, “Lesbian Web Series
denaturalize heteronormativity (but not automatically heterosexuality) on-screen”
(Obermayr 2016: 106). As Berlant and Warner (1998: 548) stress, “the institutions,
structures of understanding, and practical orientations that make heterosexuality seem not
only … organized as a sexuality – but also privileged” form heteronormativity as a social
norm within society. Furthermore they argue that “[i]ts … privilege can take several
(sometimes contradictory) forms: unmarked, as the basic idiom of the personal and the
social; or marked as a natural state; or projected as an ideal or moral accomplishment.”

123

Engl. ‘the destabilizing power of lesbianism’.
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Web series with main lesbian characters deconstruct, therefore queer, a variety of
common social structures, beginning with a story unfolding around a same-sex couple or
a woman looking for a female partner, but also including reverse hierarchies in work
places, etc., e.g. in B.J. Fletcher – Private Eye the classical, usually male-dominated, spy
narrative revolves around a female detective and her female clients. Admittedly,
television queered this genre first in Murder, She Wrote (1984-1996) where the female
protagonist – referenced in the web series’ title – called Jessica Fletcher solved crimes.
Another example for queering hierarchies in work settings occurs in Venice The Series
where the lesbian boss Gina owns her own company, has an aspiring straight female
assistant, and the male secretary is neither named nor gets any relevant dialog. To sum it
up, the diversity circulating “within Lesbian Web Series [...] range[s] from new power
relations and queered hierarchies to a multiplicity of representations of extended concepts
of family. The latter offer an additional ‘home’ to audiences who look for something
other than heteronormative narratives [...]” (Obermayr 2016: 115), generating cultural
kinship through similar values and beliefs exchanged on social media.

3.1.4 Narrativity
Erzählen ist im Wesentlichen das Herstellen von Gemeinschaft.
Geschichten sorgen für Austausch und Kontakt124. (Zag 20102: 16)
GLAAD (2012: additional page z, no number) material – obtained in the ONE National
Gay and Lesbian Archives in Los Angeles – suggests telling stories on LGBT youth, art,
and history to fill the void of these narratives. Lesbian Web Series integrate all of these
suggestions (consciously or not) into their work. The Canadian Out With Dad broches
issues around a teenage protagonist and homeless LGBT youth. The Spanish Notas
Aparte merges youth, art, and coming out, and the US-American Venice The Series
integrates lesbian music, e.g. one of their title songs “Venice Beach” by the lesbian artist
Jen Foster.
The participatory culture of Lesbian Web Series mimics a rather oral tradition of
storytelling. Taking into consideration that social media communication, particularly on
Twitter, but also on Facebook and in the commentary section on YouTube, often features
124

Engl. “Narrating in its essence means to establish a community. Stories generate exchange and contact.”
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oral expressions or different spellings of terms indicating oral pronunciations in a
relatively immediate interaction process which shows numerous similarities to oral
narration. On a more structural scale, Kuhn (2012: 56) talks about an ‘efficient economy
of narration’, meaning that it is common to use overlapping story arcs. He classifies them
as follows: micro story arc from one to five webisodes, meso story arc (from six to fifteen
webisodes), and a macro story arc (for more than 15 webisodes). Not particular for web
series because also widespread on TV, they often end with a cliffhanger. The significance
of cliffhangers is higher, however, because the audience needs to stay engaged since web
series without viewer regular agency hardly work. The effort to find the series and follow
its crowdfunding period, behind the scenes videos, etc. requires an active audience.
Due to the short duration of single episodes, some web series use a more dominant
narrative style while others prefer a dominant performative one, e.g. Notas Aparte
exclusively takes place in one location: inside the living room of an apartment and
reduces its characters to two lesbian protagonists and one side character occasionally
entering the scenes. This setting does not allow for a dominant performative style as the
possibilities are restricted by the setting itself and back stories (e.g. about past lovers) are
narrated rather than performed. Venice The Series or Out With Dad on the contrary,
mostly operate in a performative style, e.g. in the form of flashbacks of a past relationship
or simultaneously happening storylines of a homeless girl shot in a different colour.
Locations not only restrict the storyline content but also influence the overall choice what
to narrate were due to financial parameters. It is common to use a room or apartment –
e.g. Notas Aparte, ‘Til Lease Do Us Part, Seeking Simone – and narrated mostly indoors,
although numerous web series also use public places (e.g. in the streets, at the beach, in a
café, etc.) to shoot. It can be agreed with Kuhn (cf. 2012: 56) that web series additionally
face a general limitation of (main) characters, thus have to keep the cast to a minimum.
Notas Aparte only needs three characters but also keeps the story focused on these two
protagonists. Venice The Series, on the other hand, applies are more complex approach,
overlapping storylines on macro story arc levels (and smaller) and arranging the drama
more in a soap opera style. The limited location not only operates on a restrictive level but
at the same time provokes different ways of storytelling, integrating the style of shooting
into the location and in a central concept in the spotlight of its reception, as it is the case
with ‘Til Lease Do Us Part, a Lesbian Web Series shot as a one-shot (without any cuts),
having one camera following the ex-couple around in the apartment, using pan shots from
one protagonist to the other.
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Furthermore, in fictional web series an intra-diegetic media communication (cf. Kuhn
2012: 57) often takes place: characters use e.g. cameras or cell phones and communicate
with the audience through social media profiles. In the recent British Lesbian Web Series
Different For Girls (2017) the small smartphone screen appears within the frame and
offers the spectators the possibility to read the ongoing written conversation between the
protagonists. ‘Til Lease Do Us Part a Lesbian Web Series set in Brooklyn, New York,
also applies this technique, integrating chats on a dating app called Same Same in their
frame.

3.1.5 Seriality
Seriality occurs in television as well as in digitized media. However, it takes on a
different form. Kuhn (cf. 2012: 53-54, 58), as mentioned before, argues that serial
production constitutes one out of, in his case, four significant aspects when defining web
series (the others being fictionality, narrativity, and authenticity). What he misses
mentioning is that the seriality not only embraces the serial episodes of a web series but
also originates in its video platform YouTube which Maeder and Wentz (2014) describe
as an ‘operative form of seriality’, claiming the following:
With regard to a theory of interfaces, such as that developed by Lev
Manovich (2001), we will argue that web interfaces in principle, and
contemporary examples of video-sharing websites such as YouTube in
particular, can be described as operative forms of seriality rather than as
webs or networks. [...] YouTube’s interface performs, enables, and fosters
operations of serialization, operations which occur neither inside nor
outside of images, but in the in-between space of the interface.
Interestingly, the in-between space is not only a particularity to be found on the video
platform YouTube but also in the history of lesbian identity representations. Thus,
Lesbian Web Series create a space where identity and medium in this sense collude in the
in-between. In other words, this is a controlled and structured seriality following a certain
pattern. If a web series, or any other video for that matter, becomes ‘viral’ (shows a
higher distribution/ sharing frequency) it depends on – not as one might think online
strategic placement – no particular distribution strategy. Too many uncontrollable factors
influence the virality of a video online because
[v]irality is based on speed and decentralization – a spatial distribution in
time – which, more or less opposed to the regulated seriality of Youtube
[sic] as a platform, has to be described as a process that is out-of-control:
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Videos spread via networked distribution in ways that can neither be
foreseen nor determined, much less controlled.
[...]
As such, viral videos have to be understood not as discrete entities or as
mere messages or content. Rather, they are complex, autopoetic processes
which, together with memes of all sorts, and also malicious software like
viruses and worms, lie at the heart of the vividness and maintenance of
network culture as such. (Maeder/ Wentz 2014).
Today, viral videos spread in an uncontrolled seriality across the Internet, surfacing at the
main interfaces used among the transnational online community. Their content often does
not exclusively stay online but finds its way into the daily discursive practices of different
cultures and nations, more so, producing new cultural trends such as e.g. a new dance,
that, due to their virality and transnationality, unite the diverse participants of different
corners of the globe. Hence, seriality is not only an online phenomenon that can be
ascribed to web series and viral videos but can also be seen as a recent cultural
phenomenon which already maintains a daily presence in our lives beyond web series.

3.1.6 Transnationality and Its Bonding Tendencies
Serial video material, as discussed in the previous chapter, regardless of controlled or
uncontrolled structures, operates primarily transnationally, although the main interfaces
such as Facebook, Google and its affiliate YouTube are US-American companies. Their
content, however, comprises communication and media creation far beyond the US alone
because, as the Media Literacy Project (2012) argues, “[w]e all create media”.
Transnationality results out of the vivid and immediate interconnectivity the Internet is
known to provide. Therefore, Lesbian Web Series operate already in a transnational space
while at the same time generating their own transnational web series community. The act
of creating communities outside the heteronormative narratives which usually dictate the
mainstream media, shapes new values and subcultural assets, while maintaining a
transnational kinship among lesbian women (cf. Obermayr 2016: 115).
The aim of the present thesis was never to compare Lesbian Web Series from different
countries but rather to focus on aspects that facilitate transnational community building,
thus to concentrate on similar subcultural symbols and encoding as well as decoding
strategies within lesbian narratives. To avoid cultural hierarchies (due to different
economic backgrounds, etc.) and guarantee free access to these web series, the selected
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corpus only comprises shows that, at least at some point, have been accessible without
subscription fees.
Web series makers in North America tend to neglect the fact that there has already been a
Lesbian Web Series 125 created in Spain in 2007. Instead, maybe because of language
barriers or purely due to ignorance, its existence is hardly recognized while some of the
Anglophone shows produced later on claim to be the first of their kind. Regardless of the
first countries of production, Lesbian Web Series blur the borders between filmmakers
and their transnational audience by creating their own paintings, fan videos, and blogs
referring to their favourite shows or characters. Admittedly, this is common among fan
communities in general, yet, Lesbian Web Series can be distinguished in two significant
ways: firstly, the majority of fans are women, and secondly, these women frequently
reflect on their own identity (or the identity of loved ones) in reference to the lesbian
protagonists of the show, commenting on social media. Hereby, two themes emerge
constantly: questions surrounding sexual orientation and the desire to belong somewhere
in order to being able to establish female kinship transnationally with other fans through a
web series. Additionally, producers and screenwriters actively ask the target audience for
coming out stories, DVD cover creations, and preferences in storylines to later
incorporate them into their web series. Out With Dad, e.g. integrated coming out stories
circulating at a local LGBT organization in Toronto into their narrative.
Lesbian Web Series creators and their viewers build one community and participatory
culture which “shifts the focus of literacy from individual expression to community
involvement” (Jenkins 2009: xiii), thus can no longer be regarded as separate. This
primarily female-centred, transnational community is constantly changing, inventing and
reinventing itself, thriving within a highly versatile, hybrid linguistic and cultural space.

125

“The present phenomenon of Lesbian Web Series emerging online encourages the viewers’
identification processes with the characters but also challenges conventional ideas of the self while shaping
a transnational discourse on lesbian representation in media. The widespread “transmedia storytelling,” in
which the Lesbian Web Series are embedded across multiple platforms and communicated through quick
media, poses a particular challenge for scholars. Web series and websites are constantly (de)constructed and
therefore represent a continuously transforming and shifting corpus that nurtures the discourse to be
investigated. Despite the fact that the Spanish Chica Busca Chica was one of the first two Lesbian Web
Series to have ever aired online, the anglophone dominance of more recent Web series showing lesbian
main characters has to be seen critically through the lens of subcultural lesbian kinship. It remains to be
seen what aspects of non-anglophone audiences of Lesbian Web Series are affected by the imposed cultural
hierarchies, as well as if and how the Web series production processes themselves are influenced by the
interactions with their transnational audiences.” (Obermayr 2016: 114f.).
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As new technologies keep developing at an extremely fast pace throughout the 21 st
century, cultural production is equally evolving and constantly changing. The need to
participate in some way or the other in storytelling prevails throughout history. Similarly,
the genre of ‘Spectators’ in the 18th century already demonstrates discursive strategies
comparable to today’s social media communication, although without offering a
completely new medium, a factor which is essential to the functionality concept of web
series. According to Klaus-Dieter Ertler (2012: 25),
[d]ie Funktionalisierung der Kommunikation über soziale Netzwerke, die
Fiktionalisierung der Herausgeber-, Autor- und Leserfunktion und die
Sensibilisierung des Publikums für ephemere Rezeptionsprozesse gehören
zu den Grundlagen der Gattung. Insofern können etwa auch Verbindungen
zu den fiktionalen Briefen des 18. Jahrhunderts im Zusammenhang mit der
komplexen Kommunikation unseres Jahrhunderts spannende Parallelen
hervorbringen. 126
The need for storytelling has not automatically augmented with new technological
possibilities but new media set off and certainly transform narrative genres into a more
spontaneous, immediate and multi-layered approach to storytelling. The more different
media technical progress has to offer to express ourselves, the more important it gets to
constantly keep in mind our own media literacy. In June 2015, closed down after 22 years
due to financial reasons, the Media Literacy Project 127 (2012) correctly points out that
[w]e process time-based media differently than static media. [original].
The information and images in TV shows, movies, video games, and music
often bypass the analytic brain and trigger emotions and memory in the
unconscious and reactive parts of the brain. Only a small proportion
surfaces in consciousness. When we read a newspaper, magazine, book or
website, we have the opportunity to stop and think, re-read something, and
integrate the information rationally.
The unconscious and reactive parts of the brain also play a role when watching web
series, especially when showing lesbian content (even more so lesbian couples) as the
subject is emotionally charged for numerous people in both ways.
In a world where about a seventh part of the population uses Facebook (cf. Blodget 2012;
U.S. Census Bureau 2012), the fact that individuals are strongly connected through digital
126

Engl. “The functionalitzation of communication on social media, the fictionalizing of the editor’s, the
author’s, and the reader’s function as well as the sensibilization of the audience for ephemeral processes of
reception all take part in the basics of this genre. Insofar, links between the fictional letters of the 18 th
centrury and the complex communication of our century can establish fascinating parallels.”
127

According to the Media Literacy Project’s (2012) website, it was “founded in 1993, cultivates critical
thinking and activism. [They] are committed to building a healthy world through media justice.”
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media cannot be denied. This interconnectedness significantly affects the way we interact
and communicate on a daily basis, using smartphones, laptops and other devices to access
information and/ or entertainment. More specifically, you might almost instantaneously
get reactions from the audience while they are watching a scene that is broadcasted at a
particular moment. Tweets, Facebook posts, blog commentaries, YouTube videos or a
simple email, already indicate that the entertainment industry as a whole is not
exclusively assigned to ‘direct consummation and critic the next day’ mode anymore.

3.1.7 Transmediality and the Emergence of Social Media
Werner Wolf‘s (2002) definition of this form of Intermedialität (in dependence on
Rajewsky 2002) can be split into an ‘overlapping’ (werkübergeifende) and an ‘internal’
(werkinterne) intermediality. The concept of transmediality, however, is much more
applicable when crossing the boundaries of references between the medium television and
the medium Internet. It is essential, however, to consider that Wolf’s concept of
transmediality (again in dependence on Rajewsky 2002), represents a subcategory of
‘overlapping’ intermediality and therefore disagrees with Jenkin’s definition. The first
definition describes certain phenomena which emerge in different media simultaneously.
Yet, Jenkin’s understanding of texts operating within trandmedia, or as he calls it
‘transmedia storytelling’, does not describe simultaneously narrated phenomena of the
same kind but rather tells parts of one single, bigger story across different media (with
storytelling strategies accordingly). Since web series themselves already function within a
transmedia context, this can complicate a more detailed analysis because the
transmediality definitions offered by Wolf and Rajewsky seem insufficient in this context.
Henry Jenkins (cf. 2007/2012) is the first to mention ‘transmedia storytelling’ as used in
this thesis. He defines it as a process of storytelling that allows integral fictional elements
to be distributed across various channels of information (e.g. videos, blogs, chats, etc.).
All of these elements serve one, bigger, story. The aim is to create a coordinated
entertainment experience that can be experienced partially but primarily as a whole. Nuno
Bernardo (2011) explains how these stories need to be planned and produced in his book
The producer’s Guide to Transmedia. How to Develop, Fund, Produce and Distribute
Compelling Stories Across Multiple Platforms where he points out that the plot’s aim is to
integrate the audience into the entertainment experience. That way, transmedia
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storytelling creates a higher audience agency and provokes constant interaction (thus
leading to a more intense closeness to the characters of the story than singular,
exclusively passive consumable media.

Lesbian Web Series and the Emergence of Social Media
Taking a look at web series, but more specifically at Lesbian Web Series as a recent
phenomenon of cultural production and perfect example for the transformations taking
place, the introduction of social networks and online platforms plays a key role in their
development. In other words,
[t]he following timeline (which only includes a selection of the very first
Lesbian Web Series) demonstrates the connection between the emergence
of quick media and the emergence of Lesbian Web Series; it is therefore
necessary to always consider the mechanisms of participatory cultures
when analysing Lesbian Web Series. The indicated years mark the first
appearance of each medium or series: 2004, Facebook; 2005, YouTube;
2006, Twitter; 2007, Tumblr; 2007, first Lesbian Web Series Chica Busca
Chica (Spain) and Girltrash! (US); 2008, Anyone But Me (US); 2009,
Venice the Series (US); and 2010, Out With Dad (Canada). I argue that
this succession is not coincidental but that the quick media helped pave the
way for the primary formation of Lesbian Web Series. It can clearly be
seen how quickly social networks and other online media helped create
online communities, which then in turn have a considerable impact on Web
series. Facebook, as one of the most important social network platforms
worldwide, is constantly expanding, having crossed the one billion user
mark in 2012 (Blodget) and connecting oneseventh of today’s world
population (cf. US Census Bureau). Taking this fact into consideration, the
representation of sexual orientation in quick and other online media –
either on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube or in Web series broadcast on
other platforms – is significant for lesbian women, especially in terms of
heightening visibility and community building. (Obermayr 2016: 103-104).
Mark Zuckerberg initially launched Facebook in 2004 (cf. Philipps 2007/ 2013) as an
online student network on Harvard’s university campus. In August 2005 it became the
now known address “facebook.com” and extended to other universities before it rapidly
grew into a worldwide network. Thus, it came as no surprise that the first version of the
YouTube website was also activated the same year (cf. YouTube 2013a).
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3.2 The Lesbian Web Series Corpus and YouTube
Funding lesbian cultural representations inevitably positions the sponsors regarding
political views and/ or religious beliefs. (Cf. Stychin 1996:148)
YouTube itself claims that “[o]ver 6 billion hours of video are watched each month on
YouTube” and that “100 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute128”. Since
the company itself is based in California, one might suppose that most of its traffic
happens within the United States but according to their own statistics, 70% take place in
all the other 55 countries (cf. YouTube 2013b) participating in the YouTube community.
Nevertheless, we should keep clearly in mind that even though more than 60 languages
(cf. ibid) are being used on this platform, English can most definitely be considered as its
lingua franca.

Web Series Originate on YouTube
Within the space of a mere decade, YouTube has become synonymous with
watching videos online; indeed, the platform plays such a crucial role in
people's access to visual material on the web that its interface may already
have become a naturalized form of organizing and displaying web videos.
(Maeder/ Wentz 2014)
A significant amount of web series is originally streamed on YouTube 129 before often
posted to similar video-sharing platforms (mostly by their audiences). Therefore, it is
essential to take into consideration what kind of dynamic processes operate in the
background of a web series production and distribution. The interaction with fans, e.g.,
represents a crucial factor in creating Lesbian Web Series. Today, media shape our
reality, take part in our everyday lives, and construct our culture. In other words,
[o]ur society and culture – even our perception of reality – is shaped by the
information and images we receive via the media. A few generations ago,
our culture’s storytellers were people – family, friends, and others in our
community. For many people today, the most powerful storytellers are
128

“The human brain processes images differently than words. [original] Images are processed in the
“reptilian” part of the brain, where strong emotions and instincts are also located. Written and spoken
language is processed in another part of the brain, the neocortex, where reason lies. This is why TV
commercials are often more powerful than print ads. [...] Media are most powerful when they operate on
an emotional level [original].” (Media Literacy Project 2012).
129

This is no surprise since the first web series developed as an experimental (fictional) realistic video blog
(see Chapter 3).
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television, movies, music, video games, and the Internet. (Media Literacy
Project (2012).
Lesbian Web Series, therefore, gain equally significance. The selected corpus mainly
focuses on videos streamed on the YouTube platform. This does not mean that other
video platforms or specific web series websites get ignored but rather that it was a
conscious decision based on the fact that web series developed out of YouTube. The first
web series invented, comprised a series of videos introduced on YouTube, using the
channel lonelygirl15 (cf. Schmickl 2010: 225f.; cf. Kuhn 2012: 51-53) showing its female
protagonist Bree, as mentioned earlier. What was unclear was the fictional nature of what
seemed, at least in the beginning, a realistic, authentic video blog made by a teenage girl.
As it turned out a few months later, Bree was a character played by actress Jessica Rose
from New Zealand and lonelygirl15 was an experiment of three young American
filmmakers (Miles Beckett, Ramesh Flinders, and Greg Goodfried) who tried a
completely new concept: offering a combination of websites and short videos to viewers,
provoking a discourse about the told story which should function as narrative tools.
‘Collaborative storytelling’, as they called it, turned into a new digital format, a new way
of storytelling.
Particularly interesting is the fact that, even though created by male filmmakers, the
protagonist was a woman. In a still very patriarchal film industry dominated by common
narratives that require a male hero or other male protagonist (depending on the genre),
female protagonists are still underrepresented. Besides the stories, the industry in itself
paints a similar picture when it comes to professions such as producer, director, director
of photography (DP) etc.
Schmickl (cf. 2010: 226) points out what users want: they want to find an authentic
(fictional) world they can relate to, comment on it, and participate in it instead of solely
passive reception. Narrating fiction online offers the opportunity to almost anyone with
Internet access to create content themselves, amateurs and professionals alike. TV series
makers used this option to distribute series spin-offs or to try out advertising for
upcoming series on TV. Yet, becoming a successful web series differs greatly depending
on the audience and fan base. While a TV series spin-off on the Internet may start off
with a big, highly motivated fan base, unknown or less known filmmakers still need to
establish and find their audiences. Since the interaction plays an essential role within the
concept of web series, to know who your audience is or presumably will be, is crucial to
production. Not only content-wise but also financially if the budget is composed of
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crowdfunding, merchandise or other audience-involving measures. To attract your
viewers, it can additionally be of an advantage to involve famous actors in your project.
They will provide a stable fan base and, depending on content preferences, of course, also
get the attention of audience members who usually do not watch online videos regularly.
Interestingly, literature on web series usually focuses on content and technical format but
lacks important issues involving linguistic and cultural barriers which could easily
eliminate certain spectator groups in the first place. The leading film industries such as
Hollywood (and Bollywood to a certain extent) have deeply shaped the way we view
audiovisual content regardless of culture. The white (and mostly middle-class or wealthy)
male protagonist interacting with the world around him or in general is the narrated norm
every other story deviates from.
The more audiences a web series can attract due to cultural resemblance and usage of
understandable language(s) which numerous speakers (native or otherwise), the better the
chances to finance the project, either by using crowdfunding or merchandise or by
convincing sponsors of enough viewership. The better known web series as a new format
has become over the last ten years and the more web fests and other web festivals or
awards have developed, the more renowned the genre itself has become, not only
regarding filmmakers and their spectators but also regarding possible sponsors for the
future. Similar to relatively advertising-free videos in the early days of YouTube, the
advertising industry jumped to the opportunity once realizing how lucrative it could
actually be to cooperate with this emerging platform. Without YouTubers and their
audiences, YouTube would not function the way it does nowadays. Since the making of
web series roots on YouTube content creation, the connection to this platform is crucial,
not only for streaming videos but also for engaging audiences to interact with the creators.

Censorship on YouTube
Censorship issues root in invisible lesbian identities that were either considered nonexistent, sick, or not taken seriously (as female sexuality in general was not). What is
concerning nowadays, however, is a company claiming to ‘protect’ children and
providing ‘security’ installations that erase lesbian identities from the YouTube search
results if security settings are ‘on’. Similarly, religious groups use this argumentation,
proclaiming the safety of children. Arguably, this circulating discourse keeps returning to
the term ‘lesbian’ frequently used in pornography and thus influencing the search
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algorithm but when taking a closer look at other, violent and disturbing, terms, YouTube
has no problem to leave them untouched. Admittedly, the YouTube community also
decides what can be considered ‘appropriate’. Terms such as ‘lesbian’ or ‘sapphic’
automatically are censored under a ‘secure’ setting. The question remains, if minority
issues are simply overlooked by the mainstream YouTube audience and if it really serves
YouTube to continue this discriminatory practice. After all, this video platform is more
than a simple interface:
Rather than being mere containers for the distribution of content or neutral
placeholders for user-driven practices of ‘presuming’, interfaces have to be
conceived as the basal forms through which practices of sharing,
‘produsing’ and mashing up are put into effect, shaped, and regulated.
(Maeder/ Wentz 2014).
Our practices to treat certain content as restrictive, in particular when concerning a
minority, equally shapes our culture and directly reflects society’s unresolved issues.
The discourse regarding a child’s safety is crucial when discussing homosexual media
content. Politicians of mostly right-wing and/ or rather traditional world views bring
forward the argument of child safety, embedded in a vocabulary dominated by terms such
as ‘natural’, ‘biological’, and ‘threat to traditional family values’. At the same time,
disturbingly violent images of many kinds can be found easily, using the most common
search engines and video platforms. For a serious discussion on child safety online, we
have to also take into consideration the impact search engines have with the results of
their search algorithms. Interestingly, not only YouTube but also various search engines
for children censored typical terms regarding LGBT identities such as ‘lesbian’ or ‘gay’
when they were first launched. It was only after enormous protests that the algorithms
were changed and now offer child-appropriate search results without the usual porn links
connected to homosexual terms. Hence, adjusting the algorithms was never the main
difficulty, rather a discriminatory mindset.

The Lesbian YouTube Effect
YouTube130 settings on the bottom of the YouTube page give the user the possibility to
change their safety settings. If the safety mode is on, the term “lesbian” or “lesbian web
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“The web is foremost a form: an idealized structure of decentralized and delinearized connections
between sets of data, stored on an open multitude of physical devices dispersed around the entirety of the
globe. Despite its (in principle) distributed and networked technical nature, the web is accessed through a
relatively small number of websites and services such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo!, Wordpress,
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series” does not offer any video results to the user. Other words such as “porn” or “sex”
are also to be found in the category of exclusion which is more understandable. Searching
for “web series” alone or for the word “gay” provides many results. Also the exact name
of Lesbian Web Series is not banned. Therefore certain terms which YouTube or the
YouTube community ban or find worth excluding determine what goes into the corpus of
the supposedly “inappropriate content”.
The invisibility of the lesbian community in YouTube’s search engine recalls the Ancient
Greek female poet Sappho (cf. Harris 2012) whose writing was removed from the market
for containing lesbian content that had been considered “inappropriate” from the
publisher’s community. The medium to tell stories that focus on lesbian protagonists
changed, but not the fact to censure or restrict it. The word “sapphic”, deriving from
Sappho and often used as a synonym for “lesbian” as well as “homo” are both censured
by YouTube’s safety mode. Even though every user has the possibility to turn off the
safety mode, this button contains a lot of information about social and moral values and
what one considers appropriate, especially regarding children watching videos on
YouTube.
In contrast, terms such as “murder”, “suicide”, “death”, “violence” or “child abuse”
(tested on YouTube 17.05.2012) which often refer to highly violent videos are not
censured by this safety setting. A video showing one of Sappho’s poems remains invisible
compared to a video depicting people beating each other up, clearly missing its mission to
actually protect children from seeing disturbing material: the controversial Lesbian
YouTube Effect. Online “rape” is censured. Considering that the term “lesbian” and the
term “rape” embrace videos with very different content, one can argue that YouTube’s
concept of handling the safety settings should change considerably without discriminating
against lesbian women who use the word “lesbian” in their YouTube video title or
description.
In order to implement such censorship strategies for the term ‘lesbian’ and its most
common synonyms, the argumentation to ‘protect’ children is frequently used to socially
justify banning information on lesbian identity within the media. Wanting to protect
growing children from unsuitable, not age-appropriate media content is undeniably an
essential discourse not to be ignored, not only for parents but also from a political and
and their respective affiliates. These companies centralize and monetize access to, and the flow of, web
data.” (Maeder/ Wentz 2014).
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educational point of view, but to instrumentalize and exploit a term indicating a simple
denomination for an identitary minority is more than questionable.
To use ‘lesbian’ not as an identitary terminology but to misinterpret and/ or reduce its
semantics exclusively to porn content, additionally underlines the real complex of
problems underneath: censorship based on homophobia. Of course, this is a dangerous
assumption to be made regarding search engines, not only on video platforms such as
YouTube but even more so on websites explicitly designed for and directed to children
such as Kiddle, KidRex and Google’s Junior search engines. How the algorithm is
programmed has a significant effect on the search results.
Kiddle stirred up some controversy when first launching the website since search queries
such as ‘lesbian’ resulted in no usable websites but the phrase “Oops, looks like your
query contained some bad words. Please try again!” on Feb. 24, 2016. Within days it
changed to telling kids to consult a parent regarding LGBT content, claiming that the
safety was not guaranteed. A quick test on March 2, 2016, proved that Kiddle now has
reworked its search engine and points towards what can be assumed to be childappropriate website material, e.g. information on LGBT organizations, coming out, and
rainbow families.

The Lesbian Web Series Corpus
The corpus is not based primarily on esthetics as is often the case when looking at literary
canons but a corpus of Lesbian Web Series based on lesbian protagonists and the
possibility to access the series free of charge (at least at a certain period of time).
Especially when taking into consideration the fact that cultural production of minorities
has often been overlooked or even more so consciously been excluded from publication,
distribution or considered as a canon in the past, the open definition of the corpus suits the
transnational factor of web series. While platforms such as Netflix offer specific gay and
lesbian film sections in one country but not in another, YouTube does not differentiate its
content the same way and under ‘safety’ settings even censors lesbian, non-violent and
non-sexual, content.

The following Lesbian Web Series have been included into the corpus:
The Spanish Chica Busca Chica and its follow-up movie De Chica En Chica, Notas
Aparte, the US-American Venice The Series and its soap opera ‘backstory’ Otalia (cut out
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from Guiding Light), The Grove The Series, the Anglo-Canadian Out With Dad, Seeking
Simone, and the Francocanadian Féminin/Féminin.
To demonstrate that lesbian mirror scenes have already existed plentiful on television
before the emergence of web series, we will also take a look at respective scenes on the
British drama Lip Service, and the US-American show Fringe.
The analyzed videos presented in the thesis have all been freely accessible without
subscription fees (at least for a short period of time) either on the video platform
YouTube or embedded into the web series’ own website. As the creators used different
video players primarily intended for streaming – not downloading – technical difficulties
often produced a delay in order to download and save each episode for the analysis with a
matching video downloader capable of doing so. Web series that follow a strict
subscription model without any free streaming have not been considered as the corpus
was intended to embrace as much accessibility as possible. The corpus was selected
accordingly. To conclude, there might be other shows that could fit the definition of a
Lesbian Web Series from African or Asian countries as well. The list is by any means just
a basic overview of (mostly) early on produced shows within Western culture.

Lesbian images, whether in literature, on TV, or in web series, do make an immense
difference regarding the reception of gay women as a subculture within the heterosexual
mainstream. The impact that the series investigated have on society, not only in their
country of production but worldwide, needs in-depth analysis and the question of identity
construction can no longer be put on hold. The feminist movement and Lesbian and
Queer Studies have strengthened the female position in society as well as in academic
research. Lesbian Web Series provide a point of reference for women still trying to build
their identity. Using the Internet, they facilitate an international accessibility and unite
lesbian communities around the world.

3.3 Hypotheses and Questions
The aim of this thesis was to investigate lesbian identities in the field, within lesbian
communities in initially three main production countries of Lesbian Web Series – the US,
Canada, and Spain – distilling (sub)cultural symbols typically used transnationally. In
order to get an understanding of the diverse LGBT communities, collecting data at LGBT
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film festivals has not only served to observe identity representations on-screen but also
off-screen. Additionally, Pride events, LGBT-related exhibitions and visits to archives
have contributed to a broader understanding of the shift in lesbian visibility and
circulating images within the last 60 years.
The main question was if Lesbian Web Series negotiate identity representations
differently today (compared to traditional approaches in film and television) and if yes, in
what ways the format itself would be able to facilitate this shift. Furthermore, the aim was
to prove that Lesbian Web Series influence lesbian identity construction in their
audiences and even encourage transnational community building.
Hypotheses:


Lesbian Web Series construct identity for a wide international audience
through online streaming, granting immediate access at all times.



A lesbian subculture is generated, nourished, and guided by the images
provided by lesbian storylines in web series. Web series narrating lesbian
storylines form part of lesbian cultures and therefore have an impact on identity
construction within the lesbian communities.



Lesbian Web Series are highly interactive and employ social networks to
communicate with and draw impulses from their audience. Therefore there is
no clear boundary between viewers and filmmakers. Social networks,
moreover, facilitate, influence, and form communication and interaction
between filmmakers and their audience by creating new transnational
communities among women. A participatory culture is generated.



Visibility changes perception. Lesbian Web Series fight homophobia within the
heterosexual mainstream and contribute positive lesbian images that strengthen
identity formation processes within lesbian communities.

In more detail, it can be hypothesized that a majority of the lesbian protagonists deployed
in Lesbian Web Series embrace a generally more feminine than masculine body type
(when trying to reach an audience beyond the lesbian niche market) and that physical
contact and displays of affection (kisses, etc.) are shown without restrictions commonly
applied on daytime television. Moreover, it can be argued that the traditional lesbian
death trope known throughout the film and television history does not apply to Lesbian
Web Series but that the common filmic metaphor of the mirror (essential to identity
questions) is equally used to refer to identity changes in (at least one of) the female
protagonists.
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In the realms of audiences and community building, one can assume that Lesbian Web
Series generate transnational, female-centred communities and strengthen lesbian identity
constructions in their viewers by portraying women in a positive way and creating series
that easily pass the Bechdel Test (see Chapter 4). Moreover, audience migrations from
television to the Internet provoked the following questions:
Does music help to facilitate audience migration?
How does the musical memory motif influence the perception of the audience regarding
the (main) characters? What kinds of emotions are being created (or recycled)?
It can further be hypothesized that the representations of female characters in Lesbian
Web Series are not to be analyzed as one single stereotype (or two when considering the
common butch-femme dichotomy) but can be seen as fictional individuals on an identity
continuum embedded in a transnational context embracing the following aspects:


At least one of the four to six different stages of identity formation (mentioned in
Chapter 2) becomes visible throughout the web series but blurs into one process and
does not necessarily follow a particular order of separated stages (protagonist level).



Stereotypical characteristics, symbols, and artefacts with significant lesbian
meaning/ references can be observed on, within, or around the protagonist/s but are
not the only source of ‘lesbian indication’ (narrator level).



The female protagonists are introduced by either directly visible interaction
(symbolic act) holding significant lesbian meaning or queer an otherwise
heteronormative situation or action by subculturally encoded behaviour (protagonist
level).
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4

The Lesbian Code

The Lesbian Code has undergone an enormous transformation over the last decades,
reflecting the cultural shifts in Western societies when dealing with lesbian images. This
chapter discusses the history of general attempts by people in power to erase lesbian
representations in public life, before describing the shift in lesbian images on web series –
away from its restrictions and the prevailing lesbian death trope in film and on television
once depictions became more socially acceptable.

Amber Rarley and Jennifer Lucas (cf. (Raley/ Lucas 2006: 22) try to determine whether
LGBT images on prime-time television fit the following two concepts proposed for media
representations of other minority groups: firstly, Clark’s model from 1969 which
embraces four essential stages for minorities in general; and secondly, Berry’s three-stage
model created in 1980 on the basis of the representation of Backs on television.
According to the authors (Raley/ Lucas 2006: 23),
Gay males, Lesbians, and Bisexuals were not shown on TV until the early
1960s, except in highly coded language, largely due to the influence of the
motion picture production code which explicitly prohibited Gay males,
Lesbians, and Bisexuals from being shown. [...] From the 1960s to the
present, Gay males, Lesbians, and Bisexuals have been stereotypically
portrayed as funny clowns, flaming queers, queens, fairies, fags and flits;
villainous criminals, mental patients, child molesters, and vampires; or
victims of violence, HIV/ AIDS, and gender/ sexual identity disorder.
As Raley’s and Lucas’ (cf. 2006: 28-30) study has demonstrated, shows on television
today still maintain representational stages somewhere between Clark’s second stage of
ridicule through extreme stereotyping (or Berry’s stage of awareness) and third and fourth
periods of regulation and respect, meaning that as (mostly as) side characters lesbians
interact with children and are ‘allowed’ romantic relationships, yet mostly miss an
accurate depiction including more physical contact and public display of affection (with
the exception of The L Word). Admittedly, a decade has passed and even though more
LGBT characters have crossed the screens since, not one show on television after The L
Word – where lesbian protagonists dominated the series – has introduced a similar density
in lesbian characters, main storylines, and cultural representation. To sum it up, “[u]nlike
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the portrayal of Blacks on prime-time TV, Gay males and Lesbians are yet to achieve
Stabilization131.” (Raley/ Lucas 2006: 30).
However, if we take a look away from television, Lesbian Web Series offer a different
approach towards LGBT representations. These web series have never started out at one
of Berry’s or Clark’s lower stages of representation but have rather introduced their
storylines primarily in medias res in the final ‘stabilization’ period, or as Clark calls it :
stage of respect (cf. Raley/ Lucas 2006: 23, 26). This stage requires that a show to be
mainly based on LGBT protagonists (cf. Raley/ Lucas 2006: 26) showing them in “both
positive and negative roles of everyday life including interacting with children and having
romantic relationships.”(Raley/ Lucas 2006: 23). Themes and narratives like these seem
to come naturally to heteronormative (Caucasian) portrayals of couples or families but
have come a long way from erasure, first visibility and ridicule, to accurately portray
many minorities similar to lesbian communities.

Developing Lesbian Web Series for a broader culturally diverse audience today roots in
the understanding of storytelling as an integral part of every culture, including lesbian
subcultures. It is certain that these subcultures function not only on a regional or national
but on a transnational level. Despite cultural, historical, and legal differences, common
symbols facilitate mutual understanding, more so, produce narratives which keep
applying and repeating them. Minority groups often show similar traits in structures of
institutions 132 and public representations, as well as in everyday areas in which many
communities are often neglected, thus discriminated by omission. No matter if e.g. Deaf,
or LGBT communities, women in both groups each use a significant aspect to construct
identity: deafness, sexual orientation and romantic desire. Encoded in the peripheral
narratives of each of these subcultures, the mentioned aspects help to shape their
perception of life (little or no hearing, feeling attracted to the same gender).
Geertz (1973: 127) claims that meaning is stored in (e.g. religious) symbols, as follows:
[M]eanings can only be ‘stored’ in symbols: a cross, a crescent, or a
feathered serpent. Such religious symbols, dramatized in rituals or related
in myths, are felt somehow to sum up, for those for whom they are
resonant, what is known about the way the world is, the quality of the
131

‘Stabilization’ begins with a capital letter in the original quote as it is the name of this stage.

132

Deaf and LGBT associations organize in similar ways, providing a safe space for community members,
legal advice, and encouraging to exchange narratives reflecting specific subcultural facets.
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emotional life it supports, and the way one ought to behave while in it.
Sacred symbols thus relate an ontology and a cosmology to an aesthetics
and a morality : their peculiar power comes from their presumed ability to
identify fact with value at the most fundamental level, to give to what is
otherwise merely actual, a comprehensive normative import. The number
of such synthesizing symbols is limited in any culture, and though in
theory we might think that a people could construct a wholly autonomous
value system independent of any metaphysical referent, an ethics without
ontology, we do not in fact seem to have found such a people. The
tendency to synthesize world view and ethos at some level, if not logically
necessary, is at least empirically coercive; if it is not philosophically
justified, it is at least pragmatically universal.
This concept of encoding objects with symbolic value by certain people and their belief
systems is also applicable for minorities within mainstream societies. Lesbian women
‘store’ their own meaning 133 in objects and therefore turn them into subcultural artefacts.
These artefacts then appear in Lesbian Web Series, contributing to stories and waiting to
be decoded by the viewers. Communities share narratives that deeply root in culture, in a
common set of rules and concepts encoded in symbols. As Hall (1997: 4) argues,
[m]embers of the same culture must share sets of concepts, images and
ideas which enable them to think and feel about the world, and thus to
interpret the world, in roughly similar ways. They must share, broadly
speaking, the same ‘cultural codes’. In this sense, thinking and feeling are
themselves ‘systems of representation’, in which our concepts, images and
emotions ‘stand for’ or represent, in our mental life, things which are or
may be ‘out there’ in the world.
Similarly, for lesbian subcultures represented in web series, we also find a shared ‘set of
concepts, images and ideas’, using ‘cultural codes’ embedded in narratives of strong,
self-aware, independent women. As Nünning and Rupp (cf. 2012: 6) remark, the Internet
offers a ‘collective narration’134 not one sender telling one story to one reviewer but one
or many senders being able to communicate in a synchronous manner with numerous
receivers (audiences), creating the basis for an interactive, collective narration. By
commenting on posts on social media or video platforms promoting (or streaming) a
Lesbian Web Series, the viewers can become co-creators by using their communicative
possibilities within the tools these new technologies provide.
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“In the study of culture the signifiers are not symptoms [...] but symbolic acts [...] and the aim is not
therapy but the analysis of social discourse.” (Geertz 1973: 26).
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Dt. ‘Kollektivität des Erzählens’ (original term).
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To help further define narrative Internet genres135, Nünning and Rupp (cf. 2012: 13f.)
identify three main types of narrativity: story-oriented (e.g. web series, blogs, and
autobiographical

Facebook

entries),

discourse-oriented

(focussing

on

the

narrator/ characters and focalization of the story), and experientiality-oriented (e.g. tweets
on Twitter as short notes inspired by thoughts and perceptions based on personal
experience). Furthermore, the reason for the ‘volatility, fluidity, and pragmatic openness’
of Internet genres is their ‘local’, thematically oriented136, focus on audience structures
(despite their global range) and less ‘conventionalized’ forms (compared to other genres)
which follow three additional aspects characterizing digital narratives: ‘immersion’,
‘agency’ and ‘transformation 137 ’ (cf. Giltrow/ Stein 2009: 9ff., cf. Zymner 2010, cf.
Murray 1997, cf. Nünning/ Rupp 2012: 17-18). The emergence of ‘participatory
narratives’ (cf. Murray 1997: 98) does not only root in an audience immersing into the
storyline and interacting with the show’s creators but in the particular agency digital
narratives have to offer. The recipients can actively change 138 or in the case of Lesbian
Web Series mostly intensify their experience of a fictional story by dynamically choosing
additional information on characters (through extra video material or blogs, etc.) or
exchanging ideas in commentary sections of the videos or Facebook/ blog posts which
invite viewers to take part in circulating a web series’ discourse.
There is a tendency of Internet genres and formats to merge text, video, image, and audio
content to create hybridity and mutual references among the representations (cf.
Nünning/ Rupp 2012: 15). Taking this into consideration, narratives are always connected
to a specific situation embedded in a communicative context where the participants can
operate as producers and receivers of narratives alike (cf. ibid.). In this sense, Lesbian
Web Series comprise not only of their accessible online videos but are embedded in their
own varying transmedia context, a network of social media presence and commentaries,
135

The term ‘genre’ in this case is used to stay close to the original German term ‘Genre’ used by Nünning
and Rupp (2012). However, in other contexts of this thesis, web series are classified as a ‘format’ mainly
following a specific category of filmic ‘genre’ such as e.g. drama or comedy but with the creative and
structural freedom of the web.
136

In the case of Lesbian Web Series, a common theme that often circulates is identity formation, family
and love, finding oneself and living according to the personal truth of each character.
137

This aspect allows for transformation of a ficitional world by letting a user take on an imaginary role
within the digital storyworld and can therefore mainly be found in e.g. computer games (cf. Nünning/ Rupp
2012: 20).
138

Complete ‘transformation’ is mostly attributed to the relation between players and computer games and
does not apply as much too web series and their audiences.
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crowdfunding and artwork, etc. from fans, this format fully embraces its participatory
culture and reciprocity.
Moreover, ‘ethics’ (cf. Nünning/ Rupp 2012: 16), social norms and rules, play an
essential role in Lesbian Web Series since lesbian narratives root in a history of elliptic
representations and having to (be) read in-between the lines. Female in-depth protagonists
characterized as lesbians represent a set of values that is considered more ‘liberal’ and
willingly or unwillingly holding a political connotation. Another crucial aspect when
examining web series is the ‘performative and reality-generating’ power of narratives that
help to actively shape the (social) reality and (sub)cultural identities we move in and
operate with (cf. Nünning/ Rupp 2012: 16f.). The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation (2009) is very aware of that and as a consequence launched the Movement
Advancement Project (MAP) in 2009. Under the rubric “Talking About” (GLAAD/ MAP
2009: n.n.) the following statement has been published and preserved among the archive
materials:
This is one in a series of documents on effectively talking about lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender issues, including: Overall Approaches,
Marriage & Relationship Recognition, Inclusive Employement Protections,
Inclusive Hate Crimes Laws, Adoption & Gay Parents, and Ending Don’t
Ask Don’t Tell.
GLAAD encourages official public institutions to cooperate and expand their knowledge
on LGBT issues. Challenging questions of visibility, a non-discriminatory terminology,
and a more accurate and frequent representation of lesbian women in the media, GLAAD
should consider a more transnational approach beyond US-borders, taking into account
e.g. the vast collection of LGBT traces in media in the UK Broadcasting It. An
Encyclopedia of Homosexuality on Film, Radio and TV in the UK 1923-1993. In his
preface Keith Howes (1993: n.n.) points out that “[t]he enormous constraints on the
projection of positive characteristics by homosexuals also offer the delicious spectacle of
much cleverer zigging and zagging, through the use of ambiguous phrases, gestures,
nuance and context”. Ambiguity and subtexting 139 are used as encoding strategies to
charge certain characters or objects in web series with LGBT-related meaning, whereas
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Paula Graham (2006/ 2008: 19) calls this the ‘window effect’ following window advertising know as a
“postmodern technique developed to allow advertisers to reach gay and lesbian markets without alienating
heterosexuals.”
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reading in-between the lines is used by the savvy audience to strategically decode the
lesbianism inscribed in used symbols.
LGBT communities around the globe deploy a certain set of common symbols, although
possibly not used with the same frequency everywhere. The origins often date back to the
Greek lesbian poet Sappho, to powerful goddesses, consciously crafted art, or signs that
emerged due to political and legal decisions affecting members of the community.
The meaning and significance of the following list of selected subcultural lesbian or
overall LGBT symbols are described in more detail and with examples in the series in
Chapter 5.

4.1 No Lesbian140 Erasure: Visibility as Identity Stabilization Process
Las mujeres de ahora ya no son como antes. Ya no guardan silencio.
Ya no callan. Las mujeres presentan al mundo su visión de las cosas. 141
(Viñuales 1999/ 2006: 17)

The subcultural encoding of certain objects and symbols contributes to an augmenting
visibility of lesbianism within the cultural mainstream. Nowadays, symbols such as
rainbow flags (and colours), the Greek letter Lambda ‘λ’, the colour purple, the
double-bladed axe Labrys, and the gender symbol of the Double Venus ♀♀ can be
frequently found in public (in the US, in Canada, and Spain). To claim public space is
crucial to establish visibility in society’s mainstream and reject hidden identity strategies
of the past.
In Ellas y nosotras. Estudios lesbianos sobre literatura escrita en castellano142, María
Castrejón (cf. 2009: 75-95, cf. 2008: 196-206) discusses the lesbian poetics of author
Concha García explaining the following major ruptures that can be argued to also apply to
circulating female images in Lesbian Web Series: a woman’s desire, claiming her body,
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The term ‘lesbian’ is “[t]he preferred term for women whose primary romantic and physical attraction is
to other women. Lesbians have suffered from a double invisibility – as women and as gay people. This
invisibility is manifested in the fact that ‘gay’ has become almost solely associated with men on popular
discourse.” (GLAAD 2012: 37).
141

Engl. “The women of today are not as they used to be. They do not remain silent anymore. They do not
shut up. Women present their vision of things now.”
142

Engl. Them and Us. Lesbian Studies about Written Literature in Spanish.
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visibility, and space. The similarities between more recent lesbian narratives in literature
and in the film and media industry both comprise dynamic, content, acting female
protagonists who enjoy themselves creating their future. In short, lesbian narratives offer
women a dominant voice that rejects the common theme of female passivity. To support
these new tendencies of storytelling, organizations such as GLAAD143 (cf. 2015) cover
different areas of expertise. One the one hand, the organization gives the LGBT
community a voice by spreading news, interviews, etc., on the other hand, GLAAD
introduces LGBT characters and storylines to various entertainment media such as TV
series, theatre plots, etc. Therefore, as presented on their website, GLAAD (2015) is
“Leading the conversation. Shaping the media narrative. Changing the culture. That’s
GLAAD at work.” Encouraging lesbian narratives across different media is one way of
enforcing more visibility, but it cannot be ignored that, if looking at titles from the articles
obtained in the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives (cf. Lillistion 1969, Gruth 1978,
Sorensen 1994), women have come a long way to being able to openly celebrate Lesbian
Visibility Day on the 26th of April. Speaking more explicitly about lesbian women in
newspapers brought a new kind of societal visibility. The undeniable overall invisibility
in the 1970s however, particularly when it came to women’s rights – consequently
including lesbian rights –, was gradually changing as the feminist movements and the
lesbian and gay movement demanded to be heard in public. Yet, in the 1970s lesbian
visibility is still not self-evident. In 1994 the television channel “ABC threatens to pull [
the] controversial episode of Rosanne [bold in original] featuring a ‘lesbian kiss’.
GLAAD protests and episode airs uncut. [It w]as seen in nearly 20 million homes.” (Innes
1995: 78).
The Lesbian Legacy Collection (material also obtained in April 2013 in Archives of Los
Angeles) gives insight into the development of lesbian representations in media and
provides various editions of the LGBT-focused magazine The Advocate throughout the
years. By primarily searching for lesbian representations referring to historical facts, the
notion of (in)visibility, cultural symbols, and web series (including social media
contexts), numerous texts and images prove the ambiguity surrounding these aspects. Inga
Sorensen (1994) confidently entitles one of her articles “The Visible Woman”. According
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GLAAD (cf. 2015) acts as an advisor and cooperates also with writers in the entertainment industry in
order to ensure an accurate depiction of LGBT people.
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to her, it marks the shift in the perception of lesbian women in public who take a leading
role in a series of custody battles nationwide. Lesbians find that ‘lesbian invisibility is a
thing of the past’. 1993 the ‘Sharon Bottoms case’ (cf. Sorensen 1994: 78f.) shed light
onto lesbian parents losing custody of their son due to their sexual orientation (which
legally was considered to make them unfit parents) and shifted their presence more into
public space, thus into visibility. Consequently, it was a turning point regarding public
perception.
Economically, the lesbian market today has developed into a niche target group that does
not attract the majority of advertisers and other businesses for major investments.
Oddly lesbians – who are, yes, women – are not considered a part of this
major consumer market. In fact, marketers seem to believe that the
estimated 5.1 million LGBT women living in America today are not a
viable consumer group. This oversight is nothing less than lesbian erasure.
And this oversight has had consequences on the lesbian community and
lesbian culture, as evidenced by the recent fate of lesbian culture and
media website AfterEllen. [...] No one can deny the critical importance of
space – physical or virtual – for both community and culture building. As a
contributor to the site for four years, I am particularly heartbroken. (Bianco
2016)
Although AfterEllen was leading the lesbian media in print and digital format with an
average 1.25 million readers per month, the lesbian market is not considered profitable
enough to keep such a successful medium fully alive since advertisers have trouble
finding ways to market to lesbian women, mainly because they neither perceive them as
‘typical’ women nor consumers. Instead, lesbian women often times get mixed together
with gay men under the acronym LGBT, assuming they would be affected by advertising
targeting gay men. The erasure of lesbian customers is economically speaking lost
consumer potential which is more than worthwhile exploring from a financial point of
view. This particular female niche is known to be loyal to brands and avid in further
word-of-mouth advertising (cf. Bianco 2016) once a product has entered the femalecentred subcultural space.
As my observations in gay villages as well as during different Pride celebrations and
LGBT/ Queer film festivals in Montreal, Toronto, Barcelona, and Vienna have shown,
lesbian spaces are physically ceasing to exist. This phenomenon does not only affect
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smaller towns which usually do not even have lesbian bars144 but larger cities and capitals
as the ones mentioned above face similar problems, as numerous lesbian spaces have
closed down during the last decade. In e.g. Barcelona, lesbian bars typically change
location on a frequent basis, or rather often the location stays the same or nearby in the
Eixample quarter (also called the ‘Gaixample’ by locals and known for its gay and lesbian
bars), while the owners and concept of the bar transform into something new. While the
city’s local magazines with LGBT guides try to keep interested customers informed, print
media are not a suitable source for the rapid relocations of LGBT spaces, particularly
female-centred spaces, anymore. Besides Bacelona, similarly the French Riviera around
Nice and Cannes faces the same issues. Unlike gay bars (and saunas) specifically
targeting a male customer group, lesbian bars do not necessarily stay within a designated
gay village area.
Lesbian erasure is nowhere to be found in Lesbian Web Series as their storylines enfold
around and with their lesbian protagonists. The importance of visibility comes naturally to
this recent format and its new technology surroundings. Yet, television has always
struggled because it “never does (and likely never can) come out completely [...] since the
closet continues to anchor formal, visual, narrative, and thematic modes of making
meaning in mainstream television, and these modes are influenced by the representation
of sexuality itself.” (cf. Joyrich 2001: 448ff., Wlodarz 2009: 104). The first step towards
identity stabilization (not fixation) is the acknowledgement of its existence and as a
consequence to represent it in the media, including television, making it visible. As
Wlodarz (2009: 88) points out, “the emergence of denotatively gay and lesbian characters
in the late 1960s and early 1970s marks a significant shift in what Lynne Joyrich (cf.
2001) has called the ‘epistemology of the console’”. The domination of lesbian erasure
throughout history has changed into the urge to tell more female-centred stories and
concentrate on women’s issues from a female perspective.
A French example for taking not only the female but also lesbian perspective when telling
stories in comedy or when singing (under the name Oshen), is the artist Océane Rose
Marie. She conveniently calls her show La Lesbienne Invisible145 (Océane 2013) & comic
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For further details on the territorial strategies of lesbian bars in Montreal and their peak in the 1990s
(decline afterwards also due to mixing within an overall queer (also gay male) space, read: Julie Podmore’s
(2006) article “Gone ‘underground’? Lesbian visibility and the consolidation of queer space in Montréal”.
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Engl. The Invisible Lesbian.
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book) and additionally to her comedy program published a comic book of the same title.
The documentary Les invisibles (2012/ 13) that won several prizes also uses the word
‘invisible’ in its title. The continuous ambiguity surrounding the notion of visibility
therefore does not simply disappear by producing more texts and images but by creating a
first step towards identity stabilization.
It is significant to mention how Rose Marie Océane (cf. 2013) talks about homosexuals
and heterosexuals as two opposite groups. Furthermore, she continues another dichotomy
by using common stereotypes about lesbian women such as the butch. Another stereotype
she explains is the fact that feminine lesbians are not as visible or not even recognized as
lesbians by other lesbians (“non, t’ es pas gay… nooo, t’en es pas! 146”). As the comedian
makes international references underlining lesbian subcultural similarities, they at the
same time prove that there is nothing comparable to the lesbian media presence in
Anglophone, mostly US-American and Canadian examples. The most important one
mentioned being the TV show The L Word147 who is e.g. referenced by playing the theme
song of the series or mentioning the most famous couple of the series: Bette and Tina.
Océane (cf. 2013) also mentions other subcultural stereotypes and clichés, such as the
different perception of the temporal concept: a lesbian couple dating or being in a
relationship for a short while is commonly understood as already equalling months of
heterosexual couple time. Additionally, she points out the behaviour of heterosexual
friends who try to be politically correct but rapidly introduce two lesbian women they
both know to each other as if their sexual orientation was fundamental for liking each
other or even falling in love. Moreover, she makes fun of heterosexuals (or bi-curious
people) who unload their fantasies or past experiences of lesbian sex or kissing a woman
in front of her and thus making her feel uncomfortable. As a comedian, Océane
understands playing with the expected gender roles and prevailing heteronormativity,
making use of a vast repertoire of lesbian narratives that also function in numerous other
lesbian communities beyond the French borders.
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Engl. “No, you’re not gay... nooo, you’re so not gay!”
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Samuel A. Chambers (2006/ 2009: 81), lecturer in politics at the University of Wales, explains that the
significance of “The L Word […] lies in it’s very existence.“ Océane’s comedy show and e.g. the Lesbian
Web Series Chica Busca Chica (which originallywas intended to be the Spanish version of the L Word,
except on a smaller budget and because no other lesbian-centred shows had existed before) demonstrate that
The L Word has become a crucial point of reference for lesbian cultures in general.
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4.2 Opposing the Lesbian Death Trope
Lesbianism – or the absence of it – in classical Hollywood cinema, gives insight into
tropes such as the lesbian death trope148 (mostly suicide) in order to fit the prevailing
Code (censorship) at the time. White (1999: 27) emphasizes that
[t]he very fact that These Three’s Martha doesn’t have to die shows how
gratuitous and calculated queer movie deaths are (the Code requires that
crime and vice must be paid for). Thus one of the remarkable effects of the
screen prohibition of homosexuality was that it couldn’t include overt
homophobia either. Having the lesbian pass for straight in this film saves
her life.
Today’s images, particularly in advertising, deploy the femininity of femmes that in a
similar way ‘pass for straight’. Moreover, TV shows directed at a mainstream audience
prefer to use feminine lesbian characters over more masculine depictions (except if
purposely playing with the stereotypical butch-femme dichotomy of a couple). Lesbian
Web Series present a bigger variety of female appearances and fashion styles, yet overall
(especially if aiming at a larger audience) similarly lean towards a more feminine
characterization of their protagonists. In classical Hollywood cinema, due to the Code
itself, meaning was created and lesbianism significant even in the absence of a direct
depiction.
‘Subtexting’, as White (1999: 22) calls it, therefore became a way to point towards
lesbianism and pass the restrictions and regulations implemented by the Code.
Interestingly, the main target audience in movie theatres were women which justified
certain narratives such as “a tale of the vicissitudes of love, with a female protagonist, set
in a woman’s world and aimed at a female audience” (White 1999:26) in order to
stimulate consumption. Subtexting provided a way to historically encode meaning in
typical scenes or settings such as an all-girls boarding school, e.g. Maedchen in
Uniform149, a movie about a girl in a boarding school falling in love with her teacher. The
‘abnormality’ of homosexuality formed part of the censorship discourse while the
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“Woman becomes other or object to the male’s subject – she is defined in relation to his centrality, his
point of view. As such, she is fixed as an object of his desire, but an object whose sexuality is also
perceived by him as dangerous – and therefore to be punished or contained (through death – or its
equivalent – or marriage, respectively).” (Hayward 2013: 328).
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“Another stereotype is the “portrayal of lesbians as seducers of young girls” (Gruth 1978: 6).
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‘abnormality’ of difference in age and power hierarchy are not even considered as
discussable.
Irene Pelayo García (2009/ 2011) dedicates her doctoral thesis to the Imagen fílmica del
lesbianism a través de los personajes protagonistas en el cine español150. She investigates
lesbian representations in Spanish films starting in the early 1970s until the mid 1990s
and confirms the early traditional stereotypes of girls living in a boarding school or
convent, prison or embodying vampires. Remarkably, the space lesbian women used to
occupy in film, if visible, was mainly referring to exclusively female-centred locations. In
the case of the vampire depiction (which today is primarily used to play with the vampire
genre as such), oversexualization is a common trait. Moreover, the common myth of their
soullessness leading to no reflection in the mirror does not shed positive light onto earlier
lesbian characters in the film industry. As the mirror mimics such a central filmic
metaphor for a shift in identity construction or for an exposure of hidden truth, no
reflection equals a creature of hidden identity without a soul (far from conforming to
societal norms).
To conclude, the ‘no lesbian erasure’ policy of Lesbian Web Series offers a variety of
vivid tropes and LGBT-related symbols to depict lesbianism and help create more lesbian
images with a sanely, living outcome: in the new era of web series, the lesbian death trope
is dead. Today, former narratives on TV shows, movies, and mostly web series, are
frequently replaced by family-oriented themes (in diverse constellations), intending to
depict lesbian women as integral part of society which just ‘happen’ to be gay.

4.3 Lesbian Codes of Identification
Since the 1990s, the ‘pictorial turn’ in the US (cf. Mitchell 1997: 15-40) as well as the
‘iconic turn’ (cf. Boehm 1994: 325–343) in Germany marked a significant shift towards
more visual aspects in academia. The significance of circulating images today becomes
particularly obvious when some minority groups get media attention and others, due to
discrimination and hierarchical power structures, do not.
As Bourdieu (Bourdieu/ Boltanski 1983: 37f.) recognized that photography plays an
essential role in strengthening family bonds because the individual family members feel
150
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more integrated into a bigger social fabric. Assuming that this psychological effect is also
applicable to minority groups and enforces social bonds, moving as well as still images
perform a social and identity-constructing role. Hence, when looking at codes in Lesbian
Web Series (and recent TV shows), spectators not only find themselves presented with a
variety of symbols referring to LGBT communities such as rainbow colours and thumb
rings but also with characters dedicated to photography (e.g. Ani in Venice The Series and
Carmen’s boyfriend in Chica Busca Chica, as well as Frankie on the BBC TV- show Lip
Service are all professional photographers). A certain cultural point of view generated by
the form of expression and previous knowledge of the spectators, creates social realities.
Baudrillard (cf. 1978: 90, cf. Leimgruber et al. 2013: 253) adds that media induce a social
relationship through their form and way of operating. Hence, web series as a format and
lesbian identities have to be seen as one entity when investigating Lesbian Web Series,
mutually influencing each other.

4.3.1 Lesbian Legacy Collection
[O]ne vagina plus another vagina [...] equals zero.
(Reuben 1969/ 1971: 267)
The quote above sums up the history of devaluating lesbian sexuality resulting in the old
myth of the missing phallus, originating in medical and psychological studies primarily
conducted by men. It was found in the Lesbian Legacy Collection from the ONE National
Gay & Lesbian Archives in Los Angeles that provides preserved articles, flyers,
newspaper snippets and the like that date back to times when discourse practices about
lesbian identity still showed a different tone. The writings of the 1960s and 1970s differ
greatly from journalistic writing today. The constant usage of positioning lesbians as ‘the
other’ by repeating ‘they’ and ‘them’ throughout the text also implies that the imagined,
‘normal’ readers, are the heterosexual ‘us’. Furthermore, it enforces the dichotomy of a
hetero- versus homosexual discourse, as the following excerpt of the archive article “The
Woman Homosexual, No. 1: A Minority With New Visibility” shows:
In keeping with the revolutionary spirit of the times, female homosexuals
are beginning to organize and speak out against forms of repression they
believe are directed at them. They would like to see the removal of
employment restrictions for homosexuals and they would like to see laws
against sex acts between consenting adults taken off the books. They have
a sort of ‘lesbians are people’ campaign going: They would like to be
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accepted as members of a community rather than regarded with the
fastidious horror that often greets them, and they would like to see an end
to the discussion of whether they are ‘sick’. (Lilliston 1969).
Institutionalized, mentally ill lesbians were the first to be observed and their results
generalized and extended to all lesbians, arguing that
if these women are lesbians, and they are mentally ill, their lesbianism
must be the cause of their mental illness. [...] Not only does the stereotype
promote the view of the lesbian as sick, but it provides speculation on the
cause of the lesbian ‘illness’; the origins of lesbianism can be found in
either the lesbian’s psychological history or her physiological make-up.
(Gruth 1978: 5).
This demonstrates how much historical value the female psyche and body hold for
identity construction. The supposedly ‘mental illness’ used to build the main argument for
any lesbian identity, not recognizing that any actual mental illness, if occurring at all, was
mostly rather the consequence than the cause for her ‘condition’. “[Because of t]he
experience of prejudice and discrimination [...], isolation and alienation from the
predominately heterosexual culture, sexual minorities are believed to be particularly
vulnerable to psychological distress (McColl, 1994; Stein, 1993).” (Luhtanen 2002: 86).
The title of another newspaper article called “For Gals Who Have Trouble with Men: Is
Lesbianism Really the Answer?” published in the Hollwood Press (supposedly in the
1960s according to references within the text but without an indicated year) already
reveals that the ‘lack of or trouble with men’ supposedly defines lesbianism as if women
only existed in reference to and as a sexualized object for men. The two pictures
accompanying the text each show a pair of naked women in each other’s arms in intimate
positions, one of the couples even kissing (Gordon 1960s).

On the basis of Thomas Szasz’ (cf. in Gruth 1978: 3) discussions on homosexuality in the
1970s, Gruth (ibid.) agrees that “society deals with its fears of homosexuality through a
dehumanizing process of categorization and isolation: homosexuals are defined as a
distinct group, labeled deviant, and separated psychologically, if not physically, from the
rest of humanity.” Furthermore, she points out the fact that “[m]ost lesbians view
themselves as belonging to a distinct group (Abott & Love, 1972; Martin & Lyon, 1972;
Radicalesbians, 1971). [...] The group approach can serve as a vehicle for examination of
the stereotype which affects every lesbian, denying her both her individuality and her
humanity.” Gruth (cf. 1978: 3) lists definitions of who can be considered ‘lesbian’. From
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the (male) novelists’ perspective of a man in a female body to the psychologists’ view of
sexuality as a continuum, the general public is not impressed by these scientific
approaches and takes a rather dichotomous stance towards lesbianism: one sexual
experience is sufficient to make her a lesbian in society’s eyes. However, Gruth (1978: 4)
concludes to use Martin’s and Lyon’s (in Gruth 1978: 4) definition of “[a] Lesbian [sic]
[who] is a woman whose primary erotic, psychological, emotional and societal interest is
in a member of her own sex, even though that interest may not be overtly expressed.“
The stereotypes discussed (paradoxically) embrace mostly ‘male-related’ lesbian
definitions, described by Gruth (1978: 4) as follows: “The stereotype itself can be reduced
to nine basic components, of which six are, ironically, male-related”:
‘the man-hating lesbian, ‘the lesbian that supposedly has had ‘bad (sexual) experiences
with men’, ‘the lesbian who could not get a man’, the ‘lesbians that want to be men’, “any
woman who does not conform to what is considered feminine – passivity,
submissiveness, dependence, non-assertiveness – runs the risk of being labeled lesbian”,
‘butch-femme couples as male-female role-playing 151 ’ (cf. Gruth 1978: 4-5). These
stereotypes prevail in Western societies until today and, despite more visibility and
education about LGBT identities, still circulate within the mainstream.

The flyers from West Hollywood from the 1990s until 2001 show how important the
advancement of lesbian visibility was almost 30 years ago. Titles such as “Lesbian
Culture & Identity” (2011) in purple colour (lesbian colour, see more details on symbols
in Chapter 5) or from the newspaper snippet “Sapphic Sightings” (1992) demonstrate the
awareness of the societal need to explain that ‘culture’ and ‘identity’ as terms and
concepts are strongly involved when it comes to lesbianism. The aim was to “wor[k] with
an invisible past to create a visible future” as a flyer from Lesbian Visibility Week (1991)
might suggest, mapping out a one-week program varying from comedy, art gallery
exhibitions and legal rights discussions to screenings of the Annual International Gay &
Lesbian Film & Video Festival and commitment ceremonies.

Today, visibility is additionally created by more media representation including Lesbian
Web Series but gatherings at festivals and in bars have never completely lost their
151
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necessity as it keeps lesbian subcultures vivid and alive. The options and tools of how to
create certain kinds of visibility have certainly expanded over time, also because more
LGBT organizations and magazines collaborate with actresses and the entertainment
industry in general. The obtained archive material often includes flyers from West
Hollywood, a part of Los Angeles where until today a great number of LGBT people
choose to live.
To conclude, it seems that Lesbian Web Series, consciously or subconsciously, have
taken into consideration the suggestions of the “Talking About” series (cf. GLAAD/ MAP
2009: n.n.) on how to communicate and represent LGBT issues equally on-screen: Either
‘emphasize on common ground’ (‘language of common values, beliefs, hopes, and
dreams’) focusing on people rather than policies, reminding ‘people that gay people are
everyday Americans who live ordinary lives’ doing equally ordinary things like having
breakfast together (cf. Chica Busca Chica), or ‘illustrate concrete harms’ by telling
‘personal stories’ that ‘illustrate injustices’. Lesbian Web Series provide exactly that: a
depiction of ordinary women who happen to be lesbians. However, what does stand out is
the frequent image of the strong independent, out and proud lesbian who started to replace
the ‘sick and perverted’ one on screen. Although each nation producing Lesbian Web
Series brings its own cultural influences into each show, an overall tendency towards
anglophone, mostly US-American references can be detected. This is not only due to
cultural appropriation within the mainstream in general but also due to the historical
provenience of the Gay Liberation and Feminist Movements, the Stonewall riots,
transculturally famous ‘celesbians 152 ’ from the US, and the most extensive LGBT
archives and museums today preserving lesbian subcultures.
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Celebrity lesbians well-known by the lesbian communities such as the US-American comedian and talk
show host Ellen DeGeneres who is known for, amongst other things, her famous coming out in the 1990s
on her sitcom Ellen and simultaneously in real public life, facing extreme homophobia and loosing her job.
Today, countless references flood lesbian subcultures, e.g. the lesbian online magazine Afterellen.com is
named after her.
For more details: Susan J. Hubert’s (1999) article “What’s Wrong with this Picture? Ellen’s Coming Out
Party”.
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4.3.2 Lesbian Bodies in the Mirror
[Close-ups] often have a symbolic value. For example, a character looking at their
reflection in a mirror or in the water can have connotations of duplicity (what we see is
not true) or death [...]. (Hayward 2013: 332)
Arguably, a lesbian character shown in the reflection of a mirror indicates the moment of
questioning identity and/ or the truth being revealed, ending the notion of duplicity. At the
same time, the mirror raises questions on female beauty, womanhood, and definitions of
femininity. Traditionally, the lesbian stereotype was usually identified with masculinity 153
in behavioural manners and fashion154 style, yet straight feminist women have also been
mistaken for lesbians due to their hunger for independence and freedom of patriarchal
social norms (cf. Simonis 2009: 68). However, Simone de Beauvoir (cf. 2006: 492f.)
already went as far as to mock the masculine appearance of some women in The Second
Sex in her chapter ‘The lesbian’.
Nowadays, the lesbian stereotype has amplified to a multitude of representations,
predominantly referring to the feminine, lipstick lesbian, stereotype rooting in straight
male porn fantasies and depicted from a male gaze point of view. Although feminine
portrayals also exist without the notion of the male gaze, (regardless of male or female
creators), the influential power of the porn industry lies in its number when it comes to
promoting certain stereotypes. In terms of the gaze155, the Caucasian heterosexual male
has more power than the Caucasian female, particularly more so if this female is lesbian
or of another ethnicity. In Lesbian Web Series, however, this gaze often shifts towards the
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“The Lesbian Masquerade: Some Early Lesbians in San Francisco who Passed as Men” was a brochure
exhibited at the GLBT History Museum in San Francisco proving the historical provenience of lesbian
masculinity (cf. GLBT Historical Society Collections 1979-1997).
154

Since there are lesbian fashion blogs for LGBT people (cf. All Women’s Talk, Qwearfashion 2014),
specific stud or butch online shops to buy a certain style of clothes, it can be argued that ‘lesbian fashion’
does exist. It starts with ties and ends with specific underwear. Clothes serve to represent identity (at least in
parts), therefore also plays a role in constructing lesbian identity.
155

“[Gaze] refers to the exchange of looks that takes place in cinema. But it was not until the 1970s that it
was written about and theorized. In the early 1970s, first French and then British and American film
theorists began applying psychoanalysis to film in an attempt to discuss the spectator [bold in original] screen relationship as well as the textual relationships within the film. Drawing in particular on Freud’s
theory of libido drives and Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage, they sought to explain how cinema works at
the level of the unconscious. Indeed, they maintained that the processes of cinema mimic the workings of
the unconscious. The spectator sits in a darkened room, desiring to look at the screen and deriving pleasure
from what s/ he sees. Part of that pleasure is also derived from the narcissistic identification s/ he feels with
the person on the screen.” (Hayward 2013: 173f.).
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female point of view, therefore allowing women more power while at the same time
threatening heteronormativity. In classical narrative cinema the Caucasian male is seen
“as the site of truth and natural assumption” (Hayward 2013: 328), of course, only if he is
heterosexual. Hayward (2013: 328) sums up the difficulty with lesbian representation as
follows:
[R]epresentation is not limited to a reproduction of the patriarchal order –
it does that but it does more. It reproduces the dominant ideology but it
also reflects those who are inside and those who are outside the culture or
hegemony [bold in original] as well as the shifting relationships, depending
on how close to the centre of the culture they are.
Lesbian Web Series therefore bring images of lesbian identity closer to the cultural centre
of each nation they circulate in, while not necessarily completely eliminating the male
point of view but rather letting it oscillate between both the male and female 156 . This
indicates that the target audiences – apart from lesbian women – are either male and/ or
heterosexual mainstream audiences used to more classical Hollywood

157

cinema

narratives in general.
Certainly, it is noticeable that Hayward’s first release of Cinematic Studies: Key Concepts
was not in 2014 but in 1996, when the Internet was still far from offering web series (in
general and) with lesbian content on a regular basis. Despite the power of digital media to
support an amplified visibility of sexual identities other than the heteronormative norm
today, frequent – and most of all accurate – representation of marginalized groups still
does not form part of mainstream media. Taking a closer look at the Bechdel158 Test
(Obermayr 2016: 97-98), we come to understand that the underrepresentation 159 of
leading characters of lesbian women is not surprising, since women – regardless of their
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Compared to the male gaze, the female gaze e.g. employs a different camera angle, other body parts
within the selected frame, and uses strategies typical for lesbian subcultures such as subtexting.
157

“Certain ideological constructs [...] should no longer be possible, removed as they so obviously are from
the truth of the matter. However, Hollywood regularly persists with fixity. And, if we despair of how long it
will take mainstream cinema to give a fuller representation to women, imagine how much longer still it is
going to take for women of colour. [...] And finally, what of the representation of still other sexualities that
are as yet singularly unvoiced?!” (Hayward 2013: 330).
158

“The Bechdel Test internationally provokes an important shift in media perception: female characters
independently get attention. In Sweden, movie theatres even started to implement passing the test as a
criterion for films to get the highest ranking ‘A’ (Obermayr 2016: 98, cf. dieStandard.at editors).
159

In terms of intersectionality, “spectatorial positions [are] inflicted by gender, race, class, national
identity, sexual orientation, etc.” (White 1999: 29). However, the significant axes of difference here are not
primarily sexual orientation or ethnicity but first and foremost, gender. The lack of diverse in-depth female
protagonists and other characters is mainly a female, not uniquely a lesbian, issue.
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sexual orientation – are far from being portrayed in an equal number of audiovisuals
compared to men:
Since the introduction of the Bechdel Test by Alison Bechdel and her
friend Liz Wallace through the comic Dykes to Watch Out For, viewers
can check this for themselves by watching any kind of movie, TV show, or
Web series with a certain awareness (cf. Sarkeesian, “The Bechdel Test”).
The Bechdel Test exhorts viewers to look at movies from a different point
of view, which assumes that most productions worldwide are dominated by
a certain male gaze, even when produced by women. In her comic strip,
Bechdel captures Wallace’s idea of analysings how long at least two
named women (or girls) have a conversation (or a scene in general)
without mentioning or focusing on men. Interestingly, a great majority of
blockbusters, Oscar winners, and other well-known movies do not pass the
test, as Anita Sarkeesian, media critic and creator of the YouTube channel
Feminist Frequency, contends (“The Oscars”). She further claims that the
test does not give any evidence of quality but simply highlights the
construed presence of women as only existing in relation to men. Because
of numerous debates about very brief interactions between female
characters in films which could pass the Bechdel Test, Sarkeesian feels the
need to add another rule to the test: these interactions have to be at least 60
seconds long (“The Oscars”). Sarkeesian further remarks that films at the
Oscars mostly pass if they are already female centred.
The trend towards more female representations in media can definitely be seen when
browsing over blogs, YouTube content, and even when watching TV series. However, the
film and media landscape still shows rigid patriarchal structures interfering with constant
female efforts to rupture the prevailing system. The Internet offers women one way of
doing so. Admittedly, financial hierarchies continuously form obstacles, especially for
often independently operating web series creators, but the creative freedom to write and
tell female-centred stories is liberating in a shift of focus, away from the usual
screen-dominating male heterosexual Caucasian heroe. With this shift not only comes a
different way of narrating stories but also issues centred around female bodies and a more
fluid perception of sexuality in general (which are often taboo in mainstream media)
emerge.
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The Lesbian Body
Cinema plays out its epistemologies of sexuality around new forms of visibility of the
female body. (White 1999: xvi)
The body160 is an ethnically, socially marked entity that not only defines group affiliations
but also reflects historical and cultural developments regarding biology and medicine. For
Butler however, the body is not a predefined space for gender and therefore has no
original meaning, although she admits that existing social norms affect our perception and
assumptions about e.g. sexual orientation, as heterosexuality is the socially unmarked
given. Hence, automatically homosexuality becomes marked. Keeping this in mind,
butch/ femme

161

depictions of lesbian women are often seen as a copy of

masculine/ feminine heterosexual stereotypes while, as Butler (1990/ 2007: 187) points
out, there is no such original for this ‘copy’:
The notion of an original or primary gender identity is often parodied
within the cultural practices of drag, cross-dressing, and the sexual
stylization of butch/ femme identities. Within feminist theory, such parodic
identities have been understood to be either degrading to women, in the
case of drag and cross-dressing, or an uncritical appropriation of sex-role
stereotyping from within the practice of heterosexuality, especially in the
case of butch/ femme lesbian identities.
What Butler criticizes regarding the social norms of compulsory heterosexuality, Jens
Eder (cf. 2008: 253f.) simply takes as a given fact in Die Figur im Film 162 , as he
understands the body as something that gets formed by social and behavioural norms,
including gender norms. He neither questions the very illusion or construction of gender
norms inscribed on bodies, nor that ‘the female’ is already encoded as ‘the other’, the
deviation from ‘the male’ norm in patriarchal societies, as identity can be seen as praxis
of difference (dt. Differenz) (cf. Assmann/ Friese 1998: 16; 23). Sarasin’s (cf. 2003: 103)
definition of the body as space and object of action fills Butler’s bodily void to a certain
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In the French (corps) or English (body) language the semantic split in German between “Körper” and
“Leib” regarding the term “body” does not exist (cf. Sarasin 2003: 106f.): “Leib” refers to the basis of
experiences, to emotions and sensations of a human subject.
161

The butch/ femme dichotomy is used here to simplify what otherwise seems to be a rather complex
matter regarding the diversity of additional ‘terms’ (to avoid the unfitting ‘categories’) such as soft-butch,
tomboy, stud, lipstick lesbian etc.
162

Engl. The Character in Film.
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extent and allows taking a look at this ‘action’ of the female body throughout the last
couple of centuries.
Already during the 16th century, e.g. long hair was considered a sign of beauty for
(heterosexual) women (cf. Matthews Grieco 1997: 74). Until now (2017), Western
cultures mostly preserved this image, although short hair for women is culturally accepted
nowadays. Especially butch lesbians do not agree with this normative form of female
representation and typically wear short hair. Not only does it break with the culturally
circulating conceptions of female beauty but it additionally appears in the context of
butch lesbians wearing what would be commonly considered “men’s clothing” (pants,
shirt, no make-up). Consequently, the body is semiotically marked, and in this case
implies female homosexuality.
From the 17th until the 19th century, (primarily male) homosexuality, along with other
sexual practices that didn’t allow reproduction, was considered a perversion (cf. ibid. 87),
even though in the 18th century the concept of romantic love and marrying out of love and
passion only applied to heterosexual couples (cf. ibid. 97).
During the second half of the 18th century, the role of women as housewives receives
political support. Women who work, either out of necessity or interest, experience
devaluation (cf. Schaufler 2002: 125). Their traces of female personality can be found in
details of the female body (cf. ibid. 156) and their sexuality is mostly limited to the
functions of reproduction (cf. ibid. 159). Sensuality and pleasure (cf. ibid. 159f.) are not
essential for married couples. Interestingly, nowadays lesbian women on TV shows, in
movies, and in web series are represented either as highly sensual sexual beings
(primarily in femme style) or as mannish, masculine, and tomboyish (generalized
speaking butch style without taking all different shades of additional terms in account).
At the end of the 18th century, the body and its functions were re-evaluated once again but
a bigger turn was yet to come half a century later. From the 1840s onwards, Laqueur’s
observed former one-sex model transformed into a two-sex model (cf. Laqueur 1992:
217), which took over in the cultural belief system, allowing the body to be
instrumentalized as a means to exclude certain groups, particularly women, from power.
Western society’s cultural paradigm to categorize people along the gender dichotomy and
mostly ignore or marginalize intersex and trans people, roots in this very conception.
Homosexuality itself has always existed as a sexual and/ or social practice but it was only
until sexologists like Richard Krafft-Ebing (cf. 1886/ 1894) who defined those practices
as a sexual abnormality without procreation, that the term itself was used. Krafft-Ebing
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even included female homosexuality in his observations as he describes in his chapter of
the “angeborene conträre [sic] Sexualempfindung beim Weibe

163

” (Krafft-Ebing

1886/ 18947: 297). The model of homosexuality (Peplau/ Garnets 2000: 330f.) that he
proposed was an inversion, suggesting that
sexual orientation is closely tied to gender. Normal heterosexual women
are feminine in their physiology, personality, and attractions to men.
Lesbians are sexual inverts, women who are masculine in aspects of their
physiology, personality, and attraction to women. The cumulative record of
research on women’s sexual orientation has repeatedly disconfirmed this
model (see review by Peplau, Spalding, Conley, & Veniegas, 1999). There
is no inherent link between heterosexuality and femininity in women or
between homosexuality and masculinity in women. Biological models
based on inversion premises, most notably the proposal that prenatal
hormones “masculinize” the brains of females destined to be lesbians, have
not been confirmed by scientific research.
Research presented in this issue has demonstrated, instead, that there are
consistent similarities among women, regardless of sexual orientation.
Research on the centrality of intimacy and relationships to women’s
sexuality is illustrative. […]
In summary, although the inversion model of sexual orientation remains
popular, it lacks scientific support. There is no intrinsic association
between gender conformity and women’s sexual orientation; masculinity
and femininity are linked to sexual orientation in some social contexts but
not in others.
It can be agreed with Peplau and Garnet about the missing link between sexual orientation
and gender conformity; yet, their model does not consider bodily representations which
can be primarily linked to different subgroups among lesbian cultures, as we discussed
earlier in this paper. Thanks to Krafft-Ebing, at the beginning of the 19th century,
homosexuality was either considered a perversion (traditional, religious view) which
required punishment or an illness (modernist view) which needed treatment 164.
Even though Krafft-Ebing conscientiously included lesbians 165 in his studies, it is striking
how categorically ignored lesbian women get by Vincent’s (1993) text about
homosexuality. Written in the 90s, he uses the more generalizing term “homosexual” in
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Engl. “The innate contrary sexual feeling in a woman”.

164

Both perspectives remain strongly widespread e.g. on the ‘homophobic continent’ Africa and are
politically charged for the sake of legal prosecution of homosexuals.
165

The term ‘lesbian’ had not yet been used. Instead ‘sodomites’ was common: “Sodomites – heterosexual
and homosexual – were ‘guilty’ of carrying out a specific act, not of being a certain kind of person with
readily identifiable characteristics. Specifically, women were thought to take part in sodomy with other
women in one of two ways: through clitoral penetration of the anus or with the use of diabolical
instruments.” (Creed 1995/ 2002: 88).
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what can be considered primarily a gay male context (e.g. when speaking about the sexual
frequency among homosexuals in saunas, parks, etc.), but he constantly fails to mention
lesbians. Another critical aspect seems to be the paratextual structure, when discussing
incest a page previous to homosexuality, suggesting that he, as an author and scholar,
repeats the same traditional views on this topic he writes about a page later on (cf.
Vincent 1993: 321ff.). Admittedly, Vincent correctly deduces the importance of the
coming out process after reading German (Danecker and Reiche) and US-American (Bell
and Weinberg) studies regarding homosexuality. His classification of the coming out as
the first homosexual ‘act’ (cf. Vincent 1993: 326) on the other hand is arguable. What if
the semiotic encoding process of the lesbian body itself is the first ‘homosexual act’? Of
course, to answer this question remains highly risky, as we would have to proof a link
between sexual orientation and the female body.

The human body, according to Sarasin (cf. 2003: 102), neither historically nor empirically
forms the universal basis for mutual understanding. Butler (1999) and Simone de
Beauvoir (1949/ 2008) would probably agree, however, from a more synchronic cultural
perspective, the body and its functions do have the ability to communicate a certain basic
level of mutual understanding. If we take a closer look at the female body and
menstruation166 cycle, different cultures developed different techniques on how to tackle
this given fact (which I refuse to call “issue”). Particularly among lesbian long-term
relationships (and all other women living in shared space closely), menstrual cycles often
tend to harmonize to a more similar cycle. This synchronization of hormonal cycles is a
very bodily function that cannot be ignored, but must be seen as a mutual basis of
understanding among women. Of course, this thought is rather limited to the group of
menstruating women, automatically excluding younger girls, women after menopause or
transgender people. Although Sarasin mentions Foucault’s passage on how human bodies
are no stable entities to understand or recognize oneself in others (cf. Sarasin 2003: 110),
I have to agree with his critique and argue that the visible representations of lesbian
bodies, subcultural performances of the female body if you will, do represent
recognizable features. In fact, an article in the online version of the New York Times (cf.

166

Menstruation as a periodic bleeding was not always considered to be typically female as the one-sex
model was not transformed into a two-sex model until the 1840s (cf. Laqueur 1992: 217).
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Tabak/ Zayas 2012) mentions a study which claims to have discovered how the so-called
“gaydar 167 ” really works among the LGBT community, as the following paragraph
shows:
We conducted experiments in which participants viewed facial
photographs of men and women and then categorized each face as gay or
straight. The photographs were seen very briefly, for 50 milliseconds,
which was long enough for participants to know they’d seen a face, but
probably not long enough to feel they knew much more. In addition, the
photos were mostly devoid of cultural cues: hairstyles were digitally
removed, and no faces had makeup, piercings, eyeglasses or tattoos.
Even when viewing such bare faces so briefly, participants demonstrated
an ability to identify sexual orientation: overall, gaydar judgments were
about 60 percent accurate.
Since chance guessing would yield 50 percent accuracy, 60 percent might
not seem impressive. But the effect is statistically significant – several
times above the margin of error. Furthermore, the effect has been highly
replicable: we ourselves have consistently discovered such effects in more
than a dozen experiments, and our gaydar research was inspired by the
work of the social psychologist Nicholas Rule, who has published on the
gaydar phenomenon numerous times in the past few years.
I agree with Tabak and Zayas: the 60% accuracy is not impressive; if we add parameters
such as clothing, haircuts, and non-verbal communication to our ‘gaydar’ however, this
rate could easily augment.
According to Sarasin (cf. 2003: 100-121), human skin used to function as a border
between the inside and the outside of the human body but due to the progression of new
pictorial representations of bodily insides, this border can no longer hold. In order to
match the inside with the outside of one’s identity, the missing border brings up the
question of how female bodies differ in different social contexts, in this case particularly
in lesbian subcultures. When discussing processes of lesbian identity constructions, the
body as an essential parameter can no longer be ignored. While travelling in 2013-2014
between events, archives, and film festivals significant to lesbian subcultures in the US,
Canada, and Spain168, I detected various similarities across national and cultural borders

167

The ‘gaydar’ refers to a person’s ability to recognize another member of the LGBT community by mere
observation.
168

For further reading: “Two articles explore how international television deals with the representation of
lesbian characters, who just begin to depart from the “norm”; Rebecca Beirne offers a panoramic view of
the Australian case in “Screening the Dykes of Oz,” and Mónica Calvo and Maite Escudero elucidate how
changing legislation is linked to televisual lesbian imagery in Spain in “We Are Family? Spanish Law and
Lesbian Normalization in Hospital Central.” (Cooper 2009: 2).
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thanks to anthropological methods 169 such as writing a field journal and practising partial
participation (cf Girtler 1984; Geertz 1973). A more generalized view of the divide along
the butch/ femme dichotomy would not reflect all of the diversity that exists in lesbian
subcultures, although Spain could generally be described as a country having more
significant femme subculture regarding lesbian body representations, at least in bigger
cities such as Barcelona or Madrid. Long hair, the use of make-up, and wearing skirts on
a regular basis are more and more often seen in lesbian bars 170 and other women-only
events. At the same time, in the USA and Canada lesbian identified women seem to have
developed stronger subgroups of body representations, among them not only the
differentiation between the socially considered feminine lipstick lesbians and femmes
who often pass as heterosexual 171 , but, furthermore, also between a sportier type of
lesbian, the look-alikes (mostly couples who, after a dating for a while, start dressing
alike) and what commonly would be considered the ones with a more masculine
appearance172 (typical short hair) and body language, e.g. stud, soft-butch, butch, tomboy
etc.
In the statement below, White (1999: 29) discusses the problematics of Mulvey’s
definition on the assumption that cinema is always directed at the male viewer, looking at
the female subject, and therefore evoking ‘visual pleasure’. The lesbian gaze (see Chapter
6) was hereby completely ignored although completely logical from an LGBT/ Queer
studies perspective:
Laura Mulvey’s essay ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’ made
explicit the assumption that the spectator so described, like Freud’s
fetishist, was male (and presumptively heterosexual), and that it was the
carefully controlled representation of the female body that guaranteed
169

I inscribed myself into the investigation as a travelling researcher inspired by Geertz (1997: 8) who
points out “that what we call our data are really our own constructions of other people’s constructions of
what they and their compatriots are up to”. He changes the function of the ethnographer as a solely
observing, recording or analyzing researcher towards a human being inscribing him/ herself into the
ongoing cultural discourse (cf. Geertz 1973: 19f.).
170

Lesbian resources and subcultural exchange were limited to bars, personal circles of LGBT friends, and
a small number of LGBT organizations in 1969 which explains the historically significant status these safe
spaces hold until today, even though not needed as much (cf. GLAAD 2012: 18). Chica Busca Chica e.g.
uses this fact to play with it in the series’s storyline since the series is called after its ladies bar.
171

In addition to their choice of clothes and physical appearance, body movements and gestures etc. play an
essential role.
172

Their influence on Queer PHOTOGRAPHY (cf. López Penedo 2008: 220) is significant as they question
the ‘natural state’ of heterosexuality by working with portrays of the LGBT community and showing how
powerful visual representation can be.
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cinematic pleasure. […] But Mulvey’s own dictum ‘women as an image,
men as bearer of the look’ [...] became emblematic of the fixed gendered
and heteronormative categories that characterized feminist theorizing about
spectatorship for more than a decade.
Mulvey’s heteronormative approach might surprise López Penedo (2008: 14) who points
out that “[e[l cuerpo es para los queers el principal catalizador de esos procesos de
identificación que conforman la subjectividad queer y el espacio en el que se articula el
deseo queer. 173 ” So, it is no surprise that a subject in a queer (also meaning LGBT)
context is defined by its (non-normative) sexual practices and that personal life in general
is seen as sexualized (cf. López Penedo 2008: 23, 25). The concept of identity from a
queer perspective is defined by the unique differences of each individual, therefore a
separating, not unifying, aspect. This makes it difficult to find an exact definition for
Queer Theory as well as ‘queer’ as a term. The process of subjectivation, of
autodefinition, determines a different meaning for each queer person according to
personal experiences and position in this world (cf. López Penedo 2008: 37).
Cherríe Moraga (cf. 1993: 24-34) analyzes the body of the lesbian Chicana, making her
visible including her desires and the conventional codes that dominate the female body as
an object of the heterosexual man. For Gloria Anzaldúa (cf. López Penedo 2008: 109) the
female body is fluid and even constitutes a ‘third space’. From a postmodern perspective,
Cathy Griggers (cf. 1992: 1-6) describes the lesbian body as ‘disorganized’. While more
and more lesbian bodies become visible, also through numerous representations in web
series, the differences in e.g. social or ethnic experiences turn out to be more obvious as
well. It becomes more difficult to define what makes a lesbian body and how to recognize
a lesbian woman. Mainstream media and advertisers use this undefined space as another
element for commercial purposes, adapting it depending on the niche of consumers they
want to attract. Consequently, this might be one of the reasons for many Lesbian Web
Series to focus on the feminine depiction of female bodies which makes their product
more consumable among a mainstream (heterosexual) audience. Others, on the other
hand, work hard to include diversity in body types (e.g. Féminin/ Féminin) or
ethnicities174.

173

Engl. “For queers, the body is the primary catalyst of these identity processes that form queer
subjectivity and the space in which queer desire is articulated.”
174

For e.g. Black Lesbian Visibility see the movie Pariah (2011/ 2017) on Netflix where a lesbian teenager
tries to overcome the identity gap between the way she perceives herself and the way her family does. Even
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In France, Arc (cf. 2015) confirms that the question of (physical outer) appearance of
lesbian women is often centered on masculine and feminine traits due to the fact that
visibility is still an issue. She refers to the study on lesbian visibility and lesbophobia,
called “Visibilité des lesbiennes et lesbophobie” conducted by SOS homophobie in 2015
(cf. Arc 2015) where more than 60% consider themselves as either feminine or very
feminine. Short hair as an indicator for lesbians only serves as a cliché as only one third
has it, while another third has mid-long and the last third long hair 175. Therefore, wanting
to find common traits might be misleading, as Arc (cf. 2015) claims that the only thing
lesbian women have in common, is their desire for other women.

The Butch-Femme Gap
It can be agreed with Arc (cf. 2015) and Olga Viñuales (1999/ 2006: 79ff.) that women,
regardless of their sexual identity, do not form a homogenous group when it comes to
their physical appearances, choices of clothing, and behavioural mannerisms. Yet,
depictions in media mostly fall into the either masculine or feminine category. Due to
currently underrepresented forms of female masculinity and androgyny, the need for more
diversity in lesbian representations in fictional media is not nearly met, and therefore
leads female viewers to watch “literally any television show [or web series], regardless of
the genre, tone or even – let’s be honest – overall quality” (N.N. 2016a). Once lesbian
content is ‘tracked down’ – often with collective efforts –, for some it might be
disappointing to almost exclusively find femme-lesbian representation on-screen as
“butch women are strongly absent” (ibid.). The spectators are (sub)consciously looking
for identities to match their own, to get the feeling of belonging somewhere. Particularly
since most lesbian women grow up in heterosexual surroundings, the urge to find their
own community, to feel accepted and alike, is comforting for most. Since the

though this might be a common theme among teenagers in general, in her case it is closely related to her
sexual orientation and an environment at home where she does not feel comfortable living her identity
openly. So we see her change clothes in the school’s washroom and on the bus regularly, clearly marking
the transition she has to make each time.
175

In her article “Hair and Sexuality as represented in selected works of the Rossettis, the Pre-Raphaelites
and Elisabeth Barret Browining”, Vicki Dunn (2000) demonstrates the link of hair and sexuality during the
early mid-Victorian period. Long open hair was a symbol for a woman’s sexual awareness. Early depictions
of ‘the mannish lesbian’ with short hair, a rather masculine representation, underline the attempt to
desexualize lesbian women who supposedly ‘steal a husband’s wife. As female representations in media
began to portray a more independent, self-sufficent lesbian woman, her features became more feminine,
showing long hair, thus sexualizing her under the male gaze.
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representation of lesbian women is dominated by femme appearance, butch women feel
left out:
The current lesbian television landscape doesn’t accurately reflect our
lives.
Sure, we may all know an Arizona Robbins, or a couple like Stef Foster
and Lena Adams, but most of us also know butch women (or are butch
women). It’s jarring to see almost entirely femmes when it doesn’t reflect
our community, our history, or our identities. 176 (ibid.).
One reason behind the feminine depiction of lesbian identities might be that they are
mainly directed towards a straight male audience rather than gay women, as mentioned in
the article “5 Reasons Why We Need Way More Butch Women on TV” on Shewired:
I love a good femme/ femme romance as much as anyone, but the intense
focus on femmes does leave me wondering, “Are all the lesbian and bi
characters on TV actually for lesbian and bi women?” Sometimes the
lesbian television landscape can look a bit like it’s catering to straight men,
or Middle Americans who are uncomfortable with butch women. (ibid.).
A butch woman’s appearance (to avoid any misreading, butch lesbians are as diverse as
any human beings) deviates from the stereotypical ‘feminine’ appearance regarding
clothes, make-up and/ or attitude. Since this particular form of gender expression does not
follow the heteronormative beauty rules for women of mainstream Western societies,
butch women do not ‘pass’ as straight like femme women frequently do, thus, due to a
more masculine identity performance, butch women face more discrimination. A more
regular, accurate, and positive media representation could lead to more social acceptance,
even though “[n]ot all representation is created equal, but seeing strong, complex, funny,
successful butch women on TV does matter.” (ibid.). If represented, it often involves
breast binding to flatten the chest, and clothes are usually reduced to the stereotypical
(mostly white) simple tank top and jeans. This stereotypical depiction only encourages the
‘masculinity’ label, often characterizing butch women as “predatory” (ibid.) because of
their active and strong personality.
Assuming that lesbian representability requires femininity, it can primarily be achieved
by portraying only the femme versions on the spectrum who blend into the mainstream
and are, at least from their looks and mannerisms, hardly to distinguish from other female
portrayals. As White (cf. 1999: 26f.) additionally points out, Martha in These Three gets
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Arizona is a feminine lesbian character on the TV show Grey’s Anatomy. Stef and Lena are a feminine
lesbian couple with children on the TV show The Fosters (2013-).
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demasculinized but does not fall into the lesbian death trope thanks to her femininity and
‘passing as straight’. In other words, femininity (obeying the heteronormative beauty
standards of the Western world) saved her life during the era of Classical Hollywood
Cinema.

Strong female characters (strong in terms of a complex multilayered personality which is
rare compared to male character depictions, and strong also in the physical sense because
women are in control of their bodies) are a more recent phenomenon in the media
landscape. Female strength has historically been associated with lesbian tropes, as Gruth’s
(1978: 4-5) document from the 1970s from the Lesbian Legacy Collection in Los Angeles
has shown earlier. This fact is, until today, frequently used when playing with lesbian
subtexting, e.g. in the TV series Rizzoli and Isles (2010-2016). Although a more obvious
example would be Xena (1995-2001), a TV show which made it a trademark and prided
itself on its lesbian subtext between the two main warrior characters Xena and Gabrielle –
a subtext which often was not that subtle at all. Rizzoli and Isles, on the other hand,
constantly integrate lesbian tropes into the very close friendship between the two
coworkers Maura Isles and Jane Rizzoli. They seem to implement references wherever
they can: e.g. the two ‘friends’ fall asleep in bed together, none of the two women has a
lasting relationship with men, a closer bond to members of each other’s family is shown,
both pretend being a lesbian couple in front of men or for a case on the job (taking place
in a lesbian bar), and Jane’s masculinization177 as well as Maura’s feminization178 (even
though both have long hair and look feminine) all form part of subcultural references.
Without the risk of losing any of the mainstream audiences, the creators hereby use the
traditional strategy of lesbian ‘subtexting’ to attract more viewers from the LGBT
community.

The Mirror
Mirrors, as the typical metaphor for an identity shift or the revelation of a hidden truth
regarding one of the characters in the reflection, were only accessible to the population of
the 19th century in large sizes in e.g. a barber shop or in smaller size as accessory for girls
177

Jane’s deeper voice, the way she walks and holds her beer bottle etc. and the way she has dresses (even
if for her job as a cop).
178

Maura is interested in fashion and feminine clothes.
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and women to study their faces (cf. Corbin 1992: 429; 431). A farmer usually read his
bodily identity in the looks and faces of others or simply trusted his inner sense of self.
Among the ladies of the bourgeoisie, it was expected not to look at any kind of reflecting
surfaces, not even of the water during bathing. Special powders were used for these
purposes to blur their own image while entering the bath (cf. ibid). As the mirror used to
be are rather rare item at the time but was more commonly seen over time, it became the
object of paintings. Vor dem Spiegel 179 (cf. Corbin 1992: 430) painted in 1890 by an
unknown artist portrays a woman kissing her own reflection in a large mirror. This
captured scene exemplifies the importance of the mirror, which initiated – along with
more personal space such as a bathroom and inventions like photography – a process of
new self-identification and self-correction through the reflections within the frame.
However, Esslborn-Krumbiegel (cf. 1997/ 2014: 130) explains that until the 18th century
the mirror symbol was almost exclusively a religious allegory for the human soul opening
up to the Divine. Reinterpreted to equal the artist’s soul in which the world is depicted,
the mirror symbol takes up an important place in the arts of the 18th and 19th century. Yet,
only the emerging subjectivism in the 18th century transformed the mirror symbol into an
image of the Self recognizing and observing itself. Only due to the split of the conscious
Self into observed subject and observing object alike, the mirror symbol holds today’s
meaning of self-awareness.
Looking at representations of lesbian women in film and other audiovisual media, the
mirror keeps surfacing as a narrative, pointing towards hidden truths, subconscious
desires and the like. Its reflection embodies a revealing function, as Kelly McDowell
(2005: 1040) stated with Lacan in mind when analyzing the movie Mulholland Drive:
There is a moment, suggestive of Lacan, in which the women stand
together and gaze into a mirror at their reflection. The Lacanian mirror
stage initiates the process that culminates in the Oedipus complex. It is
when the child notices her reflection in the mirror that she becomes aware
of her existence apart from her mother. But this moment in the film
actually enacts a type of reversal. As ‘Betty’ gazes into the mirror, the
difference she has been conscious of becomes less defined; suddenly the
women appear to be one and the same.
The mirror as a narrative concept offers a recurring theme for the depiction of lesbians, as
the ongoing process of identity construction, of self-definition, and the coming-out
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Engl. In Front of the Mirror.
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process are disruptive for hegemonic social norms. Defining oneself through the
understanding of ‘the Other’ (cf. Lacan 1949: 502f.; cf. Sarasin 2003: 111) the bodily
border of oneself in relation to ‘the Other’ is inherent. Although Dylan Evans (2005:
38-55) was a former disciple of Lacan, he harshly criticizes Lacanian theories and even
more so Lacan’s attempts to fit the mirror stage into Freudian theories rather than into the
ethnological approaches of the time or upcoming cognitive psychology.
As we will further explore in Chapter 5, the mirrors used in Lesbian Web Series also
generate a double-frame180 through which the spectators perceive the scene. Our position
as the audience evidently becomes voyeuristic as we look onto the women within the
double-frame. In the words of Hayward (2013: 174) discussing Christian Metz who
generally considers the act of viewing as voyeuristic,
the analogy of the screen with the mirror [functions] as a way of talking
about the spectator positioning and the voyeuristic [bold in original] aspect
of film viewing, whereby the spectator is identified with the gaze (since the
gaze cannot be returned, the spectator is voyeuristically positioned).
However, Metz argues, because he (sic) [original] is identified with the
gaze, this also means that he is looking at the mirror. In other words,
through the look, the spectator is re-enacting the mirror stage.
Especially, when created through the lens of the lesbian gaze (see Chapter 6),
self-identification processes of the audiences are activated when looking at the woman in
the frame. The female character, as well as the spectator, actively looking at herself in the
mirror, represents agency in the process of looking, empowering the female protagonist
and freeing it from the passivity of only being looked at from the outside.
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Additionally to the frame of the series as such, the mirror frame itself creates another frame in the frame.
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II.

Analysis of Empirical Data
Analysis [...] is sorting out the structures of signification.
(Geertz 1973: 8)

Cultural analysis is (or should be) guessing at meanings, assessing the guesses, and
drawing explanatory conclusions from the better guesses, not discovering the Continent
of Meaning and mapping out its bodiless landscape. (Geertz 1973: 20)
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5

Approaching Female Identities in Lesbian Web Series within Anglo-,
Hispano-, and Francophone Contexts
Whether we like it or not, our sexuality isn’t a private matter, and the altruism of some
good citizens hasn’t changed the governments mind. What will change the social
climate is our own persistence, through government sponsored court cases and police
raids, or silence and bigotry in the straight press, to gain our rights. (Rule 1982)

The conducted field research between 2012 and 2014 demonstrates that Lesbian Web
Series within the Western world have initially started production in the following three
countries: in Spain, Canada, and the US. What has started out as an European (in Spain
with Chica Busca Chica, 2007) and an American invention (with Girl Trash!,
2007/ Apples, 2007), almost simultaneously, other parts of Europe, Latin and North
America were quick to follow suit with Anyone But Me (2008), B.J. Flecher Private Eye
(2008), Seeking Simone (2009), Venice The Series (2009), Plan V (2009), Girl/Girl Scene
(2010), Out With Dad (2010), Féminin/Féminin (2014), Notas Aparte (2016), and many
more. Lesbian Web Series, have now turned into a transnational phenomenon with series
emerging in Italy (LSB The Series, 2013), in Australia (The Newtown Girls, 2012), and
recently even France (Les Goudous, 2016), New Zealand (Pot Luck, 2016), India (The
Other Love Story, 2016), Great Britain (Different For Girls, 2017) and Belgium (La
théorie du Y, 2016).
The dominance of Anglophone Lesbian Web Series, especially from the US nowadays, is,
on the one hand, exciting in terms of quantity but on the other, it underlines once more the
significance of power relations. While e.g. Spanish web series’ producers such as the
Chica Busca Chica team actively looked for cooperations between the US and Spain in
order to generate more viewers and receive more crowdfunding for De Chica En Chica (a
lesbian-centred movie created 2015, based on the web series), US-American creators have
mainly ignored that there even was a Lesbian Web Series in Spain when asked
specifically. A medium such as the web series are transmedia driven, operating in a
transitional (online) space, yet the involved cultures do not intermingle equally. The
Feminist as well as the Lesbian and Gay Movements, the film and media landscape, and
one of the most influence lesbians on television, Ellen Degeneres, all originate from the
US. Is is a bit far-fetched to claim lesbian cultures in other countries would completely
appropriate the US-American lesbian subculture. However, the tendencies are imminent,
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if nothing else due to more cultural production circulating within the shared transnational
online space.
The selected scenes from the corpus have been restricted to opening scenes and relevant
mirror scenes, as the opening scenes reveal how lesbianism is introduced to the audience
and as the mirror is also frequently used as a metaphor for revelation, showing the hidden
truths, in lesbian film and on TV shows portraying lesbian women, as discussed in
Chapter 4. According to White (cf. 1999: 24), in the past lesbianism was “discursively
produced through” the following: A lie, a secret, a rumor, a confession, a performative
speech, protected speech, an invasion of privacy, forbidden inference, and publicity. The
friction that this kind of discourse produces within storylines, keeps them interesting as
long as the “abnormal” character is punished in some way or “corrected” in the end by
leading the “confused former lesbian” back to heterosexuality.
This chapter aims to firstly present subcultural symbols distilled during the field research
period between 2012 and 2014 that circulate and function in the US, Canada, as well as in
Spain, and secondly, to analyze, amongst other things, their emergence and function in
the web series, in particular the opening scenes. We will explore the question of how
lesbianism is introduced within the first scene or sequences and if the Lesbian Web
Seriers creators rely on dialog rather than subtexting, using LGBT-related symbols and
cultural codes. Furthermore, the mirror scenes offer a shift in the character’s storyline or
sometimes even identity construction, demonstrating how this traditional metaphor can
operate in older TV series and new format of Lesbian Web Series alike.

5.1 Female Identities in Lesbian Web Series
People are profoundly moved by what’s around them, by what they see on
film and television [and web series, author’s comment], read in the
newspapers, hear in a popular song. [...] [I]n the majority of films with
gay or lesbian characters, they find that these characters are victims or
killers; warped sociopaths; pathetic or comic, effeminate men; or
miserable lesbians who would be happy, the films suggest, if only they had
a man. [...] Stereotyping, invisibility and the lack of more balanced lesbian
and gay characters and themes on screen, on stage on the radio, or in
popular songs has a depressing, sometimes suicidal, effect on a young
mind.
(Innes 1995: 8).
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The It Get’s Better Project, as mentioned in the introduction, started to recognize the
alarming suicide attempts by LGBT youth which are usually significantly higher than in
heterosexual youth across the globe. To navigate against these tendencies, LGBT adults
and allies have released numerous videos for the It Get’s Better Project, starting in 2010,
to encourage LGBT teenagers to fight through the difficulties of coming out and finally
reaching a stabilized identity phase. Interestingly, lesbian protagonists in web series
demonstrate exactly that: they portray lesbian characters in-depth, facing complex
problems but reacting out of a position of strength and independence. While the
characters do not lack their own set of vulnerabilities to make them more authentic, the
representation of lesbian women has shifted drastically over the last few decades. The
man-related identity depictions, the forced marriages, the emotional breakdowns over
losing one’s love and ending up dead or in a mental institution are over. In fact,
subscription based Lesbian Web Series streaming via OneMoreLesbian.com (which
fusioned with Tellofilm.com) even transformed this into one of their guidelines: to oppose
the lesbian death trope (cf. OneMoreLesbian 2017). Moreover, this lesbian-centred media
website also declines pornographic content, thus opposing lesbian images dictated by the
male gaze circulating within the porn industry.

Lesbian Web Series demonstrate that the subtle shift indicated in long and short films at
LGBT film festivals in Toronto, Madrid, and Barcelona, does not end there, within the
local communities but rather spreads on a transnationally. Lesbian images have a long
history of streaming at film festivals, bringing together the local lesbian community
members and creating a safe space for all participants. However, these images mainly
reach the community itself and do not circulate much outside of the realms of specific
LGBT film festivals, thus rarely reach the mainstream media landscape. Even among the
primarily lesbian and gay audience a separation can often be detected, as it can be
observed that male visitors wait in long lines in front of the theatre for the gay movies and
female visitors for the lesbian movies to begin. At the Inside Out festival in Toronto in
2013 e.g. more men than women filled the movie theatre, in other words, even within the
LGBT community lesbian women are underrepresented at events.
The analyzed sequences taken from the Lesbian Web Series corpus, on the one hand,
primarily focus on the similarities of lesbian identities represented among the opening
scenes. On the other hand, we will additionally concentrate on emerging mirror scenes
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indicating essential aspects of or shifts in identity, particularly concentrating on the
depicted female body. In order to understand the global story arc and plot of each web
series, a summery will be given whenever necessary to introduce the main (lesbian)
characters and storyline. For a significant character analysis, the web series need technical
categories to be taken into consideration, film and transmedia analysis as well as a
deduction of content oriented categories such as socio-historically grown and politically
influenced (sub)cultural symbols of lesbian identities. The discourse taking place within
the analyzed scenes at the same time represents a verbal approach towards lesbian
identities, offering a variety of terms used within LGBT communities.
The technical quality of the presented corpus varies greatly, depending on the budget and
the involvement of professional filmmakers, cast, and crew. Since crowdfunding,
merchandise sales and ‘guerilla-style’ product placement often times do not allow a high
quality181 production, equipment and locations have to be chosen accordingly. Generally
speaking, the shown locations and settings are restricted in order to reduce costs, yet
manage to tell intriguing stories to keep the audience engaged.

The used categories for the analysis of Lesbian Web Series (for more details see Chapters
1 and 11, the Annex) have been drafted to follow a pattern constructed in advance which
helped to focus on significant details in the selected scenes while watching and analyzing
the series. After an introduction of each used web series, an analysis of the technical and
narrative aspects follows. Both sets of aspects intermingle, demonstrating how lesbian
identities are constructed and narrated in web series. In all their diversity, it can be
affirmed that lesbian images in female-centred web series position themselves far from
victimization. The storylines, of course, integrate common obstacles of human life which
range from sickness and death of a loved one to complex family bonds and professional
failure. Their lesbian protagonists, no matter if produced in the US, Canada, Spain, or
Australia, all reach the last level of characterization: stabilization as suggested by Raley
and Lucas (cf. 2006: 23, 26). These positive images that Lesbian Web Series creators
generate are more than a cultural product for a one-time consummation only. These
images offer memory spaces for the lesbian community to remember, share, and
181

Product placement can also heavily influence the products dominant in a scene, e.g. Venice The Series
cooperated with a tequila sponsor during later seasons, therefore, included more alcoholic beverages in
countless regular scenes , more than in Lara’s, who is an alcoholic. Aggressive product placement hereby
untermines the authenticity factor.
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exchange positive stories without the moral restrictions of mainstream society’s set of
cultural values and heteronormative discourse strategies which often exert tendencies to
reduce women, regardless of sexual identity, to uncomplex side characters in the next
male-centred action movie or Western. Very rarely do women receive such a high amount
of on-screen time, interacting and having conversations that would pass every Bechdel
Test (see Chapter 4).
The dialogs and elliptic, non-existent, dialogs are both significant for the emphasis on the
depicted scene(s). The message spoken out loud by certain protagonists either underlines
or distracts the audience from the constellation of characters, surroundings, and technical
effects working on the subconscious impressions. Since lesbian cinema, as well as lesbian
narratives in literature, both have a long history of portraying women as the old maid
which forces the spectators to read the in-between in order to decipher the entire meaning
of the story, the images of lesbian women in Lesbian Web Series tend to bend towards
another extreme: sexualization. What might seem like an over-sexualization at times and
very physical representation of lesbian relations, marks the clear opposition to more
classical, non-sexual representations from the past.
The shift in the portrayal of lesbian women, one can argue, might appear more extreme
due to the fact that the shift happened quickly within the last ten years, replacing the
asexual images of the side character lesbian in regular TV series, positioning her in the
centre, not the margins of society. More than augmenting the visibility of representations
of female bodies and lesbian lives in general, this is probably the most significant shift
evoked by Lesbian Web Series: the initiation of two migration movements. The first
migration movement indicates a shift in audience formation, facilitating transnational
female-centred online communities which often manifest in the real world outside of the
cyberspace and therefore stimulate and revive lesbian communities (which is essential in
times of disappearing lesbian public spaces such as bars, etc.). The second migration
movement, as mentioned, is the positioning of lesbian characters not only in main
storylines but as protagonists driving the show. This is not a phenomenon merely
important for the lesbian communities but for women in general. Admittedly, also within
the film and television industry female characters are getting more and more located in
lead roles. Yet, the male dominated on-screen time still prevails. When moving in lesbian
online space, it is not only significant to see a minority finally recognized by cultural
production but also in terms of female-centred subjects broached by Lesbian Web Series.
These subjects range from the healthy approach on female masturbation (e.g. in Notas
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Aparte), to discussing a variety of sex toys, the G-spot and orgasms (e.g. in Chica Busca
Chica) or pubic hair trim styles (e.g. in Venice The Series), and even celebrating the first
menstruation (e.g. in De Chica En Chica). In particular, when it comes to issues related to
the female body, mainstream TV series have mostly directed their focus on how the
female body may ‘improve’ in order to find or keep a men (e.g. a common theme in Sex
and the City). Rarely does it occur that female bodies are represented without the aim to
target a specific main male character or to attract his attention. The male gaze, even
passively integrated, dictates women on television what to wear and what Western beauty
standards to obey to.

What stands out in Lesbian Web Series in terms of gaze is the implementation of a
dominant female, even lesbian, gaze, accompanying the web series throughout their
episodes. Not every scene is fully committed to the lesbian gaze, however, it strengthens
the female spectator’s point of view, marking lesbian desire as a natural given, not as ‘the
Other’. In general, female protagonists drive the storylines forward, allowing most men in
the series rather insignificant roles compared to the main storylines. In that sense, the
common gender hierarchy among film and television characters experiences a rupture in
Lesbian Web Series and gets queered, turning the power structures around and in favour
of women.

5.2 Encoding Lesbianism in Opening Scenes
Da Heterosexualität als der Normalfall gilt, wird sie nicht (explizit)
benannt und für nicht erklärenswert befunden. […] Eine heterosexuelle
Identität erfordert keine ‘bewusste‘ Konstruktionsleistung und hat somit
geringen identitätsstiftenden Wert. Die sexuelle Identität nimmt also vor
allem bei nicht heterosexuellen Individuen einen zentralen Stellenwert im
Selbstkonzept ein […].182
(Münder 2004: 35)
Foucault (cf. 1993 in López Penedo 2008: 300) mentions that sex has transformed in a
‘code’ of desire but decoding it would not liberate us. According to him, desire should be
182

Engl. “Since heterosexuality is considered to be the norm, it is not (explicitly) mentioned and not
considered worth explaining. [...] A heterosexual identity does not require a ‘conscious’ construction effort
and therefore holds little significant value to identity formation. Hence, sexual identity has mainly great
significance for for the self-concept of non-heterosexual individuals [...].”
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desexualized as a whole and without sexual norms. In any case, it can be argued that
on-screen lesbianism is actively created by each female character or group, using codes
and symbols depending on the setting. Therefore, one has to strongly disagree with López
Penedo’s (cf. 2008: 312) claims that lesbian and gay subjects are passive and created from
the outside whereas, according to her, the queer subject is an active one that constructs
itself through its own practices. The fact that a queer person bases identity on specific
identitary practices that differ from lesbian women’s practices does not make them any
more active in their identity formation, only focused more on their differences than their
common traits with fellow humans. Lesbian individuals also have sociocultural practices
they use to emphasize their identity but focused more on their common traits, symbols,
and cultural production to help create and shape a community and a sense of belonging.
No identity construction is completely passive since the Self always has an active power
to create, although among oppressed minority groups this power might be strongly limited
from the outside, prohibiting certain practices e.g. by law (see Chapters 2 and 4).
The following quote shows how closely connected censorship and encoding practices are:
“Lesbian and gay themes were often coded [...] and therefore not always visible to readers
or audience members” (Innes 1995: 42). Since big companies rule the market, “[t]he
lesbian and gay community can only protest what it perceives to be consistently
unbalanced, inaccurate or hurtful. It can only ask – but not tell – the industry to right that
wrong by introducing more accurate portrayals of lesbians and gay men.” (ibid.). To sum
it up, the image of the ‘good, visible lesbian’ as a central character has only found her
way into media representations very recently.
What’s lacking throughout the entire history of lesbian and gay portrayals
is balance [original]. [...] Only when lesbians and gay men are portrayed
accurately, when they are seen as multi-faceted human beings on a regular
basis, will people have a context in which to accept lesbian and gay
characters who are also villains or sociopaths. (ibid.).
Lesbian Web Series try to seek this balance, aiming towards a diverse representation in
terms of roles.
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5.2.1 Subcultural Codes and Symbols to Introduce Lesbian Protagonists
May you have the courage and strength to be not who you want to be but who
you are. (We Are Family Card 1979)
Due to complete lesbian erasure, or censorship of lesbian content in the past (the
Hollywood Code), lesbianism was encoded in long gazes between and soft, subtle touches
between women but also encoded into colours and references to lesbian content in other
media. This technique of subtexting has a long history of ascribing meaning to seemingly
meaningless images.
The following symbols only represent a small selection but are significant insofar as they
can be read and decoded in all of the three main production countries’ lesbian
communities. Due to their transnational distribution, Lesbian Web Series thrive on
audiences from different countries, thus creating a hybrid, and versatile female-centred
community. In order to be understood, the applied subcultural codes and symbols have to
function in as many LGBT communities as possible. This list of symbols has been
distilled from symbols found in the visited gay villages and exhibitions as well as pride
events in Toronto, Montreal, Madrid, and Barcelona. In particular, Montreal offered a
whole open-air exhibition on LGBT symbols during pride events in 2013, explaining
them on posters in the streets.

LGBT Symbols183 (cf. photo material by the author at Montreal Pride Events; cf. Keena
2012/ 2013)
a)

The rainbow flag, the most common and famous of all LGBT-related symbols,
stands for all of the LGBT communities and its allies. The initial idea to create
a symbol for the Gay Liberation Movement was one of Harvey Milk’s. As he
met Gilbert Baker in 1974, they discussed different options. The same year
Milk was elected into office and assassinated, in 1978, Gilbert Baker finally
created different versions of the flag in San Francisco The first one showed
eight coloured stripes with a designated meaning to each of them: “hot pink for
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“Nothing is more necessary to comprehending what anthropological interpretation is, and the degree to
which it is interpretation, than an exact understanding of what it means -and what it does not mean-to say
that our formulations of other peoples’ symbol systems must be actor-oriented.” (Geertz 1973: 14).
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sexuality, red for life, orange for healing, yellow for the sun, green for nature,
blue for art, indigo for harmony, and violet for spirit” (Keena 2012/ 2013).
This first version of the flag used to have more stripes, including a pink one,
but was reduced to six stripes. Until today various rainbow flag versions keep
surfacing although fewer strips are more common. The same year it was
invented, the rainbow flag was also raised at the City Hall in San Francisco for
the first time.
In recent years, the rainbow flag, as a logo for the LGBT community, has
provoked both, a feeling of solidarity and a feeling of danger. As discussed in
Chapter 2.3., labeling identity and thus contributing to more visibility, has
always come with a set of consequences for lesbian women. In 2016, after the
shooting at the LGBT club Pulse in Orlando, Florida, the White House (under
President Obama) used rainbow colours projected onto their outside walls to
demonstrate solidarity with the LGBT community members who have lost 49
loved ones in the shooting. At the same time when looking at Russia or
Uganda, the rainbow flag serves as proof of the presence of LGBT identities.
Whoever is associated with it must fear persecution or worse. The rainbow
flag thus is a highly charged symbol that, because it is widely known as a logo
for the LGBT community, has proven to be dangerously visible as well,
depending on the location.
b)

Chosen in 1970 as a symbol of liberation for the Gay Activists Alliance of
New York, the Greek letter Lambda ‘λ’, also in the name of the LGBT centre
and archive Casal Lambda in Barcelona, was first declared to be the
international symbol for the rights of gays and lesbians in 1974 at the
International Gay Rights Congress in Scotland.

c)

A woman handing another woman violets dates back to a poem by lesbian
Greek philosopher Sappho’s. For a woman to give violets to the woman she
loved, was common between 1910 and 1950.

d)

Another violet, or rather purple-related colour, is the purple hand. In 1969,
members of the Gay Liberation Front and the Society for Individual Rights
protested against discriminatory articles published by the San Franscico
Examiner. Its aim was to fight homophobic policies in the media. As the
protests went on in front of the editorial building, people poured ink down
onto the protesting LGBT community. As a consequence, the protesters dipped
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their hands into it and started stamping purple hands throughout the entire city
centre of San Francisco. Both, the colour purple and violet, are associated with
(mostly) lesbian content today.
e)

Labrys, the double-bladed axe, symbolizes lesbianism, feminist strength, and
self-sufficiency and was used by numerous lesbian and feminist organizations
in the 1970s. It originates from the ancient Minoan civilization (Crete) and
their depiction of strong women in positions of authority. Today it is mostly
worn as a pendant by lesbian women to point towards their sexual identity in a
more subtle manner than by using rainbow colours but has been replaced by
other symbols.

f)

The gender symbol or Double Venus ♀♀ already indicates its roots in the
singular symbol for Venus, a symbol to represent women in general.
Unfortunately, Montreal’s poster explaining LGBT symbols does not offer
further information on the origins of this symbol. The GLBT History Museum
in San Francisco e.g. displayed this symbol on the We Are Family Card (1979)
of the Veronica Friedman Papers collection no. 1994-01. It was combined with
two female bodies within the Double Venus.

g)

Thumb rings are an unspoken token among lesbian women to indicate one’s
lesbianism by wearing one, similary to the labrys. Although many people wear
thumb rings without this intention, it can be observed throughout LGBT
communities in different countries, being more common in North America.

The mentioned symbols 184 work transnationally and can be decoded by most members of
LGBT communities all over the world. Additional symbols certainly circulate, however,
do not fulfil the criteria of a transnational receptive function in the audiences.
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How politically charged such markers are, show the recently introduced anti-propaganda laws in Russia
where the rainbow flag or anything associated with a rainbow coloured object is misused politically, and in
consequence socially, charging it with by authorithies tolerated hatred against homosexuals. To persecute
people demonstrating with a rainbow (flag) has become a common theme under Putin. As a consequence,
vigilantism among Russians started to spead, resulting in violent and discriminatory acts, primarily against
gay men who suffered serious injuries and even death. Video proof on YouTube has quickly been removed.
The effects of Putin’s new law are also demonstated in the Russian docu-drama Olya’s Love (2014).
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Lesbian Images
McCarn and Fassinger (cf. 1996/ 2014: 519) asked what it means to be lesbian or gay in
society in terms of identity construction when proposing their different stages of coming
out and finding a stable, yet fluid, Self. In the realms of media representation it meant
defamation, ridicule, and other rather unpleasant portrayals of the past to supposedly
‘protect’ the shared social and cultural values of the time. Today, the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) protects authentic lesbian representations in
media by generating guidelines such as their “Media Guide to the Lesbian and Gay
Community” for media professionals to reduce the circulation of homophobic discourse.
In other words,
GLAAD (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation is the only national
organization in the United States that works exclusively for the fair,
accurate, and inclusive representation of the lives of gay men, lesbians, and
bisexuals in the media. [...] GLAAD fulfills its mission by aggressively
challenging defamation whenever it occurs in the print and electronic
media as well as the entertainment industry at large.” (GLAAD 2012: 1).
GLAAD not only monitors how lesbian women are portrayed but also publishes
suggestions of how to represent lesbian images 185 authentically and accurately because
the alliance is aware of the fact that “[m]edia coverage – or the lack of it – can define
public perceptions towards a particular issue or group.” (ibid.).

The cultural shift becomes visible in media representations and has developed into more
visible diversity when it comes to lesbian lives. The goal set by GLAAD in the 1990s to
overcome stereotypical images by speaking out about them and education not only the
public but mostly entertainment industry professionals has proven to support this shift,
especially “among the heterosexual majority” of US-Americans (GLAAD 2012: 2). How
invisibility in the media can shape public opinion is evident when taking a look at the
March for Lesbian and Gay Rights on Washington in 1987 and later again in 1993. While
in the 1980s, this historic event took place without nearly any coverage of main news
outlets, in the 1990s it received major coverage (cf. GLAAD 2012: 8).
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For further reading, GLAAD published suggestions for entertainment industry professionals how to
include lesbian images (cf. Innes 1995: 47-50) and what kinds of stories still wait to be told, e.g. historical
dramas or adapting literary material such as novels but in any case taking the storyline beyond the ‘special
issue’ story (where homosexuality itself is constantly broached).
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Today, lesbian events cooperate beyond national borders and strengthen lesbian identity
representations in public life, e.g. one of the Dinah (Palm Springs) sponsors is, amongst
many others such as the Austrian Red Bull company, the Spanish Girlie Circuit Festival
(Barcelona). The Dinah established a Film Night in 2013 screening lesbian
documentaries, web series, and films. In 2013, e.g. the event premiered two episodes of
Second Shot (2013), a Lesbian Web series produced by and with the actress Jill Benett.
She claimed, when asked at the Dinah taking place at the Horizon Ballroom in the Hilton
hotel, that they prefer to call it a comedy since, according to her, it is not short enough to
be called a web series. On the welcome package glasses distributed during the event,
however, it was called a ‘web series’. Although web series tend to be of shorter duration,
there are no regulations in place restricting the format to a specific time frame. To return
to the film night, the Dinah also showed a documentary shot a few years earlier (in 2009)
at the same event. Camera-wise it lacked professional equipment or handling of such, but
the message was clearly about how strengthening this event is for most lesbian women
due to the safe space offered and the subcultural exchange taking place. To sum it up,
lesbian gatherings like the Dinah are all about a sense of community and womanhood (no
matter how butch!) and strengthening lesbian identity as a whole. Women are told that
there they can be who they are, maybe the only time during the year so they should enjoy
it and remember the strong feeling about the sense of self and community.

Lesbian women have come a long way from the oppressed or erased imagery to halfnaked actresses performing on stage during the Battle of the Lesbian Web Series at events
like the Dinah in California. It has only been in the 1990s when lesbians became more
and more visible, and as their portrayals and public opinion are historically linked the
latter was shifting. “People [were] beginning to accept gays and lesbians as just another
segment of a diverse society, and they [were] more receptive to seeing images of lesbians
and gay men on stage and on the screen.” (Innes 1995: 7). GLAAD has a unique role in
not only “keeping the news media informed on gay and lesbian issues” (ibid.) but also in
observing the changes in public opinion. Before the 1990s, however, lesbian
representations, however, were absent from the majority of media. “The entertainment
industry is an important part of that process and is now moving on to the next stage in
developing more complex portrayals of lesbians and gay men. The following short history
of lesbian and gay images shows that these were usually negative or stereotypical.”
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(ibid.). More than a decade later, Lesbian Web Series on the contrary started to break
open the circulating images of lesbian stereotypes, transforming them into well-developed
female onscreen characters that not only become a significant and visible part of the main
storyline but become the protagonists of the entire series. The emerging web series
industry offers lesbian portrayals to thrive in a diverse and transcultural manner beyond
Hollywood’s boarders. Furthermore, both the advertising as well as the fashion industry,
present lesbian images as being “positively trendsetting” (Innes 1995: 35). On the one
hand, this augments visibility but on the other lesbianism seems to be marketed as a
‘trend’ you may simply follow if you wish, bringing back the often religiously rooted
theme of ‘lifestyle choice’ mention in the beginning.

Stereotyping of Lesbian Characters
Although stereotyping still happens to many female onscreen characters in general until
today, over the last 25 years lesbian portrayals become more and more diverse in terms of
character depth, confronted with complex life issues, and shown in various bodily
representations and from a multitude of ethnic backgrounds. This was not always the case
when it comes to lesbian images.
State censorship laws and the Motion Picture Production Code of 1930 “banned all
mention of homosexuality in film for over 30 years” before allowing a discrete onscreen
version in 1961, creating an era of “1960s-1970s films which treated gayness as a
sickness or a perversion” before “[t]he code was abolished entirely in 1968” (Innes
1995:13). Yet, visibility alone does not guarantee to eliminate the dichotomy which the
film industry often creates, talking about lesbian women, their lesbianism (compared to
the implied heterosexuality of mainstream society) as a difference rather than telling the
story of a complex character that happens to prefer women. Lesbian Web Series do just
this: telling a story with a female protagonist who happens to be many things, one of them
being lesbian. However, the death trope in films and TV series often still prevails, sending
a message of punishment to the audience. As “societal problems” lesbians and gays were
portrayed as secondary characters, as “criminals, psychopaths and pedophiles” or
victimized, letting heterosexual characters use “anti-gay terminology” and other “verbal
slurs” (Innes 1995: 14). Nevertheless, invisibility was widespread or lesbian characters
found their way back to heterosexuality (which is to say that bisexuality as a theme occurs
even less in an authentic representation). Innes’ (cf. 1995: 15) illustration hereby
demonstrates the historical development of lesbian and gay representations with the help
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of numerous examples. Before web series took over, television movies were once further
advanced than the film industry (cf. ibid.: 16). Nowadays, Lesbian Web Series show none
of the past narratives to portray homosexual women but rather concentrate on “romance,
families, work, play” and depict lesbians in recurring lead and side roles as “friends,
neighbors, teachers, detectives” just as Innes (1995: 14) wished for it to happen two
decades earlier.
Films portraying lesbian and gay characters in an authentic way without former
stereotypes can be assigned to the following four categories (cf. Innes 1995: 18-23)
1) small budget and foreign features
2) major studio productions
3) documentaries and docudrama
4) the future of film: “most gay entertainment projects have focused on heroes who are
white, middle or upperclass [sic], and male” (Innes 1995: 22)

The Lesbian Kiss
The “elements of female socialization” (McCarn/ Fassinger 1996/ 2014: 518), as
mentioned in Chapter 2 (“the repression of sexual desire, the interrelationship of intimacy
and autonomy, and the recent availability of reinforcement for non-traditional role
behavior”), affect the ways lesbian characters are constructed in numerous Lesbian Web
Series. Even though the ‘repression of sexual desire’ is not a common theme in Lesbian
Web Series in general as it used to be in lesbian films in times of censorship, it mainly
emerges as part of an unrequited love story. There, the object of desire is, regardless of
her motives and reasons, unavailable to the lesbian protagonist. In the web series Venice
The Series, for example, for numerous seasons Gina longs for Ani, similarly to Olivia
longing for Natalia (before becoming a couple) in the soap opera Guiding Light, both
couples embodied by the same actresses – Crystal Chappell (Gina/ Olivia) and Jessica
Lecci (Ani/ Natalia). The similarities, even when using music used in key scenes, will be
explained in more detail in Chapter 6.3 when discussing the fact how music links the soap
opera couple with the longing lovers in the web series. An overall ‘repression of desire’ in
Lesbian Web Series cannot be detected, however, since Gina has an affaire with another
woman, meanwhile Ani is in a committed, monogamous relationship with her new
girlfriend Lara. On the contrary, women are portrayed with high levels of agency,
approaching other women with longing and desire. This is depicted either as a ‘soft’
version of talking to an attractive stranger in a café (like Lara who introduced herself to
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Ani when they first met in Venice The Series), or as a brave move to kiss someone for the
first time (as shown in Chica Busca Chica when Nines kisses the supposedly straight
character Carmen and in Notas Aparte when Sara kisses her tutor Helena in the last
episode of season 1). In all fictional examples, the object of desire or the desire itself is
not devalued, as otherwise lesbian women experience in reality (cf. McCarn/ Fassinger
1996/ 2014: 518). The ‘interrelationship of intimacy and autonomy’ therefore is evident,
as lesbian protagonists in web series do not passively wait for someone to kiss them but
rather take matters into their own hands. Who takes action first depends on who is
portrayed as more outgoing or self-confident – or simply braver.

5.2.2 Intimate (Private & Public) Safe Spaces
Looking at the ordinary in places where it takes unaccustomed forms
brings out not, as has so often been claimed, the arbitrariness of human
behavior [...] but the degree to which its meaning varies according to the
pattern of life by which it is informed. Understanding a people’s culture
exposes their normalness without reducing their particularity. [...] It
renders them accessible: setting them in the frame of their own banalities,
it dissolves their opacity.
(Geertz 1973: 14)
Decoding processes function in a similar way to translation processes. The message is
transmitted by a certain medium. In this case the medium is a web series which streams
its content online. In order to connect with the audience and to get their story across,
filmmakers use subcultural symbols surrounding their lesbian protagonists who make
references to other lesbian content in literature, in cinema or on television and other art
forms. Although the concentration of symbols and art on the TV show The L-Word (20042009) still represents a completely different level of cultural implementation, Lesbian
Web Series offer a broad variety of insight into subcultural groups among lesbians.
Particularly in the USA, it has become apparent how ethnic minorities among lesbians
also play an essential role in identity formation. Lesbian Web Series each depict either a
homogenous group of ethnic minorities or consciously try to cover a broad variety of skin
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colour, ethnic background, and portrayal of different body types on a spectrum from
female to male186 both fulfill an important function.

The following Lesbian Web Series (and TV comparisons) set their first scenes in an
intimate, private (in terms of intimacy, yet sometimes public) space, using the most
intimate places such as bathrooms and bedrooms to offer the spectator a look into the
home of their lesbian characters: Chica Busca Chica, De Chica En Chica, Venice The
Series, Notas Aparte, Out With Dad, Seeking Simone. Both spaces are closely connected
to regeneration, sexuality, personal hygiene and a half-dressed or naked body. Moreover,
the viewer gets the impression of closeness to the protagonists as s/ he is invited to join
these private spaces. Far from societies’ judgement of lesbian relationships, women are
shown as they are surrounded by their everyday objects. These objects can vary from
common dishes to books referring to lesbian content or rainbow-coloured items
decorating the background of a scene.
Private space, of course, is not only exclusively used for fictional lesbian characters in
media but a convenient setting for intimate conversations or interactions between all
kinds of scripted individuals. However, it is also true that private space has a tradition of
not being used as recklessly for a female couple in love. As soon as lingering looks and,
depending on the cultural surroundings the storyline is set in, ‘friendly’ touching (e.g.
hugging or holding hands), has to be taken further in order to fulfill the narrative purpose
of two women falling in love. The representation of more physical intimacy is often times
kept in private space, however. Only when the coming-out process is progressing within
the characters, the public space becomes more relevant.
5.2.2.1

Chica Busca Chica

Chica Busca Chica (2007/ 2014a) the first European Lesbian Web Series from Spain
streamed in 2007, is a comedy depicting a close group of lesbians. This Spanish web
series focuses on a group of women, among them the character of Nines, a very
stereotypical “femme” lesbian who at the same time acts like a male macho or lesbian
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The terms ‘female’ and ‘male’ used in the presented thesis, represent the common understanding of
Western societies of what is considered as male and female regarding the human body. By no means are the
terms used as restrictive denominations of gender performances.
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butch, flirting with almost every woman, straight or gay, that she considers beautiful. The
only supposedly straight woman of the group, Carmen, becomes her love interest and
subtexting is strongly used as a strategy to hint at her having doubts about her sexual
orientation.
The title of the web series originates from the lesbian bar Chica Busca Chica, a location is
also frequently used in the series. The bar and also Carmen’s apartment where she lives
with Mónica and another lesbian girl from the country side (who is in her coming out
stage of identity formation), represent the safe spaces of the series. Outside locations are
hardly ever used, with the exception of e.g. a sex toy store (but even then, the scenes
where mostly filmed inside).

Season 1 Episode 1 (2007/ 2014a)
In this Lesbian Web Series from Spain the opening credits already indicate lesbianism
before the series even begins as they show a woman in underwear, pictures of a lesbian
couple, etc. Even though for a mainstream audience, these indications could be subtle,
lesbian spectators already draw the conclusion to be expecting female-centred content.
The first scene in Season 1 of Chica Busca Chica (fig. 1 Carlycarlikins 2007/ 2014a) is
set in one of the protagonists’ bedrooms. Her name is Mónica and it appears to be a night
after a one-night stand where she took Nines, the bar tender from the lesbian bar Chica
Busca Chica, home. The first shot introduces Nines in this very moment, waking up next
to Mónica who is still asleep. The mastershot shows both women in bed, blue linen,
without any special indication of subcultural symbols in the bedroom that the individual
viewer could rapidly grasp and decode (such as, for example, a rainbow flag in the
background). Both women look feminine and wear medium length hair.
The web series title Chica Busca Chica, in English meaning Girl Seeks Girl, already
points towards lesbian content but additionally, the first scene in bed makes it very clear
that the audience does not mistake the two women for best friends sharing a bed after a
night out; especially when Mónica rolls closer towards Nines in her sleep, putting an arm
around her, spooning Nines from behind.
The first frame already indicates high levels of intimacy as the audience is drawn in by a
medium close-up shot without any mastershot or establishing shot to picture the
surroundings and narrate the surroundings. Only in the second shot from a bird’s eye
view, looking down on Nines and Mónica lying next to her on the left, the audience
knows that the characters are situated in a bedroom. Without any dialog the situation is
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narrated in an obvious manner, letting Nines look irritated waking up next to a naked
women she apparently does not really know. The characters’ positions in bed spooning,
Nines waking up with Mónica’s hand in hers, already encodes lesbian desire – or what is
left of it.

Fig. 1 Nines waking up next to Mónica (Chica Busca Chica, Season 1 Episode 1)

A cut from the Nines getting up and into the kitchen, depicts Carmen, also living in the
apartment with her friend Mónica. She is the first one to speak and introduce herself. As
Nines sneaks out of the bedroom as quietly as possible, the audience can spot her wearing
a necklace saying “Girls”. Nines quietly leaves the bed and sneaks out of Mónica’s room
while Carmen is standing in the open kitchen/ living room, greeting her friendly and
asking her if she would like to stay for breakfast. Nines seems fascinated by Carmen and
stays. As they are having coffee together sitting at the kitchen table, Nines uses part of her
her typical pick-up line for the first time which later on becomes a running gag
throughout the series: “Tienes una (pestaña). 187” She softly touches Carmen’s cheek and
hair with her hand, flirting with her. As Carmen does not react to Nines flirting behaviour,
Nines wants to find out if her ‘gaydar’ has gone off wrong. As she has never seen Carmen
in the lesbian bar Chica Busca Chica where she works as a bartender, she wants to know
if Carmen goes out a lot within the LGBT community (in the original Spanish version she
tests Carmen’s sexual orientation with the following question “Sales mucho por el
ambiente188”). In fact, Nines applies the strategy of subtexting during her conversation
with Carmen when hinting at her workplace.
Carmen responds ambiguously but truthfully but it is not until Nines almost tries to kiss
her that she openly tells her that she is not a lesbian. To really make her point, Carmen
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Engl. “You got an (eyelash).”

188

Engl. “goes out a lot to LGBT clubs/ to the gay village”.
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adds that she is about to move in with her “chico” (engl. “boy/ guy”). Nines ironically
responds, “Con tu chico, claro… como no eres lesbiana, con tu chico, claro. 189”
The ‘focalisation spectatorielle’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43, the spectator-oriented
focalization, shows the audience that e.g. Carmen is present in the kitchen while Mónica
is still sleeping. Carmen is shown before the character Nines can actually see her. The
scene is edited in shots cut back and forward between the setting in the bedroom (where
Mónica is waking up) and the kitchen representing Carmen’s and Nines’ flirting.
Additionally, the lesbian gaze is marked from Nines’ position, showing her gazing at
Carmen but quickly cutting to a three-quarter-shot (in German also called
“Amerikanische”) of Carmen shown through Nines’ eyes, the frame representing Nines
perspective.
According to Eder’s (cf. 2008: 141, 148, 711) ‘the clock of characters’, the fictional being
Nines takes on the role of a female Don Juan, positioning her in a dominant, selfconfident role with high agency. Indirectly, this is also a reference to the famous lesbian
character Shane from The L Word (2004-2009) who constantly slept with different
women. Nines, however strongly contrasts the Don Juan with her soft voice, feminine
appearance, long hair, make-up, and tight clothes. Carmen, the supposedly heterosexual
character, also depicted in a feminine way but shown more traditionally in a shirt and a
skirt, plays with the fact that Nines tries to figure out her sexual orientation.

The Spanish web series goes without addressing explicitly sexual scenes or longing kisses
between the protagonists, but does choose to start off the series in such a private and
intimate space as the bedroom. Chica Busca Chicas plays with sexual attraction and
desire throughout the series, between both women and men alike. Nines and Carmen’s
attraction is particularly in the spot light and even continues in the movie De Chica en
Chica 190 (see the following chapter).

Chica Busca Chica is not free from stereotyping, even though the characters introducing
the series all look and move in a feminine way, according to Western societies’ beauty
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Engl. “With your guy, sure... since you are not a lesbian, with your guy, sure.”

190

Engl. Girl Gets Girl.
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standards. The player Nines who is flirting with almost every woman she meets, Carmen
the (supposedly) straight woman who sometimes has troubles with her boyfriend and
clearly enjoys that Nines is extremely attracted to her, and Mónica (aka Mónica Psycho)
who as a character is depicted as the clingy, neurotic type of lesbian. She confuses a
sexual encounter with starting a new relationship, holding on to the woman of her desire
tightly. This references the cultural subtext of ‘U-hauling’, meaning that Mónica
embodies the cliché of lesbians who are known to move in (too) quickly with a new
girlfriend after only a short amount of dating.
5.2.2.2 De Chica En Chica
The Spanish Comedy De Chica En Chica191 (2015/ 2016), even though a long film of 82
minutes, is, indirectly, the continuation of the web series Chica Busca Chica. Firstly, both
titles indicate a connection as the web series is called ‘Girl Seeks Girl’ and the film ‘Girl
Gets Girl’. Secondly, from the Lesbian Web Series streamed in 2007 to the movie
released in 2015 the audience had to wait for eight years to see their favourite couple
Nines and Carmen again. However, the characters names underwent a change (whereas
the actresses stayed the same): Nines is called Inés (Celia Freijeiro), while Carmen is
called Lola (Sandra Collantes). As Inés demonstrates a variety of similarities to Nines, it
is fitting to give her a phonetically almost identical name. In both storylines Nines/ Inés
longs for the only girl she cannot have: the supposedly heterosexual Carmen/ Lola. In the
movie, Inés returns to Spain from years abroad (similarly to the gap in years between both
productions) spent living in the US. She arrives in the middle of a menstruation party for
the youngest female character present who happened to start menstruation. In general, it
has to be argued that De Chica En Chica broches numerous female-centred issues apart
from menstruation. A pregnant woman gives birth while Inés tries to finally have sex with
Lola, as she could never really convince Carmen as Nines on the web series.

The Opening Scene in the US: A Mirror in the Public Bathroom
Interestingly, the opening scene is simultaneously a mirror scene. After the mastershot on
a building called ‘Waldorf Towers’ which seems to be a hotel or café, the scene starts in a
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Engl. Girl Gets Girl.
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public bathroom with a feminine woman with long hair and dressed in black clothes
applying red lip stick while looking in a mirror that seems to cover most of this one
bathroom’s wall. Due to countless reflections in the mirror, we see her four times before
Inés enters the frame from the right in a medium close-up shot, speaking to her in English
with a Spanish accent “Hello. Do you mind?”. Inés’ gaze already distinguishes her from
heteronormative depictions, encoding her lesbian desire into her gaze as she observes the

Fig. 2 Inés flirting with a stranger in the bathroom (De Chica En Chica, first scene in the US).

other womana longer and with a curious smile. Then two close-ups on each of the
women’s faces in the mirror and another medium close-up follow. As Inés finally turns
around to kiss the lipstick lesbian, the mirror disappears into the background due to the
camera moving to the left. A close-up follows to emphazise the kiss that is about to
happen. As they start kissing more passionately, they turn around and disappear out of the
frame to the left, leaving the spectators with a second of a screen full of blurry reflections
of a grey wall in the mirror. As the viewer, we are not allowed to follow the characters as
if to prevent outsiders from peeking into their intimate scene. In the next scene Inés steps
out of the bathroom into a funeral service with a room full of people, walking directly to
her girlfriend, kissing her shortly as a greeting. A few seconds later the woman from the
bathroom appears and the audience is finally introduced to her – simultaneously with Inés
– as her girlfriend’s cousin. This scene not only references the small size of lesbian
communities and as a result, the ‘incestuous’ relationships where everyone is connected
somehow, but it also references Inés’ (and also Nines) typical behaviour of a female
predator. While a more traditional depiction would present her as a masculine butch
lesbian due to her confidence and high agency, the creators wanted both, Inés and Nines,
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to be very feminine at the same time and without the restrictions of sexual behaviour or
acting on desire. (fig. 2 Natasiabutler 2015/2016) Another mirror scene can be found
within the first ten minutes of this film (see Chaper 5.3).
5.2.2.3 Venice The Series (& Otalia)
Around the globe, audiences became very attached to the fictional same-sex couple
“Otalia” (acronym for Olivia and Natalia) on the daytime soap Guiding Light. They were
invited to follow the same actresses as “Giani” (acronym for Gina and Ani) to the Emmy
award winning (2011 and 2014) web series Venice The Series. The question was if the
new series would manage to feed the needs of their audiences continuing a storyline with
(almost) the same beloved couple, while at the same time creating a totally new kind of
relationship and different lesbian protagonists embodied by the same actors. To give the
audience what it had been missing all along as the Otalia story unfolded meant to finally
represent the couple as a couple, similarly to heterosexual couples on shows. The physical
touching and displays of affection had been missing but found their way into the new
characters on the new Lesbian Web Series Venice The Series. How Crystal Chappell and
her highly professional team in front of but also behind the camera managed to initiate an
audience migration from the soap opera she used to work on to her own web series, will
be explained in more detail on the example of a musical memory motif.

The Otalia Background (mainly 2008-2009)
It is of significance to give a short introduction about the Otalia background since fans
waiting for an authentic representation of this lesbian couple and both actresses
embodying Otalia (Crystal Chappell and Jessica Leccia) were equally frustrated about
missing kisses, etc. Out of this longing for authenticity, the idea for Venice The Series
was born.
The Otalia story unfolded very slowly, using the typical soap opera-style love triangle,
where both women starting of as enemies, became friends and then fall in love with each
other. Besides the writing and structure and time given to the story to develop (over the
course of 18 months), the problems surfacing in every day life regarding children and
how to face them in an outing situation etc., created a story that the audience could relate
to. Even without the common physical contact that is usually established when telling a
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heterosexual love story, both actresses still managed to bring across their love story due to
long gazes, hand-holding, long intense hugs, and touching each other’s foreheads.
Many women, lesbian and straight alike, could relate to the feelings that Otalia evoked.
The intense love, fear of rejection, close bond in friendships between women and caring
about their children (both being single parents) made it very easy for women to relate to
the story. Even though, in the end it nourished the hope of true love overcoming all
obstacles, the missing bodily representation of their relationship left a bitter aftertaste in
the audience.
Many women embraced the storyline of Otalia and became more sensitive regarding the
understanding of lesbian women. Numerous women finally came out to themselves and
others, bonded with other women through Otalia-related websites, chats and fan fiction,
made new friends, and even found love and got married as soon as it was allowed. The
actresses both received numerous letters, both happy and sad, to prove the impact their
storyline had on people. Blogs, fan websites, and art mostly reflecting the inexistent
physical interaction between Olivia and Natalia (e.g. the missing kiss) started to emerge
and continue even today. Social networks (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, and commentaries on
YouTube, etc.) have helped to create a whole Otalia universe that preserves the spirit and
storyline through videos and discursive practices. The missing kiss even became a really
important socially discussed issue in LGBT media (e.g. on Afterellen.com) since Crystal
Chappell has explained how dedicated she was trying to sneak in more physical reflection
of the love she was supposed to act out only by looks, strokes and forehead touching.
Since the producers of the oldest soap opera on television (until 2009) evidently objected
to show an authentic lesbian kiss on-screen, it was even more significant that Giani
exchanged the long expected and desired kiss the audience was so desperately waiting for
in Venice The Series.

Venice The Series Season 1 Episode 1 (2009/ 2012)
Venice The Series starts off with a scene in bed, similarly to Chica Busca Chica.
However, the audience gets to see more physicality than in the Spanish web series. The
viewers get to see clothes on the floor, the camera travelling along bodies covered by
sheets, and finally a kiss happens in various close-ups from different angles, introducing
the two protagonists of the show who were not allowed to kiss on the soap opera Guiding
Light (1952-2009) while embodying their characters Olivia Spencer and Natalia Riviera.
The same actresses fill a void that a lot of people in the audience have been feeling all
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along while watching the soap opera on TV but the web series follow-up couple finally
represented the physical attraction and love between the two women. Both are depicted in
a feminine way, shown with long open hair, in comfortable tank tops, and without any
signs of masculinization in their outer appearance. Gina wears pink panties in episode 1
because the actress (and producer of Open Book Productions) Crystal Chappel had
promised her fans during the crowdfunding period that her character Gina would wear
these particular underwear. As it was part of the merchandise they launched and was
linked to this promise, it represents a direct reference to the fans and forms part of the
overall transmedia context the web series is embedded in.
The first scene begins in medias res, without an establishing shot from the outside or a
mastershot to depict all present characters. As the audience is introduced to both
protagonists kissing each other, music plays in the background, and a female voice sings
“I don’t wanna make you stay when I am only gonna lose you anyway. I want you to taste
me when you breathe to smell my sin on your sheets, I want to miss me the way I’m
missing you”. Ani starts the conversation which seems almost like a continuation of the
song lyrics, as the music fades out simultaneously with her voice claiming the attention.
One can argue that the lyrics already narrated what she finds unbearable to say out loud as
they describe her emotional state towards Gina, as an analysis according to Faulstich’s
(cf. 2002: 97ff.) characterization of the narrator suggests. A full shot functioning as a
mastershot showing both women from the front, sitting in bed after kissing, finally fully
establishes the location the scene is set in: the bedroom. Narrated through Gina’s
character, Ani seems emotionally attached and weaker than Gina, as she wants to extend
the situation in bed but Gina gets up to take a professional call coming in (her ring tone
plays a few seconds of Lady Gaga’s song ‘Pokerface 192 ’, a singer who is known for
advocating for the LGBT community).

The scene is shown in ‘focalisation interne’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43) due to the
song lyrics or music in general indicating the emotional state of both characters.
Therefore, the audience has access to the protagonists’ thoughts and feelings. The music
is essential in the first episode, as the background is held very neutral with white bed
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‘Poker Face’ is a song about a woman enjoying sexual encounters but who does not want to commit to a
relationship. Therefore, also Gina is narrated by the lyrics of a song.
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linen and no specific subcultural symbols at display for the audience to catch. Ani’s
feelings are voiced again through the same lyrics later on in the scene with “I want you to
miss me” when she tries talking to Gina about their relationship status but cannot
convince her to commit to her.
To conclude, lesbianism is encoded into the music and depicted through displays of
affection between the two main characters Gina and Ani. The only subcultural artefact, if
you will, is Gina’s pink underwear that indicates references to the fans, the whole
crowdfunding process, and functions as a subtle ‘thank you’ from Chappell to her
audience.
5.2.2.4 Notas Aparte
Some Lesbian Web Series are shot in only one room like the first season of the Spanish
web series Notas Aparte or one apartment but only indoors like the Canadian ‘Til Lease
Do Us Part193 (2014). The concepts of the two are not very much alike; however, both
series focus on two protagonists who act out the storyline mainly between them. The
Spanish show grows tension and attraction between the younger girl Sara (about to have
her final exams in high school) and her older tutor Helena, an art student, who was
initially hired by Sara’s mother to tutor her in art. The lessons develop into something
entirely different, turning more into classes on lesbianism, masturbation, and seduction
strategies between women. Both sit at one table (initially across from each other, later on
around the corner of the table) and later on also implement the rest of the room into the
series (e.g. during a sexually charged couch scene where Helena shows Sara her favourite
sex position: ‘the spoon’ (spooning).

This Spanish web series introduces each episode with a name indicating the overall
theme. For Season 1 the following titles have been used (cf. Notas Aparte 2016/2017a)

193

‘Til Lease Do Us Part (released 2014) applies a one shot camera concept, only filming in one apartment
while using different rooms for different scenes but no cut in-between. As most filmmakers producing web
series work on a relatively low budget compared to TV series or movies, this is a convenient way of
keeping production costs low: two or three protagonists, few and cheap locations, no costs for
cutting/ editing, and shooting on the spot. Since web series’ duration commonly ranges between 5 and 15
minutes, they offer an average amount of screen time using only one shot episodes.
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including their English translations 194 which are provided as titles next to the episode
number on YouTube while the Spanish titles show up on screen directly in the frame:
Episode 1: ‘Lesbiana’ (‘Lesbian’)
Episode 2: ‘No sé’ (‘I don’t know’)
Episode 3: ‘La lesbiana que llevas dentro’ (‘The lesbian inside you’)
Episode 4: ‘Si te hubiera conocido antes’ (‘If I had known you before’)
Episode 5: ‘Qué sabes del sexo’ (‘What do you know about sex’)
Episode 6: ‘Lo que ha unido el arte’ (‘What the art has united’)
Episode 7: ‘La chica de la discoteca’ (‘The girl from the night club’)

Each of the mentioned episodes 1 to 5 started off with a turquoise background and the
Spanish episode’s title. Episode 6, however, was commenced showing a medium close-up
of Sara’s face (probably lying on her bed), pointing towards the ‘multimedia experiment’
Beautiful Agony195 (2017) which was shot in a very similar style, also mostly from a
bird’s eye view where someone has an orgasm on camera, usually lying in bed (dressed as
far as the viewers can see) while only showing a medium close-up of their face and
shoulders, without any other (naked) body parts as porn imagery would usually suggest.
The camera is positioned at a high angle, making it appear to the spectators as to look
down on Sara in the web series, equally similar to Beautiful Agony videos where highangle shots primarily dominate their videos. The description of the ‘Agony Principle’
explains how
Beautiful Agony began as a multimedia experiment, to test a hypothesis
that eroticism in human imagery rests not in naked flesh and sexual
illustration, but engagement with the face. We wondered whether film of a
genuine, unscripted, natural orgasm – showing only the face – could
succeed where the most visceral mainstream pornography fails, and that is,
to actually turn us on. (Beautiful Agony 2017).
The scene in Notas Aparte also looks for this sexual reference when its protagonist Sara
opens her eyes while heavily breathing. After the title segment, her tutor asks her at the
beginning of ‘class’ if she had done her ‘homework’ (masturbating). Therefore, the
introductory frame, shot, and angle choice are not a coincidence but a well-placed
194

English subtitles for Notas Aparte (2016) are also available directly on YouTube under the subtitles
button in the right corner of the screen.
195

Beautiful Agony can either be seen as pornography or art/ multimedia project. It was presented on the TV
channel ARTE as art.
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reference through camera technique. Furthermore, the few seconds of shown pleasure
point towards the shift from theoretical discussions on sexuality to acting them out in
reality. Episode 7, the last one of season 1, starts with the title again.

Season 1 Episode 1 (2016/ 2017)
Although not set in a bathroom or bedroom, the first scene is set in the living room of
Sara’s (or her familiy’s) apartment. Episode 1, entitled ‘Lesbiana’ (Engl. ‘Lesbian’), does
not let the audience wait for subtle symbols hidden in the subtext to clarify the two
protagonists sexual orientation. While the art history tutor Helena is already an out
lesbian, openly talking about her girlfriend, Sara is still inexperienced and trying to make
sense of her feelings and desire for women. Sara needs art history lessons to pass her
finals in school in order to qualify for university later on. Therefore, her mother invites
Helena to help her.
The first scene introduces Sara and her mother sitting on a couch in the mastershot,
waiting for Helena to arrive. As Helena enters the room, Sara behaves embarrassed due to
her mother’s behaviour (treating her like a child) in front of Helena. As her mother leaves
the room, in a third-quarter-shot Sara and Helena stand in the room for a moment. In the
background there are shelves full of books, one amongst them has a rainbow-coloured
cover used as an LGBT symbol. Helena tries to get Sara’s attention by tempting to find a
way to get her engaged in art history. As the arts have always been a liberating place for
LGBT people because freedom of expression is highly valued in many cultures (although
certainly restricted at certain times throughout history), the filmmakers offer a reference
to LGBT (art) history. Sara’s clothes embody the sporty type of lesbian clothing style
with a loose white tank top and black bra underneath. Her violet/ purple coloured nail
polish is additionally used to complete the subtle lesbian symbols. When Helena casually
talks about her own final exams and her girlfriend (‘mi novia’) finishing her studies
around [02:16 min.] Sara is evidently irritated and comments on Helena’s looks: a
stereotypical phrase thrown at feminine looking lesbians, namely that she does not look
like one (‘no pareces...’). Helena replies (‘Lesbiana? Puedes decir la palabra...’) with the
fact that the term ‘lesbian’ is nothing bad, therefore, Sara, according to her, should be able
to say it out loud. She keeps repeating it louder and louder until Sara fears for her mother
to hear it and enter the room. Helena plays with Sara’s uncomfortableness, wondering if
she herself is a lesbian or if she just tries to insult her identity, asking her if people in
school also call Sara a lesbian which she counters by negating her identity (‘No, yo no
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soy eso,’). Helena keeps insisting on saying ‘lesbiana’ loud and clear, wanting Sara to
treat it like any other word such as sofa, etc. (‘Para que trates el término con normalidad
igual que si dijeras sofá o cortina o pera.’).
Notas Aparte applies a ‘focalisation externe’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43), letting
the audience know only what the protagonists Sara and Helena say or do, not what they
feel. Sara’s characterization (cf. Faulstich 2002: 97ff.) through her mother in the
beginning depicts her as an immature, young teenage girl only preoccupied with her
phone and Facebook. The term ‘lesbiana’ in the first frame at the very beginning strongly
contrasts with the subtle LGBT cues mentioned. However, the most dominant
introduction of lesbianism in this web series is offered through dialog. As Helena
repeatedly uses ‘lesbiana’ as a term throughout the conversation, Sara and the audience
alike get used to hearing it again and again. Hence, lesbianism in this Spanish series is
rather narrated than performed.
5.2.2.5 Out With Dad
Out With Dad, the Toronto-based Canadian Lesbian Web Series proves how much of an
impact on society and identity constructions a web series can have (see more in Chapter
6.2). Not only do they operate almost completely independently from the entertainment
industry but also work closely with LGBT organizations such as PFLAG 196 (Parents,
Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays), supporting their community work as well.
This cooperation shows once more how powerful a community can be, also in terms of
funding. Out With Dad is primarily funded by the fan community through crowdfunding
or donations.

Season 1 Episode 1 (2010/ 2015)
Out With Dad’s first episode is called ‘Rose with Vanessa’, two of the show’s
protagonists, and starts its series already with a nuermous hints towards the LGBT
community, replacing the dot on the ‘i’ in ‘with’ with a rainbow triangle. This symbol is
rooted in LGBT history for two reasons: on the one hand the rainbow dates back to
196

“Founded in 1972 with the simple act of a mother publicly supporting her gay son, PFLAG is the
nation’s [US] largest family and ally organization.” (PFLAG 2017).
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Gilbert Baker who invented the flag in the 1970s in San Francisco, as discussed in the list
of symbols, and, on the other hand, the triangle (shape) itself recalls the pink triangles
used to identify homosexuals (mostly men, however) during World War II (cf.
Setterington 2013: 31). However, the colourful triangle is not the only LGBT reference in
the title. The word ‘out’ already suggests that one character is out already with or wants to
come out to another person (dad) in the series. Hence, before even starting the series the
audience has already watched three codes indicating lesbianism.

The opening credits begin with additional childhood pictures from the protagonists in
close-ups and show the entire collage at the end of it (fig. 3). This collage tells the story
of Vanessa’s and Rose’s close friendship from a narrator’s point of view (cf. Faulstich
2002: 97ff.), portraying their closeness. There are pictures from Rose with her best
friends, including her Dad. One
photo shows Rosa and Vanessa
dressed up for carnival as children,
two others show them as teenagers
outside by a lake. It is evidently clear
for the audience that the have been
best friends almost all of their life.
Furthermore, two photos show Rose’
15th birthday party (indicated by
Fig. 3 Photos showing the friendship between Rose and
Vanessa (Out With Dad, first scene)

placing a candle in the shape of ‘15’
on the cake). The collage further

serves as a starting point for the camera movement (as if to leave the past behind and
bring the audience into the present) down towards the right where it follows the teenage
girl Rose’s legs against the wall. Therefore, it brings us right into the middle of a
conversation between her and her ‘friend’ (later on love interest) Vanessa in the first
scene. Both are dressed in T-shirts and jeans, discuss kissing, lying on the bed in Rose’s
room with their heads close to each other while staring at the ceiling. Rose asks Vanessa
if she is ‘gay’ which she denies with a ‘No!’ but then she begins to doubt it. In a close-up
on their faces, Vanessa admits that neither does she know herself if she liked boys or
girls. Neither character has reached the stabilization period (cf. Raley/ Lucas 2006: 23,
26; discussed in Chapter 4) in the identity formation process yet as most other characters
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in Lesbian Web Series usually do. They are only shown in a less established identity
period as teenagers and if portraying adults, when they realize that they love women (e.g.
a side character in Chica Busca Chica embodying the ‘baby dyke’).
Before Rose and Vanessa kiss, discussing their emotional state, the song ‘Half Light’ by
Lara Martin plays quietly in the background from the beginning, abruptly replaced by an
instrumental piece. The lyrics of ‘Half Light’ can barely be heard due to the girls’
conversation but they stand out due to the fact that they narrate Rose’s feelings, using this
song as ‘focalisation interne’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43), similarly to Gina’s and
Ani’s feelings expressed in Venice The Series, as mentioned before:
I heard the whispering of endings from the start
But I chose to disregard the promptings of my heart
All my belongings now are gathered at the door
But what is this baggage for I just needed myself and nothing more
I got your note, and I reflected on every angry word you wrote
Making it easier easier…
I can not stay here anymore
There’s a part of me that’s dying that I’m needing to restore
I can not live in this half light
We ain’t growing in these shadows and I’m needing something bright.
These lyrics above are also playing during a series of close-ups on both girls, thus
additionally intensifying their feelings, bringing the spectators closer to their emotions on
their depiczed faces within the frame. The song lyrics furthermore narrate the inner
conflict of Rose’s desire for her friend but also mention ‘this baggage’ referring to the
difficulties of a coming out process, in particular, when your love interest comes from a
very religious, homophobic background. In that sense, ‘Half Light’ establishes already a
link to the next view episodes broaching this subject.
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5.2.2.6 Seeking Simone
Seeking Simone 197 , another Toronto-based Lesbian Web Series classified as comedy,
reveals in its subtitle what awaits the viewers by declaring “Online dating has never been
so gay” on their website (Seeking Simone 2009/ 2016). This Canadian Lesbian Web
Series was one of the first ones to be aired online in 2009. The banner on their website
shows Toronto’s skyline, changes the email symbol “@” to one with an “S” in the word
‘Simone’, and connects two computer mice by forming their cables into the shape of a
heart. Additionally, Simone, the protagonist of the web series, is placed behind a laptop
only showing her eyes and upper part of her head, looking to the right, wondering what
lies ahead. Since viewers are not obliged to use the website to watch the series, some
might miss the introduction of the banner, summing up the main theme. This is
particularly significant in terms of lesbian content, as the website banner indicates this by
simple using “gay” in the subtitle. The videos on YouTube work it out in a different way.

Season 1 Episode 1 (2009/ 2016)
This web series focuses on the universe of online-dating. Since the lesbian subculture is a
minority surrounded by a mainly heterosexual majority, dating within the LGBT
community faces other difficulties than usual, e.g. it raises the question of lesbian
visibility outside of LGBT safe spaces. While some people go by their “gaydar 198” in
public life or in bars, others prefer the Internet as a more transparent (in terms of sexual
identity) dating agency. The very first episode already indicates Simone status quo:
‘Single Lesbian Psycho’. Simone, the main character, tries the adventures of online dating
when moving to a new city: Toronto. It all starts with her friend Audrey who helps her fill
out an online dating profile.
The first shot falls on Audrey, then Simone, beginning in medias res introducing the
characters during a conversation via video chat. Lighting and sound are established only
semi-professionally throughout the whole episode. Audrey helps Simone to create an
online profile for a dating website to find someone to go out with in Toronto. The web
series uses lesbian references such as The Well of Loneliness (a novel by Radclyff Hall,

197

Selected for the Inside Out LGBT Film Festival in Toronto in 2012.

198

The ability to tell if someone is gay or lesbian.
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1928) when Audrey is suggesting ‘wellofloneliness64’ as a user name for Simone’s
online profile. Simone herself proposes ‘buffyfan’, making a reference to the TV series
Buffy – The Vampire Slayer (1997-2003) which included a lesbian character. In response
to Simone’s suggestion and numerous online profiles that already include Buffy in their
user name, Audrey points out ‘Yeah, lesbians love Buffy’. Both women are shown in
medium close-up shots, sitting behind their laptops, each in their own apartment.
Lesbianism is encoded mainly in the dialog between Simone and Audrey, therefore,
rather narrating than performing lesbianism, similarly to the Spanish web series Notas
Aparte. The makers used a ‘focalisation externe’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43) for
the opening scene, therefore,
Simone’s characterization through Audrey’s character (cf. Faulstich 2002: 97ff.) gives the
audience the impression of a desperate single lady (hence, the title choice for the first
episode being ‘Single Lesbian Psycho’) with quirky habits such as collecting Buffy fan
material. She even verbally describes her friend as ‘desperate and sad’. As Simone shortly
thinks of her ex-girlfriend, the viewers get to see her in a flashback. The person playing
her is Zoe Palmer, a lesbian actress who became famous one year later when portraying
Lauren, Bo’s lesbian love interest, on Lost Girl (2010-2016).

5.2.3 Public Spaces: In the Streets of Montreal
Culture is public because meaning is.
(Geertz 1973: 12)
From the selected corpus only one Lesbian Web Series introduces its female protagonists
outside of the safety of a room or apartment. Although De Chica En Chica opens the first
scene with a mirror already, the bathroom it is set in a public space at a funeral. It seems
as if Lesbian Web Series prefer to introduce their characters located in lesbian safe spaces
rather than public spaces among the mainstream society. Arguably, this is due to the fact
that no other space of human existence penetrates the public and private perception of
humans as much as the way they are linked with their sexual representation (cf. SteinHilbers 2000: 14, cf. Münder 2004: 34). According to Barbara Gissrau (cf. 20052: 228),
lesbian women live in two cultures: as a child growing up among the heterosexual
mainstream, and as an adult living within both, the lesbian subculture and the
heterosexual mainstream. Public space mainly means heteronormative space and very
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rarely allows for lesbian memory spaces to appear. Geertz (1973: 12) claims in the quote
above “[c]ulture is public because meaning is.” Possibly, however, lesbian subcultures are
not (as) public due to the hidden nature of lesbian codes and symbols, and the long history
of persecution and censorship. To this day, lesbian life depends on its surroundings, on
cultural norms of the mainstream society and a fluctuating legal situation according to
each location. What applies for lesbian women in Canada or Spain is not the case for
lesbian communities in Uganda, Sierra Leone or Iran. Lesbian subcultures are public if
they can but private if they must. Understandably, even when depicting lesbian identities
outside, the location of choice is most likely a safe space.

5.2.3.1 Féminin/ Féminin
Féminin/ Féminin, a docu-fiction199, facilitates its Franco-Canadian web series embedded
into its website (and/ or on the video platform vimeo.com) on the lesbian-related channel
Lez Spread the Word 200 since it was Chloé Robichaud’s (the director) and Florence
Gagnon’s (Lez Spread the Word founder) idea. This Lesbian Web Series was screened at
film and web series festivals across the globe, e.g. from Rome, to Boston, and, amongst
others, Barcelona and Melbourne. It’s title makes already an indirect reference to the film
Féminin Féminin by Henri Calef and Joao Correa from 1972 (France/ Belgium) which
included the two women Françoise et Marie-Hélène falling in love (cf. Jième
2012/ 2014).

199

As Mélissa Thériault (2014/ 2017) explains in her article “Documentaire et jeux de fiction. Le cas du
cinéma québécois”, blurring the borders of both, documentary and fiction, has a long tradition in ‘le cinéma
québécois’, in other words, “moving back and forth between genres (including intentional efforts to blur the
boundaries between genres) is a persistent trend in Quebec cinema”.
200

“Lez Spread the Word is an organization created in 2012 in a bid to provide online news and
entertainment content while being a valuable resource for French- and English-speaking lesbians. Besides
offering informative and entertaining content on the Web, LSTW strives to be a resource for women with
little or no references in the lesbian community. Among other things, it aims to challenge society’s
stereotypes and create more positive role models for lesbians.” (Lez Spread the Word 2017). It is also an
annually published print magazine portraying lesbian communities across Canada.
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Season 1 Episode 1 (2014)
Each of the episodes focuses on the life of one of the main characters in particular before
meeting and reuniting with her friends (not necessarily edited chronologically however),
thus the hierarchy (cf. Mikos 2003: 176f.) or screen dominance between the characters
shifts to another protagonist with each episode. The first episode is set in Montreal and
starts with a medium close-up on Lea, played by Noémie Yelle, from behind. As she
walks outside in the streets of Montreal, we, as the audience, follow her until she arrives
at a café where her friends are already awaiting her outside, as shown in a medium long
shot functioning as a mastershot to introduce the whole group in one frame. As the
characters start to talk, we jump right into the conversation in medias res. The docufiction genre also becomes apparent in the beginning, as the director of Féminin/ Féminin
Chloé Robichaud ‘happens’ to walk by and is introduced by one of the characters calling
out her name asking her, if she could also cast actress Suzanne Clément (“Si tu fais un
film sur nous autres-là [about us lesbians, author’s note], tu pourrais-tu caster Suzanne
Clément?”) for her web series. The narration changes from fiction to docu-style as
Robichaud is indeed the creator of this web series and the mentioned Canadian actress is
real. Nonetheless, the introduction of the director immediately provokes the question of
authenticity/ truth/ reality, and where the borders of fiction are and at what point the
documentary part really begins.
To return to the group, the conversations, moreover, suggest that not all present women
are lesbians, considering that one of them (in a baseball cap) uses the pronoun “you” for
the rest of the group while she does not include herself in the group.
They talk about how the term “gouine” (translated in the subtitles as “dyke”) is only
usable for women within the gay community but offensive if used by straight women
outside of the lesbian community. Furthermore, as typical for Montreal, the characters
switch between French and English, or to be exact, depending on the fact if a protagonist
is anglophone or francophone, languages (and subtitles) are used accordingly.
Additionally, one of the very first pieces of conversation we get to hear, are about one of
the characters talking about the sportive way she dresses, referring to the cliché of lesbian
softball/ baseball players. One of her friends immediately pretends to smell her stinky
odor but then denies it to make a joke. How liberately very natural bodily functions are
discussed, it not something shown regularly on TV when it comes to female protagonists.
The concept of ‘Western beauty’, of being ‘good-looking’, good smelling and impeccably
dressed as a woman, also finds a way into web series. Lesbian Web Series however, tend
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to use a way of not only representing the actual national LGBT communities of their
countries but also combine it with fictional elements such as to purposely exaggerate a
character which is sometimes necessary to introduce a character in a particular situation
and make her more approachable to the audience.
Féminin/ Féminin applies a ‘focalisation spectatorielle’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43)
as the audience knows more about the particular experiences of Lea who is also shown
achronologically in scenes apart from the group. She is characterized mainly by herself
(cf. Faulstich 2002: 97ff.) and her habits, talking seemingly endlessly during dates, only
showing her in the frame.
To sum it up, Féminin/ Féminin’s roots in Quebec cinema are undeniably present in style
and the adventurous exploration of genres between non-fiction and fiction. Regarding the
authenticity aspect of Lesbian Web Series in general, the fluid genre interpretation offers
more possibilities for the audience to identify with the series’ characters. As the episode
continues, the protagonists even talk directly into the camera because they get interviewed
by Robichaud and answer a list of stereotypical questions directed at lesbians. This series’
intention is clearly to discuss and replace circulating lesbian stereotypes and introduce
new role model options by offering a diverse, versatile representation of lesbian life in
Montreal. Lesbianism is encoded in a variety of ways, beginning with all mentioned
lesbian-related terminology surfacing in dialog but even more so in symbolic acts typical
of lesbian communities such as the gossiping and speculations about the sexual
orientation of an actress.
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5.3 Decoding Lesbian Bodies in Mirror Scenes
We’re all born naked and the rest is drag.
(RuPaul 2017)
The analyzed mirror sequences have proven my hypothesis about mostly feminine
oriented body image to be very true. The US-American web series Venice The Series and
TV shows such as Lip Service, Lost Girl, and Fringe, as well as the Spanish Chica Busca
Chica and De Chica En Chica represent lesbian protagonists primarily in either lipstick or
femme images in a broader sense.
The long-haired, make-up wearing and softly speaking lesbian seems marked as a positive
female body image, whereas the rarely seen, more butch-like women are marginalized
into unattractive roles. The hegemonic norms of mainstream cultures only allow active,
strong, and maybe even in some way aggressive, depictions of lesbians (and maybe
women in general?) only in an extremely feminine way. Their masculinity lies in their
action, not their looks, if you will. One can agree with Cooper (2009: 2) that
“[e]xceptions tend to be limited to portrayals of the extremely mannish lesbian, who is
characterized as marginal, uninteresting, and too often pathological”.
The only web series in this corpus that allowed more androgynous and sporty body types,
is the French-Canadian Féminin/Féminin. Even though clothing and shorter haircuts are
shown, the represented women are still far from butch-like body movements and a more
active, self-confident attitude.

Lesbian mirror scenes show highly emotionally charged scenes on TV and in web series
about issues that are hard to watch for the audience, either because they are not abided by
the hegemonic social norms or because they represent ‘unpleasant’ situations such as
domestic violence among a lesbian couple in Venice The Series, a homicide by a female
incarnation of a killer in Fringe, and emotional intrigues and lies in Chica Busca Chica.
The mirror narrative is used for different situations and settings. Almost all analyzed
scenes were set in a bathroom of, either a hotel room (Fringe) or in a more private
bathroom in one of the characters’ apartment (Ani’s apartment in Venice The Series and
Mónica’s apartment in Chica Busca Chica). Solely, Féminin/Féminin and Chica Busca
Chica in an additional mirror scene both disrupt this bathroom setting, using another
closed and very intimate space: a bedroom. The choice of intimate or private spaces does
not come as a surprise, since the bathroom, along with photography and the mirror itself,
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is of historical significance for the development of a more individual perception of the
inner and outer (bodily) self (also see Chapter 4).
Mostly, one woman watches herself in the mirror while another one comes into the frame.
The creators apply a particular framing, to be exact a double framing (usual a frame of the
screen and an additional frame or part of a frame through the mirror itself as an object
implemented in the scene) which makes the scenes more intimate and seems to bring
them closer to the spectators. We, as the audience looking at the presented frame, also
become a spectator in front of a ‘mirror’ (the frame). This voyeuristic gaze is legitimized
by the female protagonists themselves since they are looking at themselves in the mirror
as well. Therefore the audience is allowed to look at their reflection as well. The content
or social relationship constellation is softened through this particular framing and the
mirror functions as a filter of some sort. Yet, the intensity of emotions within the
characters gets stronger throughout the scene as the double framing builds up the hidden
truths that urge to finally emerge.
The mirror provokes a variety of questions related to identity construction and selfidentification, not only within the female characters but also within the audience: Who am
I? How am I perceived from the outside? Do I see myself reflected in the mirror? The
self-identification process through the recognition of oneself in the mirror is tricky
because the image one is looking at is merely a reflection of reality, not reality itself.
Therefore, the images being created within the frame of a mirror show an illusion of a
situation or depict wishful thinking. The Lacanian child identifying itself in the mirror is
actually identifying itself only with a reflection of itself; therefore the recognition turns
out to be misrecognition. Nonetheless, the mirror (in both, the direct and indirect mirror
scenes) represents a certain process of initiation for the characters, especially because
they – in this very moment of looking at themselves in the mirror – reveal hidden
information to the audience and give the elliptic a name. As soon as the visual ‘step’ out
of the mirror as a frame for our visual camera framing has taken place, we enter the
reality-level of the storyline again.
When questioning one’s identity, lesbian characters, amongst other things, frequently
question their sexuality or their relationship to the other women appearing in the mirror.
Instead of letting the characters perform lesbianism, the mirror narrates it for them until
the shift towards full recognition (of identity or any other aspect emerging as hidden truth
in the mirror) has completed. The mirror trope in the selected scenes found in Lesbian
Web Series and also on TV is used for settings such an intimate public and private safe
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spaces, e.g. in bathrooms in Lip Service, Fringe, and in Venice The Series, and in
bedrooms (or lofts) in Lost Girl.
Reading identity in digital media uniquely through a female, yet not always feminine,
lens, constantly questioning the subject-object dichotomy, the public-private or the
female-male themes, brings up the question on who these female characters truly are.
They are not only the image of themselves in the mirror. Their reflection shows their true
nature, their lesbian non-heteronormative identity which otherwise often times would not
be represented as much as other, more socially ‘acceptable’, female identities such as
motherhood, sisterhood or close female friendships. To give meaning to the elliptic (to
decode it) is to acknowledge that meaning is encoded in the first place. Numerous movie
titles, book covers or web pages with lesbian themes, give testimony to the term
“invisible 201 ” and make the existence of lesbian images in web series all the more
significant.

Intimate (Public & Private) Safe Spaces
Lesbian mirror sequences in both TV and web series direct the spectators’ look into a
certain frame, lure them into a double position of, on the one hand, introspection on the
female protagonist in the mirror reflection, and on the other hand, a position of the
spectators that they are, watching two women in a mirror reflection.
The introspection, especially emphasized through camera angles and a relatively
motionless or static camera movement, generates an identification process in the
spectators, putting them in the subject’s position, watching the protagonist’s reflection
instead of seeing their own. Thus, in this very moment of the mirror sequence – usually in
the very beginning of its appearance – the observed female character seems subject and
object at once. The spectators’ position changes again, as soon as the second woman
enters the scene by visually entering mainly or solely the mirror frame. Throughout
various series the constellation repeatedly shows the second character entering the frame
in the background, sometimes accompanied by a change in focus pulling back from the
front in order to introduce her to the audience. Often times the second woman shelters the
first one, standing close behind her or even hugging her from behind, making it look like

201

The invisible is closely linked to the mirror because according to Joanna Drynda (cf. 2012: 18) the
invisible becomes visible in the reflection of the mirror as a human being looks at his alter ego, a phantom
magically linked with her/ his body.
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an act of protection. Although the camera angle is crucial for the effect of double framing
in mirror scenes, even more important seems the direction in which both women look.
Looking directly into the mirror, consequently for the audience who watches the
reflection through which they directly look at us, the spectators, the scene makes it clear
to us, the spectators, who we really are: subjects watching the objects. The characters’
look outside of their double frame through the reflection, hence the image or filter of
reality, shifting the private setting to a public one as we are watching them. The chosen
places, primarily bathrooms, bedrooms or other closed spaces, encode and translate such
high levels of intimacy that unwillingly changes any kind of observer into a voyeur. As
such, we witness a crucial moment to one or both women about an essential truth being
revealed: e.g. the domestic violence between Ani and Lara in Venice The Series, or a
homicide in Fringe.

5.3.1 Féminin/ Féminin
The French Canadian web series is the only one among the selective corpus that plays
with masculine and feminine lesbian stereotypes of haircuts, clothing, and depictions of
one of the women as a more sporty type, whereas most other female protagonists are
portrayed along the Western image of female beauty, thus very feminine with long hair
and make-up, mostly soft body movements and a soft voice. Thus, one can argue that it is
possible that lesbianism, also proven by ‘gaydar’ studies (cf. Tabak/ Zayas 2012), can be
encoded into the body, marked through specific cues that can be decoded – outside of
academia primarily by the lesbian community itself.

The 2014 streamed first season of the French Canadian web series Féminin/Féminin
applies the so-called ‘objective camerawork’ which uses mirror “[s]hots filmed from a
third-person point of view” (Chandler/ Munday 2011: 299), not directly into the
reflection. Especially the direct look into the mirror and towards us, the audience, is
missing. Chloé Robichaud, the director, disrupts the typical mirror frames with the long
female gazes at each other. She does not reveal the desire of one woman for another
directly in the mirror frame. Yet, she plays with the mirror as a tool for revelation,
respecting its function of discovering the truth.
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Season 1 Episode 4 (2014/ 2015b)
In season 2 episode 4, the mirror
scene (fig. 4 Lez Spread the Word
2014/ 2015b), in fact, includes no
visible mirror but an elliptic one.
The

audience

existence

as,

can

assume

Noémie,

a

its
young

unexperienced lesbian tries out new

Fig. 4 Noémie trying on new ‘identites’ in front of the mirror
(Féminin/ Féminin, Season 2 Episode 4)

clothes to match her identity, looking at herself in – what can be assumed to be – a mirror.
Even in an invisible, elliptic way, the mirror is essential to helping her find her true self
and trying different clothes, in other words, different ways of self-expression or selfrepresentation. Thus, she offers the audience a variety of aspects for self-characterization
through clothing (cf. Faulstich 2002: 97ff.). In this scene another framing happens
because the images unfold in front of us through a door frame. At first it could also be
mistaken for a white wooden mirror frame but since the character turns to what we can
assume is an actual mirror, we realize that as an audience we watch her through a
doorframe. The double framing, even without a visible mirror, makes the scene more
intimate, less confrontational. It allows the spectator to ‘hide’ behind the frame but enter
the fictional scene more realistically in the end. Noémie’s character has no revelation to
offer yet, rather tries to find a suitable outer appearance. The ‘focalisation spectatorielle’
(cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43) which Robichaud seems to favour, is generated through
the character’s flashback to this mirror scene while talking to someone else, and thus
reveals more to the viewers than to the woman Noémie having the conversation with.
Robichaud uses this strategy to constantly create new micronarratives simultaneously
accompanying each character, depending on the episode.

Season 1 Episode 7 (2014/ 2015c)
Another, more significant, mirror scene only appears in season 1 episode 7. Two friends,
Alex and Anne, kiss passionately in a medium close-up, revealing their true feelings
besides friendship – passion, and desire, etc. – to the audience. Robichaud even twists, if
not to say queers, the common cliché of the sporty lesbian (wearing a grey sweater and a
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blue baseball cap) by dressing the supposedly heterosexual character this way, and by

Fig. 5 Alex and Anne kissing in front of the mirror (Féminin/ Féminin Season 1 Episode 7)

letting the lesbian character wear a feminine black top. There are no direct looks into the
camera (or to the spectator), yet we see them as observers through the mirror and as the
watching audience know more than the other characters, [around 4:00 min. in]. In terms
of focalization, this falls under a ‘focalisation spectatorielle’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990:
38-43), similarly used as in the opening scene discussed in Chapter 5.2.2.
Around [8:20 min.] Alex and Anne passionately kiss again in front of the same mirror in a
medium shot (fig. 5 Lez Spread the Word 2014/ 2015c). The darker lighting suggests that
the scene is set in the evening this time. The reflection does not dominate the shot but
both women in their reality, a little part in the mirror stays framed in the background.
Now, after having talked openly to their friends about looking where this relationship will
take them, they can be true to themselves, thus the mirror is not needed as a revelation
tool anymore.

5.3.2 Chica Busca Chica
In Chica Busca Chica, Mónica still feels strongly about her ex-girlfriend who is trying to
reach her and as she tries to talk to Nines about it, they are both in Mónica’s bathroom in
front of a mirror. In the background are blue tiles, underlining the emotional distance
between the characters.

Season 1 Episode 13 (2007/ 2014c)
The figure (fig. 6 Carlycarlikins 2007/ 2014c) to the left shows a mirror still taken from
the Spanish web series Chica Busca Chica. We see Nines (in a black tank top) in a
medium close-up brushing her teeth (in the morning, but after getting
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home from her job
as a bar tender in the
lesbian bar “Chica
Busca

Chica”)

in

Mónica’s apartment,
looking up in the
mirror after spitting
out. Simultaneously
with

the

camera

movement following
Nines,

Mónica

Fig. 6 Nines and Mónica both admit having feelings for someone else (Chica Busca
Chica, Season 1 Episode 13)

suddenly appears in the mirror behind her and tells her about her ex-girlfriend’s (who
destroyed her life according to Mónica) text message. She (wearing a black long-sleeved
shirt and standing in the back) still feels strongly about her ex who is trying to reach her.
The mirror frame shows that while Mónica is trying to reveal her true feelings about her
ex, Nines, at the same time, is thinking about Mónica’s roommate Carmen and through
mimic cues (primarily referenced by her absent look and disinterest in the conversation)
revealing her own true feelings, if not to Mónica at least to the audience. Both characters
have mid-long to long hair and even though Nines embodies the role of a female Don
Juan, moves very softly and in a – what by the Western audience would be considered –
feminine way even though constantly and aggressively flirting with all kinds of women
throughout the series. Her gaze wanders from directly into the mirror towards Mónica
through the mirror reflection (without turning her head). The scene ‘jumps out’ of the
mirror frame into the web series’ ‘storyline reality’ as Mónica reveals her secret about
having received a text message from her ex-girlfriend Eva Pino.
Compared to e.g. Venice The Series where women, even in bed, always seem to wear a
bra even while sleeping, in Chica Busca Chica women often do not wear one, especially
when in pyjamas, and therefore come across more authentic which again simplifies the
identification process with a character for the audience. Identification as such has to
carefully be distinguished from empathy, as empathy is independent of the viewers’ moral
codes. Thus, it is not necessary for the audience to adopt the morals of the acting
character (cf. Mikos 2008: 179). Empathy plays a crucial role in identification with
lesbian characters, especially for an audience other than the lesbian one.
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Season

1

Episode

5

(2007/ 2014b)
The closeness of the characters
depicted in the mirror frame to the
mirror itself in its simple status as
an object in a room, seems to be
semiotically encoded as well.
The distance of both women to the
mirror in Season 1 Episode 5 (fig.

Fig. 7 Nines and Mónica in the distance (Chica Busca Chica,
Season 1 Episode 5)

7 Carlycarlikins 2007/ 2014b) shows Mónica and Nines in the bedroom after Nines
accidently spilled Mónica’s morning coffee on the bed (because she was distracted due to
Carmen’s presence). They are emotionally distant and thus directly linked to the
mirror-character distance. Nines cannot keep her eyes and hands off Mónica’s roommate
Carmen any time Mónica walks out of the room and out of the mirror frame. Nines stays
there alone, only visible in the distant reflection of the mirror, contemplating for a little
while just before breaking up with Mónica in the kitchen later on (outside of the mirror
scene).

5.3.3 De Chica En Chica
The Mirror Scene in Spain
As mentioned in Chapter 5.2, De Chica En Chica already offers a mirror scene as opening
scene which is set in a bathroom in the US. About seven minutes into the film, the second
mirror scene is put in relation to the first one. This time, the mirror is smaller and round
and Inés in a private bathroom at her wedding in Spain. At the bottom of the frame on the
left there is a temporal indication letting the audience know that the scene is a flashback
into the June 20 of the year 2004. Inés is dressed in a white wedding dress being filmed
(in the right corner at the top there is also a red ‘REC’ for recording indicated and the
additional frame of the frame also indicates the homevideo-style recording along with a
shaky camera movement) by a female friend who shortly appears in the mirror on the left.
Lola, also a woman of feminine appearance, quickly enters the room, passionately kissing
Inés in a medium close-up.
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The frame seems to be split in half (fig. 8 Natasiabutler 2015/2016). The left side shows
the round mirror where Inés used to stand and look at herself in the wedding dress, while

Fig. 8 Inés and Lola kissing in the bathroom on Inés’ and Verónica’s wedding day (De Chica En Chica, flashback
scene in Spain)

the right side shows the two women kissing. This split also points towards the gap
between Inés and the woman she is almost about to marry, the wedding dress in the
mirror being the reminder of the illusion. The hidden truth can be decoded from the right
side of the frame which indicates her real emotional state: longing for Lola. The latter
confesses to her that she could not wait any longer to finally kiss her, and as a result Inés
suggests running away together while the camera moves to the right, focussing on the
protagonists and moving away from the illusion awaiting Inés in the mirror. Only seconds
later, Inés’ bride enters the scene, positioning herself in the centre of the frame between
Inés and Lola. She indicates a clear rupture as she enters, reminding not only the
characters but also the audience of her presence, in particular, when appearing in her
wedding dress. It gets even more intense when she seems to take up the frame with Inés,
leaving Lola all of a sudden completely out of the frame. To take it even further, she pulls
Inés out of the bathroom and disappearing with her completely out of the picture. As Lola
shortly reappears in the frame again to follow them outside, she applies red lipstick,
creating an analogy with the first mirror scene through the object itself.
The rest of the video from June 2004 shows Lola and her boyfriend, Inés’ future wife and
a circle of (mainly) LGBT friends on a roof terrace. It ends with Inés disappearing. The
flashback turns out to be the wedding DVD watched by the daughter of the former bride
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to be who was curious about Inés, her ‘other mother’, as she calls her. The wedding video
additionally functions as a link between two locations, not only temporally, but also
spacially because Inés being in Miami seemed to recall the incident while looking at a
photo of her loved ones in Spain at the beginning, and Candela, the youngest character,
watches it in Spain.
To conclude, the choice of location reflects Inés’ emotional capacities insofar as that the
public bathroom in the opening (mirror) scene portrays her as a confident, passionate,
active woman who goes after what she wants – superficially. As soon as someone gets too
close to her emotionally, as Lola did on her wedding day in the second mirror scene, she
is pushed and pulled around: kissed by Lola, and pulled out of the bathroom by her future
bride. It can be argued that this is Inés’ overall theme of the movie, behind the comedy.
Back in Spain she flirts with and kisses Lola again, but as they finally undress, she finds a
reason to leave the scene. As soon as her dream becomes a reality, she runs away again,
as she also does at the end of the film, flirting with the next girl, a taxi driver. Hence, it is
not any censorship of the film that castrates lesbian pleasure but Inés who cannot let
herself have what she most desires.

5.3.4 Venice The Series
Season 2 Episode 12
(2011/ 12b)
Intimate, private spaces
encode high levels of
an
intimacy

imagined
202

changing

any observer into a
voyeur.

As such,

we

witness a crucial moment

Fig. 9 Lara and Ani the morning after a domestic violence incident (Venice
The Series, Season 2 Episode 12)

when Ani (fig. 9 Venice The Series 2011/ 2012b) in the US-American web series Venice
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Two main parameters dictate the body in film: on the one hand it represents a barrier that prevents the
audience to actually get close to the body (in film it is only a staged, medium-driven closeness), and on the
other hand, it reduces the body only to its visuals, ignoring all other sensual bodily experiences (cf. Gräf et
al. 2011: 181).
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The Series faces domestic violence by her partner Lara. The mirror scene is set the next
morning after the incident. Ani’s cheek beneath her eye is black and blue where she was
hit by her drunken, alcoholic girlfriend Lara who now embodies the ‘protector’, standing
behind her and holding her, shielding her from the world. The used depth of focus
generates an intimate feeling as the mirror only shows both protagonists and everything
else in the background blurs to a mix of colours without any concrete form. The close-up
additionally highlights this intimacy and high level of emotional tension between Lara
and Ani.
Both women are portrayed in a very feminine way, with long hair and (even now after
getting out of bed in the morning!) make-up and a bra underneath the tank top. Lara starts
crying as she sees the bruise on Ani’s face because she feels guilty about what she has
done to her lover. Although Ani is (not only physically) hurt, her look is soft and
comforting, as she shares Lara’s emotions about her mistake. The scene starts out with
Ani (in her innocent white tank top) but the truth being revealed refers to Lara, as she has
to take responsibility for her actions as an alcoholic. She completes the scene by
promising her partner to seek treatment and never do it again. The close-up shot maintains
its size throughout the scene, keeping it emotionally tormenting for the audience as no
other frame is offered in-between for relief.

5.3.5 Excursus: Fringe/ Lip Service/ Lost Girl
Fringe on Fox TV (2008-2012)
In the analyzed Lesbian Web
Series Venice The Series and Chica
Busca Chica as well as in the USAmerican TV show Fringe (20082012) the mirror sequences start
out with a medium shot, one
woman watching herself in the
Fig. 10 Olivia in the mind of a killer, taking home a prostitute
(Fringe, Season 1 Episode 17)

mirror while another one comes into
the frame. There is a framing, to be

exact a double framing happening, which makes the scenes more intimate, more
emotionally authentic, and seems to bring the female characters closer to the spectators. A
very similar mirror scene can be detected in the US-American science fiction show
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Fringe Olivia’s dream sequence seconds before a homicide (fig. 10 Fadingwhisper87
2009/ 2014). Equally to Venice The Series, the scene starts out with a woman (stripper in
underwear) looking at herself in the mirror (in this case after an elliptic sex scene). She
looks sad and depressed due to her mimics and body language (bent torso). The
Australian actress Anna Torv playing the role of Olivia enters the scene in the reflection,
ending up behind the female stripper, in what looks like a comforting embrace at first but
turns out to be her deadly approach as the incarnation of a killer (in her dream), cutting
the stripper’s throat (all displayed in the reflection). This scene is interesting on many
levels as it is supposed to be an induced dream state in which the FBI agent Olivia
Dunham is in, psychically connecting with the actual killer: a man. In order for the
audience to follow up on this narrative particularity, Torv masculinizes her performance
of the character’s body language and movements as she walks into the bathroom where
the scene is set. Recalling that this is a TV series, the lesbian scene is justified by firstly,
the dream state itself and secondly, by the fact that Olivia’s psychic abilities allow for her
to connect with the mind of the male killer. It is in fact through his eyes we see the mirror
scene as soon as Olivia is able to connect with him during the dream state. Thus, within
the storyline, the scene would be heterosexual but as it is acted out through two women, it
becomes a lesbian mirror scene playing with the bodily ambiguity and sexual desire that
lesbians inherit. Taking a closer look at their clothes, Dunham wears a black tank top
while the stripper is shown in a black bra. This form of representation could be linked to
their professions but in this case additionally helps to underline the masculine cues for the
audience in order to pick up on the storyline twist.

Lip Service on BBC TV (2010-2012)
In season 2 episode 1 the British Lesbian TV Series Lip Service also sets a mirror scene in
the bathroom, although in a medium
close-up, where Cat (played by Laura
Fraser) on the right side can only be
seen in parts and blurry as she
watches Frankie (played by Ruta
Gedmintas)

through

the

mirror

coming out of the toilet (fig. 11
Scribegrrrl 2012/ 2014).
Fig. 11 Frankie and Cat (Lip Service, Season 2 Episode 1)
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The lesbian mirror scenes narrate shifts in identitary processes or emotions and are
seemingly interchangeable since not only series from the US or Great Britain apply this
strategy but also the Canadian show Lost Girl.

Lost Girl (2010-2016)
Shown on the Canadian Showcase, Lost Girl is a fantasy drama centering around its
bisexual protagonist Bo (Anna Silk) and her favourite love interests Lauren (played by
Zoe Palmer who also embodied a short side role in the web series Seeking Simone). The
Mirror is a recurring theme in Lost Girl in any possible constellation depicting only Bo,
Bo with Dyson (her male love interest), Bo with Lauren, Kensie (Bo’s roommate) talking
to a mythological figure in the mirror, etc.

5.3.6 Excursus: GZSZ
GZSZ – Gute Zeiten Schlechte Zeiten (1992-)
As mentioned before, the bathroom as private space is constantly used as ‘lesbian space’
in literature as well as in film, TV shows or web series. In the German soap opera GZSZ –
Gute Zeiten Schlechte Zeiten (cf. EvideosE 2016) broadcasted on RTL 203 , the lesbian
character Anni meets Jasmin, the initially heterosexual but later on bisexual character
who falls in love with her, kissing her in the bathroom. When the character Anni was
introduced, she was even sitting in the bathtub as Jasmin accidentally walked in –
including a camera team. As Jasmin was participating in a reality TV show with her
husband, the camera team followed her everywhere, even into the bathroom where she
then meets Anni, her new roommate, for the first time. Private space is innate to the
representation of lesbian characters, even more so in a context involving water 204

203

Lesbian subcultures tend to connect transnationally, migrating from one lesbian storyline to another.
Since TV shows do not guarantee access for all the diverse locations through additional online streaming in
media centres online, dedicated fans organize to create accessible platforms for all community members,
including numerous, amateurish or semi-professional subtiteling (primarily into English), which are
however fulfilling their purpose of telling the main story (more or less accurately in narrative and linguistic
details).
204

Throughout lesbian film history countless long and short films have used a water metaphor when
narrating lesbian love and desire. Bathrooms, pools, the beach near the ocean, etc. are popular choices of
location when contemplating or experiencing lesbian love.
Venice The Series’ emotional scenes that related to Gina and Ani’s (non-) relationship, for example, are
often set on the beach near the water. Also Gina’ coming out, talking to Ani about Richard and being
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metaphors or a mirror. Often times, as in this case, private space, especially a bathroom,
also offers viewers (at least partial) nudity. Anni, only covered in foam and intruded upon
not only by Jasmin but by a whole camera team (including men), evokes the porn-like
objectification of lesbian women represented in audiovisual images.
The bathroom develops into the most intimate space for Anni’s and Jamsin’s storyline.
Firstly, Anni daydreams about an intimate encounter with Jasmin in the bathtub, and then
she finally admits her feelings to Jasmin in her bedroom, another very intimate space.
Secondly, Jasmin has a sexual dream about Anni and herself before giving in to her
strong sexual attraction towards Anni in real life and passionately kissing Jasmin. Many
short scenes between the two are set in this private space, including intimate
conversations showing how much they care about each other or scenes which show sexual
tension when Anni gets undressed in front of Jasmin to shower.
Moreover, Jasmin returns to the bathroom after Anni first kissed her unexpectedly,
looking in the mirror, rubbing her mouth, not wanting to confront the truth: being
attracted to Anni. The subtle emotional turning point for Jasmin’s feelings towards Anni
are set in different locations while enjoying a party night in Berlin but mostly focusing on
a particular scene as the break into a public outdoor pool one early morning. Both share
very personal parts of their lives before jumping into the pool, showering, and running
away from securities. Water is again involved in this scene although the outdoor pool
symbolizes public space; a public space without the public (due to the break it at dawn)
but still a public space with securities that execute the rules of such a space and protect it.

GZSZ demonstrates that water metaphors, mirror tropes, and other traditional ways of
narrating lesbian love are equally used in German soap operas with lesbian storylines as
in web series or lesbian films. Similarly to the Otalia storyline in the US-American soap
opera Guiding Light, GZSZ fans generate numerous newly edited YouTube videos which
solely focus on the lesbian couple Jasmin and Anni, thus changing the characters’
hierarchies within the show by putting them in the spotlight. In both soap operas,
pregnant as a young woman and even her date with Tracy are set at the beach. Moreover, Ani’s decision to
not wanting to see Gina anymore and before that her confession of love to her all set near the water. Gina
also goes to the beach various times by herself, contemplating and thinking about Ani. It seems as though it
is a sacred and emotionally charged space for her and her love interest. Ani’s new girlfriend Lara even
ruptures this intimate Giani space by getting drunk on the beach where Gina finds her while jogging by.
Lara mimes a disturbance within this ‘Giani’ inhabited space by her simple presence and even more so by
showing that she is not trustworthy – not worthy of Ani’s love.
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subtexting (e.g. in classical Hollywood style of long gazes) is frequently used to perform
lesbianism in subtle details and symbolic acts between the characters. The protagonists’
desires, shown as a ‘focalisation interne’ (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 38-43) serves as
useful perspective for the audience to know what is going on in both women, e.g. Jasmin
has vivid erotic dreams about Anni before confronting herself with her desires in reality.
Her dreams function as micronarratives for her own personal process of identity
formation and coming out.
The mentioned scenes are not an exclusive list of their storyline but show a clear tendency
how private and public space can be established to distinguish the characters’ emotional
situation, while at the same time using them as subtle cues for audiences, making the
bond between Anni and Jasmin more approachable. This is particularly important for
viewers who have trouble understanding or liking feelings between two people of the
same sex. Although the coming out narrative is typically found more in movies or on
television shows than in Lesbian Web Series, it does exist in web series too. It has to be
said that GZSZ does not exclusively focus on a coming out narrative as Anni was
introduced as a lesbian character very early on in the soap opera and never gave viewers
the opportunity to watch this identity formation process. She often times struggles to
oppose heteronormative society with her innermost identity and self-identification.
Although, over time Anni’s conflicts with her parents (who live in a rural area of
Germany) when coming out as a teenager surface within the storyline, the coming out
process, however, is not performed but narrated through dialogs, primarily with Jasmin.
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6

Effects of Lesbian Web Series on their Audiences
Der ‘human factor’ eines Films ist ein konkreter (wenngleich schwer messbarer)
Wert, der die emotionale Grundspannung beschreibt, die sich beim Betrachten
eines Films aufbaut.
Damit diese emotionale Grundspannung entstehen kann, braucht es zwei Partner:
den Film und den Zuschauer. […] Dieses Verhältnis wird hier metaphorisch als
‘Vertrag’ verstanden, den die Zuschauer mit den Filmemachern stillschweigend
schließen. 205
(Zag 20102: 14)

Similarly to Lejeune’s (cf. 19962) autobiographical pact in literature, Zag’s (cf. 2010)
‘Publikumsvertrag’206suggests the concept of the ‘human factor’ keeping the audience
(emotionally) engaged.
Tracking lesbian films, TV and web series has not always been an easy task due to lesbian
erasure in general. During the last few decades, a noteworthy shift in spectatorship has
taken place as lesbian (and straight women alike) finally claim space for the lesbian gaze.
After eras of censorship, omissions, defamation, and discriminatory portrayals, lesbian
characters have not only made their way into the media landscape by occupying minor
roles but managed to claim the roles of female protagonists in major storylines. This is
particularly significant for all women regardless of sexual identity since the female
images and narratives are still vastly underrepresented.
Understandably, lesbian audiences have been relatively invisible until recently. According
to White (1999: 30) “[l]esbian cinephilia came out of the closet in what can be seen as a
genuine genre of lesbian independent video in the early 1990s”. Lesbian Web Series have
a similar effect on audiences, creating popular culture icons while performing
contemporary lesbian identity and collectivity. White (1999: 31) continues:
By generating and in essence theorizing audience affect, these tapes
construct new terms of lesbian visibility – intertextual and social,
spectatorial and authorial. As mainstream media flirts with what Danae
Clark calls commodity lesbianism, these independent works, programmed
in lesbian and gay film festivals, begin to shape a counterpublic from an
audience. They also serve a pedagogical function for younger audiences
[…].

205

Engl. “A film’s ‘human factor’ is a concrete (but hardly measurable) value that describes the basic
emotional tension that builds up while watching a film. To generate this basic emotional tension two
partners are needed: the film and the spectator. [...] This relation can be understood as a ‘contract’ which the
spectator and the filmmakers silently agree to.”
206

Engl. Contract between the filmmakers and their spectators.
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Lesbian Web Series evoke the creation of new communities throughout the web. Driven
by the idea to closely connect with their fans, cast and crew use various kinds of social
networks (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.) to keep the discourse rolling. The creative
interaction with their viewers often leads to the integration of new ideas mentioned by the
audience into the storyline itself. In addition, fan events and actions such as the Battles of
the Lesbian Web Series at the Dinah Palm Springs (California) support the building of
communities on and around a series.

Lesbian Web Series generate platforms and encourage the audience to interactively
participate in web communication. On this basis, the participatory culture of numerous
women led to friendships, coming outs and even same-sex marriage because their identity
as lesbian women was collectively supported. Moreover, people feel inspired by the series
and therefore produce pieces of art such as paintings and songs referring to their favourite
protagonists. Since the filmmakers like to stay in touch with their viewers, they
sometimes even try to integrate these pieces of art into their web series. What is probably
most striking is the fact that even though Lesbian Web Series frequently have trouble
financing their projects, they still come up with financial and social support for LGBT
organizations which again support their communities.
According to López Penedo (cf. 2008: 228), the cult of idols is an essential part of queer
(and also lesbian) culture because they offer someone to identify with. Especially for
LGBT people living in abandoned areas, these narratives and images which consider the
intersection of cultural and personal history of the spectator, offer the possibility of
identification. Furthermore, López Penedo (cf. 2008: 229) remarks that because of a
history of invisibility and oppression, lesbian narratives often take on the position of
opposition in conventional productions but even in web series this is a practice applied to
break free from all kinds of different stereotypes, e.g. specific professions correlating with
a specific gender representation (the female nurse or secretary vs. the male doctor or
manager), as can be seen e.g. on the example of a male secretary in Venice the Series.
Wilton (1995: 145f.), however, highlights the significance of the spectator because s/ he
gives the character and storyline meaning:
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It seems clear to me that there is little evidence to suggest that film is in
any significant way different from other cultural products. To say that film
is polysemic and that its many possible meanings are contingent and,
moreover, located at the meniscus between film as product (located within
the social and economic relations of production) and viewer as consumer
(similarly located within specific social and economic relations of
consumption) is only to claim that film is no more and no less intrinsically
meaningful than painting, poetry, novels or any other cultural product. [...]
I take for granted here that the sense of a film is made by the spectator –
whom we may understand for our purposes as both receptive and engaged,
and as bringing to the process of spectating a temporally and culturally
specific set of signs, meanings, codes and languages. (Wilton 1995: 145f.).
Moreover, Zag (cf. 20092: 16, 27) states that characters and social dynamics in film have
to be relatable and create an ‘emotional resonance’ in the viewer, while additionally
drawing from her/ his own personal relationship experiences and range of emotions. He
concludes (ibid. 31) that even visually less elaborated stories can touch a large audience if
following the ‘Publikumsvertrag’, the contract with the audience, which is particularly
true for Lesbian Web Series such as e.g. Notas Aparte which is only set in one room.
Lesbian storylines regularly include the theme of longing for another woman which
intensifies emotional reactions in the audience, as Zag (cf. 20102: 35) suggests. He further
points out the significance of rituals to prove one’s love (ibid. 38f.). In the case of lesbian
storylines publicly coming out in front of friends and family to confess one’s love for the
same sex would fit this symbolic act. Another essential aspect is one’s sense of justice. If
a character ‘deserves’ empathy due to her storyline and experiences, the audience
develops higher levels of empathy, feeling with the unjust treatment of the protagonist
(ibid. 43). If a lesbian character fights for her love interest and risks everything, the
spectators are more likely to be on her side due to her investment. Olivia in the Otalia
storyline is a good example. Her character gained empathy in the audience because she
fell very ill and had to take care of her daughter, meanwhile losing a love interest and
fighting to keep her job despite the illness. Zag (cf. 2010 2: 65) rightfully remarks that
family is at the core of every story’s ‘human factor’. As the audience watches the female
characters unfolding their lives in Lesbian Web Series, they become part of these onscreen families, part of these ‘social communities’, as Zag (ibid. 167) calls them. As we
keep returning to each episode, each new problem that has to be solved, we, as the
audience, enter into the presented fictional communities of lesbian women.
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6.1 The Lesbian Gaze
The woman’s gaze is punished... by narrative processes that transform curiosity and
desire into masochistic fantasy. (Williams 1984: 61)
Norman Bryson (cf. 1983: 95ff., 121f.) introduces the binary concept of gaze and glance,
defining the gaze as looking at ‘high’ art, functioning through power and hierarchy as
“static arrangement of observer and object” (Brosch 2009: 9), whereas he (cf. Bryson
1983: 94ff., 121f.) sees glance as dynamic, more ‘natural’ way of looking because the
physical body of the viewer is considered in everyday situations. The question remains if
the glance offers enough depth and time for a closer look needed for analysis. Thus, the
lesbian spectators’ way of looking in this chapter will be called the Lesbian Gaze (not
glance).
Exercising the lesbian gaze207 poses a problem right from the beginning, as the gaze is
initially male, no matter if talking about the camera, the diegetic gaze or the spectator’s
imitating the other two, constructing male-based film narratives (cf. Hayward 2013: 175):
[T]he spectator is constructed as subject, derives from seeing itself as
having an identity separate from his mother, and – aligned with his father
whose patriarchal law he has entered – he can now derive sexual pleasure
in looking at the (m)other; that is woman – the female (m)other. [...]
Cinema actively encourages Oedipal desire, Hollywood’s [bold in original]
great subject is heterosexuality, the plot resolution ‘requires’ the
heterosexual couple formation. Cinematic practices, then, are a perfect
simile for Oedipal desire in that their looking-relations structure woman as
object and man as subject [bold in original] of desire. (Hayward 2013:
174f.).
Lesbian Web Series and other female centred storylines in cinema or on television
automatically challenge this traditional point of view by encouraging female spectators to
derive pleasure from seeing themselves represented but at the same time can derive sexual
pleasure by looking at another woman.
The lesbian gaze – when used as a signifier for female agency in Lesbian Web Series –
frequently uses photography to direct the female lens towards another woman. As the
audience follows this female way of looking, positioning a female character in the frame
as the desired object, women become subject and object at the same time.
207

Also applied in film, e.g. Carol (2015), lesbian protagonists offer a way to implement female agency as a
dominant strategy of looking. In Carol (2015) photography also establishes a concrete way of active,
purposeful looking.
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In episode 15 of Chica Busca Chica Jorge, Carmen’s boyfriend, is a photographer. At
first we, as the audience, perceive the frame from a male gaze perspective, looking
indirectly and directly through this lens at a Mexican model Roberta. Jorge at the same
time shouts “Zorra”, meaning slut, to give her ‘instructions’ how to move in front of his
camera. The rupture happens as soon as Nines enters the scene, looking at all of the three
female characters present (Roberta, Carmen, and Nines’ girlfriend Mónica) as one helps
another one get dressed, while letting slip an “Hala”, meaning “Wow”. Shortly after, the
position is flipped and we look at Roberta standing there in the background, leaning at the
wall in a corset. The angle is filmed over the shoulder, the position of Carmen, Nines, and
Mónica, sitting closely together on a bed. As Nines gets up to help Roberta close her
corset, the frame switches between Jorge’s point of view and Carmen’s and Mónica’s,
both targeting Roberta and Nines. The following scene additionally offers a good example
of a female gaze when Nines enters a sex shop with one of her roommates. As they
browse through the shelves of the store, the framing reflects a fast camera movement,
shot downward, thus mimicking the eyes browsing over the sex toys and making the
spectator become the roommate’s eyes.

6.2 Lesbian Spectatorship and a Sense of Community Building
Certainly queer theory’s understanding of sexual identity based on object choice and/ or
gender identification, and the attendant distinction between identification and desire, are
central to theories of cinematic spectatorship. (White 1999: xvi)
How characters of web series, especially the protagonists, are perceived, on the one hand
depends on the culture they are presented in and on the other, to what kind of culture the
audiences belong. Identification with certain characters and a comprehensible relationship
between fiction and reality are only possible, if certain representations between known or
comprehensible processes, symbols and – for the setting appropriate language – are made
believable. Mikos (2003: 46f.) puts this it as follows:
[D]ie Wahrnehmung der auftretenden Personen durch die Zuschauer
[hängt] von den in der Gesellschaft und der Lebenswelt der Zuschauer
kursierenden Bedeutungen und Konzepten von Selbst, Person, und
Identität ab. Mit und durch die Film- und Fernsehfiguren verständigt sich
die Gesellschaft u.a. über ihre Identitäts- und Rollenkonzepte. In diesem
Sinne haben die Figuren und Akteure eine wesentliche Funktion im
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Rahmen der Repräsentation für
Identitätsbildung der Zuschauer.208

die

Subjektpositionierung

und

There is no ‘neutral’ watching of Lesbian Web Series in terms of positioning the Self.
Even if someone among the female audience does not identify with the lesbian subculture
presented in one of the series, positioning occurs nonetheless.

Community Building through Gossiping
As for many minority cultures located at the periphery of the mainstream, oral storytelling
traditions represent a crucial factor in passing on cultural artefacts, ascribing meaning to
objects, and remembering symbols significant to the community. Unsurprisingly,
gossiping (cf. White 1999: 32) – or ‘cotilleo’, as Olga Viñuales (cf. 1999/ 2006: 115-118)
calls it in Spanish – forms part of lesbian subcultures and significantly contributes to
group identity (‘identidad grupal’). When looking at times of lesbian erasure and social
taboos surrounding lesbian issues, it becomes apparent why oral storytelling would play
such an important role. Today, social media exercise a similar function, using oral
speaking patters in written messages. More so, the usage of emoticons additionally
charges texts with emotions, simultaneously signaling the way a speaker feels. The
Lesbian Web Series’ creators frequently interact within the fan community via message
boards, blogs, fan websites, Twitter, Facebook, and other social media. Additionally, the
audience communicates storyline ideas and sometimes influences the series’ outcome.
Returning to the culture of gossiping, one has to understand that, as Viñuales pointed out
earlier, it primarily serves the formation of a group identity and preservation of orally told
stories. Interestingly, similarities between the gossip 209/ cotilleo described earlier, can also
be detected in other minorities, e.g. in Deaf culture. The act of gossiping not only has the
function of passing on or exchanging information but also presupposes that lesbians meet
in order to do so. Virtually or in real life, both lesbian spaces exercise and perform lesbian
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Engl. “The audience’s perception of the presented characters depends on the circulating meanings and
concepts of self, person, and identity of the society and environment the spectators live in. The society
communicates, amongst other things, its prevailing concepts of identity and (social) roles through characters
on film and on television. In that sense characters and agents hold a central function in terms of
representation for the positioning of the self and identity formation of the spectators.”
209

Chloé Robichaud makes fun of this part of lesbian subculture in her web series Féminin/ Féminin,
twisting around the fact that lesbians often think that actresses who play lesbians must automatically be
lesbians. This deduction however is not exclusively reserved for actresses, art or cultural production in
general, but also applies for assumptions about authors in academia as well.
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subculture. Equally important seems the constant longing for lesbian role models 210 and
self-identification with either fictitious lesbian characters in media or even more so with
lesbian actresses in real life.

Today, however, gossiping does not end there but extends to fan videos and fiction,
embedded in the overall transmedia context of a Lesbian Web Series. Gossiping has
transformed into a transmedia storytelling in itself by using social media and commentary
functions on platforms such as YouTube. The constant interaction, or rather reaction to a
certain content, can immediately be expressed in a variety of ways. At the core, gossiping
serves the same functions, no matter how technologically advanced the devices we use to
act it out. The most significant factor is the wide range of our online communication,
reaching more people further away. The need for lesbian images additionally stimulates
the gossiping, even more so it seems to be a lesbian sport to decode lesbian subtexts in
Hollywood movies (cf. White 1999: 34), TV shows, and other video material accessible
on the Internet. What is of even more interest to the lesbian audience is the sexual
orientation of actresses portraying lesbian characters on-screen. Since lesbian images
have dealt with a long history of inaccurate depictions and actresses refusing to play
lesbian roles, authenticity plays a crucial role when embodying lesbian protagonists
today. However, it is not always the audience wanting to out actresses. As a number of
celebrities came out in the 1990s they “in effect ma[de] their lesbian audiences visible
[…]” (cf. White 1999: 31).

Community Building through Coming Out Stories
The LGB community provides acceptance, friendship, and potential romantic and sexual
partners. It also “legitimizes” same-sex feelings and behavior, and offers validation in
the form of helping LGBs interpret and understand their experiences.
(Luhtanen 2002: 87)
Building lesbian communities requires lesbian individuals who have already undergone
the different stages of realization and coming out, as described in Chapter 2, in order to
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In Sarah C. Gomillion’s and Traci A. Giuliano’s article (2011: 330) “The Influence of Media Role
Models on Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Identity” they proved the influence of lesbian role models
represented in media on lesbian women and found that “the media influenced their self-realization, coming
out, and current identities by providing role models and inspiration” and furthermore that role models
“serve as sources of pride, inspiration, and comfort.”
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self-identify with lesbian identity as such. Paradoxically, identity construction, however,
also requires a community to offer support, particularly when speaking of minorities. In
Phelan’s (1989: 59) words,
[t]he fundamental issue for lesbian feminism has been that of lesbian
identity. The construction of a positive identity requires a community that
supports that identity. Building such a community requires both a
withdrawal of support or belief in the values and structures of the prior
community or culture and the creation of new values and structures.
At the end of her book El laberinto queer211 López Penedo (cf. 2008: 313) calls out for
collective action, to go beyond the Self and instead concentrate more on the community
again to establish solidarity. One way of strengthening local, national, and transnational
community building in lesbian subcultures is storytelling. Comparable to an ‘initiation’
ritual in other cultures, telling the personal coming out narrative marks an essential step in
the process of identity construction when deviating from the heterosexual norm.
When speaking to Spanish women during her research for Identidades lésbicas212, Olga
Viñuales (cf. 1999) points out that the value of emotional bonding with another woman
and the process of falling in love nurtured the belief in a lesbian identity. The sexuality
aspect that comes along with feelings and emotions was not (as) significant for their
perception of identity at all; only in regards to the coming out process when having to
face family and friends who might not always be in favor of homosexual women.
According to Kenneth Plummer’s ideas (cf. 1995: 82-9), Viñuales (1999/ 2006: 73) sums
it up as follows:
[l]as historias [...] se leen de diferentes maneras en diferentes contextos. La
relación que se puede establecer entre la narración de una historia y su
consumo, permite afirmar que estas comunidades son algo más que
unidades cognitivas o simbólicas, son también mundos emocionales. La
narración de una historia de coming-out [italic in original] es una autopista
de dos carriles: por un lado proporciona apoyo emocional a la narradora, y,
por otro, simbólicamente, es un rasgo distintivo de identidad grupal, ya que
se explica a otras mujeres que, a su vez, explicarán otras historias de
revelación creando así la idea central de pertenencia grupal. 213
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Engl. The Queer Labyrinth.
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Engl. Lesbian Identities.
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Engl. “[s]tories are read in different ways in different contexts. The relation that can be established
between the narration of a story and its consummation allows affirming that these communities are more
than just cognitive or symbolic units but also emotional worlds. The narration of a coming out story is a
two-lane highway: on the one hand it proportions emotional support for the female narrator, and, on the
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The Canadian Lesbian Web Series Out With Dad (2010) e.g. integrates coming out
narratives not only into their main character’s storyline but also makes her attend a group
meeting at an LGBT organization where everyone tells their own personal coming out
story. Interestingly, as these narratives build and strengthen lesbian communities, some of
the stories narrated in the series have been inspired by real coming out stories from fans.
This way, the community building and nourishing of these significant narratives functions
in both directions, stimulating the web series’ creators and consequently stimulating the
lesbian community again through the series. Additionally, numerous scholars (cf.
Viñuales 1999:65ff., cf. Gissrau 20052: 216ff.) have mentioned that the coming out
narrative is pivotal for vivid, thriving lesbian cultures. Phelan (1989: 137) even considers
it ‘a production of the truth’ to tell lesbian-centred stories and contribute to selfidentification, stating the following:
Lesbian Feminists have seen clearly that part of the struggle must be to
grasp the means of production of the truth and to claim the status of
truth-speakers. Without that, they would remain forever dependent on the
kindness of strangers, strangers who possessed their authority precisely by
not being lesbian. The first choice in the strategy was the rejection of
psychoanalysis; the second was the decision to ally with feminists rather
than gay men. The result of these two moves, first seen in ‘The
Woman-Identified Woman’, was the production of a new truth about
lesbians – the truth that lesbianism is a matter of politics, of rebellion, of
love for women in a misogynistic world.
However, this self-definition of lesbianism ignores the diversity and existing differences
within the community. Lesbian Web Series fill the existing void regarding lesbian
narratives and in their own diversity of representations help to generate versatile lesbian
images that function as new, positive, and more accurate role models than in the past.

Community Building through Visibility
How important visibility for lesbian women still is, shows GLAAD’s (cf. 2012) media
guide which has its own section for visibility, next to family and relationships, violence
and discrimination, and a style guide. The GLAAD Media Guide provides journalists and
other media professionals with a glossary of terms regarding the LGBT community and
seeks to inspire new story ideas. (cf. GLAAD 2012: 3). Lesbian Web Series, as they offer

other hand, symbolically, it is a distinct trait of group identity, since by explaining other coming out stories
to women when it’s their turn, they create the central idea of belonging to the group.”
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a wide range of covering LGBT themes, take an important part in supporting these
communities, not only nationally in the US, in Canada, or in Spain but within a
transnational web of lesbian kinship facilitated through quick media (cf. Obermayr 2016).
Besides the effect Lesbian Web Series have on the formation of communities and support
among women, they also function as an initial thought-provoking impulse in order to
inspire straight people to reflect upon their own prejudice. “As more people recognize
that there are lesbians and gay men among their friends and co-workers, their
understanding and acceptance are broadened” (GLAAD 2012: 5) and the fear of the
unknown can no longer hold.
Visibility214 most certainly is about raising ‘awareness and better understanding’ rather
than promoting the LGBT community as a victim of defamation and violent attacks.
Nonetheless, violence and discrimination against LGBT people are a given fact and
cannot be completely ignored when LGBT issues are broached. The media do not only
shape people’s perceptions of the LGBT community but also document a certain
development towards more visibility:
The media are a powerful force in shaping the attitudes of Americans.
Media coverage – or lack of it – can define public perceptions toward a
particular issue or group. In the past three or four years, mainstream
coverage of lesbian and gay lives has grown enormously. Where the sexual
orientation of gay men and lesbians once was hidden unless they were
criminals or long-dead artists, now they are recognized as citizens whose
lives are worth covering. (GLAAD 2012: 1f.)
As the GLAAD introduction mentions, marches for LGBT rights were hardly covered by
the media in the 80s but ‘front-page news’ (GLAAD 2012: 2) in the 90s. As more people
speak more openly about their sexual orientation in public, visibility increases
significantly but at the same time, consequently LGBT people “become targets of
increased homophobia and violence” (GLAAD 2012: 2). Communities, apart from
marching together, can also exist online in a digital world. While mirror neurons have
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“The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) is the only national organization in the
United States that works exclusively for the fair, accurate, and inclusive representation of the lives of gay
men, lesbians, and bisexuals in the media. We work to overcome homophobia, which is, we believe, the
root of much of the violence and discrimination unleashed against members of the gay and lesbian
community. GLAAD fulfills its mission by aggressively challenging defamation whenever it occurs in the
print and electronic media as well as the entertainment industry at large. Through special projects and
initiatives, we foster increased awareness and better understanding of gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals,
their lives, their issues, and their culture. Founded in 1985, GLAAD has headquarters in New York and Los
Angeles and has chapters in the San Francisco Bay Area, Chicago, the National Capitol Area, Atlanta,
Dallas, Kansas City, and San Diego.” (GLAAD 2012: 1).
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shown us that watching audiovisual material can activate them and provoke the body to
react similarly to an actual and real situation, we also have to take this into consideration
when it comes to identity constructions. In particular, in times of virtual identities
technology opens up new kinds of possibilities to recreate oneself online in a different
way. This liberty and freedom in creating characters in web series for filmmakers,
moreover, helps to build a more openly content creation that shows diversity in love
which plays an essential role in constructing oneself. According to López Penedo (cf.
2008: 259) sexuality is a threat for a nation because it is difficult to control and has
influence on the way we perceive e.g. the concept of family. She further suggests
considering the cyberspace as a useful tool to develop transnational identities (ibid.).
Lesbian Web Series already demonstrate this today. Identity formation in the audience is
affected by the identity representation of lesbian women in web series but this mechanism
works both ways.

Community Building and Saving Lives on the Example of Out With Dad
Over the years, Out With Dad received many awards, especially among the international
Web Fest community at events such as the LA Web Series Festival 2012 and 2013 or the
Marseille Web Fest 2012 and was nominated (at least) twice for the Canadian Screen
Awards (until 2015). The video “For Your Consideration: ‘Out With Dad’ - Canadian
Screen Awards, Best Digital Fiction”, Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a) itself quotes YouTube
comments and points out the importance of the series. The role of the young teenage
protagonists Vanessa and Rose falling in love and finding out who they really are as a
person, is not to be underestimated because the struggle of the coming out process is
something, almost all LGBT people can relate to in some way or another. The coming out
narrative therefore plays an important role in terms of viewers referencing their own
struggles. Generally speaking, behind the coming out narrative stands the idea of finding
out who you really are despite the circumstances, and standing up for yourself, no matter
the consequences. This narrative resonates even with the heterosexual audience. The
following example is shown in the mentioned Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a) video [0:16
min.]:
I just discovered this show today and I’m so happy I did. I’m 26 years old
now and i [sic] struggled with my homosexuality a[s] a kid as well. I really
wish there would have been something like this I could have watched as a
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teen growing up. Please keep doing what you’re doing, I think its [sic]
incredible and a great service to a whole generation [sic]
Thanks!
Furthermore, Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a) not only promotes its significant existence by
citing fan comments but also responded on YouTube with “Yay! We’re so glad we could
be there for you” to the following [0:31 min.]:
This is really what gave me the courage to come out to my family. If it
wasn’t for this show, I could still be in the closet right now so thank you
because coming out was 100% worth it!
The actress and associate producer Kate Conway, playing Rose, explains the amount of
encouragement they received from their fans to continue the show. She also mentions the
high level of user agency, in other words, how the audience gets “involved”. As Lesbian
Web Series embody participatory culture perfectly, it is no surprise that fans started to
express their love and support for the series in numerous artistic ways, as shown in the
video, e.g. paintings including the protagonists. What is even more remarkable is the fact
that Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a) [1:11 min.] had more than 24.135.414 views, which
means an “[a]verage of 300K views per month in 2014” and that “Out With Dad has
managed to build the largest audience in online drama ever produced in Canada”. Fans of
this web series engage in many ways, sharing their stories or supporting crowdfunding or
donations. Its third season was almost entirely financed by its loyal fan base. The
Canadian web series does not stay within the Canadian media landscape, however.
Additionally, Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a) secured a “[a] distribution deal [...] with the
French public broadcaster in 2013, and renewed again in 2014 and for 2015.”
Interestingly, some YouTube user names have been blurred in the video in order not to
identify them, whereas, for example, Chelsea is readable. Her post (ibid, [1:25 min.]),
written on December 17th of 2012, sums it up:
I think Out With Dad is important for a lot of reasons. It’s a former
outreach for loads of young people trying to figure out their identity but
doesn’t give the vibe of a heavy topic. It’s more than simple youtube [sic]
entertainment, it sends messages of love and acceptance and sheds light on
growing up and dealing with being gay.
“Dealing with being gay” as Chelsea mentions above, implies some sort of negative
connotation that still inherits homosexuality. Even though the term ‘homosexuality’ itself
points towards sexuality more than towards emotions, for young teens as in Out With Dad
sexual attraction is mixed with feelings of falling in love. A period of having “to figure
out their identity” is something, most teens, but also adults, are able to relate to and not
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specifically something LGBT youth deals with but especially when their sexual
orientation is socially still stigmatized – despite all the anti-discriminatory laws – there is
another subtext to finding out who you really are. Briefly, Vanessa, one of the
protagonists in Out With Dad is forced to find out what her family is really like as she
becomes homeless after being outed. Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a) roots its web series in
a, for the medium typical, transmedia storytelling style. Vanessa’s storyline, for example,
was “deemed to be too dark for Out With Dad” and therefore run in addition to the usual
series.
Furthermore, Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a) [1:40 min.] mentions how seriously the web
series makers take their role as a role model, speaking out about bullying and covering
topics such as homeless LGBT youth. Out With Dad, besides the entertainment factor,
opts for support and help regarding LGBT people, in particular, LGBT youth.
Nevertheless, this web series resonates not only with teenagers but also adults, wishing
they could have watched something similar when going through the same process.
Kate Conway (Out With Dad 010/ 2015a [1:46 min.]) adds that
for people who may be going through a really tough time, being able to
relate to characters that you see on-screen, helps you understand why
you’re feeling or why you’re doing the things you’re doing. […] People
have said that watching these characters has changed and saved their lives.
Conway’s statement may seem exaggerated to some but it is based on the sad reality of a
heightened suicide rate among LGBT youth and emphasized again in the video by
showing another YouTube comment (name blurred), mentioning exactly this (Out With
Dad (cf. 010/ 2015a [2:27 min.]):
Out With Dad is so important to me because without it, I would be dead
right now. I was on the edge of committing suicide when I watched the
first ep[isode]. You have I mean, it has changed my life. Thank you.
Web series used to be seen as un- or semi-professional videos uploaded on any video
platform by some enthusiastic individuals and such series do still exist, however, this
antiquated idea does not do any justice to the numerous, high quality entertainment media
that are recently developing online and do such a community service as saving lives by
generating cultural products that nourish the lesbian community.
Markus Kuhn (cf. 2012), while analyzing the emergence and narrative structure of web
series, underestimated how socially powerful the way of character creation in this format
can be, as he claimed that because of their short nature in duration they could not be as
elaborated as characters on television. It is indeed true, that the mostly shorter amount of
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screen time leads to different choices on the production level, especially when talking
about locations and with usually less means available. However, if female characters have
such an impact on the audience to even help and save lives (as the discussed viewer
comments earlier on have shown), Lesbian Web Series are attributed with at least a
certain amount of relatable and elaborated features to be resonating that strongly in the
audience. They differ from TV shows in their freedom, freedom of stories told and
freedom of creative choices. To sum it up, Out With Dad (2010/ 2015a [2:32-2:39 min.])
explains this web series phenomenon in its own words: “Free from the traditions and
expectations of mainstream entertainment, Out With Dad mentions to tell stories that can
at times be harsh with brutal realism and other times overloaded with cute.”

In December of 2012, Out With Dad, via actress Kate Conway, specifically called out to
its audience through a video entitled “Why is Out With Dad important to you?” (Out With
Dad 2012). Either by posting a video or a comment, the audience was asked to answer
that question. A twitter post215 tweeted by Underwhelmist and retweeted ten days later by
Out With Dad in August 2013, shows that reassuring the representation of minority
identities in media, is able to “giv[e] confidence” to individual viewers. It is just one of
many examples to demonstrate that the frequently discussed media visibility of LGBT
people has by far not reached a level that could be equally compared to heterosexual
depictions. To only mark a character as homosexual, is a superficial way of including
LGBT people in series, regardless of their distributional media. What people seem to long
for, is recognizing themselves in the other, thus in this case a lesbian character in a web
series.

In January 2015, Out With Dad was nominated for the Canadian Screen Award in the
category ‘Best Digital Fiction’. Underneath their video “For Your Consideration: ‘Out
With Dad’ - Canadian Screen Awards, Best Digital Fiction”, (Out With Dad 2015), the
Out With Dad team additionally wrote that they “invite the voting members of The
Academy of Canadian Cinema and Television to please watch this brief video message
about Out With Dad, in consideration when voting for the Best Original Program or
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Fig. [Underwhelmist’s twitter post saying “Out With Dad gives me confidence.” 08.14., retweeted by
Out With Dad 24.08.2013].
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Series produced for Digital Media - Fiction.” The video contains numerous shots showing
YouTube comments from the Out With Dad audience, positively remarking how this
particular web series with its lesbian protagonist Rose helped them to be who they are.
Recent YouTube entries below their video additionally show that the web series’ effect
has not stopped. YouTube user raylee wayne (Out With Dad 2015) for example, is
sharing the following with the Out With Dad team:
Out With Dad is amazing in more ways than one. Its [sic] definitely
awesome that there is something out there that people can relate to and is
slowly helping change the world in a positive way. I am also proud to say
that there is something else that could change LGBT representation in
media, actually children’s media. A show called The Legend of Korra
(sequel series to Avatar: The Last Airbender) had its series finale in
December and it ended with the main character (Korra) and her bestfriend
[sic] (Asami) going off on a vacation to the spirit world holding hands and
looking into each other’s eyes lovingly. They didn’t kiss but they went as
far as Nickelodeon would let them, which is actually farther than anyone
expected. The creators have confirmed that they are romantically involved.
So for a big children’s network such as Nickelodeon to have there [sic]
first bisexual couple (they both dated a guy early in the show) is pretty
amazing and one step forward towards full equality and [acceptance].
Sorry for going off topic but I thought it would be interesting to share.
This user not only comments on Out With Dad but also takes personal observations to the
next level, referencing other LGBT characters from other entertainment media. Clearly,
the phenomenon of LGBT visibility in media does not only apply to certain Lesbian Web
Series, or web series at large, but also to other depictions in various media formats and
genres. The vocabulary used is not unusual for YouTube comments regarding Lesbian
Web Series in general. Expressions such as “change the world in a positive way”,
“change LGBT representation in media today” or “one step forward towards full equality
and [acceptance]” all point towards an ongoing social change regarding the perception of
LGBT people and the necessity of a certain amount of visibility in a non-discriminatory
way.
Although the majority of positive comments might suggest that they are written by
someone from the LGBT community itself, some others also particularly point out their
sexual orientation/ identity when heterosexual. The user Johnny Damgaard, for example,
explains his interest in Out With Dad as follows: “i am also like see out with dad, even i
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am stright, i can see things happend too me in some of acters, love from denmark [sic] 216”
(Out With Dad 2015). This shows a deeper character development on the part of the
producers because the characteristics of a protagonist are not exclusively based on its
homosexuality. It additionally offers other traits you can recognize yourself in and bond
with. Lesbian Web Series ground their protagonists, female but also male, in emotionally
comprehensible situations. The human nature of longing for a healthy social environment
of mutual understanding and loving care, is unifying for almost all viewers regardless of
their sexual orientation, gender identity, etc.
As typical for numerous other Lesbian Web Series, Out With Dad constantly augmented
its total runtime from approximately one hour during the first season, to two hours in the
second, and three hours in season 3 (cf. Out With Dad 2015a) This phenomenon is mostly
due to continuously growing viewership and fans, meaning more investment in the series,
hence more funding. Particularly, in the case of Out With Dad, which compared to the
US-American Venice The Series, for example, does not have an investing tequila sponsor
that expects product placement in the series. Another reason for Out With Dad’s big
viewership is the constant effort since the beginning to include subtitles in nine different
languages. According to Out With Dad’s own website, e.g. “roughly 7% of the audience
is Spanish speaking” (ibid.).

Temporal, Transnational Communities
Lesbian Web Series, as they are embedded in their transmedia context of other stories on
coming out, finding your inner self and becoming who you are, enforce representation.
The audience plays a crucial part in the creative process of producing Lesbian Web Series
due to their vivid participatory culture. Although the entertainment industry in general
tries to engage audiences on a more intense level nowadays, emotionally bonding them to
their shows by offering additional information on websites, in blogs or in other videos,
web series operate on a different scale. Firstly, their production modes are exceptionally
diverse and range from amateurish to highly professional and secondly, web series are
much more community oriented than regular TV shows.
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As the YouTube user already claims to be from Denmark, this might explain his poor grammar and
spelling in English.
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In Austria, watching Lesbian Web Series is still not very common. There still does not
exist any community built on or around Lesbian Web Series as we can observe in other
countries, particularly in the US. Possibly, this is not only due to the lack of a Lesbian
Web Series in German or even Austrian dialects but also due to a different use of social
media, particularly Twitter, e.g., as it is known but generally not considered as a
‘serious’217 source of information compared to North America.
The dynamics of community-building within the web series’ context, especially in Spain,
let one assume that once a community has formed, it is expanding its search looking for
new series, particularly if the initial series has stopped production. These migration
tendencies of the lesbian audience are due to the fact that moving images, apart from the
entertainment factor, also have a social imaginary function (cf. Brosch 2009). Images
circulate globally and their receptions have the capacity of changing identities and
produce temporary communities 218 . Lesbian Web Series operate online across national
borders. If not censored as a whole, the shows are accessible for everyone aware of them
and interested in watching. Temporary communities form around the series because in
order to find online series with lesbian content, bloggers, YouTubers, and (if the show
already exists for a while) fans provide lists on how and where to watch them or any other
kind of extra information they are able to collect. Interactions start to intensify, and a
finally a participatory culture is built. Renate Brosch (cf. 2009:7) further claims “that
migrating images can help create transnational communities of viewing. Thus moving
images can perform a social as well as an imaginary function”. As demonstrated by the
example of the Otalia storyline and its recycled version Giani in Venice The Series,
transnational lesbian communities not only build temporally but also migrate from one
online ‘safe space’ to another, following their favourite actresses and characters, as the
following chapter will elaborate in detail on the mentioned example.
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[Update 2017:] Although, since daily ‘Trumpisms’ reign the Twitter landscape in the US today, times
might be changing.
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“In exchange and dialogue about images, readers and viewers can assemble into loose, temporary
communities of common concerns and purposes, where they engage in creative and adaptive interpretations.
In these receptive responses the ideal abilities of the migrant and the spectator converge. An interpretive
community can elevate an image into an icon of mythic resonance. In their capacity as icons, images
‘move’ their viewers and move through different settings, environments, societies and times, whether they
are moving in the sense of representing movement or not. The special value or surplus value of migrating
images thus lies in their ability to invite a participatory engagement of audiences across national
boundaries, in bringing about an interaction which can develop common moral and empathetic concerns.”
(Brosch 2009:18).
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6.3 Audience Migration on the Example of Guiding Light and Venice The
Series Using Clean Slate as Musical Memory Motif
The same-sex crush narrative, with its complex negotiation of identification and desire,
idealization and recognition, is particularly revelatory for queer subjects. Simply put,
when you recognize your lesbianism through movies and movie stars, you identify your
desire. (White: 1999: 36)
The beginning of the sound film at the end of the 1920s (cf. Hetebrügge 2012) almost at
the same time announced the end of the silent movie a few ears later. Using music in
films, therefore, changed not only the film and television landscape but also the viewers’
reception experience. Even though music already accompanied silent movies, thus,
reflected the characters’ moods, the sound film and later on TV and web series reached a
new dimension of how to influence the audience with selective music in order to provoke
emotions or remember them.
How musical memory motifs operate within a participatory culture and intensify the
users’ experience can be observed when influencing the spectators’ identification process
with selective characters or content: the ‘media convergence’, “the flow of content across
multiple media platforms, the cooperation between multiple media industries, and the
migratory behaviour of media audiences who will go almost anywhere in search of the
kinds of entertainment experiences they want.” (Jenkins 2006: 2f).
Since the analyzed scenes of both, soap opera and web series, are embedded in the
transmedia context of the two main couples, it has to be mentioned that, primarily
regarding the soap opera material on YouTube, the focus has shifted towards the couple’s
storyline. Due to fans who continuously concentrate on the lesbian storyline only, cutting
it in a different way than the original, the characters become protagonists in their newly
cut fan videos219.
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Fans do not refer to Guiding Light as a soap opera but to the lesbian storyline or couple in the YouTube
videos only. Instead of using the name of the town Springfield they use the name of the couple ‘Otalia’.
This might also indicate that a large number of (international) fans only know the Otalia storyline by the
edited YouTube videos that focus soley on Oliva and Natalia. If researching the transition from the soap
opera to the web series, one has to look e.g. for “From Otalia to Venice” etc.
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6.3.1 From Soap Opera to Web Series
In 2009 the actress Crystal Chappell initiated an audience migration from the fictional
lesbian couple ‘Otalia’ (acronym for Olvia and Natalia) on the US-American soap opera
Guiding Light (1952) towards ‘Giani’ (acronym for Gina and Ani) in her Lesbian Web
Series Venice The Series (2009-). Audience migration in typical for lesbian viewers since
lesbian characters on television have a history of only being the side character for a short
while or facing the lesbian death trope. Therefore, this female-centred audience is used to
following lesbian storylines wherever they emerge, zapping (and nowadays clicking)
from one to the next.
Crystal Chappell who played Olivia on Guiding Light for ten years, created Venice The
Series to fill the fans’ void and disappointment as the end of the famous soap opera in
2009 also meant the end of its 18 months of lesbian storyline between Olivia and Natalia,
who Nelson Branco (2009) from TV-Guide Canada even named them “super couple” and
“Sexiest Couple Alive” Throughout the portrayal of their relationship both lesbian
characters were never allowed to share an (unexcused, believable) on-screen kiss, not
even on the cheek 220 . With actresses and fans equally frustrated by the restrictions
regarding the portrayal of the couple’s physical relationship, Chappell asked her Otaliapartner Jessica Leccia to join her for the web series Venice The Series221, to keep the
Otalia-spirit alive and motivate fans to watch her new show online. Using music in the
new web series to recycle the viewers’ emotions created by the Otalia storyline, was
additionally helpful to facilitate the audience’ migration.The song Clean Slate by Kyler
England played in some of Otalia’s key scenes on the soap opera has also emerged in the
web series in Giani’s early key scenes. While many new Lesbian Web Series creators
struggle with building a core audience in the beginning, Venice The Series already started
off with a dedicated one.
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White (1999: xxii) hereby also speaks of ‘asexual characters’ due to censorship.
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Using social media like Facebook or Twitter, the Otalia-based audience got involved in promoting the
show and helped to finance the first season by buying merchandise products etc.
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6.3.2 The Musical Memory Motif
Generally speaking, music consists of sound waves oscillating in different frequencies.
The human body is capable of perceiving these frequencies, sometimes even reacting with
a different heartbeat, but how does the brain process the same song played first in a soap
opera and then repeated in a web series? The musical memory motif influences the
perception of the audience regarding the protagonists Giani by recycling emotions the
viewers already have experienced while watching Otalia.
Even if the audience does not consciously recognize that a song is repeated in a new
scene or episode, the process of perception itself still happens. According to Hermann von
Helmholtz’s Theories of Perception (cf. Zimbardo/ Gerrig 2004: 166), regarding visual
phenomena and its adaptation to music, this process is called ‘unconscious inference’
meaning that the spectators always bring in their previous experience of their own
conscious or subconscious perception and automatically link it.
A certain memory can be triggered by stimuli. Regarding film music it is the sound in
combination with the moving images which as an audiovisual impulse are capable of
triggering a chain of memories and emotions. Zimbardo and Gerrig (cf. 2004: 547) claim
that in psychological terms an emotion is a complex pattern of physical and mental
changes, amongst them physiological arousal, feelings, cognitive processes and reactions
in behaviour as an answer to a situation that has been perceived as personally significant.
The fact that a situation has to be significant for the spectator is crucial in order to evoke
an emotion (in him or her). Regarding the plot sequence of a TV or web series, this would
mean that pivotal scenes between two characters that are accompanied by a musical
leitmotif particularly stimulate the spectators’ senses and can subsequently when listened
to again bring back memories (consciously or subconsciously) that have already been
created once before.

Narrative and Structural Function of the Musical Memory Motif
On the one hand, music can execute a narrative function, on the other a structural
function. The narrative function emphasizes certain content, while the structural function
accentuates visual aspects such as intended cuts, shots or movements (cf. Mikos 2008:
240). The audience is thus subconsciously trained to expect certain music-cutcombinations for certain storylines depending on the genre. Mikos (2008: 241) sums up
this idea in the following words:
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Über das Leitmotiv lernen die Zuschauer bereits in der Exposition eines
Films, das musikalische Motiv einem bestimmten Akteur zuzuordnen.
Wenn dieses Motiv im Verlauf der Handlung wieder auftritt, erinnern sich
die Zuschauer daran. Auf diese Weise wird ein innerfilmisches Gedächtnis
geschaffen, in das die Zuschauer eingebunden werden. 222
In this context Gräf (cf. 2011:263) introduces the term ‘musical memory motif’, in
German called “musikalisches Erinnerungsmotiv”. Meaning is generated through music,
visual and linguistic signs. Such a musical memory motif can, however, develop beyond
its primary frame of reference and create a reference to a new one. Therefore, not only an
inner filmic memory is built like Mikos suggests, but also a transmedia memory (because
it operates across various media) can be assumed because by intertextually using musical
motifs one can refer to characters, emotions, ideas and even other works as a whole (cf.
Gräf et al. 2011: 272).
Assuming that these factors converge, the transmedia memory between each movie, TV
or web series gets even more intense. If two actresses, for example, act in similar roles (in
similar social relations), accompanied by the same musical motif, the spectator will
immediately draw parallels, as it is the case regarding the couples Otalia snd Giani.
Moreover, for the deictic marking of a song it is important that the ‘source-music’ is
shown directly ‘on-screen’ (visible for the spectator) or ‘off-screen’ (not visible but you
can still hear it as a spectator, cf. Gräf et al. 2011: 259) or indirectly as an extra diegetic
film music, also called ‘score-music’ (cf. ibid)
Indirect score-music would be, for example, background music primarily used for
transferring certain emotions for the audience.

In this chapter the focus will be on observations of the function of the musical memory
motif Clean Slate, a Kyler England song. The aim is to prove that the US-American soap
opera Guiding Light is closely connected to the Lesbian Web Series Venice The Series
through this musical memory motif, especially for the audience that is familiar with the
Otalia storyline from Guiding Light.
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Engl. “Through the leitmotif the spectators learn already in the exposition of a movie that the musical
motif is assigned to a certain protagonist. If this motif appears during a plot sequence, the audience
remembers it. That is how an inner filmic memory also integrating the spectators is created.”
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The Characters in Key Scenes
The ‘constellation of characters’ (“Figurenkonstellation”, which character has what kind
of relationship with another character or no relationships at all; cf. Gräf et al. 2011: 174)
in both media resembles each other significantly. In both cases, we are dealing with a love
story between two women, even if the one shown on Guiding Light concentrated more on
a coming out theme, while Giani’s story picks up the conflict-prone and emotionally
charged relationship to an ex-girlfriend. This bond that they share is additionally
highlighted through the Kyler England song Clean Slate that emerges in Guiding Light in
three pivotal scenes and is recycled into one key scene Venice The Series.

The Song Clean Slate by Kyler England
Clean Slate, as the musical memory motif that it represents can be described as an
implicit commentary to the incidents on screen. In lyrics statements can be made that the
characters would not be able to communicate otherwise (cf. Gräf et al. 2011: 275). In a
published interview conducted by Lynn Stapelton, Kyler England even mentions that
Clean Slate was placed during strategic moments (cf. Stapelton 2010) in order to closely
connect the song to their content. Clean Slate is narrated in first person and refers to
another person (gender neutral) and the relationship they both have. What might seem
like a very close friendship, in this case refers more to a lost love that the first person
narrator wants to save. This musical memory motif not only links Guiding Light and
Venice The Series scenes but also charges them emotionally. Its function is therefore
narrative, but also structural because the song highlights certain cuts and dialog
sequences.

6.3.3 Otalia Key Scenes in the Soap Opera Guiding Light
The characters Olivia and Natalia (‘Otalia’) develop their love story in a typical soap
opera narrative. They transform their feelings of hatred into understanding, caring,
friendship, and finally love while, of course, as typical for this kind of narrative, they
have to face numerous obstacles on their journey. The following scenes (cf. Otalia 2009)
show an outline of the fictional places, characters and analyzed scenes that include the
musical memory motif:
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Scene 1 [04.02.2009] (OtaliaHD 2009/2012a, [03:02 min.]-[03:23 min.]):
Daytime/ inside at the mayor’s office. Olivia talks with Doris who is already at the scene
when she arrives. Olivia [08:49 min.] (fig. 12) indirectly admits her love for Natalia in a
dialog with Doris [07:22 min.] (fig. 12), the lesbian mayor (who is not out of the closet
yet, thus mentions a man) of the fictional town Springfield. Natalia is absent in this scene.

Fig. 12 Olivia indirectly confessing her love for Natalia to Doris, the mayor (Otalia in Guiding Light, scene
04.02.2009)

The song starts where the following dialog between Olivia and Doris is underlined:
OLIVIA
It’s different but it’s safe and it’s warm and it’s decent and that’s because of
her, that’s because of who she is, that’s because what she makes it. What
are you looking at?
DORIS
I wish a man would talk about me the way you just talked about her.
The underlined part of the dialog indicates when the following lyrics from the song Clean
Slate start playing simultaneously in the background: “I can’t live without. Is it too late
for a clean slate? Tell me how to make it up to you. I made a mistake. I know that you
don’t owe me anything, but I was hopin’ we could start again.“
Scene

2

(2009/2012b,

[14.-15.04.2009]
[04:28

(OtaliaHD

min.]-[05:30

min.]):

Daytime/ outside, set on the graveyard at Gus’
grave. He is Natalia’s dead husband who was an
organ doner and as his wife, Natalia agreed to
give Olivia his heart for a transplant when she
was in need. Olivia admits her love for Natalia
directly to her [05:52 min.] (fig. 13, OtaliaHD

Fig. 13 Olivia confessing her love to Natalia
before the wedding at Gus’ grave (Otalia in
Guiding Light, scene 14.04.2009)
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2009/2012b). Afterwards she accompanies Natalia down the aisle to marry Frank Cooper.
The song starts where the following dialog between Olivia and Natalia is underlined:
OLIVIA
I’m in love with you. I’m in love with you.
It would just be a world of trouble and I don’t want that for you.
NATALIA
I’ve handled trouble before.
OLIVIA
You’re gonna get hurt. I can’t... I can’t live with that. I love you, but I
don’t know what offering my love will do to you. And I’ll ask you to
change who you are and what you believe and then that would make this
whole thing a lie, wouldn’t it?
NATALIA
Don’t you know how much...
OLIVIA
Don’t! You are where you need to be and who you need to be with. Got a
wedding to get to. Come on.
The first underlined part indicates when the instrumental part of Clean Slate sets in
simultaneously with the dialog. The second underlined part shows when The following
song lyrics set in in the background and accompanies the dialog until the end of the scene:
I know we hurt each other. Can’t we work it out? I realize you’re the kind
of friend I can’t live without. Is it too late for a clean slate? Tell me how to
make it up to you. I made a mistake. I know that you don’t owe me
anything, but I was hopin’ we could start again. Is it too late for a clean
slate? Tell me how to make it up to you. I made a mistake. I know that you
don’t owe me anything, but I was hopin’ we could start again.
Scene 3 [06.05.2009] (OtaliaHD 2009/2012c, [06:50 min.]-[07:28 min.]): Late
afternoon/ inside in a room in a spa hotel. Olivia’s and Natalia’s first weekend trip alone
together shortly after Natalia’s decision to leave Frank at the altar and shortly after
admitting her love for Olivia to herself and to
Olivia. Emma, Olivia’s youngest daughter,
joins the two at the spa unexpectedly and
complements the family image (as a missing
link between Olivia and Natalia). She is
present but only becomes visible at the end of
the dialog. [04:33 min.] (fig. 14, OtaliaHD
2009/2012c).
Clean Slate sets in but only as an instrumental

Fig. 14 Olivia, Emma, and Natalia at the spa
hotel (Otalia in Guiding Light, scene 06.05.2009)
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during the following dialog between Olivia and Natalia:
NATALIA
We’re friends and we’re family and we don’t want that to change.
OLIVIA
No, we don’t.
NATALIA
And the other stuff... well, we’ll figure it out.
OLIVIA
We will, right? I mean, we’re gonna figure this out. We have to, ‘cause we
can’t just live in limbo. I need to know what we are and aren’t gonna be to
each other and I don’t wanna play games. Can’t keep the other person from
living their life.
EMMA
Mum! Natalia!
NATALIA
Movie time!
Emma is positioned inbetween her mother and Natalia, reminding the viewer that she was
the first to notice and appreciate the love between the two women and is still an important
link. In the next scene, all three characters jump on the hotel bed to watch a movie, Emma
again taking the position in the middle. While representing an important part of the
emotional bond between Olivia and Natalia, Emma also embodies the obstacle for both
women to get sexually involved that night, or in other words “the other stuff”, as they
refer to it in the dialog. The song once again sets in when Olivia is talking.

6.3.4 Giani Key Scenes in the Lesbian Web Series Venice The Series
Crystal Chappell’s idea to create Gina and Ani (‘Giani’) was born out of the Otalia
storyline. This might explain part of the similarities between the characters of both shows.

Scene

Season

2,

Episode

8

(Venicetheseries 2011/ 2012a, [08:50
min.]-[11:55 min.]): Daytime/ outside.
Ani is waiting on a roof terrace café for
her ex-girlfriend Gina to plan the
catering for the inauguration of her
exhibition with her. The waiter is a

Fig. 15 Ani and Gina listening to Clean Slate (Venice The
Series, Season 2 Episode 8)

friend of both of them. While Gina and
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Ani discuss all the preparations, Ani suddenly pauses for a moment during which the song
Clean Slate is getting louder [11:12 min.] (fig. 15, cf. Venicetheseries 2010/ 2012a).
Gina enters the scene at [08:53 min.] where Ani and the waiter are already present.
Almost simultaniously with her appearance at [08:51 min.] the song Clean Slate (only
instrumental in the beginning) sets in very quietly, hardly audible. It continues a bit
louder in the background as only Gina and Ani talk (without the waiter) until Ani directly
points to the song in her dialog by saying “I love this song”, while the song itself is
getting louder and attracts the viewers’ attention. Ani seems to recall a beautiful memory
closely connected to the song. Both women look to the left side of the frame (fig.5) as if
looking into the past (as Otalia). Gina asks her for a dance and the way they do makes
both look like a couple, rather than two friends dancing [11:32 min.] (fig. 16, cf.
Venicetheseries 2010/ 2012a), as the song has a slow pace and soft melody underlining
the intimacy between both characters.
GINA
Hi!
WAITER
Oh! Tadaaa!
GINA (to waiter)
I’m gonna cry, angel.
Thank you so much.
ANI (to Gina)
That bad?
[...]
GINA
You are the most beautiful women I have ever met. So stop it, stop it.
ANI
You are biast.
GINA
I know. No.
ANI
I’m back to Yoga and boot camp, so that should help.
I love this song.
GINA
Would you dance with me?
Come on, one dance, come on.
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Ani is the first to mention the song in the background; however, it really starts getting
louder when Gina asks her to dance as the following lyrics play once again: “I know we
hurt each other. Can’t we work it out? I realize you’re the kind of friend I can’t live
without. Is it too late for a clean slate? Tell me how to make it up to you. I made a
mistake. I know, that you don’t owe me anything...“.

Fig. 16 Ani and Gina dancing to Clean Slate (Venice The Series, Season 2 Episode 8)

The Musical Memory Motif Clean Slate
Throughout the three pivotal scenes in which Clean Slate is used in Guiding Light, the
intensity of Olivia’s emotions gets stronger. The dramaturgical arc of suspense builds up
during the scene where Natalia is absent when she talks about her to Doris, the mayor,
and then it results in a catharsis in the graveyard scene at Gus’ grave where she screams
out loud her emotions crying in front of Natalia. The choice of location for this setting is
interesting insofar as that Natalia’s and Olivia’s feelings for Gus (Natalia’s dead husband)
seem to get buried and find closure. After this key scene, both women go on a spa
vacation for the weekend together shortly after to figure out their relationship. Once
again, Clean Slate accompanies the new beginning of their love. The function of the song
when it sets in to generate emotions is dramaturgically significant for the spectators to
identify with the characters.

In the three mentioned Guiding Light scenes, Clean Slate is never visible but exclusively
used as score-music in the background. In Venice The Series on the other hand, the song
changes its function. First, it starts off as source-music marking Gina’s appearance, before
Ani’s deictic marking by saying to Gina “I love this song.” (Venicetheseries 2011/ 2012.)
Listening carefully, the sound of Clean Slate reveals that it has been adjusted to an
outdoor effect. The audience never gets to see any source; instead it stays in the off. Gina
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responds “Would you dance with me? Come on, one dance! Come on.” (Venicetheseries
2011/ 2012). What strikes is the fact that after Gina’s reaction, the function of the music
transforms into clear, audible, louder score-music without any outdoor sound effects and
leaves no room for conversation. Recycling Clean Slate in this web series, recalls all the
Otalia based emotions in the Otalia savvy audience of Venice The Series as if the lost
relationship between Gina and Ani was the one Olivia and Natalia once had.
This proves once again the emotional link between Guiding Light and Venice The Series
through the musical memory motif Clean Slate. In this case, the musical memory motif is
operating in a setting of ‘transmedia storytelling’ (cf. Jenkins 2007) and by itself already
transmits an emotionally charged story. It inscribes itself in the ‘collective memory’ of
the audience according to Halbwachs (cf. Halbwachs 1939/ 1950) which internationally
has been increased through fan videos, blogs, additional stories, comics, etc., and this
audience consciously or subconsciously notices the references to Otalia, even though the
characters Gina and Ani work in different jobs and live in a completely different setting.
Furthermore, the characters have been created in an independent yet very similar way
regarding their physical appearances (hair, outfit, etc.) and even their personality. For
example, Natalia loved to cook and bake and Ani is also created as someone who loves to
cook and even provide food for Gina after their breakup.
Olivia shows numerous similarities with Gina as well, when looking closer at her selfconfident character as a manager of her own business in both cases. Gina’s
characterization through Ani’s character shows that she is reliable, caring and a good
organizer. Moreover, the narrative characterization illustrates that she gets a dialogue
dominance (higher hierarchy) within the frames and this directs the attention of the
audience more to her and her emotions, rather than to Ani’s.
To sum it up, in both Guiding Light and Venice The Series the focus is clearly on
Olivia/ Gina, Crystal Chappell’s characters, as following comparison demonstrates:
Guiding Light: Focus on Olivia


Dialogue length/ Temporal dominance of Olivia



Scene presence of Olivia



Shots/ frames, e.g. close-ups in scene 2



Clean Slate lyrics and strategic placement connected to Olivia
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Venice The Series: Focus on Gina


Dialogue dominance (leading the conversation) of Gina



Starting point of Clean Slate with Gina’s appearance



Clean Slate lyrics represent Gina’s emotions



Musical memory motif recycling the soap opera Otalia-emotions (mainly Olivia’s
longing) into the web series

In conclusion, the musical memory motif Clean Slate recycles Olivia’s longing for
Natalia into Gina’s longing for Ani as an emotional background; an intention which
cannot be ignored for these characters as they provoke a stronger bond in the Otalia savvy
audience towards the Lesbian Web Series Venice The Series.
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7

Conclusion

This thesis aimed to investigate the subject of female identity construction and
representation in the recently emerging online format of Lesbian Web Series and its
transnational audiences through the lens of a Lesbian Studies approach while mostly
avoiding the Queer Theory approach as it is less suitable for community building
processes. Alongside technical and narratological perspectives, the interconnectedness of
the web series (as a medium) with its content, content distribution platforms and
movement have been taken into account in order to generate a first definition of Lesbian
Web Series. Their cultural production and the identity formation of their (female-centred)
audiences overlap when they produce lesbian protagonists driving the main storylines
while (consciously or unconsciously) fulfilling suggestions of organizations such as
GLAAD, the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, which has pushed for the
erasure of the lesbian death trope and instead proposed a portrayal of positive images of
lesbian women in the past. As the analysis has shown, the depicted characters lean
towards a mainly feminine body representation which varies more and more with the
emergence of more lesbian-centred web series around the globe.
Lesbian Web Series mingle traditional and new startegies of narration. On the one hand,
the traditional subtexting (e.g. through set design and lesbian symbols), the usage of
intimate spaces as choice of location, and the love for mirror scenes to indicate a shift in
the storyline or character’s identity contrast; on the other hand, with the new outed,
strong, female protagonists and their physical representation of affection, desire, and
lesbian relationships, as well as with direct references to indicate lesbianism through
dialog choices and applied terminology. The format offers a technical and creative
freedom that benefits not only its diverse genres but also its lesbian portrayals. As
transmedia storytelling is a crucial part of how web series operate, their audiences migrate
from soap opera narratives to web series and from web series back to cinematic sequels
without hesitation. The same audience migration applies to web series creators
themselves as well (without changing the format), as many viewers keep following the
makers from one web series to another.

Chapter 1 clarified the questions of methodology as two forms of triangulation for the
qualitative research were applied: data triangulation (different locations in the US,
Canada, and Spain) and theoretical triangulation (Lesbian/ LGBT Studies, Cultural
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Studies, and Film Studies). The investigations on lesbian identities primarily took place
within their subcultural communities in the US, Canada, and Spain. Lesbian minorities
face a diverse historical and socio-political background including questions of
(in)visibility and censorship, and anti-discrimination laws have been and are still treated
very differently and are frequently changing depending on the political forces in power in
each country. The exercised field research, therefore, tried to capture lesbian identities
from various perspectives while most importantly including sociohistorical and cultural
information consulted, obtained, and observed at various LGBT archives, museums, and
affiliated events.
Field research was conducted by participant and non-participatory observation in each
country. Participant observation was practised at LGBT film festivals (or screenings) as
well as in gay villages, exhibitions, and museums by keeping a field journal, conducting
informal interviews and discussions with web series creators and audiences of all
countries. Non-participatory observation was exercised by collecting local print and
online media and data on LGBT symbols on buildings, art in public, etc. throughout e.g.
Pride events. This necessary sociohistorical and cultural data was collected in the initially
three main production countries of Lesbian Web Series – Spain, Canada, and the US –
between 2012 and 2014 in LGBT-related places such as LGBT archives, museums, gay
villages, LGBT film festivals and other lesbian-related events such as the Dinah, pride
events, etc. By conducting a field journal, taking into consideration Geertz’ (cf. 1973: 6)
concept of thick description, the data was collected, selected, structured, clustered, and
brought into context. However, as often when working anthropologically, the most useful
sources have often been the most unexpected ones: members of the lesbian communities
themselves provided useful cultural insights and advice on appropriate terminology and
literature.
Additionally to the research conducted in the field, the female protagonists of the Lesbian
Web Series underwent a process of film analysis taking into account aspects of hierarchy
or position, characterization, and focalization by Faulstich (cf. 2002: 97ff.), Eder (cf.
2008: 711), Mikos (cf. 2003: 176f.), Gauderault and Jost (cf. Gauderault/ Jost 1990: 3843).

In Chapter 2 the collected sociohistorical data on lesbian identities obtained in the
numerous locations mentioned above shed light onto the difficulties of terminology when
working within Anglophone, Francophone, and Hispanophone contexts alike, e.g. the
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Spanish particularity of the two concepts ‘lesbiana’ (focus on social solidarity between
women) vs. ‘lésbica/ o (focus on sexuality) based on Adrienne Rich’s (cf. 2000) lesbian
continuum does not result in different terminology in French or English. However
specific the terminology, common theories and models on identity development regularly
lack the focus on how personal and collective identities develop within the lesbian
minority. Models focusing on lesbian identity formation have been discussed in this
chapter by giving a summary on McCarn’s and Fassinger’s (cf. 1996/ 2014) attempts to
compare the different approaches. To sum it up, the crucial common agreement of all
presented models was the fact that sexual identity is socially constructed (based on
internal individual desire and emotional attachment) and thus forms over time. While the
sexual orientation is inherent, sexual identity is to be seen as process that develops
throughout the coming out process and beyond. Lesbian Web Series show their
protagonists in different periods of this process in their lives, however, always taking
sexual orientation per se as inherent, discussing different notions of sexual identity.
Today, the former dangers of lesbian visibility do not apply to the web series’ production
countries anymore (but other parts of the world) and ‘labeling’ identity in the sense of
denominating it, has become an important strategy to strengthen lesbian identities. This
visibility strategy is constantly reinforced by lesbian images. However, it is not only the
aspect to be visible that contributes to a positive lesbian depiction but the fact that
Lesbian Web Series position their characters in the centre of attention as protagonists that
drive main storylines and give the female audiences more opportunities for identification.
It is this idea of lesbian identity construction and representation that this thesis aimed to
explore.

The investigations regarding technical and narrative functions of Lesbian Web Series
discussed in Chapter 3 give a first definition of Lesbian Web Series as a relatively new
medium. These formats, originating on YouTube, exist across all genres from drama to
comedy and sitcom, and have proven to construct identity for a wide transnational
audience through online streaming, granting immediate access at all times, generating,
and nourishing lesbian subcultures by their versatile lesbian images and storylines. As
they are highly interactive and employ social networks to communicate with and draw
impulses from their audience, the boundaries between viewers and makers have been
blurred and created a cycle of cultural and identitary production and formation. Its main
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aspects resulted in audiovisuality, authenticity, fictionality, narrativity, seriality,
transnationality, and transmediality. Their emergence on YouTube is to be seen
controversial due to the fact that this video platform applies an inconsistent, partially
discriminatory, censorship policy under operating ‘security’ settings, eliminating terms
such as ‘lesbian’ or ‘sapphic’ from the search results (and therefore also eliminating
Lesbian Web Series).
The selected main corpus comprised the Spanish series Chica Busca Chica and its
follow-up movie De Chica En Chica, Notas Aparte, the US-American Venice The Series
and its soap opera ‘backstory’ Otalia (edited parts from Guiding Light), the AngloCanadian Out With Dad, Seeking Simone, and the Franco-Canadian Féminin/Féminin.
Yet, the overall analysis took into consideration a whole list of international web series
and lesbian scenes on TV. In particular, the focus was directed at opening scenes which,
as discussed in the analysis, have used a multitude of strategies to introduce lesbianism to
the audience, either by set design and culturally encoded objects/ symbols such as
rainbow coloured items, by dialog and used terminology referencing the lesbian
community (e.g. ‘lesbiana’, ‘gouine’, ‘gay’, etc.), or by symbolic acts (e.g. subtexting, Uhauling, gazing, etc.). Furthermore, the respective scenes on the US-American sciencefiction show Fringe, the British drama Lip Service, the Canadian fantasy drama Lost Girl,
and an excursus on a lesbian couple in the German soap opera GZSZ (Gute Zeiten
Schlechte Zeiten) have demonstrated the link between lesbian mirror scenes on television
and in web series.

As the investigations have demonstrated in Chapter 4, the Lesbian Code develops away
from erasure towards visibility, opposing the lesbian death trope which is still frequently
applied in TV series. Lesbian Web Series have shifted female images from ridicule and
extreme stereotyping to a healthy, in-depth portrayal of lesbian characters which are
shown in their struggles of everyday life, including families and children. A set of
subcultural codes and symbols embedded in these female-centred narratives underline the
transnational aspect of these series and their characters’ strong, self-aware, and
independent nature, finally allowing lesbian characters to reach a healthy, stable, positive
stage of identity representation, contrary to the lesbian codes of identification and
negative images of the last decades analyzed from material obtained in, amongst others,
the Lesbian Legacy Collection in the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives in Los
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Angeles. Although, a butch-femme gap still prevails, bodily representations still favour
femininity – as a Western concept of beauty – compared to more androgynous or
masculine depictions.

When analyzing the encoding and decoding strategies regarding female protagonists in
the Lesbian Web Series corpus in Chapter 5, it has proven to be useful to select the scenes
according to two criteria in advance. Firstly, they had to be the first scenes of each series
taken from season 1 episode 1. The aim was to distill aspects and mechanisms of how
lesbianism as such was introduced by each series. As the results have shown, some web
series concentrated more on lesbian-related terminology expressed through the dialogs
(e.g. Notas Aparte, Féminin/ Féminin, Seeking Simone), others focused more on
displaying affection between women (e.g. kissing on Venice The Series, Out With Dad) or
on applying a strong lesbian gaze (e.g. Chica Busca Chica, De Chica En Chica) through
camera movement, framing, shot size, etc., or (additionally) used symbolic objects in the
background or on a person (e.g. Notas Aparte, Chica Busca Chica). The body (including
clothing, hair cuts, etc.) was frequently used by all Lesbian Web Series to hint towards
same-sex attraction, despite the vast majority of feminine depictions. Another aspect all
series have in common is the immediate introduction of lesbianism as such, not leaving
any doubts of the characters’ identity.
Secondly, mirror scenes served as useful sequences to be analyzed due to the importance
of the mirror as a cinematic metaphor for (identity) revelation, outing or any other hidden
truth of the character reflected in its surface. As mirror scenes have a tradition of
occurring in lesbian film, lesbian scenes in TV series, and in Lesbian Web Series, they
have been proven to be a stable narrative technique in lesbian-centred audiovisual images.
Even though these scenes still remain emotionally charged and created a turning point for
the protagonists, web and TV series both shifted towards a more character-based
representation than an exclusively sexuality-oriented portrayal in the mirror, as the results
of the analysis in Chapter 5.3 have demonstrated. The range of themes discussed varies
from domestic violence (e.g. Venice The Series) to a friendship turning into love (e.g.
Féminin/ Féminin) and (emotionally) cheating on a loved one (e.g. Chica Busca Chica,
De Chica En Chica).
The visible shift in identity representation of lesbian characters in web series (compared
to former depictions and censorship issues in other media) can be most evidently found in
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their position as main characters with significant storylines and proven by the effect of
these characters on their audiences.
GLAAD (cf. 2012), the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, suggests that more
positive, authentic, accurate, lesbian images are still needed within the media landscape,
meaning that the portrayals of lesbian characters have reached the stage of stabilization
and respect, having families and interacting with children. Lesbian Web Series provide
exactly that, as mentioned above, and actively work on contributing new, authentic role
models for lesbian communities.

As Chapter 6 showed through the investigation, the usage of similar symbols and cultural
codes among different lesbian communities regardless of nation, cultural background or
language, demonstrates how cultural these codes and symbols serve to facilitate the
transnational community building processes of the spectators. The findings of the
research revealed that community building is primarily established through the
establishment of visibility in terms of lesbian identities, gossiping as a subcultural
strategy of oral storytelling among minorities, and sharing coming out stories to reinforce
common factors of the identity formation process as bonding aspect among lesbian
communities. The strong participatory nature of Lesbian Web Series was demonstrated on
the example of Out With Dad, a series which, according to fans, has saved various lives
due to their lesbian-centred storytelling. Additionally, the analysis of the musical memory
motif Clean Slate, a song used in key scenes on the US-American soap opera Guiding
Light and in the Lesbian Web Series Venice The Series results in audience migration,
linking both media, and exemplifies how strongly these temporally emerging
transnational (online) communities are affected by the new format of Lesbian Web Series.

Limitations of the Project
The limitations of this project have been plentiful. As it took almost two years to
convince first investors of the significance of a lesbian-centred study, vacation time had
turned into partially auto-financed research trips abroad. In terms of the almost inexistent
Lesbian Studies in Austria (often intermingled with Gender Studies or under the umbrella
term Queer Studies), the local academic field in particular lacks extensive archives and
international access to lesbian sociohistorical and cultural data. It is highly recommended
to build networks and cooperations with international lesbian memory spaces in the
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future, and strategically collect lesbian data, including the quickly emerging and
disappearing female-centred content online.

Outlook: Online Questionnaires
Since web series operate mostly online, their communities emerge online as well.
Admittedly, when trying to reach their future audience, it is also common for Lesbian
Web Series creators to go out into already existing communities at LGBT events or bars
in order to launch crowdfunding campaigns and explain their projects more directly to
their possible viewership. This attitude in approaching potential viewers already suggests
that the obvious assumption is true: Lesbian Web Series are mainly watched by women
rather than men. This might not be the case for every Lesbian Web Series but community
formation outside of the online world that was originally initiated by the very existence of
such a series, plays a crucial role in strengthening and maintaining these mainly female
communities. Working in the field, informally asking members of LGBT communities in
the US, Canada, Spain, Austria and beyond directly about Lesbian Web Series,
underlined the necessity for online questionnaires in the future. The main (and also
expected) difficulties detected included that most people either did not have any
knowledge of the conceptual differences between web series and TV shows or online
streamed television material. Over the last decade, web series have established as a
known format within the industry, having their own Web Fests (festivals) and awards.
However, this was a rather quick development. In the early beginnings a few years ago,
terminology has been much more inexact than today, not differentiating enough between
online television and web series. Admittedly, there are many similarities to be found in
terms of audience agency and interaction through social media and video platforms.
However, the web series business is a rather young industry that has yet to reach people in
numbers comparable to the film and TV-industry.
To return to the mentioned questionnaires, future audiences suitable for online
questioning, ideally have to be invested enough to remember details of a web series to
count as involved in the community-building process. I encourage sending out future
questionnaires to LGBT organizations and web series producers directly, additionally
taking advantage of social media such as Twitter to specifically reach interested
community members likely to answer.
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Abbreviations
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Christopher Street Day

e.g.

example given

Fig.

Figure

GLAAD

Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
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International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association

LGBT

Lesbian gay bisexual transgender

PFLAG

Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays

Q&A

Questions and Answers

UCM

Universidad Complutense de Madrid

US/ USA

United States of America

vs.

versus

WHO

World Health Organization
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